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Wingate 
Not for beginnerem 

The discriminating sensibilities of the 

true audiophile are developed gradually as an 
acquired taste. Naturally, then, we realize 

that the Wingate 2000A is an extraordi-

nary feat of engineering that far exceeds 

the understanding or appreciation of the 
novice. Instead we suggest this incompar-
able Pure Class A amplifier only for the 
audio connoisseur whose trained ear will 

recognize absolute purity of sound. 

Wingate Audio Corporation 
P.O. Box 9121,423 4th St., SW 
Hickory, NC 28603 

704-324-0334iwithln NC) 
TOLL FREE: 1-1300-2-CLASS-A 

100 w/ch dual-mono power NIOSFET Pure 
Class A amplifier with zero-negatiye feedback 
design for unprecedented signal transparency 
and resolution. 
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CD at What 
Crossroads? 
I'm able to admit that CD is at a crossroads, 

but not at the ones that just about every-
body seem to be pointing at. In terms of 
public acceptance, CD is way past such a 
point—after all, by the time you read about 
a technology in your local newspaper and 
Time magazine, it bas to be in. CD plants are 
still unable to keep up with demand for 
discs, and, since demand is increasing some-
what faster than the plants are being built, 
the shortage is likely to continue for some 
time yet. Nor are players for the masses a 
problem: locally you can buy a CD player 
(albeit of dubious ancestry) for S88. I think 
the public has seen CD, and decided it's OK. 
In most cases, how it sounds is not an issue. 

If public acceptance of CD has passed the 
crossroads, such a junction is just hoving in-
to sight for audiophiles—we're definitely 
not yet there I'll grant that opinion is divided: 
JGH actively likes the medium; AHC gives it 
more-than-grudging applause; JA can find it 
in his heart to overlook CD's trespasses in 
favor of its advantages; and Martin Colloms 
has always found CD a useful evaluative 
tool. But I am not alone—see the interview 
with James Boyk—in my dissatisfaction, in 
many numbers of systems and using dozens 
of different discs, with the new medium, in 
spite of initial favorable impressions. George 
Graves' comment (starting p.25 ) says it all: 
'A friend asked me how come I wasn't listen-
ing to my CD player." The best test of any 
piece of equipment is whether you go back 
to listening to it over and over—or whether 
you consistently avoid it. The advent of the 
CAL tube CD player is one hopeful step, but 
I suspect that the future of digital, and the 
only real crossroads, lies in the hands of the 
recording studios and the Japanese manu-
facturers who have been so effective at pro-
moting the new medium. 
The recording studios are where real ad-

vances, in the form of better recording elec-
tronics and digital oversampling while 
recording (a la the Philips players), can be 
made. Just as each new generation of CD 

Continued on p. 141. 
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AS WE SEE IT  

question 
of • 

J. Gordon Holt - 

According to a recent newsletter to its 
regular contributors, our "competition" — 

The Absolute Sound—sees "controversy 
and confrontation" as the core of its editorial 

policy. By contrast, Stereopbile sees as its 

modus scbtickus an unflagging devotion to, 
and pursuit of, truth, reason, all of the eter-

nal verities (including some you never heard 
of), and the intelligent exchange of informed 
ideas. In honor of all of the above-
mentioned precepts (as well as some I didn't 
mention), this issue of Stereophile is largely 
devoted to the confrontation between 
knowledgeable writers for whom the wide-
ly proclaimed perfection of the Compact 
Disc remains a controversial issue. 

Every technological advance in sound 
reproduction has been hailed as "unmusi-
cal," "unnatural," and "contrary to God's 
law." The first electrical recordings were 
condemned (by those who cared about 

sound at all) as "shrill," "steely" and "un-
musical." The first stereo discs were casti-

gated by most sonically -aware critics on 

precisely the same grounds, except that two 
new cavil criteria had been added: inner-

groove distortion and mistracking. Could 
we really have expected CD to be greeted 
with any less skepticism. 

Several of digital's critics point out that 
PCM has unleashed new and unfamiliar 
forms of distortion on reproduced sound. 
They then proceed to explain these in terms 
of PCM's sampling rate (too low) and 16-bit 
encoding (not enough bits). JA explains 
elsewhere in this issue why the CD's 

44.1kHz sampling rate is not (in theory) the 
disaster that CD's critics claim it to be. To 
that 1 will now add the reasons why I do not 

1 The tint use of this term that I know of dates back to 
1914! Much of the language of "subjective audio assess-
ment predates the era of "perfectionist audio." 
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The New Generation of 

Tube/MOSFET Technology 

SA-20 SA-20/20 
Stereo Hybrid Mono Hybrid 

Amplifier Amplifier 
$1995.00 each $3990.00/pair 

AMIErne 

* 1,000 Joule Power Supply 
* Massive 1KVA Custom Transformer 
* Custom Gold Plated/Teflon Connectors 
* Vacuum Tube Rectification 
* Hand Selected Tubes/MOSFET Output 
* 200 W/Channe1/8Q; 1000 W (Peak)/2Q 
* Bridgeable To Nearly Twice The Power 

Audition The SA-20 and SA-20/20 at your 

Counterpoint Authorized Dealer. 

Counterpoint Electronic Systems, Inc. 
P.O. Box 12472 Dept. S, La Jolla, CA. 92037 
Telephone (619) 453-9090 Telex 284902 CPT UR 
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feel 16-bit encoding to be a liability either. 
The number of bits (BInary DigITS) com-

prising each parcel of sampled information 

(Word) determines how many different 
numerical quantities can be expressed. One 

bit has only two states: 0 = Zero (Off), 
1 =One (On), so it can express only two 
amplitude levels. Two bits can be used to ex-

press 4 values: 00 = Zero, 01 =One, 10 =ltvo, 
and 11 =Three. 16 bits, as used in most of to-
day's PCM systems, including CD, allow us 
to encode 2 to the 16th power (65,536) 
amplitude levels. The question is, is that 
enough for music reproduction? 

Only a madman would care to listen to an 
audio system at a level of more than 115dB, 
which is only 5dB below the level required 
to produce actual physical pain in the ears. 
Most audiophiles, even when not constrained 
by considerations of neighborliness, rarely 
listen at levels higher than 105dB (even a 

loud soundtrack explosion in a well-
equipped movie theater with Dolby sound 

rarely exceeds 105.) No sound at all is, of 
course, considered to be OdB, and it is 
almost impossible to find such a quiet en-
vironment. Even the best sound-isolated 

anechoic chamber may have a noise floor of 
5dB, and a concert hall's ambient noise is 

rarely less than 25dB. But let's assume, just 
as a worst-possible case, that the recording 
venue had an ambient noise floor of 20dB, 
that we can hear sounds whose level is 15dB 
below that noise floor to a level of 5dB 
(which we can), and that we're going to say 
to Hell with the neighbors and listen at peak 
levels of 115dB. The dynamic range we will 
need then is 110dB, and we will usually need 
much less than that. 

With so-called linear encoding, those 
65,536 recordable volume increments are 
all of equal size, and if the encoding system 
were capable of recording a dynamic range 
of 110dB, each level step will have a mag-
nitude of less than 0.01dB. Since not even 
the most golden-eared perfectionists claim 
to be able to hear a change of much less 
than 0.1dB, it is clear that 16 bits are more 
than we need to provide what sounds like a 
continuous (analog-type) change of signal 
level. 

But the quantization is not that precise. 
Only when the signal level falls precisely at 

a quantizing step point will it be perfectly 

accurately encoded. If it lies about midway 
between two adjacent step points, the AID 
converter can encode it either way: at the 
upper level or at the level below. Either way, 

the quantization will be inaccurate, by a fac-
tor of up to half the difference between 
those two quantizing levels. 
The sum of such errors is called quantiza-

tion noise or distortion and, if gross, can be 
heard as a hiss that fluctuates in accordance 
with the signal leve1.2 In a perfect 16-bit 

system, it occurs at 1/131,070 the level of the 
highest recordable signal. If you care to look 
that up in a decibel table (for power ratios), 
you'll see that it represents 98dB, which is 
also precisely the dynamic range which can 
be encoded by the CD system. 

That's quite a bit shy of the 110dB that we 
figured we'll need for perfect music repro-

duction, but CD's promoters undoubtedly 

assumed that it was more than would be 
necessary for the mass-market system that 
CD was intended to be. Even if a recording 
actually had 98dB of dynamic range on it 
(which very few have), it was reasonably 
assumed that most people would never 

listen louder than 90dB, so they would 
never hear the quantization noise at the 

system's cutoff point. It would be 8dB 
below the OdB threshold of normal hearing. 

But to an audiophile, 90dB is almost con-
sidered to be a high background-music 
level. And at 105dB on peaks, CD's modula-
tion floor is 7dB above the hearing thresh-
old, where it may or may not be masked by 
ambient noise in the listening room. At best, 
we may hear a rough quality to the weakest 
musical overtones; at worst, we'll hear an ir-

ritating hiss riding on the softest sounds. 
And we might also find that the hall reverb 
cuts off abruptly just above the point where 
it should fade to silence. In other words, it 
appears that the CD system can't meet the 
needs of the perfectionist. And we all know 
that the format standards for CD are so rigid 
they can't be modified to improve its perform-
ance, right? 

2 The live Lorin Maazel Beethoven 5 recording, on CBS/ 
Sony, has some of the most beautiful ccarnples of audible 
quantizing distortion that one could wish to hear. You hear 
it as a granular fuzz that rides on the envelope of the in-
strumental sound. Buy this CD, if only to educate your ears 
to the new sound of digital. 
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No, wrong! 
In analog recording on tape, the magnetic 

properties of the oxide particles behave in a 
very erratic fashion in response to a weak 

magnetic field. Some will change polarity, 
others won't, and the result is very poor 
tracking of low-level signal amplitude 
changes, resulting in gross distortion of 
moderate-level signals and a total loss of the 

quietest ones. This problem was solved by 
mixing an ultrasonic "bias" (70-200 kHz) 
signal in with the audio signal, which keeps 
the magnetism on the tape alternating con-
tinuously in polarity at a high enough level 
that the particles' residual magnetism is held 
above the nonlinear region. Being ultrasonic, 
the bias is inaudible. The audio signal is 
simply superimposed on the bias, allowing 
low-distortion encoding of low-level 
material. 
The cure for CD's modulation-floor 

limitation is something analogous to tape 
bias. Instead of an ultrasonic signal, a PCM 
system uses white noise, at a level of just a 

dB or so above the modulation floor. White 
noise, which sounds like a sibilant hiss, is a 
complex signal consisting of random fre-

quencies at random amplitudes,3 and span-
ning the entire audio range or beyond. 
Covering the modulation floor, its random 

energy spikes add to the intensities of the 
lowest-level signals to permit them to be en-
coded in a linear fashion, although at inter-
vals which are far enough apart so as not to 
make them, in playback, any louder than 
they were originally. 
The subjective effect of this noise "bias-

ing," more correctly termed "dithering," is 
dramatic. Not only does it eliminate quan-
tizing-error noise at very low signal levels, it 
also extends the effective modulation floor 
by a full 15dB or so below what an un-
dithered system can record! This bestows 
upon our "rigidly standardized" CD system 
a usable dynamic range of 113dB, which is 
3dB more than the 110 we figured as the 
most extreme requirement. 

Finally, it must be acknowledged that, 

3 Strictly speaking, so is "pink noise,- but their spectral 
energy distributions are different. Pink noise has equal 
energy through each octave, white noise has equal energy 
at each frequency. And there are a lot more frequencies be-
tween 1000 and 10,000 Hz than between 100 and 1000. 

although dithering is now generally recog-
nized as an important element in PCM record-

ing, it is still not universally designed into 
recording systems. Few mastering recorders 
have dither "built-in—, although nearly all of 
them have it inadvertently, as a result of 

residual background noise in their audio in-
put signal or circuitry. Practically all CDs, 
therefore, are dithered, by design or 

otherwise. 
So, if neither sampling rate nor number of 

bits are sabotaging the CD, why do so many 
people dislike its sound? I think it's due to a 
number of things. 

First, the whole idea of digital—the chop-
ping up of music into little pieces, and 

reconstituting it like powdered orange 
juice—is offensive to some people. Others 

are offended by the idea of measuring 
time—which is the measure of music—as 

quanta rather than as a continuum. (Yet their 
"non-digital" wristwatch has an escape-
ment which goes tick, tick, tick, in a most 
discontinuous fashion.) 
Many of the complaints about CD sound 

[are] justified, however. We now know that 
a CD player's audio electronics and D/A 
conversion accuracy have a great effect on 
the sound. And as long as the sound of CD 

players continues to improve, we cannot 
truthfully say that we know, yet, what a CD 
really sounds like, or how bad or good "CD" 
is. And CD player refinement is obviously 

just the start of a long evolution of the kind 
that the system's detractors feared was im-
possible because of CD's rigid standardi-
zation. 

Certainly, the audio input and A /D con-
version circuitry of PCM recorders is long 
past due the kind of attention being lavished 
now on playback machines. What about 
DC-coupled audio circuits, isolated and 
regulated power supplies, and oversampled 
A /D converters in the machines on which 
CDs are mastered? What about the develop 
ment of lower-distortion mixing consoles, 

and getting rid of all those signal processors, 
and using lower-distortion, smoother-re-
sponse mikes in the recording studio and 
concert hall, as mentioned by James Boyk 
later in this issue? 
What about giving CD the 28-year chance 

to prove itself that we gave the LP? 
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COMPACT DISCS 
NEVER SOUNDED THIS GOOD 

tree clie 

INTRODUCING THE INCREDIBLE DISCUS' 
COMPACT DISC STABILIZER BY MONSTER CABLE"' 

It's Not Easy Being Digital. 
Music from your compact disc, as impressive as it may sometimes sound, is not as 
good as it could be. In fact, trying to read digital information from a compact disc 
with an extremely fine beam of laser light becomes a difficult, if not impossible 
task considering real world manufacturing techniques. Even the smallest of vibrations, 
reflections and imperfections can cause data loss and missing musical information. 

The Discus Solution. 
By simply placing the Discus on top of your compact disc and sliding it into your 
player, the special materials, manufacturing techniques, and black textured finish 
are at work effectively damping out compact disc vibrations, minimizing laser 
defraction and stabilizing disc rotation. Your player will be able to read more of 
what's on the disc with fewer percentage of errors. 
The music becomes more powerful and dynamic. Bass is deeper, tighter, with 

more authority. Instrument placement is better defined and exact. Vocals and 
surrounding instruments are precisely focused and project out from between your 
speakers with impressive realism. Transients are quicker and even the harshness of 
many compact discs is minimized. 
Give the Discus a listen at your favorite Monster Cable dealer. You'll be amazed 

at how much better all of your CD's will sound. Call or write us for your free 
cable selection brochure. 

Monster Cable ‘h) 
Munster Cable Products, Inc. 
101 Townsend, San Francisco, CA 94107 
Tel: 415 777-1355 Telex: 470584 MCSYU1 

The Discus is available in 2 models. The Discus+ is an 
ultra-thin version, yet offers the weight and density neces-
sary for outstanding performance. 
The Discus is not compatible with all machines. Please 

check with your dealer or the Monster Cable Customer 
Service before purchase. 



THE INCREDIBLY PERFECT 
SOUND STAGE 

The Beveridge System 6 represents the very 
latest in elec. iostatic speaker design. By successful-
ly combining a six foot electrostatic line source 
with a newly designed polypropylene subwoofer, 
the system overcomes the inherent limitations of 
each technology. The result is unrivaled accuracy, 
imaging and musical realism. It surpasses even its 
predecessor, the legendary System 2SW2, once 
called "The Prime Contender for the World's Best 
Speaker". 

THE INCREDIBLY BEAUTIFUL 
SOUND STAGE 

The sound of this system is rivaled only by its 
appearance. Its unique design permits the use of 
an unlimited number of architectural tambours, 
in a variety of woods, metals, acrylics and 
laminates. 
In sum, the new Beveridge System 6 is nothing 

less than a stunning technological and aesthetic 
achievement. It is intended for those of you whose 
standards are as uncompromising as our own. 

For the name of a quality dealer in your area 
please contact: 

CALIFORNIA AUDIO TECHNOLOGY 
8141 East Second Street, Suite 510 

Downey, California 90241 
(213) 861.3306 

Parts and service now 
available on System 2SW2-

Models 3 and 4 
as well as current 
Models 5 and 6. 

41‘ 
Beveridge 
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LETTERS 
We regret that time does not permit us to reply individually to letters, particularly 
those requesting advice about particular equipment purchases. Were we to do 
this, a significant service charge would have to be assessed—and we don't have 
time to do it anyway! Although all are read and noted, only those of general interest 
are selected for publication. 

The biggest pile of trash? 

Editor: 
It is with great disappointment that 1 write 

this letter, I subscribed because your pro-
motional literature led me to expect an opin-

ionated but technical journal. 
Siereophile, however, is the biggest pile 

of trash I've had the misfortune to read since 
Eric von Daniken's idiotic opus Chariots of 
the Gods. The one reference to testing in 

Vol.9 No.2 ("Pure Gold") reveals that either 
the editor isn't paying attention or both he 
and Alvin Gold are cretins. Spectral analysis 
is afrequency domain technique—it doesn't 
show waveforms, that's time domain! Alvin 
Gold writes that amplifiers affect intonation— 
incredible tripe! The entire crew of con-
tributors should move to Haiti where their 

mystical, magical views will find a receptive 
audience. Please refund my subscription 

price. 
Gary Allan 

Arlington, VA 
Is Haiti a nice place for a vacation? I think 

we'd all prefer Hawaii. 

The less-than-perfect 
magazine 

Editor: 
After receiving Vol.9 No.4, I couldn't 

believe that you went to the so-called 
"Perfect-Bound" format. Then I opened 
the cover to see LA bragging about the great 

binding. Well, I'll tell you right now that it's 
far from perfect! After only two weeks, my 
new magazine is almost in three pieces— 
and this is from normal reading by several 

people. Go back to the old binding format 
and I'll go back to thoroughly enjoying you 

again. 
Douglas Rauer 

Tacoma, WA 

All of us here at Stereophile humbly beg 

forgiveness for what was a truly unpardon-
able step backwards in the art of magazine 

binding. The printers, in whose shadow we 
are not fit to sit, and who have invested 

heavily in glue—a type chosen, after weeks 
of research byJGH himself—have promis-

ed us that "perfect" will mean "perfect" in 
the future. And If it's good enough for The 

Absolute Sound and Hi-fi News & Record 
Review . . 

Digital vs. Analog 

Editor: 
Congratulations on your new binding, 
perfect or not. Vol.9 No.4 was a landmark in 

quantity and—with one glaring exception— 
quality. "Analog vs. Digital—Home Brew 
Science at the Edge of the Art" was so bad 
I really thought at first it was a put-on. The 

premise of this amazing piece was that we 
can assess the relative merits of analog 
records and CDs by comparing both to the 
original master tapes. So far, so good. But 

the authors compared the CDs and LPs to 
cassette copies of the master tapes. Kind of 
a problem there, given that nobody in the 
history of the art has ever contended that 

cassette players are in the running as state-
of-the-art reproduction technology—if 
they were, then maybe the CD would never 

have been invented. 
But wait, Messrs Clawson and Zeilig 

aren't through yet. Whose records did they 

choose for this test? Sheffield Lab. Good 
stuff, the Sheffields, no doubt about it. But 
there's just one slight problem—they're 

direct-to-disc They've never seen a master 
tape! Clawson and Zeilig (and Holt and Archi-
bald) waste seven pages describing how 
Sheffield Lab CDs sound more like tapes of 
tapes than do Sheffield Lab LPs. I certainly 
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hope so. If not, Doug Sax has wasted a big 
chunk of his life. 

Perhaps the "body, sheen, glow, and 
bloom" heard only from the LP should be 
seen, not as euphonic colorations magically 
introduced by the tumtable, but as euphonic 

characteristics of real music eradicated by 

the process of making and playing back 
both cassettes and CDs. Since Clawson and 
Zeilig make no mention of live music, and 

probably haven't heard the artists live, Oc-
cam's razor slices the cassette to shreds and 
the CD to bits. 

David W. Woods 

Newark, OH 

CD & cassette vs. LP 
Editor: 

Jay Clawson and Chuck Zeilig's analog vs. 

digital comparison in Vol.9 No.4 was inter-
esting, but, as you noted, we came to the 
opposite conclusion in a paper for the MIT 
press (published in the Spring '86 Com-

puter Music Journal and reprinted in the 
Spring '86 The Absolute Sound). The dif-
ferences between CD and LP on our 

reference system' are not subtle, the LPs 
having far greater spatial information— 

especially depth—and sounding more 

I Our reference system: Oracle Premiere, Custom hand-
made tonearm, Monster Alpha 2, Audio Research SP-II & 

Klyne SK-5 preamps, Luxman M-05 solid-state power 
amplifier, Sound Labs A-1 electrostatic speakers, Audio 
Research interconnect cable, and FMS speaker cable. 

dynamic, alive and natural. The CD perfor-
mances of the same works sounded dull in 

comparison. Many listeners have heard 
these comparisons using our reference 

system, and all emphatically preferred the 
LPs over CDs from the same master tapes, 

even those listeners who used their favorite 
CD players (including the Musical 
Concepts). 

After returning from a concert, we can be 
satisfied listening to our reference system 

playing an analog record. We cannot say as 
much for any CD player we have heard. In 
trying to reconcile these disparate results, 

we have considered the following issues: 
Firstly, the Meridian player used by 

Clawson and Zeilig may be better than the 

Mission unit, which was the best player 
tested for our article. We played only 
classical music, partly because of its deman-

ding nature, and partly because we were 
highly familiar with the music we chose. 
Digital audio systems exhibit increased 

noise and distortion as the signal level is 
lowered (see Greenspun's follow-up article 
in the Winter '86 Computer Music Journal) 
thus do more violence to soft passages in 
classical music than to soft passages in 

popular music, which has a more limited 
dynamic range. 

Secondly, our reference systems are very 
different. Clawson and Zeilig's first system 
contained Mark Levinson electronics and 
Apogee ribbon loudspeakers. We have 

An Amplifier beyond specs. 
A Company beyond reproach. 

A power amplifier built by a com-
pany whose commitment to quality 
demands that the final calibration 
of every unit be performed by the 
designer himself. Perhaps this is 
why BEL can offer a 5-year warranty 
and why. in the fickle audiophile 
world, BEL has attracted such a 
fiercely loyal following. 

3EL1001 
&own Electronic Labs 
1233 Somerset Or. 
San Jose. CA 95132 
(408) 259-8648 
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A VIEW FROM THE TOP 

Olt CI,. é 

Spend some time with a Mark Levinson" 
component. As every work of art is 
unique, so it is with Mark Levinson prod-
ucts. The complete range of amplifiers 
and preamplifiers is crafted for music 
lovers who appreciate the subtleties 
within reproduced music and also 
demand a precise execution of the 
designer's imagination. 

Experience a level of craftsmanship that 
sets the standard for technical artistry 
and stands the test of time. 

rnar-Hr. Levinson 

Mark Levinson products are distributed worldwide by Madrigal Ltd., PO Box 781 Middletown. CT 06457 ITT TLX 4942158 



never been happy with the sound of any 
Levinson/Apogee system that we have 
heard, either with digital or with analog 
sources. In using one such system for phase 

distortion tests, in many ways we preferred 
the sound of PCM-F1 digital tapes to that of 
a Golclmund/Koetsu/Mark Levinson ML-6A 

front end. (The comparison, however, was 
not scientifically valid since different recor-
dings were used for the two formats.) When 
using our reference system, however, 

everyone polled greatly preferred the 
sound of an Oracle Premiere/Monster 
Alpha 2 to the sound of CDs from the same 
master tapes. 
Doug Sax, the progenitor of the software 

used in the Stereophile tests, believes his 

direct-to-disc records most faithfully repre-
sent the sound of the original performance. 
We would like to hear his comments on the 
test. 
We find the article's comparison between 

a CD player and a "comparably-priced turn-
table and cartridge" a bit confusing. Anyone 
who purchases more than a few recordings 
must consider the fact that a CD costs $6 
more than the equivalent LP A modest col-
lection of 500 recordings would therefore 
cost an additional $3000 on CD. When one 
considers the total cost of software and 

player, it is irrelevant whether or not a $150 
CD player outperforms a $150 turntable. 

Philip Greenspun & 
Charles E Stromeyer HI 

Cambridge, MA 

LP vs. CD & cassette 
Editor: 

Please thank the gentlemen who wrote the 
'Analog vs. Digital" piece in Vol.9 No.4 for 

so vividly letting all us unenlightened 
brutes know that CDs sound more like 
cassettes than LPs (or live music). Such 

stunningly flawed iechnique and irrelevant 
reference—how many Panasonic strain-

gauge cartridges are for sale these days? — 
do a great deal of damage to the reputation 

of Stereophile. Let's not pile up the $#% 
just to "fill" a magazine with a square-

. backed spine. 

Karl Schuster 
High C Stereo, Leesburg, VA 

According to James Boyk, who co-engi-
neered the two most recent Sheffield Lab 
releases (see interview in this issue), com-

paring a Sheffield CD (made from the 

digital master tape) with the Nakamichi 
cassette (made from the analog master 
tape) is the true comparison of completely 
digital and completely analog media. 
However, Mr Boyk feels that the nearest 

thing to the real thing— live music as beard 
by the microphones—is the direct-to-
disc LP 

Grunts, Groans & CD 
Editor: 

The orchestra conducted by Sinopoli in the 

Mahler Symphony 5 recording referred to 
in Vol.9 No.4 was England's Philharmonia, 
not "Philharmonic." 

However, the CD was everything your 
reviewer (TG?) said, and more—a great deal 
more. All kinds of grunts and groans and 
other vocal exhortations from Signor 

Sinopoli, unfortunately not always on pitch 
with the music, are audible. 

The CD medium is magic—a miracle. But 
it will be another miracle if the sound men 
can filter out some of the enthusiastic ran-
tings of the stick men! 

William W. Weaver 

Louisville, KY 

Caps, CD, & Sound Quality 
Editor: 

The main disadvantage of George Graves' 

CD player modification (Vol.9 No.4) was the 

outboard box for the output coupling capa-
citors, with its associated cables and plugs. 
Simpler is generally better, so I thought you 

would be interested in the approach I took. 
Comparative listening showed me the sonic 

value of the cheaper Philips-designed CD 

players, so I bought (for $180 at discount) a 
Magnavox CD-2040 player with the idea of 
tweaking it. One reason I selected this 
model was its large metal enclosure, which 

has plenty of space for mounting com-
ponents; it's also much heavier than other 
models, which must count for something. 
The 2040 should still be available in dis-
count stores for the same or a lower price. 
I ordered a service manual for $18; strictly 
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The Next Logical Step . . . 

Meridian, the company which led the 
way in demonstrating the true sonic 
possibilities of the CD medium, con-
tinues to lead the industry with the 
introduction of their new model 207 
Professional compact disc player. 

The 207 is built on two chassis. The 
transport and all mechanical components 
are housed in a chassis which offers 
front loading convenience while carefully 
isolating both the disc drive and laser 
mechanism from external vibrations. A 
separate chassis containing the audio 
and control electronics is entirely free of 
the electromagnetic radiation of the 
transport motors and any microphonics 
that might be introduced by their opera-
tion. These factors contribute to the 
207's ability to reproduce the more 
subtle nuances of a musical event. 

The full function remote control capa-
bility of the 207 includes a recently 
designed circuit for controlling the 
output level. This revolutionary elec-
tronic gain control provides the highest 
audible quality ever available with a 
remote control, allowing 
the 207 to be conveniently used to 
directly drive active loudspeakers or a 
power amplifier without requiring a 
preamplifier. 

In addition, the 207 provides an 
auxiliary high level input and a full tape 
loop, making this product essentially a 
CD player plus preamplifier. The 207's 
innovativedesign can simultaneously 
improve your sound quality and simplify 
your home entertainment by performing 
as the control center for your system. 

Select Meridian and take the next logical 
step. 

BOOTHROYD STUART 

MERIDIAN 
Exclusive U.S Distributor MADRIGAL LTD., PO Box 781, Middletown, CT 06457 ITT TLX 4942158 



What does it take 
to be a connoisseur? 

With 237 brands of loudspeakers out there, it takes considerable expertise to make the right 
choice. You've got to have a good ear for sonic nuance, a discerning eye for styling, and the sense to 
discriminate between gimmickry and appropriate technology. To do this takes a connoisseur. And 
that's exactly who Acoustic Research had in mind when we built the new Connoisseur Series. 

Connoisseur Series speakers take advantage of the Acoustic Suspension bass 
loading we invented, the wide-dispersion soft-dome tweeters we introduced, 
polypropylene drivers, and low-diffraction cabinets covered by natural 
walnut veneers. In fact, you'll find everything that has made Acoustic Research 
products the most imitated speakers in history. Not everyone will appreciate 
them, but a connoisseur will insist on nothing less. ACOUSTIC 

RESEARCH 

ninviturre,kries 
W TELEDYNE ACOUSTIC RESEARCH 
3 30 Turnpdge St,eet Canton MA 02021 



speaking, this is not essential, but was 
nevertheless helpful. First inspection of the 
unit suggested three potential areas for im-
provement: the 20uF aluminum electrolytic 
coupling capacitors (on everyone's replace-

ment list); the poor internal cable with plug 
from the audio printed circuit board to the 
output jacks; and a muting relay in the out-
put line placed after the output capacitors. 
This relay closes three seconds after the 
unit is switched on; checking with an 
oscilloscope showed that it is needed to 
block a hefty 7V turn-on transient. Since I 
didn't trust myself—not to mention the 
wife and kids— to remember to turn on the 
CD player before the power amplifier every 
time, I decided to live with the relay. 

Even without a schematic, the output caps 
are easily traced back from the output leads. 
The electrolytics cannot be shorted, since 
they block a 3.4V DC offset from the output 
op-amp (this is deliberate, to ensure that the 
electrolytics operate with a sufficient bias 
voltage). They must be replaced, therefore, 
and I selected a single 10uF SiderealKap for 
each channel. This lower value still gives a 

satisfactory bass cutoff of 3Hz with the low 

10k input impedance of my Krell PAM-5 
preamp. The good news is that there is 
space between the player's two circuit 
boards to mount the large-1" diameter x 
2.25" long—Sidereal}Caps directly to the 
boards in the same general locations as the 
original caps. I secured them to the board 
mechanically with plastic ties slipped 
through a couple of resistor leads. 
To upgrade the player's output lines, I 

removed the cheap internal leads and RCA 
plugs and substituted hard-wired intercon-
nects soldered directly to the pc board. 1 
used 3ft. of Monster Cable Interlink 
Reference A cable, which is highly rated. I 
listened to some first; it's neutral without 
being aggressively detailed, and thus com-
plements CD sound. This very flexible 
cable can be bought by the foot off the roll 
at dealers. The plugs are also very good. 
Preparation of the cable is a real pain, 
however: the inner strands of each wire 
must be laboriously scraped free of lacquer 
insulation before tinning. The black or 
white foam insulation around each wire is 
extremely sensitive to heat, so tinning and 

final soldering must be carried out quickly, 

FMS Gold 
The only interconnecting cable worthy to live 

in the shadow of the great FMS Blue 2. 

Recently introduced, the FMS Blue 2 is a significant improvement 
over the already legendary FMS Blue. The EMS Gold uses the same 
design as the Blue 2, but uses bare OFHC copper instead of litz 
and foam polypropylene instead of teflon. If FMS Blue 2 is above 
your budget, then EMS Gold is the cable you can't afford not to have. 

distributed by 

audioquest 



using the optimum soldering iron temper-

ature. The outer shield of the interconnect 
should only be connected at the plug 

(preamp) end of the cable. The intercon-

nects were fed in through the old RCA plug 
holes, and mechanically fastened to the 
chassis with heavy plastic ties. 

A final change was to unplug the wires 
from the audio bcrd leading to the head-

phone board. This eliminated about a foot 

of wire which wandered around the inside 
of the unit, and gave a noticeable gain in 
detail and imaging even before the other 
mods were completed. 

For reference, the rest of my system in-
cludes the PAM-5, a Threshold 400A power 

amplifier, and JBL 250Ti speakers. Improve-
ments in the sound of the 2040 were obvious 
from the beginning, but it took a couple of 
hours' playing time for the capacitors and 

cables to break in. Real improvements, 

described by Mr. Graves, occurred in the 
upper frequencies. The high end is 
smoother, with about three-quarters of the 
objectionable CD harshness removed. This 
results in much better imaging depth and 
resolution of low-level detail. With the 

reduced harshness, I could use a more 
detailed interconnect—Randall— between 
the preamp and power amp, which further 
helped the overall transparency. (Before the 

upgrades, the player was unlistenable 
through the Randalls.) If anything, the bass 
response is better, despite the smaller value 
capacitors, becoming tighter and more con-
trolled. 

The total cost of these modifications, us-
ing top-quality parts, was $115 (including 
the service manual), a cheap price to pay for 
the benefits noted. 

Jim Van Den Avyle 

Corrales, NM 

More Caps & CD 

Editor: 

I read with interest George Graves' article 
on improving the sound of CD players 

(Vol.9 No.4).. While Mr. Graves presented 
many good points, there are some issues 
which I feel need further explanation. The 

first concerns his instruction to turn down 
the volume control when powering up or 
down—always a good idea in any case— 

since the modified Magnavox made more 
"thumps" than the stock machine. I believe 
this is because the output end of the coupl-

ing capacitor has no DC path to ground 
unless it is selected by the preamplifier's 

function selector. The uncommitted end of 
the capacitor therefore "floats" towards the 
potential on the other end. When the CD 
player is selected with the function switch, 
the system "pops" as the floating end of the 
capacitor is pulled to ground. To rectify 
this, all that is necessary is to tie the output 

side of the capacitor to ground through a 
large-value resistor, between 100k and 1M. 

Since the capacitors used are high-quality, 

low-leakage devices, a 1M metal-film 
resistor would serve nicely, with no ill 
effects. 

The second point I would like to discuss 

is the choice of the value. Mr. Graves simply 

says to use 20uF Wondercaps, but I feel this 
is a very large value, and would be an unnec-
essary expense in most cases. With a tran-
sistor preamplifier, the lowest input imped-
ance—and thus the highest cutoff 
frequency—typically found will be around 

10k. In combination with a 20uF coupling 
capacitor, this will give a -3dB frequency of 
0.8Hz. I realize that the audible effects of a 

high-pass filter can be noticed well above 
the -3dB point, but the cutoff with 20uF is 
over five octaves below 20Hz! If you are 
using a tube preamp with a 100k input im-
pedance, the cutoff drops to 0.08Hz, a truly 
earth-moving one cycle every 12 seconds! 

Does a value this conservative give any 
audible improvement? And if it did, would 

it be audible with, say, a pair of LS3/5As? 
This is an important issue when purchasing 
an expensive pair of Wondercaps. 

Thomas Mosteller 
Lansdale. PA 

Even More Caps 

Editor: 

George Graves' article on modifying a CD 
player (Vol.9 No.4) is misleading to 
people who would wish for more 

from CD players than they are getting. 
Simply inserting Wpndercaps (which are 
euphonically colored when compared with 
other unsung brands that have been tried) 
in the signal path might not give the kind of 
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result that might be expected. 
Because of such ills as ultrasonic noise 

being passed through the CD player's cir-
cuits, the result might not be as good as Mr. 
Graves experienced. The low self-inductance 
of the film capacitors will allow more of this 
ultrasonic noise to be passed to the preamp 
than-did the original electrolytics, and this 
and subsequent equipment may not be 
adept at ignoring such out-of-band noise 
without stress. 

Research and experimentation by myself 
and my circle of friends has shown that DIA 
converter performance can be improved; 
output amplifiers and filters can be im-
proved, especially in areas of input dynamic 
range, slew rate and bandwidth; power sup-
plies can be improved; servo and decoding 
circuits can be better isolated from each 
other; components such as resistors and 
capacitors better suited to audio signal 
handling can be used; better internal wir-
ing; and, last but not least, a more stable 
mechanical environment can be created for 
the workings of the player, to minimize 
error correction and servo action. 
To add insult to injury, we estimated that 

all of these improvements would add no 
more than $50 to the production cost of a 
player, which translates to $100 at the retail 
level. The hobbiest/enthusiast has to resort 
to his own devices to get better sound from 
CD players because the last—and the least 
expensive-5% of the circuitry is responsi-
ble for most of the sonic problems. 

Walter M. D'Ascenzo 
Baltimore, MD 

Would that it were so easy for manufac-
turers to make their machines better Even 
if we accept that Mr DAscenzo's 2:1 ratio 
for production costs:retail pricing (in JA's 
experience, 5:1 is nearer the mark), the 
CD player market is so competitive that 
any mainstream manufacturer—and the 
players that most need modification are all 
mainstream models—who increased the 
price of bis machine by $100 would be com-
mitting commercial suicide in a market 
where non hi-fi enthusiasts buy most of the 
machines on price alone. This is particu-
larly true when CD player prices seem to be 
falling almost faster than we can keep track 
of—one store in Florida was offering an 

anonymous brand of player inJuly forjust 
$86! And, as Alvin Gold points out later the 
Japanese have yet to make a profit at all on 
player sales. 

Understanding Tube 
Electronics 
Editor: 
Since so many people seem to be concerned 
about whether Harvey Rosenberg's book 
Understanding 714be Electronics should be 
sent to unsuspecting "victims" ("Letters", 
Vol.9 No.3), I feel compelled to relate my 
own experience. 

Because of my own careless reading of 
the NYAL ad for excerpts from Understan-
ding 71.4be Electronics, I was not at all sur-
prised when the book arrived instead. 
Neither was there any letter asking for 
$6.95. It looked like a great freebie! 
The book was a revelation! Where else 

can you read philosophy and tube distor-
tion characteristics in the same volume? I 
read it cover-to-cover; I got my wife to read 
it; and I quoted from it at my office. People 
thought I was nuts. 

It wasn't until I saw the ad again that I 
realized that there had been a mistake. I 

wrote to Harvey Rosenberg, thanking him 
for writing the book (although I did not of-
fer him $6.95). Because I had received the 
book in December, I told him that it must 
have been "Yuletide Karma." Harvey wrote 
me a very nice letter in return. He did not 
ask me for $6.95. He did not ask me for the 
book. How anybody could read Under-
standing 73dbe Electronics and think Harvey 
Rosenberg less than a rare specimen of hu-
manity is beyond me. 

Patrick Gifford 
Astoria, NY 

The Violin & the 8b 
Editor: 
Yes, yes, from time to time I get bitten by 
the "Component of the Week" bug. Even-
tually sanity prevails. I pick up my violin, 

play along with the recording, and say, 
"Damn, that doesn't sound like a violin!" 
And so I read Robert Evans' letter, "Asset 
and Marantz" (Vol.9 No.4) with interest, for 
I, too, am fond of the "old iron and bottles 
that glow in the dark." I agree with him that 
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BETTER. MUCH BETTER. NONE BETTER. 
Improving on the sonic performance of the Denon 

DCD-1800 was no easy task, considering that reviewers in the 
U.S.. West Germany. and Japan claim "never to have heard a 
better sounding CD player." Yet Denon set out to build players 
t exceed our original performance level and make them 

affordable. 
began with the compact DCD-1000, a Denon CD 

Player unthinkably low $379.95, Yet it includes Denon's 
unique D I he world's only digital-to-analog converter 
that's hand-tu or reduced DIA transfer distortion. And it 
has Denon's Rea phase correction circuitry. 

Better stilt is Denon's DC0-1100. This full-sized machine 
has the same high-performance DDAC, the same Real Time 
phase correction, and adds wireless remote control with a 
10-key pad for direct track access. 

The deluxe DCD-1500 uses two separate 16-bit DDAC 
convertors (one for each channel), and computer-analyzed 
linear-phase filtration for perfectly flat frequency response. Its 
wireless remote even features volume adjustment. 

Now, no matter how much or how little you plan to 
for a CD Player, you can own one from the first name 
audio. Denon. 



the Marantz 9 is not particularly a good deal 
these days. 

I use KEF 105.2 loudspeakers; to call 
them insensitive is an understatement! I 
recently replaced a well-known 200W/ 
channel MOSFET amplifier with a stereo 
Marantz 8b, built around 1962. The sound 
level does not seem to be any lower, and the 
overall effect is much more musical and, for 
prolonged listening, not in any way fatiguing. 

Unlike Mr. Evans', my amplifier was up 
graded—perhaps refurbished would be a 
better description. As suggested by its in-
ventor, Sidney S. Smith, the eight Mylar 
coupling capacitors were replaced by the 
same value polypropylenes, and the sub-

sonic rolloff components were gotten "the 
hell out of there!" and that was all. 

Despite that fact that the 8b sold in 1962 
for $300, a used one in good condition can 
be found for less than $400. The updating 
costs around $25, as well as a couple of 
hours' careful work, if you want to match 
the quality of the original construction. 
Think of it. What can you buy these days 
that will deliver such beauty? 
Ask any Marantz 8b (or Radford) owner 

with a serious listening ear if they would 
willingly give up their amplifiers—Wow, 

talk about over-reaction. 

Arnold L. Weisenberg 
Spring Valley, NY 

MI\ 

...remarkable! 

Every once in a great while 
a product comes along that 
offers performance which rises 
above the current variety of 
clever designs and marketing 
hype When this occurs the 
new level of performance 
achieved can be readily heard 
by both the ardent audiophile 
and the novice listener , 
Paradigm is a breakthroi4gh 

loudspeader that provides s' 
level of musical truth that 
simply must be heard. 
Oh yes, the price for such 

glorious performance? Well 
that's even more remarkable 

AMA AIMIMIum /lb Allall\ ‘'IF  
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music . . above all. 

In the US AudioStream Corporation, Box 1099, Buffalo, NY 14210 
in Canada Paradigm Electronics Inc. 4141 West Rd11.5. Wes:nit ON M9L 
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MOBILE MUSICALITY. 
111E CARVER CAR MUTTER introduces 
Magnetic Field Amplifier techn • • • to auto-
motive high fidelity Finally the tr. sittonal weak 
link between car stereo decks and modern 
speaker design has been replaced with Carver 
technology Into 1/ 101h of a cubic foot, Bob 
Carver has engineered o complete 120 watts 
RMS per channel amplification system with the 
fidelity accuracy and musicality demanded by 
the most critical reviewers and audiophiles 
ESSENTIAL POWER. Even before the excit-
ing advent of car Compact Disc players, an 
abundance of power has been necessary to 
reproduce, without distortion the frequency 
and ctimamic range produce . • - • • • - 

Unfortunately convent" . • 
notis particukirly unsuitei: 
ned power to the specialized car interior 
environment. Like their home stereo counter-
parts, traditional car designs produce o con-
stant high voltage level at all times, irrespective 
of the demands of the e'er-changing audio 
signal - even those times when there is no 
audio signal at all Because automotive ampli-
fiers must, obviously. denve their power train 
the host vehicle, such an approach results in 
substantial drain to delicate balanced auto- . 
mobile electrical systems. 

Map». boa am.. 

%Mint rationented brim line pOWM:0(.0.0. 
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The Caner Magnetic Field Car Amplifier is 
signal responsive Highly efficient, it produces 
only the exact amount of power needed to 
deliver each musical impulse with complete 
accuracy and fidelity Thus the Carver Car Ampli-
her not only reduces overall long-term power 
demands, but produces the large amount of 
power necessary for reproduction of music 
realistic listening levels without the need' 
oversize power supply components- Importui,: 
considerations in the minuscule spaces 
quality car design allocates to odd-on 
electronics. 

CARVER 
POWERFUL 

INTILLIODIT POWER. A hallmark of all 
Carver amplifiers is the careful integration of 
sophisticated speaker and amplifier protection 
circultry.The Carver Cor Amplifier is no exception. 

Speakers are protected with a DC offset 
internal fault prof ectton design which turns oft 
the power supply at first hint of overload An 
overcurrent detector mutes audio within micro-
seconds of a short circuit, as does an output 
short circuit monitoring circuit Together, these 
three circuits eliminate the potential need to 
replace fuses, revisit your autosound installer, 
or worse yet, replace expensive speakers due 
to o moment's indiscretion with your deck's 

ASSIGNABLE POWER. Integrated bi-
• ging circuits, along with 

The Carver Car kiloliters compact configura-
tion make it ideal for multiple-amplifier 
instalkitions 

The 18dB/octave electronic cross-
over allows use of two OfrplifterS in a pure bi-
amphfication mode without addition of extra 
electronics Or, at the touch of a button, one 
Cone Cor Amplifier con become a rnono ampli-
fier for subwoofers while the other Carver 
Amplifier handles full range. Or, for astonishing 
dynamic and frequency response two Carver 
Car Amplifiers may be operated in mono mode 
into 8 ohrns for a 240 watt peir channel car sys-
it it n which will truly do justice to digital without 
• ng your cars electrical generation system. 
INNOVATIVE POWER. Can 1 / lOth of a cubic 
• puce hold yet more innovations? Yes 

„.]r.er has addressed the ongoing problem 
of hood-end/power amplifier level matching: 
Output of current cor decks varies widely from 
brand to brand and model to model The result 
can be a less than perfect match The Carver 
Car Amplifier incorporates circuitry which com-
pensates favariations in head-end output, 
reducing noise and optimizing signal-to-noise 
ratio In addition, Carver has added a subsonic 

MUSICAL 

Corer corporation, PO Box 1237, Lynnwood, WA 98036 

Pre Carver Car Ampither 

filter which removes inaudible power-robbing 
infrasonics before they can tax the amplifier 
and speakers Finally, a delayed turn-on circuit 
activates the Carver Car Amplifier after your 
head-end unit has powered up, to eliminate 
starting pops and thumps 
ACCURATE POWER. It goes almost without 
saying that o product Bob Carver designs for 
the road cames the some superb electronic 
specifications that his home audio products 
are known for. 

The Carver Car Amplifier is Dot from 20Hz 
to 20kHz, down -3dB at 16Hz and 30kHz Not 
coincidentally, the usual specifications given 
for Compact Discs. A signal-to-noise ratio of 
over 100dB means that, in elan the most quiet 
luxury sedan, you will never be annoyed by hiss. 
The other sçecifications are eau* as impec-
cable You may peruse them in our literature Of 
in independent reviews soon to appear 
ACQUIRABLE POWER. The remarkable 
Carver Cor Amplifier is currently available for 
audition at Cower dealers across the country 

It is worth the tourney Whether you have 
a car system in need of the sonic excitement 
possible with abundant power, or are in search 
of the perfect complement to a new high-
performance automobile you owe it to 
yourself to experience the logical extension 
of Carver technology - The Carver Car 
Amplifier M-240 
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A Question of Imbalance 

Editor: 
I recently purchased a Conrad-Johnson 
PV5 preamplifier and MV-75 power amp, a 
Kinergetics amplifier, and—the budget 
killer—a pair of Infinity RS1b loudspeakers. 
The rest of my system comprises a Thorens 
TD-126 turntable, with a Grado Signature 
1BB cartridge, and a Denon DCD-1100 CD 
player. 

Considering I was formerly listening to 
Klipschorns through a Kenwood preamp 
and Yamaha power amplifier, you might 
think I would be thrilled to death with my 
new gear. Basically, I am, except for two 
things: one, the speakers don't sound as 
good as they did at the dealers (they lack 
bass definition and transparency); and two, 
I am completely frustrated when I read 
about modifications to the RSIbs, such as 
the soldering mods mentioned in Vol.9 
No.4. How am I, your basic new RS1b owner, 
already somewhat intimidated by the set-up 
and control options, supposed to get these 
modifications done and make the speakers 
live up to their reputation? 
By my dealer? Despite the fact that he 

knew how to set up the speakers, I'm not 
convinced he's an "expert" when it comes 

to the peculiarities of the 'lbs. I live only 
five miles from the Infinity factory, but I 
can't convince one of their tech people to 
come and listen, despite the fact that I am 
willing to pay for his time. 

Basically, what I am asking is, how does 
one find someone expert enough on these 

esoteric components to help the new 
owner? 

Mark J. Wolfson 
Woodland Hills, CA 

Putting aside the question of actually get-
ting modifications to equipment carried 
out, the conventional answer to Mr Whit-
son's second question is "the dealer" But if 
the customer bas no confidence in the dealer 
then a magazine must be the last resort. 
Last, because it doesn't have the one-to-one 
contact enjoyed by the dealer From what Mr 
Wolfson describes, I don't think the prob-
lem with his sound lies with the lack of 
modifications to the Infinity RSIbs. Rather 

his system typifies the kind of imbalance 
and lack of system matching that can 
waste much of the money spent on it. 

The Infinities are superb loudspeakers, 
but, as discussed in the turntable designer 
interview in Vol.9 No.5, a loudspeaker can 
only sound as good as the signal fed to it. 
Worse, when the speaker is as transparent 
as tbe RSIb, it will only too clearly reveal 
the inadequacies of the equipment 
upstream of it. To recommend $5000 
speakers for use with an inexpensive CD 
player and an obsolescent turntable with 
what can best be described as a barely ade-

quate tonearm is a folly that a dealer— 
supposedly concerned with bis customer's 
best interests—sbould bave advised 
against. 

If Mr Wolfson is to get the performance 
from the RSIbs for which be has paid, l ad-
vise him to audition LP players from SOTA, 
Linn, VP!, or Oracle, fitted witb tonearms 
such as the Linn Ittok, WTA, Sumiko FT3, 
Eminent Technology 2, and (be new SME 
Mk.V, and cartridges from Koetsu, Kiseki, 
vdH, Ortofon, Monster etc. Then and only 
then should Mr Wolfson worry about 
modifications. 

McIntosh & Marantz 
Editor: 
I was pleased to see the letter from Robert 
C. Evans in Vol.9 No.4, praising the merits 
of the old circuitry in Marantz and McIn-
tosh designs. Our shop has researched the 
refurbishing of McIntosh tube equipment 
to the utmost degree, and our findings 
agree with Mr. Evans' that these units pro-
vide "esoteric" sound at a nondepreciating 
price. The attention to detail in transformer 
design, with a simple approach to circuitry, 
and the upgrading of precision parts, make 
these units more than a worthwhile con-
sideration for a high-end purchase. 

Credit where credit is due. The work on 
Mr. Evans' McIntosh MC225 and A116 was 
researched exhaustively and performed en-
tirely in our lab; I would like our engineers 
to get the credit for their long hours of work. 

Don Turnipseed 
Audio Resource, #1 Metairie Court, Metairie, 

LA 70001 
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American Beauty 

morn me set en 

Dual-monaural 
f.e.t. preamplifier 
by conrad-johnson 
design, inc. 
An elegant, 
natural aluminum 
exterior houses 
sophisticated 
circuitry 
implemented 
with component 
parts selected for 
durability and 
musical accuracy. 
A work of art in 
technology the 
mc sevens true 
beauty lies in 
its natural 
reproduction of 
recorded music. 
For information, 
write: 
conrad-johnson 
design, Inc. 
2800R Dorr Ave. 
F'airfax, VA 
22031 
703-698-8581 



COMPACT DISC 
at the crossroads 

George M. Graves 

I was visiting the Consumer Electronics Show 
in Las Vegas, Nevada—aptly nicknamed 
"Lost Wages- -in the winter of 1980 at the 
behest of the company for which I then 
worked. While wandering the main floor of 
the Convention Center, I came across a 
booth belonging to the European industrial 
giant, Philips, who were showing their 
laserVision player, some loudspeakers, and, 
as I recall, some car stereos. Over in one 
corner of their exhibit was an unprepos-
sessing little stand with a very small compo-
nent sitting on it. The placard announced 
(without much fanfare) that this was a proto-
type of a Digital Audio Disc (DAD) player. 

I was taken by both player and concept: 
perfect reproduction forever! Like many 
audiophiles, I followed the progress of the 
new technology like an expectant father an-
ticipating his firstborn. I watched the stan-
dards committees being formed, and was 
delighted when the little silver disc was 
universally adopted by virtually all manu-
facturers. This meant that it was really going 
to happen! Audiophiles would soon have 
real digital audio in the home! 
When the little Philips player finally hit 

the US market in the fall of 1983 as the 
Magnavox FD-1000, I dug deep in my 

pockets and sprang for one! For a while I 
was pleased with what my new toy did. It 
played the little silver discs with no noise, 
no obvious distortion, no clicks and pops. 
I was delighted. But then I started to hear of 
audiophiles who did not like the little 
marvel. Some (underground) magazines 
suggested that perhaps the system para-
meters had been too hastilyadopted and 
that perhaps the sampling rate and number 
of bits chosen for the system were not up to 
the task. Others said, No, that wasn't the 
problem, the quality of the recordings 
themselves was lousy. For the first time, 
consumers had access to a playback medium 
that allowed them to hear just how bad 
most recordings were. Another group main-
tained that the culprits were in reality the 
analog sections of the players themselves, 
which, with their op-amps and brick-wall 
filters, just weren't of audiophile quality. 
As for me, I found myself returning to my 

analog record collection whenever I wished 
to really enjoy music. I never even thought 
about it until a friend asked me how come 
I wasn't listening to my CD player? It was 
then that I realized that / was not happy with 
CDs either. But I wanted the system to 
work-1 still do—so I tried modifying my 
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player with better coupling capacitors (M)l.9 
No.4). This made a big improvement, lending 

credence to those critics who said that the 
machines were not designed properly, but 
I was still not satisfied with either the treble 

quality or the imaging capabilities of CDs. 
Several CD players (and several hundred 

CDs) later, I still find analog records more 

satisfying, but the gap is narrowing. It has 
turned out that those who thought that the 
CD medium left much to be desired were 
right. But it wasn't one of the above-
mentioned faults which was (and is) the cul-
prit; it was, and continues to be, all of them! 

First of all, however, CDs have improved. 

Most record companies have heeded the 
criticisms of their customers and detractors, 
and have improved the sound of their prod-
ucts. We now know, over three years after 
the introduction of the new medium, that 
in spite of its inherent limitations, there is 
much that can be done to make the CD a 
more musically satisfying product. Much of 
this has to do with the production of the 

master recordings themselves. The screechy 
highs, the muddy sound, the lack of 
imaging—all, to a certain extent, are faults 

of the original recordings. Realization of 
this fact has led to the production of some 
very good-sounding CDs of late from Lon-
don (British Decca), Telarc, and Nimbus, to 
name but a few. 
The CD medium does seem to favor 

natural recordings made with purist 
microphone techniques and a minimum of 
signal processing. Many classical record 
companies have literally had to relearn their 
business, and to forget the multimiking and 
heavy signal processing that they have been 
using for almost 25 years. The results of this 
rethinking, from those companies which 
have already taken the necessary steps, can 
be stunning. A good example is the new 
Robert Shaw/Atlanta Symphony recording 
of Beethoven's 9th Symphony on Pro-Arte. 

Digital recordings have improved 
dramatically in the last year or so, as the 

digital tape recording equipment itself has 
improved. A case in point: the Sony 
PCM-1610 digital processor was, until 
recently, the machine upon which most 
recordings destined for CD release were 
made. The reason for this machine's popu-

larity was that it was specified by Polygram 

and Sony, who initially manufactured nearly 
all the world's supply of CDs, as the man-
datory machine for CD mastering. This 

meant that recordings made on this 
machine did not have to undergo a process 

known as "cross formatting" to make them 
compatible with CD. Many engineers 
believe that cross formatting from one 
digital standard to another can be a major 
cause of degradation, even if carried out 
with a digital standards converter. If this 
were indeed true, it would be advantageous 

for recordists to use the CD format when 
recording their master tapes. 

Unfortunately, by all accounts, the 
PCM-1610 sounds awful! In an effort to 
address this problem, many recording 
engineers reworked both analog and digital 
sections of their '1610s. Finally, Sony 
themselves substantiated the overall impres-
sion that the '1610 didn't sound very good 
by superseding it with a new machine called 
the PCM-1630. Among other Sony claims 
for this new CD format processor, the new 
machine is said to take advantage of recent 
work in digital filtering techniques, and as 
a result sounds "significantly better than its 
predecessor." 
One thing that I have noticed about CD is 

that those discs made from good analog 
masters sound much better than purely 
digital CDs. I have no idea as to why this 
should be so. Perhaps, as I read recently, the 
limited high frequency response of the 
analog recording process (most profes-
sional analog tape machines are maintained 
flat only to 15kHz or so) acts as a gentle-
sloped low-pass filter for the signal before 
it is transferred to the digital domain. This 
could help alleviate some of the aliasing 
problems inherent in converting analog 
signals to digital. If so, digital audio design 
engineers have a lot more homework to do 
on aliasing and its effect on digitally recorded 
signals—the anti-aliasing filters in modern 
digital tape recorders ain't makin' it! 
To get an idea what I'm talking about, 

give a listen to the recently released 
Polygram CD of the old Verve jazz classic 
Jazz Samba Encore!, with Stan Getz and 
Luis Bonfa (recorded in 1963). For the first 
time, the comparison with the LP is 
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MUSICAL 
The CARVER C-1 Sonic Holography Preamplifier: 

Appreciated for Musicality 
Acclaimed for superlative performance, meticulous 

engineering, high reliability and finest sonic quality, the C-1 
fulfills the requirements of the most demanding audiophile. 
And more. . . 

The C-1 provides a very affordable way to experience 
the sheer musical pleasure of SONIC HOLOGRAPHY, a re-
creation of the three-dimensional sound field of the original, 
live performance. 

Sonic Holography has been acclaimed as a scientific 
and artistic achievement of significant merit. Solving the 
problems of sonic imagery inherent in conventional stereo-
phonic reproduction, Sonic Holography presents timing 
and phase information that exists in stereo program material 
but is normally inaudible. 

With Sonic Holography, this information emerges in 
three-dimensional space around the listener who is thus 
able to establish the precise location of the instruments and 
voices. 

The Carver C-1 is a quality instrument replete with pre-
cision gold-band laser-trimmed resistors, life-time lubri-
cated sealed switches, G-10 glass epoxy boards, and 
machined solid metal parts; the C-1 provides moving coil 
input, soft touch controls, an infrasonic filter, a headphone 
amplifier, dual tape monitors, variable turnover tone con-
trols, silent muting, and an external processor loop. 

Its straight-wire engineering assures that a watt of input 
leaves with just 0.000000251 watts of distortion. Or less. 

If you seek new levels of detail, openness and three-
dimensionality in an audiophile preamplifier, we invite you 
to audition the CARVER C-1. 
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POWERFUL 

CORPORATION PO Box 1237, Lynnwood, WA 98046 
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favorable. Also, try the new RCA Sunset 
Boulevard CD, culled from various LPs of 

Franz Waxman's film scores conducted by 

Charles Gerhardt. The sound, though 
multimiked, is very clean, with none of the 
harshness of most digitally recorded orch-

estral recordings. I also have several Sony 
CDs of Beethoven Symphonies, made from 

old '50s vintage stereo tapes and performed 
by Bruno Walter and the Columbia Sym-
phony orchestra. Compare Walter's "Pas-

toral" with the recent digital Denon featur-
ing Otmar Suitner and the Berlin Staatskap-
pelle. The old Walter analog recording 
sounds warm and clean, while the digital 

Suitner is cold and distorted by comparison. 
Next, much of the criticism leveled at CD 

as a medium has nothing whatsoever to do 
with any inherent limitations of the tech-
nology itself. Many early CD detractors based 

their opinions on the quality (or lack of it) 
of the early players. To some extent, com-
pact disc is an unsatisfying medium, not 
because it isn't hi-fi, but rather because 

almost all of the playback equipment made 
to date has been mid-fi. 

Imagine, for a moment, that the only ac-
cess you or I had to the phonograph record 
was by way of a Pioneer rack system, com-
plete with cheap direct-drive turntable, a 

magnetic cartridge of uncertain parentage, 
and an op-amp phono preamplifier. Would 
you think any higher of such a system than 

you do of a Pioneer or Technics CD player? 
Of course not! Yet that is just what CD 
detractors—including Yours Truly, I'm 
sorry to say—have done with this new 
medium. The average CD player is just the 

same sort of beastie as that Pioneer rack 
system. 
Where does that leave us? Well it leaves 

us with a great big question mark! We don't 
know what CD is capable of as a music 
storage medium because we've never heard 

a truly first-class player, one designed more 
like a Threshold preamp than a Pioneer 
receiver. All of that is about to change. We 
have already seen some warmed-over 
modifications of standard Philips players 
from the likes of Meridian and Mission, and 

these have been fairly successful to a greater 
or lesser extent; at least they have shown us 
the right direction. 

What is needed is a no-holds-barred 
design which incorporates what is known 

about proper solid-state amplifier and filter 
design. With such a device, the true merit 
(or lack thereof) of the CD should become 
apparent. We are about to get such players. 
Companies here and in the UK have 
machines ready for the market which have 

been designed from the ground up to be 
real audiophile components. All that these 
machines borrow from their mid-fi cousins 
are the laser tracking components and 
some of the digital processing chips (mostly 

Philips). Stereopbile will report on these 

machines over the next months, and we 
shall see . 

My conclusions? CD will work. By the 
end of the decade, there will be players 
which will rival the very best phono equip-
ment available today—and that, my friends, 
is sticking my journalistic neck out! Be 

prepared to pay for that performance, how-
ever! Such machines will undoubtedly come 

from small, specialist manufacturers. And 
just as a SOTA Vacuum Sapphire/Eminent 
Technology/Koetsu Signature Red LP player 
costs over three grand today, look for similar 

prices on like-quality CD players. As for 
now, my advice is: if you already have one 
of the latest third- or fourth-generation 
players, keep it. Things are moving much 
too quickly at this stage of the game for 

anyone without an unlimited supply of 
money to keep up. When that Great Machine 

appears, you'll hear about it. Save your 
pennies! 

As far as the discs themselves go, they 
should continue to improve. But remember, 

more cassettes than LPs were sold in 1985. 
This tells the record company bean counters 

that the audience at large doesn't really give 
a damn about sound quality, so don't count 
on CBS, RCA, Warner-Elektra, or Capitol to 
give you better CDs (except by accident). 
Better to stick with such smaller companies 
as Nimbus, Chandos, BIS, Telarc (sometimes), 

and Pro-Arte for your CD fare. And, oh yes, 
don't be afraid to buy CDs made from older 

analog masters (especially from the middle 
to late '50s). Then, chances are, when that 
audiophile quality player does hit the 
market, you'll have something worth play-
ing on it! 
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Medal* Excelle/ace. 

The conrad-johnse 
PVI vacuum-tube pre-
aMplifier offers musical 
accuracy, elegant styling, 
c,aretul worlmlanship, 
and reliable circer. 
Suggested retail price 

is $695. 

For information write: 
the conrad-¡ohnson group 
2000ft DOCC Avenue 
Fairfax, WOla 22031 

698-8501 



MOGEL r1COUSTICS, INC. 

Designers and Manufacturers of the World's 
Only Full Range Ribbon Speaker Systems 

x 24- x 2-

"CALIPER" 

The New Measure of Sound 

MOGEE r1COUSTICS, INC. 

35 York Industrial Park • Randolph, MA 02368 

Telex: 928121 APOGEE RAND 
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SONY, R-DAT, 
and the 

Read/Write CD 
Earlier in the year, Sony Corporation of America invited about 20 

of the nation's leading audio journalists to a press conference, 

hosted by Promotion Manager Mark Finer, to introduce 
several new and upcoming products and design ¡novations. 

J. Gordon Holt was there. Here's what he saw and heard: 

CD Players 
A number of refinements in CD player 
design have been implemented in recent 

Sony models. Since most of these have 
been reported to death elsewhere, I'll skip 
them here. Suffice it to say that, with the ex-
ception of 4x oversampling (Sony uses 2x) 

and a direct-coupled or all-tube analog sec-
tion, Sony's current top-of-the-line CD 
players embody all of the latest thinking in 

CD player circuit design. 
The only development that may be com-

pletely new and unique to Sony is what 
they call Envelope Differential Detection. 
To prevent loss of lens servo power during 

brief periods of data loss due to disc surface 
dirt or blemishes, Sony players now utilize 
an extremely fast-acting servo "hold" cir-
cuit which immobilizes the lens carriage 

during the period when the laser is unable 

to read the surface pits on the disc. When 
the laser's "vision" is restored—that is, 
when the obscuring surface blemish has 
passed—a logic circuit reads the "frame 
numbers" of the next digital "word," and 
positions the laser on the track whose first-
word number is closest to that of the last 
"visible" frame. Sony gave us a very im-
pressive demonstration of the efficacy of 
this system, by playing flawlessly a disc 
which had a 2mm-wide strip of tape stuck 
radially across the playing surface. With the 
servo hold circuit deactivated, the disc 
went into total mute. 
There were also a few CD player "innova- • 

tions" described whose merit I am obliged 
to question: 
A copper-plated chassis, to prevent 
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COMPONENT CABINETRY 
This fully modular, 
flexible cabinet 
system in Natural 
Oak features our 
wine rack, bronze 
tempered glass 
doors, solid oak 
doors and interior 
cabinet lights 

HIGH PERFORMANCE: Audio science and the craft of fine cabinetry are married 
in the CWD modular component cabinet system. Designed to the sound 
principles of audio and video performance, all CWD cabinets are hand-crafted 
from select hardwoods and lovingly hand-finished. 

A SYSTEM THAT GROWS WITH YOU: Start small; add as you need. The 
completely modular design allows you total flexibility. Add on, arrange and 
rearrange for virtually any configuration. Easy to tailor, our cabinets fit both 
your lifestyle and your audio/video components, even big screen. Add a wine 
rack, drawers, stunning glass doors...they're all part of the fine science of 
the CWD system. 

REMARKABLE QUALITY: You won't find a better cabinet for the money. From 
the precision hardware to the natural oiled finish, every CWD cabinet is a fine 
piece of furniture you Il cherish for years. But see for yourself. 

CALL TOLL FREE 1-800-323-2159 for the dealer nearest you, 
in Illinois call 312-563-17115i. 

II • 
High performance modular furniture that keeps pace with your electronic system 

All CWD cabinets and accessories available 
in handsome Dark Oak (shown here), 
contemporary Natural Oak, and classic 
Natural American Walnut CUSTOM WOODWORK & DESIGN INC. 

BEDFORD PARK ILL INOtS 60618 



"magnetic distortion from electrical current 

passing through the adjacent PC boards and 
wires." (Copper has no ability to "shield" a 
magnetic field; only Mu-Metal has that 
property.), 

Oxygen-free copper heat sinks. (No one 
has ever claimed, to my knowledge, that 
OFC makes a better heat conductor than 

oxygenated copper.) 
A linear-crystal oxygen-free copper AC 

cord. (Do we really need a wire that will 

better conduct the garbage that normally 
comes in through the AC line? And how 
much flexing will a linear crystal wire take 

before it breaks?) 
Sony also showed more unconventional CD 

players. Their automotive player, launched 

at the Las Vegas WCES, installs in the trunk, 
holds ten discs in a removable magazine, 

and is controllable from a small wired 

I Certainly there is evidence that use of conventional 
mild-steel chassis for hi-fi components can degrade sound 
quality. Conductors carrying high currents attempt to 
magnetize the steel; the hysteresis in the steel magnetiza-
tion reflects back into the conductor, resulting in increased 
distortion. A 1980 AES paper from engineers at Kenwood 
quoted measured distortion rising from around -120c1B to 
-10Sd8 with a change to a mild-steel chassis for a power 
amplifier. I would imagine that this is what Sony is getting 
at. but the explanation suffered in the translation. —JA 

remote unit in the passenger compartment. 
The remote can be dash-mounted, or left 
free to be moved about from passenger to 
passenger via its umbilical. All the usual 

functions and displays are available on the 
remote. (Imagine the fun of traveling with 
this and several medium-sized kids! Gimme 
it, it's my turn to pick the next one! No it's 
not, you had your turn! It's my turn! It is 
not! Daaadddy!) 
Trunk installation, like the in-dash CD 

player, raises once again the question of 
disc damage due to the buildup of heat in a 
closed auto in the sun. Failing to get a con-
clusive answer to this from either Sony or 

Philips, I tried my own experiment. Taking 
an unwanted CD and an oven thermometer, 

I put both in my oven and raised the 
temperature in 5 °F steps, to ascertain at 
what point the CD would be reduced to a 

sticky puddle. At 170 °, which is more than 
would ever be reached inside a car, the disc 
was still unaffected. Verdict: CDs are not 
likely to be damaged by temperature 
buildup in a car, either in the passenger 
compartment or the trunk. Case closed. 
A new CD changer—the CDK-0065— 
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made for seeburg, holds 60 discs in a 
removable tray, and looks startlingly like a 
miniature 45-rpm jukebox., It has connec-
tions for an external hard-wired remote 
control, and programming capability de-

pends on what's designed into the remote 
controller. Maximum disc access time is 
claimed to be 16s. Availability status of this 
is unclear, but the literature about it (dated 

April 1986) was marked "Product Preview." 

CD-ROM 
We were shown a prototype stand-alone 
CD-ROM (computer-data) player, as well as 
a smaller model sized to fit into the space 
normally occupied by a standard 5- 1/4 " 
computer floppy-disc drive. Both use the 
same Sony "Linear Motor" drive used in the 

latest CD players, and a driver card allows 
direct interfacing with most IBM and IBM-
compatible microcomputers. 

Until the recordable/erasable CD 
becomes available (probably a couple of 

2 Betcha didn't know a "juke" was originally an after-
hours recreation shack where Negro field workers used to 
dance and booze it up. The name was later applied to 
sleazy drinkidn'dàuwin halls where the music source was 

records, first free of charge from conventional record 
changers, then from special automated, coin-fed players. 

CD-Rom Drive Unit 

years hence),) CD-ROM is being touted as 
the ideal high-density storage and distribu-
tion medium for so-called archival data— 
material which does not require frequent 
updating, such as technical databases, 
reference material, and business and the 

historical records of some countries. 
With a storage capability of 540 million 

printed characters—over half a gigabyte, 
roughly equivalent to 160,000 single-
spaced typewritten pages!4—one CD-ROM 
disc could store the text of an entire encyclo-
pedia, or everything that has ever been 

written about every branch of electronics to 
date, or several years of a large corporation's 
financial records, sales projections and 
realizations, and business correspondence. 

(The entire Grolier Encyclopedia is already 

out on CD-ROM, and occupies but a small 
fraction of the available space Unfortunately, 

it includes no illustrations.) 
Sony, incidentally, has signed an agree-

ment with a firm called Knowledgeset 

3 According to the July '86 issue of Computer Shopper an 
Austin, Texas-based firm called Portable Solutions has in-
troduced a 15000 system called BacicPac BP-100+, which 
records data on a laser-optical disc. The $200 disc, how-
ever, is not erasable or otherwise re-usable. 

4 Based on a per-sheet thickness of 0.0035 inches. 
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Corp. (of Monterey, CA) to collaborate in the 
production of CD-ROM software for 
anyone who wishes to use the service. If 
anyone reading this is interested in produc-
ing a CD-ROM disc of the entire printed 
record of audio material, we will happily 
promote it, free, in these pages. 
During the Q&A period that followed 

Sony's CD-ROM presentation, someone 
asked whether it was true that the "pits" on 
a CD are not pits at all, but bumps. The 
answer, which seemed a bit short on elabor-
ation, was that they were pits. It would ap-
pear that this is not correct. 
Ken Pohlman, in his excellent book Prin-

ciples of Digital Audio, confirms that the 
laser beam reads the underside of the pits, 
which would be seen by it as bumps. And 
one of Sony's own "white papers" says 
"Technically, they are referred to as 'bumps' 
but here we will use the general term 'pits'." 
Which is roughly the same as saying "These 
are actually straight, but we prefer to call 
them curved." Ah, the inscrutable oriental 
mind! But I guess that settles the question 
once and for all. (This would mean that the 
disc is mastered from one side with clock-
wise rotation, and played from the other 

side with counterclockwise rotation.) The 
question is irrelevant anyway, because it is 
not the pits or bumps themselves which 
represent the digital Ones, it is the transition 
from a pit/bump to no-pit/bump which 

changes a One to a Zero and vice versa. 
Sony's CD-ROM drives are claimed to be 

available now, but not at your corner store; 
only directly from Sony. 
CD-I stands for CD-Interactive, and it is 

one of the newest applications of CD to ap-
pear on the horizon. A couple of firms have 
demoed, at recent CESs, "picture CDs", 
which display a series of still-frame com-
puter graphics images while the disc plays. 
According to Sony, however, this is only a 
hint of the capabilities of this system. Sony 
foresees combining data with photos, 
diagrams, short animated sequences, and 
music and/or speech and sound effects. In 
short, CD-I will be CD-ROM with all the 
bells and whistles. The possibilities are, as 
Sony contends, limited only by the 

imagination. 
Unlike CD-ROM, there are not as yet any 

industry-wide standards for the CD-I format, 
but Sony plans, initially, to market their CD-I 
player as a stand-alone device with a keypad 
and microprocessor, making it unnecessary 
(although possible) to use a separate com-
puter with it. Outputs would be provided for 
a video display and stereo audio system, as 
well as for data transfer to a separate com-
puter. Delivery date? Sometime in the future. 

PCM processors (various) 
A new PCM processor, the PCM-601ESD, 

offers 44.1kHz sampling—the same format 
as CDs—and has digital inputs and outputs. 
Oh Wowee, now we can make digital 

copies of CDs! Right? Wrong! In theory, you 
never could make digital copies of CDs, 
even if you had a 16-bit 44.1kHz profes-
sional PCM-1630 to do it on. According to 
Sony, CDs are copy-protected—and have 
been from the very first releases.5(To a com-
puter hacker, copy protection is just a more 
challenging version of the Rubik cube.) But 
the 601's digital input does allow you to use 
digital sourcing, such as an A/D microphone 
preamp which could, according to Sony, 
feed a 600-foot-long unshielded cable to 
the 601ESD, if you have the need. Or can 
think of any such need. 

(Reporter's aside: Here we were, seeing 
and hearing some of the most advanced hi-
tech home electronics equipment in the 
world, and whenever a projected slide 
needed to be changed, Mr. Finer had to leap 
from his seat and punch the Advance button 
on the projector. My God, I thought, couldn't 
this fabulously wealthy corporation afford 
a slide projector with a remote control at the 
end of a wire?!) 
The SDP-505E5 digital surround-sound 

processor is a multifunction device which 
combines a high-quality digital delay with 

a true Dolby Surround decoder, and throws 
in a pair of 16-watt rear-channel power 
amplifiers gratis. Using exactly the same 
PCM format as Compact Disc, the '505 is 
the first such device I have heard whose 
rear channel sound was as clean and noise-

5 While it is true that the data encoding on a CD has a 
114 which can be set during mastering to prevent 

copying—the recorder detects that the flag is set and 
refuses to enter record mode—it appeals that whether 
this flag is set or not is arbitrary. Some CDs will be able to 
be copied digitally; some not —JA 
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100 WATTS. 
HIGH CURRENT. 
GFA-555 TECHNOLOGY. 

TheCÓ new 
AlM GFA-545. 

allC014 

This new power amplifier from 
Adcom offers the same circuit 
topology as our GFA-555. And 
that's the amplifier independent 
test reports have found clearly 
superior to others priced two 
to three times higher. 
The essential differences: 

100 watts per channel for the 
GFA-545 vs. 200 watts for the 
GFA-555. And a correspondingly 
lower price. 

However, nothing at all is 
sacrificed when it comes to 
interfacing accurately and 
easily with virtually any 
speaker system available today. 
Which one for you? If your 

listening room and other 
requirements don't really call 
for the amount of power the 
GFA-555 delivers, the GFA-545 
is probably all the amplifier 
your speakers will ever need. 

The only way to really 
appreciate the superlative 
quality of the new GFA-545 is 
to compare its sonic perfor-
mance with any other amplifier, 
regardless of power or price. 

You'll find there's just no 
comparison. 

Power ratings are continuous, both 
channels driven into 8 ohms, 20 Hz-20 kHz, 
with no rrn, -ha, THD. 

ADCOM® 
11 Elkins Road, East Brunswick, NJ 08816 USA 201-390-1130 

Distributed in Canada by PRO ACOUSTICS INC 
Pointe Claire. Quebec H9R4X5 



free as the front-channel signals. The rear 

delay is adjustable in 0.1ms increments (is 
that really necessary?) from 0 to 90ms, and 
there are separate adjustments for L and R 
rear, allowing one to compensate for cir-
cumstances requiring that one rear speaker 
be closer to the listening area than the 

other. 

In Dolby Stereo (surround-encoded film) 
mode, the device decodes out the rear L-R 
signal, the rear delay adjustment is limited to 
the Dolby-recommended 10 to 30ms range, 
and the HF response of the rear channels is 
rolled off above 7kHz (again, to Dolby spec). 
(There is no directional enhancement, as in 
the Fosgate and Shure decoders reported 
here in recent issues.) The device also has 
five so-called "ambience" modes (whose 
functions were not explained to us, and 
nobody thought to ask), and three delay-
setting memories, allowing instant recall 
of preferred settings for various kinds of 
material. 
The SDP-505ES to my knowledge is 

unique among surround processors in that 
it includes a pink-noise generator which 
switches every half-second from in-phase 
to out-of-phase, causing the hiss to alternate 
between the front and rear channels. Not 
only does this greatly facilitate gain balanc-
ing, it is also ideal for trimming the fre-
quency response of the rear speakers to 
match that of the front ones. (They should 
sound as similar as possible, for best results.) 

This looks like an interesting device; we'll 
try to get one for a report in these pages. 

The Recordable CD 
As soon as Finer mentioned this, a hush fell 
over the multitude. Tension charged the air 
in that suddenly small room with the sound 
of 20 breaths taken in and held. This was the 

breakthrough we had all been waiting for. 
"Our work in this area has shown con-

siderable promise," Mr. Finer announced. 
(20 breaths were held even deeper.) "But 
there is nothing we can report about it right 
now, so we decided not to touch on that 
issue today." (20 reporters audibly deflated.) 
"Instead, we'd like to tell you about our 
DAT." (Or was it R-DAT?) 
The recordable/erasable or read/write 

CD was, in fact, covered in one of the white 

papers in our press kit, in enough detail to 

suggest that Sony had a working prototype 
system. It uses two little-known principles: 
thermal coercivity enhancement and the 
Kerr magneto-optical effect. 
The former refers to the fact that a 

magnetizable material becomes increasingly 
easy to magnetize as its temperature increases. 
The disc, which is "pre-grooved" via start 
addresses for each track, has a thin magneti-
zable film under a protective clear-plastic 
coating. In recording, the surface is sub-
jected to a fixed magnetic field which is too 
weak to magnetize the unheated mater-
ial. The laser beam, however, instantly 
raises the surface temperature to a point 
where the field can magnetize it, and the 
laser is turned on and off by the signal to lay 
down magnetic domains which correspond 
to the "pits" of a CD. 
The Kerr magneto-optical effect describes 

a peculiar property of some varieties of 
glass and clear plastic: They rotate the 
polarity of light passing through them 
when subjected to a magnetic field. The 
field, of course, is provided by the magnetic 
"domains" of the reflective disc surface, 
which cause polarized light to be reflected 
at an angle different from that with which it 
shines onto the surface. The polarity rota-
tions are detected, and interpreted as 
changes from one digital state (0) to the 
other (1). 
The magnetization is vertical rather than 

longitudinal; that is, the domains are lined 
up perpendicular to the disc's surface, rather 
than (as in the case of computer floppy 
discs) in line with the recorded track. This 
prevents adjacent opposing domains from 
demagnetizing each other, thus permitting 
a much greater information density than is 
possible with longitudinal recording. 

Like conventional reflective laser-optical 
discs, the recordable/erasable disc can be 
used to record either digital information— 
computer data or PCM audio—or analog 
information, as on LaserVision video discs. 
In the former capacity, a 5-inch disc can 
hold 1 gigabyte (1,000,000,000 bytes) of 
data, while a 12 -incher will accommodate 
an incredible 4 gigabytes. A 12-inch disc of 
analog (video) material would hold 30 
minutes' worth of program per side. 
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...audible results 
with the finest 
in connecting 
components. 

Vampire (Dire 

TiFFany Connector 

an den Hui " 
Monocrystal Cables 

Pi\IRD N°PPI NjNIEAC LTICM 

14932 N. Florida Ave. Tampa, FL 33612 (813) 961-3319 
In Canada: Korbon Trading LTD., 1020 Meyerside Dr., Unit 8, Mississauga, Ont. L5T1K7, 416 676 1260 
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AT CELE,STION, THE ENJOYMENT OF MUSIC 
IS THE ONLY STANDARD OF REFERENCE. 

Occasionally genuine wisdom 
about loudspeaker design emerges 
from the yearly torrent of "speaker-
speak" A general consensus regarding 
the goal of loudspeaker design has 
finally been achieved: to help recreate 
the musical sound stage without 
adding coloration or distortion. 

Celestion has been pursuing this 
same objective for over 60 years. 
We refine the essential elements in 
our speakers, drivers and enclosures, 
so they perform truthfully — nothing 
more, nothing less. To accomplish this, 
we rely on exclusive technology 
like the computerized 
interferometry mapping 
system that visually 
displays the behavior 
problems of typical 
tweeters and woofers. 
We also employ the 

most highly evolved of all 
audio test instruments — 
educated ears. The end 
result is sound stage 
imaging which accurately 
conveys the dimension 
of the concert hall. 

Undeterred by the steady flow ofself-serving 
buzz words and conflicting absolutes, 
Celestion continues its pursuit ofthe music 
with the new SL 65. Like other Celestion 
loudspeakers, its lifelikeperformanceshows 
that technology is only effective when it 
sen/es the demands of the music. 

Our award-winning 
proprietary one-piece 
tweeter dome is 
designed to perform 
without physical. 
hence acoustical 
distortions. 

Celestion's computerized laser interferometry 
mapping system exposes imperfections in driver 
performances so we can eliminate them. 

Conventional Plastic F,*., 
Treble Unit 81(Hz. 

Refinements incorporated in the 
new SL 6S include a lightec more 
efficient aluminum tweeter a 
redesigned woofer surround and 
a new ultra-rigid bracing system 
for the low-mass enclosure. 

CELESTION 
Kuniholm Drive, Box 521 
Holliston, MA 01746 
(617) 429-6706 



A pre-eminent arm needs a for •able combination of strengths. 

It must combine almost zero friction with near-absolute rigidity. 
In following the groove, it must keep side forces to a minimum—in 
fact drastically improving on all pivoted arms in this regard. Its 
design should ensure that resonances are reduced to insignificant 
levels. It must be easily adjustable in every way that affects 
performance, including VTA, azimuth, and dynamic balance. 

The Eminent Technology Tonearm 2 achieves all this. More 
important, it extracts the music from the groove, unchanged. But 
don't just take our word: 

"...A product that transcends subjective preferences to 
(potentially) become an objective standard." 
—Thomas O. Miiller, The Absolute Sound, Issue 39 

"It did not take very long to discover that here was one of 
the world's finest-sounding tonearms." 

—Hi-Fi News & Record Review, July 1986 

"It may have no sonic equal at any price." 
—Anthony H. Cordesman, Stereophile, Vol. 8, No. 7 

The Eminent Technology Tonearm 2. Priced at $850, it is an 
air-bearing, straight-line tracking arm in a class by itself. The 
pre-eminent tonearm. Call or write for more information. 

EMINENT 
TECHNOLOGY 
INCORPORATED 

508 Cactus Street 
Tallahassee, FL 32304 

TEL 904 575-5655 

UPDATE NEWS: Our new van den Hul 
monocrystal silver lead wire offers im-
proved signal transfer and flexibility: 
standard on new arms, available as an 
update for S50. Also, remember that 
you can trade in your ET Tonearm 1 for 
our Tonearm 2 for just $250. Contact 
your dealer or Eminent Technology. 



Sony DAT-7 

R-DAT and S-DAT 

DAT is the new Digital Audio Tape system, 
R- standing for Rotary-head and S- for Sta-
tionary-head. (Peter Mitchell discussed the 
two systems in his "Shop Talk" column in 
Vol.8 No 5.) 81 companies worldwide have 
agreed to two DAT "standard" systems, but 
one system seems to be favored: the R-DAT, 
or Rotary (helical scan) DAT, mainly because 
of its longer (2 to 3 hours) playing time. 

Sony showed (but did not demo) a proto-
type of their R-DAT machine. R-DAT will 
record and play 5 different formats (see 
Table 1), one of them-16-bit encoding at 
44.1kHz sampling—identical to that of the 
Compact Disc. However, it cannot be used 
for digital copying of CDs, for the reason 
mentioned previously, and consumer units 
featuring this format are in fact intended to 
be used for playback-only. 
The details about R-DAT, the newest of all 

the audio formats, really stretch one's 
credibility, both for the remarkable things it 
is claimed to be able to do, and the ex-
ceedingly small dimensions within which it 
does them. 

The deck itself is essentially a scaled-
down version of that used in video cassette 
recorders. The head drum, with two tiny 
heads mounted at 180° interval.s6 around its 

perimeter, is only 1-3/16 inches in diameter, 
and spins at 200Orpm. The tape— % inch 
wide, exactly the width of an audio cassette 

tape—is wrapped around only a quarter of 
the drum's perimeter, in a helical arrange-
ment like that used in VCRs, so that the 
heads lay down a series of diagonal "stripes" 
across most of the width of the tape. The 
actual speed of the tape is 0.3ips, as com-
pared with 1%ips in a conventional audio 
cassette recorder, but the drum-mounted 
heads, spinning against the direction of the 

tape, produce a writing speed of an aston-
ishing 123ips!. 
But what about that quarter-turn tape 

wrap? With only two heads, each switched 
on only when it's in contact with the tape, 
a quarter of each drum revolution will pro-

6 With a second pair located halfway between the first, 
the system will allow you to listen to the playback from 
the tape immediately after it is recorded, as a check on the 
integrity of the recording. This will almost certainly be a 
feature of Sony's professional R-DAT machine. 
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TRANSPARENCY 

In the 1960s a Berkeley physicist 
named David Fletcher pioneered the concept 

of transparency as applied to audio reproduction equipment. 
Rejecting the popular trend of the era: musicality. Fletcher 

embraced a new standard for the design of his own 
equipment ... perfect neutrality. His effect on the hi-fi industry 

has been most noted through the following achievements: 

• 1973 - Rebirth of moving coil cartridges with the 
Supex SD-900 series. 

• 1974 - First low-mass tonearm, the Grace 707. providing 
a level of transparency never before achieved. 

• 1977 - Introduction of The Arm which today is still 
acknowledged as the last word in neutrality 

• 1982 - The Talisman Cartridge line with focus-field 
magnetic structuring. 

• 1985 - Evolution of the SME tonearm to the Series V 
Totally aresonant, rigid, and state of the art. 

• 1986 - Talisman Virtuoso series achieving astounding 
rigidity and voicelessness. 

We invite you to experience your favorite music ... free of 
the character introduced by the reproduction equipment in 

your signal chain. 

'mike 
Surruko Inc.. Box 5046. Berkeley. CA 94705. 415 84374500 



duce no output. In fact, the digital signal 
itself is discontinuous, being interrupted 
during each scan by the subcode data at the 
beginning and end of each track. This, of 
course, would be disastrous for an analog 
recorder, but it's hardly a challenge for 
digital. For recording, the digital data stream 
is compressed in time by a factor of 3:1, ef-
fectively tripling the rate at which the digital 

bits are laid down on the track. In playback, 
each scanned track is fed into a holding buf-
fer, which then "dribbles out" the data bits 
at one-third speed during the time it takes 

the drum to span one head-on/head-off 
period. The result is an uninterrupted data 
flow. 

But why not use a 180 ° drum wrap, as in 
1/2 -inch VCRs? Because the 90° wrap 
minimizes tape wear and allows for fast 
shuttling of the fragile tape, without having 
to unwrap it from the drum. The heads are 
able to read enough data from the tracks 
during fast shuttle to identify each passing 
frame (track) by number, and in fact each 
frame is numbered. This would allow the 
machine to search out, precisely, any spot 
on the tape, with a precision of about 1/60 

of a second! More about this remarkable 

capability later. 
Each angled track stripe is an incredible 

0.0005" wide—about one tenth the 
thickness of a human hair—and is 0.9" in 
length. And each track packs a mind-

boggling 35,076 bits of digital information 
into that 0.9 linear inch. Only about two-
thirds of that information is the signal itself; 
the rest consists of fragments of informa-

tion from adjacent stripes (for error correc-
tion), and various and sundry control and 
numeric codes for track finding and head-

scan synchronization. So complete is the 
isolation between data blocks on the stripe, 
that the system allows for post-recording— 
the addition of or changing of some of the 
recorded information after the fact, without 
affecting the already recorded material! 
There are no unrecorded "guard bands" 

between stripes, to prevent signal crosstalk. 
Instead, the heads are rotated by 20° in op-
posite directions from perpendicular to the 
stripe, so that each recorded track's azimuth 
is substantially misaligned with respect to 
the adjacent tracks. Because of the very 

high signal frequencies—in the vicinity of 
7.5MHz—and the precision of the head 

gaps, any misalignment causes severe attenua-
tion of the signal. Since the recorded signals 
are digital, total isolation between bands is 

not necessary; it is only necessary that the 
unwanted signal be weak enough that it 
never approaches the Off/On transition 

level of the desired track. 
Each head is about 50% wider than the 

tracks on the tape. But how can this be? 

Each pass of the head erases the adjacent 
edge of the preceding track, that's how. And 
this unusual approach makes possible 

another remarkable characteristic of DAT. 
As owners of PCM-Fl digital audio pro-

cessors are well aware, different VCRs tend 
to move tape at slightly different speeds 
when recording. When playing back on the 
same machine, this causes no problems. 
Playback on others, however, may cause 

snow at the top or bottom of the screen 
when watching a video recording, or fre-
quent uncorrectable errors (bursts of distor-
tion or muting) when reproducing PCM 
tapes. For this reason, all half-inch VCRs 
have Tracking controls, which allow the 
playback tape speed to be set to match that 

of the deck on which the tape was made. 
On the R-DAT, as on the new 8mm 
videocassette machines, there is no tracking 
control; the adjustment is done automati-

cally. Here's how. 
The end of each track has a pilot signal 

recorded at identical signal levels, but stag-
gered in position for alternating tracks so 
that the head always reads an odd- or even-
numbered pair of pilot signals in sequence. 

The signal track for each head pass is always 
the one between these corresponding pilot-

signal blocks. With each head scan, the 
system looks for equal-strength signals 
(analog, not digital) from both pilot blocks, 
and automatically adjusts tape speed until 
they are equal. This is the purpose of the 

50%-wider head; it allows the player to 
read the pilot tracks on each side of the 
signal track, at the same time it reads the 
signal track. The lower-track pilot is always 
read first, the upper one second, and their 
levels are then compared. The sequencing 
tells the system which is which, and if one 
is stronger than the other, the tape speed is 
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"...The Most Successful 
Design of All" 

MAXIM III 2-WAY SPEAKER SYSTEM 

J. GORDON HOLT 
STEREOPHILE JULY, 1985 

Mr Holt elaborates 'of all the speakers In the pnce class 

that I have heard. I would say that Siefert's Mawn Is prob. 
ably the most successful design of ell The system Is 
beauldully balanced and almost perfectly neutral the 

low end from these (s lust ensuingl grues a solldanty 
and foundaton one does not expect to hear 

They have the most accurate middle range I have 
heard from any speak, .1 has one of the best 

extreme-top ranges I have heard from a dynamIc system 
the Imaging and soundetage presentaton from these 

ere excellent. 

They do not sound small It can make most audo-
phdes (and prachcally all musc tovers) pole happy 

RECOMMENDED." 
The Maxon IllS. whose 40-Hz resonance Is unmatched 

anywhere for a 2-way ported system only 13H y 11D y 9W, 
are optirrezed for lowest group delay and Intermodulaten 

dostorten Natural hardwood flreshes are walnut. oak, or 
black lacquer 

SUBWOOFER /100-Hz 
ACTIVE CROSSOVER 
Gorrung soon for use well Mayen Ill 12-(nch long -throw 

dnver Complete van) 100-Hz. 3rd-order to-toque phase-

matched actIve crossover Prowles mono-summed 

bridged outputs. Equal(zed for le Hz (-3C1B) 5499 00 set 

MAGNUM III 3-WAY SPEAKER SYSTEM 

INTRODUCING... 
...THE 3-WAY MAGNUM III 
The new 3-way MAGNUM W s the b,g brother to the 

Maxm Ill Its smiler desgn goals of extremely-low group 
delay response low (ntermodulatoon distorton, opternzed 

magIng, and mpress(ve low-end performance are ach(eved 
m a modestly-wed cabmet only 22H y 14D y 13W 

Featured are an 8-In polypropylene-cone long-throw 

(16 mm) woofer A tuned-reflex cabmet-wall port extends 

response to 34 Hz (-3 dB) A new 4-ln long-throw 

polypropylene mdrange dnver provdes over 6 «taws of 
smooth, vede-cesperson response 

A unéque new 1-(n eluminum-domeipolyamtdesurrounct 
tweeter extsbits unnvalled smoothness to 32 KHz 3rd-order 

crossover networks at 250 Hz and 3 KHz m(rumIze dnver 
overlap MIrror-tmaged catwets are ftnIshed In walnut, oak, 
or black lacquered natural hardwood 

SEND FOR A REPRINT 
of the entre Stereopme revew along wan complete 

specfficattons of the Maxtrn III and new Magnum III Jorn 

hundreds of satIsted customers. buy the Mawn Ill's factory-

erect for $399 plus $14 UPS or Magnum Ill for $699 plus 
$36 UPS, wan 30-day, satsfacten-guaranteed return 
proeiege 

SIEFERT RESERRCH VISA MC ORDERS (213) 457-4239 31212-S BAILARD ROAD • MALIBU, CA 90265 
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automatically adjusted until they match. 
Damnably clever! 

Several error-correction systems are used 
simultaneously, resulting in the system's 
ability to completely correct for losses due 
to tape surface irregularities of up to 0.01" of 
an inch wide and 0.1" inch long, and to in-
terpolate the effects of blemishes 0.04 " of 

an inch wide and 1/32 of an inch long. 
Sony's R-DAT does not use dithering 

(which most perfectionists feel to be neces-
sary). Responding to muted cries of outrage 
from those present when this was announced, 

the representative of Sony's design depart-
ment then waffled, saying that no firm deci-

sion had yet been made about dithering, 
one way or the other. It was clear, though, 
that if their R-DAT emerged undithered, 
Sony would hear from an angry audio press! 

Someone (I don't know who) asked why 
dithering had been used in Sony's PCM-F1 
if it wasn't going to be used in the R-DAT. 

That was when we all learned that no dither-
ing had been designed into the Fl. It was in-
advertent, as a result of noise in the audio 

stages. Great! 

Dithering, incidentally, refers to the effect 
of white noise mixed into the audio signal 

prior to A/D conversion. If the dither 
(noise) level is just above the dynamic-range 
floor of the digital system, it can dramatical-
ly increase (by about 20dB) the available 
dynamic range of the system, allowing it to 
reproduce signals far below what its lower 

limit would otherwise be. 
Sony plans to produce both consumer 

and professional versions of their R-DAT, 
and professional users should love it. Its 
ability to search by frame number will make 
it possible to do computer-controlled 
digital editing and sequencing (of sound ef-
fects, for instance), at far less cost than 
previously. And for a high-volume studio, 
the system's remarkable compactness—the 
cassette is a mere 2.75 by 2 by 0.4 inches— 
means that a lot less space will be required 
for master-tape storage. 

This is one new product to watch! 

CABLE QUICKIE 
At the SCES, Mel Schilling (of Music and 
Sound Imports) complained that no one 
was interested in his audiophile cables. 
Although he offered dealers a 1-meter pair 

at a price that would permit a fine profit at 

$25 retail, no one would buy them. They 
just weren't expensive enough! 
Mel sent both Gordon and me triplet 

cables for audio/video use. I peeled one off 
to connect my LV player directly to the TV; 
the remaining pair went from my tonearm 

to the preamp. On video, the cable produced 
the cleanest and least fussy-looking picture 
of any of the cables I had lying around. On 
the tonearm, the sound was slightly more 
detailed, focused, and less "confused" - 
sounding than with the cable I had been 

using. 
Dear readers, be sensible. Don't assume 

that something has to be expensive to be 
good. It ain't so, especially in audio. -BS 

TABLE 1: R-DAT Formats I II III IV V 

No. of Channels 2 2 2 4 2 

Sampling Frequency (kHz) 48 44.1 32 32 32 

Quantization (bits) 16 16 12 12 12 

Tape Type MP Oxide MP MP MP 

Tape Speed (ips) 3/10 1/2 3/10 5/32 

Recording Time (m) 120 80 120 240 240 

Write Speed (ft/s) 10.3 10.3 5.2 5.2 5.2 

sk.•:(•, 



Revox has 
a 20-second solution to your 
tape selection problems. 

No matter hov. good your 
cassette deck and your tape, 
you cannot achieve peak 
performance unless your 
deck Is calibrated for the 
tape you're using. Solution: 
the Revox B215. 

The Incomplete Calibration Om 
promise—Most home recordists 
realize you should adjust the 
bias when changing from one 
tape formulation to another And 
most better cassette decks have 
facilities for this one adjustment 

But, as any recording profes-
sional would tell you, simply 
adjusting the bias is—at best—an 
Iffy" compromise For optimum 
performance in magnetic record-
ing. three interdependent parame-
ters must be precisely calibrated 
for each tape formulation bias, 
record sensitivity, and equaliza-
tion In the studio, this is done 
by a maintenance engineer who 
records a series of test tones. 
"tweaks" the ad¡ustment pots. 
and checks the results 

The Microchip Engineer—With its 
powerful microprocessor and 
proprietary software, the B2I5 
performs this calibration auto-
matically in a mere 20 seconds 
You simply press the red "align" 
button The B215 records test 
tones (400 Hz. 4 kHz. 17 kHz), 
makes required adjustments 
through digital attenuator net-
works, and checks again All 

MIMI MI 90 
ON.L.F106 

three paranieter,—olas 
record sensitivity. and equali-
zation—are optimized for peak 
performance 

20 Seconds Too Lang?—Once the 
procedure is complete, calibra-
tion data can be stored in non-
volatile digital memory Up to six 
different tape formulations can 
be stored for instant 
pushbutton recall 

tityl Setting Option 
—The B2I5 also 
offers a unique automatic level 
setting feature Simply play a 
loud passage of the music to be 
recorded while holding down the 
level set" button The B215 sam-
ples the incoming signal and 
sets the record level for the best 
overall performance For unusual 
recording situations, manual 
level setting is also available 

The Best from the Best—The Revox 
B2I5 also provides Dolby B:C" 
noise reduction and Dolby HX 
Pro" headroom extension Put it 

EnnEn FIEVOX 

all together and you have every-
thing you need for making the 
best possible recordings from 
today's best tape formulations— 
all of them, without compromise 

'ffrtirtritITI 
Philips microchip is 
programmed to test 
analyze and calibrate 

Naturally you will find that 
cassettes recorded on the B2I5 
will sound best when played 
back on the B2 IS But a better-
sounding cassette will also 
enhance your listening pleasure 
on lust about any reproduction 
system You will likely note a dis-
tinct improvement if you have 
a quality automotive system, 
and even better portable players 
can benefit from the superior 
quality of tapes produced by 
the Revox B2I5 

Studer Revox America. Inc. 
1425 Elm Hill Pike, Nashville, 
TN 37210'16151 254-5651 



and the art of 
dia conversion 
JOHN ATKINSON PONDERS THE PROBLEMS 

It has become accepted lore in audiophile 

circles that the 44.1kHz sampling rate 
adopted for Compact Disc is too low. Some 
writers have argued that, as a 20kHz sine-

wave will only be sampled about twice per 
cycle, it will not be reconstructed accurately, 
if at all. 
Now, it may be true that 44.1kHz is too 

low a sampling rate, but certainly not for 
this reason. H. Nyquist, a researcher at Bell 
Labs, many years ago proved mathematically 
that as long as the sampling frequency is at 
least twice the highest frequency of interest 
in the signal to be sampled, the waveform 

will be accurately preserved. This was 
verified by JGH in his original review of the 
Sony PCM-F1 (Vol.5 No.7), but is hard to 

grasp emotionally—I mean two samples 
don't sound anything like enough! Here, 
then, is an elegant explanation I heard a lit-

tle while ago, courtesy of Stanley Lipshitz. 
I'll start by assuming that we have some-

thing that doesn't exist: an audio signal with 
a spectrum that has no components above 
half the sampling frequency (fig.!). (Those 

who complain that picking a signal that 

doesn't exist to prove the case have a point; 
I will merely say that true scientific method 

always involves leaving out messy facts that 
confuse things unnecessarily. And you're 
going to get a few more such examples in 
this piece.) 

AMPLITUDE 

1/2  SHz SHz 

0Hz FREQUENCY' 

FIG. 1 SPECTRUM OF INPUT SIGNAL BAND-LIMITED 
TO HALF SAMPLING FREQUENCY (a) 

Using a perfect A/D converter—I told 

you there'd be more convenient simplifi-
cations—the signal is duly sampled and 
encoded, producing a mass of data con-
sisting of a regular string of numbers. Each 
number describes how big the signal is at a 
time interval lis seconds after the last one 
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("s" is the sampling frequency). In order to 

reconstruct the signal, this stream of data is 
fed to a perfect D/A converter which, in its 
simplest form, spits out an infinitely narrow 
pulse every 1/s seconds, the height of the 

pulses roughly mapping out the original 
shape of the signal (fig.2). 

To reconstruct the waveform properly, 
we again need something that doesn't exist: 
a perfect low-pass filter with the impulse 

sweat to define that the zeros in the (sin x)/x 
response—the points where the amplitude 

of the oscillations are zero—are spaced 1/s 
seconds apart. If we feed our arum of 
pulses of varying heights, representing the 
signal, into this filter, then each pulse will 

produce a (sin x)/x wave that will be zero 
every time another pulse comes along. It 

will not be zero between the pulses, as 
shown by fig.4, and if all these nonzero 
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response shown in fig.3. Note that whereas 
we could imagine that somebody, some-

where, will eventually design a perfect A/D 

converter, this perfect filter's impulse 

response has a feature that doesn't exist in 
nature—ever! It appears to know that a 
pulse is about to happen—as with the 
mythical chemical substance postulated by 
Isaac Asimov that dissolved just before the 

experimenter added water., The perfect 
filter starts to oscillate with increasing 
amplitude before the pulse occurs. When 
the pulse finally happens along, the filter's 
oscillation reaches a maximum, then dies 
away in a perfect mirror image of its 
precognitive behaviour. 
The actual shape of the response is called 

a (sin x)/x curve, and extends in time from 
minus infinity to plus infinity. As we are 
dealing with imaginary circuits, it is no 

11 can't remember the name of this substance A free year's 
supply of Stereopbile to the first reader who can log my 
memory. Or send me an aqueous solution. 

waves are added together, the sum of their 
amplitudes exactly reconstructs the shape 
of the original wave between the sampling 
points. I'll leave it to you to do the sums for 
a 20kHz sinewave sampled at 44.1kHz — 
give your PC a workout—but the important 
thing is that there is no missing information 
about the shape of the original waveform up 
to its bandlimit of 22.05kHz. Despite the 

fact that a 20kHz sinewave is only sampled 
twice per cycle. Elegance indeed—a mar-

riage made in Heaven (or Bell Labs) between 
a perfect pulse stream and a perfect low-
pass filter! 

But wait! This elegance exists only on 
paper. Our original signal doesn't exist; we 
used a perfect A/D converter; we assumed 

that the string of numbers didn't become 
corrupted in storage; our D/A converter 
produced infinitely narrow pulses, spaced 
exactly 1/s seconds apart; and our recon-
struction filter featured a perfect impulse 
response extending to infinity in both time 
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directions with zeros also spaced exactly 1/s 
seconds apart. On paper, everyone's CD 
player produces a perfect sound forever. In 
reality—well, this issue of Stereopbile 
already contains enough discussions of the 
subjective shortcomings of the medium. 

Yes, I know—there are tens of thousands 
of happy CD player owners. But you should 
now start to see why there are subjective 
shortcomings. Take the first assumption, 
that the signal had no components above 

half the sampling frequency. Real music in-
conveniently has a spectrum that extends 
up and up, well above the traditional "20 to 

20k" audio bandwidth. Before it can be 
sampled, the music signal has therefore to 
be viciously filtered to avoid the particularly 
audible nasties of "aliasing"—such a benign 
word to describe one of the more unpleas-
ant-sounding distortions—and the design 

of such filters is no trivial task. They ring; 
they produce gross phase shift in the audio 
band; they go out of alignment; if they have 
major ripples in their passband's amplitude 
response, these inconveniently show up in 
the digital domain as pre- and post-echoes 
(a phenomenon described by its 
rediscoverers, Roger Lagadec and Thomas 
Stockham, as "dispersion"); and, most im-
portant, the only way around these prob-
lems costs money—lots of it. 

If only the CD sampling rate were higher 
than 44.1kHz, the digital recorder's input 
anti-aliasing filter problems could at least be 
moved farther away from the music, which 
is the real reason why the sampling frequency 

is too low. 
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I'll draw a discreet veil over the "perfect" 
AID converter and data storage required—I 
live in hope. 

The rest of the process you get for free 
when you buy a CD player. The perfect DIA 
converter—see my comment on its AID 
equivalent. Of one thing I am sure: you 
can't buy one for the kind of money 
available to a manufacturer marketing a CD 
player for $349, let alone $149. 
How about some of the minor impossi-

bilities? The fact that the pulses coming 
from the DAC should be infinitely narrow 
turns out not to present a major problem. 
Even if the pulse is so broad that it lasts un-
til the next one, producing a "staircase" 
waveform, the only effect is to droop the 
treble somewhat, about 4dB at 20kHz, the 
kind of problem that circuit designers are 
good at solving. The fact that the pulses 
should be spaced exactly 1 /s seconds apart 
turns out to be much more serious. As 

pointed out by Philip Greenspun in the 
Winter 1986 issue of Tbe Computer Music 

SUM OF ALL 
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FIG. 4 WAVEFORM RECONSTRUCTED BY PERFECT LOW-PASS FILTER 
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Journal, and discussed by Bob Stuart in 
Stereopbile (Vol.9 No.2), any minor incon-
sistency in timing—due, say, to jitter in the 
player's crystal-controlled clock from heavy 
current demands on an inadequate power 
supply—means losing precision in the recon-
struction of the fine detail of the analog 
signal. Engineers call this "distortion." 
Now that you've accepted the fact that 

the existence of a precognitive reconstruc-
tion filter is an impossibility, look at the 
measured impulse response of a Philips-
system CD player (fig.5). Familiar, huh? It 

turns out that one of the beauties of a signal 

length—provided you have enough RAM to 
hold that data—is the ability to be able to 

manipulate time; precognitive circuitry 
becomes a possibility. A filter operating in 
the digital domain can be made to approx-
imate perfect behaviour because it can look 
both back and forward in time and operate 
on the current sample according to what it 
finds. In fact, this is the practical basis of 
digital filtration. The cost of RAM chips will 
never fall so low that the filter will be able 
to operate from minus infinity to plus infinity, 

but it can, in practice, ignore the contribu-
tions to the wave shape of samples far away 
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once it is in the digital domain is that the 

direction of time flow no longer is an in-
variable constant. There is no reason at all 
why the music data on a CD can't be played 
from end to beginning, decreasing entropy 

and causing the musicians to grow younger. 
Some musical works—Barry Manilow's 
entire output, for example—might even 
sound better! Similarly, consider the steady 
flow of data through a CD player's circuits. 

Animal fanciers could consider the numbers 

as goats passing through a door; unless the 
doorkeeper had X-ray vision, he would not 
know anything about a particular goat un-

til it passed through the door. However, 
there is no reason at all why the doorkeeper 
couldn't place a second door before the 

first and take some action at the main door 
based on what he found out at the second: 
stop all brown goats from going through, 
for example. To an outsider not aware of the 
existence of the upstream door, it would ap-
pear that the doorkeeper possessed pres-
cience of the color of approaching but un-
seen goats. 
The effect of being able to examine a 

stream of digital data anywhere along its 

in time from the current sample, as the 
resultant error in amplitude will be less than 

the random changes due to noise. 
The digital filter used by the first genera-

tion of Philips players used 96 coefficients— 
it could examine 96 samples before and 
after the sample of interest simultaneously, 
in order to act as an ideal low-pass filter— 
while the new filter in the true 16-bit 
players has more, reaching further toward a 

better approximation to that perfect im-
pulse response. This attempt to approach 

the theoretical elegance is one reason why 
audiophile-quality CD players, or at least 
CD players with pretensions to audiophile 
sound, feature the Philips DIA chip set, 
which includes the precognitive digital 
filter. (A perhaps more important reason is 

that Philips will actually sell their technology 
to small hi-fi companies.) Digital filters are 
now also appearing in players from Sony 
and Technics, some four years after the 
Dutch engineers at Philips formulated their 

system. 
Now, are 16 bits sufficient? And what 

about oversampling? And the quality of the 
analog circuitry? 
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THERE ARE LOTS OF REASONS WHY 
THIS IS THE WORLD'S BEST PREAMPLIFIER 

FOR LESS THAN $2000. 

Not the least of which is the way it sounds... absolutely gorgeous. 

Here then is the industry's hottest new product, a preamplifier that has everyone 
excited ...and for good reason. It is a sonic breakthrough, a challenge to every 
other manufacturer in the business. 

It is the first of the new generation of preamplifiers from PS Audio, a company that 
has been dedicated to music and high fidelity for the last 12 years. 

It is a preamplifier that can actually reproduce a musical performance with such 
clarity, beauty and realism as to be nothing short of startling. 

Not only will you rediscover all the depth, information and just sheer pleasure 
hidden on your records all this time, but the 4.5 can offer your CD player and tape 
recorder something that no other preamplifer in the world can ... straightwire 
performance. 

Only the PS Audio 4.5 allows you to totally eliminate your electronics from the path 
of the music. No dynamic range constriction, no altering of the signal whatsoever. 
In fact, without a PS preamplifier, we doubt you have ever really heard your CD 
player, tape deck or phono preamp. 

This is a preamplifier that is completely moving coil ready, has full cartridge load 
facilities, 100% class A discrete high voltage circuitry, 1% metal film parts, 
passive RIAA curve, remote power supply.... 

And, oh yes ... we forgot the best part ... it's only $499.00 complete. 

Write us, or see your dealer for information about the 4.5, the upcoming 5.0, our 
CD player, and 200C power amp. 

PS AUDIO 4145 Santa Fe Road. San Luis Obispo. CA 93401 • 805 543-6655 



PURE GOLD 
Alvin Gold 

Not since the wonderful day when Philips 

did a series of radio commercials with a "Fir-
rips" slogan have I seen Japanese manufac-
turers so heated around the collar area. But 
this time Philips were also taken by surprise 

by an article that appeared a few weeks ago 
in one of the UK's weekend heavies—the 

Sunday Times—to the effect that CD was 
about to disappear in favor of digital tape. 

I don't want to spend time here explain-
ing the argument—it was as convoluted and 
obscure as it was uninformed and full of 
holes—but it does neatly illustrate what we 
might describe as the catastrophe theory of 
digital audio. It also hints at some of the 

background manipulation of the press that 
has been taking place. 

Both consumers and the press tend to 

measure the success of a medium—com-
pact disc or any other—by market penetra-
tion, percentage growth, and that kind of 
thing. But put yourself in the position of one 

of the Japanese manufacturers of compact 

disc. True, everything's humming at shop-
floor level, but the fact is that CD was largely 
invented and developed thousands of miles 
away in Europe by Philips. Philips also 
managed to enlist the EEC's help in erecting 

a 19% tariff wall around the vital and 
lucrative European market, and are now 
milking it to the tune of a near-50% market 

share, leaving you with crumbs. Yet not only 
must you fight Philips' aggressive pricing 
and generally superior technology: about 
20 of your compatriot companies have ex-
actly the same ideas and want to share those 
crumbs. Worse, sensing the growth of the 
market, all manner Of "audio" companies 
are crawling out of the woodwork, sincerely 
aiming to get rich quick. 
OK, CD is pretty popular with the buying 

public, but it's a public weaned on cheap, 
miracle hi-fi that washes whiter, which 

believes that a simple five-band graphic can 
cure all of life's ills, and that a loudness con-
trol really can provide thundering lows and 
shimmering highs. You've been telling your 

public all these things over the years, so 
you're not entitled to surprise when it 
becomes difficult to disenchant people of 
the early, overenthusiastic claims that CD— 

by implication, all CD—sounds perfect, 
and it doesn't matter if they pay $900 or £00. 

Do you see where this is heading? CD is a 
success, yes, but not to Far Eastern player 
manufacturers who can't maintain prices— 
che software industry has, and this has made 
the hardware producers absolutely furious— 
and therefore are making little or no profit. 

DAT offers a neat way out of this impasse. 
It was invented, developed, and will be 

brought to market by the Japanese, who 
manufacture and control the supply of 
every last component that goes into the 

players. The prices will be high, but so 
what? This will be a premium product, and 
the majors will be able to keep the market 
clean—and the margins high—for a few 
years to come. Just like the early days of 
video, in fact. 

So you carefully feed a few "facts" to the 
press in selected crucial Western markets 
(the UK has always been influential). Maybe 
you gently suggest that DAT will sound 
spectacularly improved compared with CD, 
that it will be as cheap as CD (both sugges-
tions that appeared in the Sunday Times ar-
ticle, "spectacularly improved" being an ex-
act quote), and perhaps that the moon is 
made of green cheese. Anything to help put 
the skids under Philips, who in the last few 
decades have uniquely managed to put one 
over on Japan (Electronics), Inc. 

For the record, prerecorded material on 

DAT will be made to the same standards as 
CD. Home recordings will use 48kHz sam-
pling, which gives a 2kHz improvement on 
frequency response, or about a semitone 

(count 'em!). If the extra bandwidth is used 
sensibly, it will allow the fabrication of 
slightly more gentle anti-aliasing filters, but 
oversampling, as used by Philips for CD 
right from the start, allows for gentler analog 
still. And no-one, to the best of my knowl-
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edge, has demonstrated any ability to pro-
duce an ADC with linearity beyond some-
thing like the 14-bit level that doesn't cost 
hundreds of dollars. 
Oh, and one more thing. Where do you 

think the superior software is going to come 
from to make these vastly superior record-
ings on DAT? It won't be live music; people 
don't make live recordings, which is why 
many of the better cassette decks no longer 
have microphone preamps. I'll spell it out. 
It'll be your Linn Sondek. Now let the Japan-
ese go out and promote that as a concept! 

Their mistake, I suppose, was in thinking 
it would be hard to convince anyone of in-
fluence in the press that DAT really was 
qualitatively better than anything which has 
come before, or that it would make CD 
redundant overnight. They were wrong, 
though: apparently there really is one born 
every minute. 

On the virtues of simple 
speakers 
Enough of this. Let's turn to what's happened 
in the six weeks or so since I last wrote for 
this organ. 1 seem to have made a habit of 
collecting big American loudspeakers for 
review, and this has been a bumper month, 

with no less than two seminal designs 
squeezing through my doors. One came, 
made a deep impression, and left. The other 
made an even deeper impression, so I rang 
a magazine, asked them if I could write a re-
view, and when 1 got an affirmative, I prompt-
ly delayed the completion date so that I 
could hold on to them for as long as possi-
ble. Don't tell the importer I've done this. He 
just thinks I need the speaker for six months 
to do a proper review. I do, I really do. 
The speaker concerned is about the un-

likeliest candidate for fame I have ever come 
across, so unlikely that I felt compelled to 
keep it covered so casual visitors couldn't 
see what it was made of. If they did, or so 
my reasoning went, they would dismiss it 
out of hand. 
One visitor recognized the speaker's 

characteristic shape, and told me that he had 
listened to a pair a couple of years ago: 
"They were so colored they were truly 
laughable." He left wanting to take them 
with him. He wasn't the only one. 

I'm not telling you what it is yet.. . but 
get this. The speaker, in this country, costs 
the best part of £2,000. It has three very 
ordinary-looking pulp-cone/dome drive-

units and is built into a largish, but not 
especially heavy or solid box. The baffle is 
large, wide, and—worst of all—lipped, these 
factors designed to increase diffraction and 
spoil imagery. The midrange and treble 
units are disposed in a horizontal line, and 

just to ensure that the thing can't image prop-
erly, they're on a sub-baffle, pointing over 
the listener's head. The bass unit is half a 
mile away, near the floor, and just under-
neath an absolutely huge port. There's also 
a tweeter on the rear, but that has been 
disconnected. 
Some of you will recognize this descrip-

tion as that of a Snell Type C. I don't know 
exactly how this speaker goes down in the 
US, but I, for one, found it a revelation, even 
though it is one of the least glamorous 
loudspeakers I have ever come across. It has 
little of the stunning clarity or hear-through 
qualities of many panel speakers, does not 
have the world's smoothest or most expen-
sive kind of sound, but—and I couldn't 

credit this at first-1 had never heard a more 
homogeneous and integrated loudspeaker 
in my life. The whole speaker, as a system, 

speaks with one voice and one purpose. It is 
detailed, yes, and dynamic, certainly, with a 

rightness of tonal color and a precision 
which it would be difficult to explain. I'm 
still playing around with this speaker and 
don't wish to go too much further, but you 
get the idea, I'm sure. I know from a number 
of sources, and also from an earlier Type C 
that belonged to an amplifier manufacturer 
acquaintance of mine, that earlier Type Cs 
were colored as hell. But the speaker has 
been radically improved over the years in 
such peripheral areas as tonal quality, 
remarkably without losing that spark of 

greatness. 
The other loudspeaker was really some-

thing else. It was the Martin-Logan CLS full-
range electrostatic—the only electrostatic 
apart from the old and new Quads I have 
ever listened to in depth. 
The M-L is undoubtedly amongst the 

most exquisite-looking loudspeakers ever 
made, but to listen to it was both tantalizing 
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and infuriating. It was certainly not what it 
should have been, even though it was closer 

in sound to the early Quads than the much 
inferior ESL-63s, and it took some time to 
find out why. 

The M-L has elements in its make-up 
which put it at the very pinnacle of loud-
speaker design. The diaphragm is very light, 
and there is virtually nothing between it and 
the listener to sit on the sound. It was no sur-
prise, therefore, to find that the midrange 
and top had a clarity and immediacy that in 
my experience had no peers. Anyone look-
ing at both the M-L and the Snell from a 
traditional hi-fi viewpoint—one that stresses 
neutrality, transparency, tonal quality, and 
lack of distortion—would place the M-L 
some orders of magnitude above the Snell. 
But there was something wrong: the speaker 
sounded curiously unintegrated. The bass, 

especially, had a heaviness and slowness I 
could not reconcile with the construction 
of the speaker and its sound elsewhere. 

It was in conversation with Gayle Sanders, 
the speaker's co-designer, that I found out 
what was going on. "Yes, we've come across 
this before," I was told. "It happens as a 

result of the diaphragm slackening off. It can 
be cured quite easily—with a hair dryer." 
Plastic diaphragms are commonly tightened 
on their frames with a hair dryer. So far so 

good, but was this the cause? I asked 
whether the diaphragm is hygroscopic (ab-
sorbs water from the air), and discovered 
that yes, it is. For anyone who doesn't know, 
the UK is a dampish country on occasion, 
and we had just gone through a damp spell 
(in this country we call this climatic condi-
tion "summer"). 
The final and perhaps most important 

reason, though, became apparent later in 
the conversation. When I asked about the 
function of the two massive inductors in the 
speaker's base, Gayle explained that "The 
,diaphragm's3 physical dimensions mean 
that the response rolls off at some 6dB/oc-

tave below around 100Hz. The inductors 
provide a complementary 6dB/octave boost 
below this figure, and therefore something 
like a flat anechoic response down into the 
40-50Hz region." 

Leaving aside the question of whether 
such a response is a desirable idea, given the 

rather peculiar way panel speakers couple 
into rooms, it neatly illustrates what I think 

is one of the major shortcomings of the 
American way of loudspeaker design: the 
apparent necessity of providing deep bass 
regardless of the cost (and I don't mean 
financial). In addition to the other deleteri-
ous effects noted above, the CLS's artificial 
boost smears the bass in the time domain, 
and can introduce possible limitations on 

power handling, dynamics, and so on. Ido 
believe in deep bass, but my point is that if 

the price is too high, it's not worth it. The 
Snell provides this extension quite natural-
ly, and as a consequence of the way it 
works—not despite it. As a result, this three-

way moving-coil speaker sounds almost 
ideally integrated, while the almost ideally 
simple M-L actually sounds far less together. 

On the virtues of cheap hi-fi 
Cheap, or relatively cheap, systems are grist 
to the mill of hardened audio reviewers. 
They always represent thousands of hours 
of dedicated design work, the labor of many 
others who build the bits and pieces—and 
even then, the birth pangs are not over. 
Meanwhile, your casehardened hack, who, 
as everyone knows, spends his whole life 

surrounded by freebies from Apogee and 
Krell, will likely as not dismiss all these ef-
forts in microseconds if what he hears 
doesn't match his preconceptions. Of 
course, if he actually had to pay for his own 
hi-fi, things might be different . . . 

Well, I've just been listening to a cheap hi-
fi —a fairly cheap hi-fi anyway. It's based on 
an amplifier you'll soon be able to try for 
yourself, known variously as the Musical 
Fidelity (UK) or British Fidelity (USA) A-100. 
The A-100 is not quite a budget amp; it will 
cost about $699 in the US. As the name sug-
gests, it is a grown up version of the tiny, 
transistorized class-A A-1. The styling of the 
A-100 follows the A-1 pattern, as does its 
minimalist set of controls. There are no 
functional differences whatever, in fact, ex-
cept that the case is a little fatter, and the cir-
cuitry inside has been beefed up to provide 
50 watts, still pure, unadulterated class-A. To 
help dissipate the heat, no less than two 
small fans have been added inside, venting 
through the sides. 
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The first sample of the amp had im-
possibly noisy fans. I demonstrated to An-
thony Michaelson (British Michaelson to 
you) my Krell playing "No Signal" (Anon) 
and he whipped the amp away without fur-
ther argument. 

It came back this morning, cured, and 
even in this limited time, it's easy to tell that 
it's magic. Even from cold, the A-100 has 
more soul than Otis Redding, and more guts 
and drive than those gentlemen with the 
Right Stuff. When it's warm, it's hot—both 

literally and figuratively. It has the free-
breathing quality that is the essence of good 
modern amplifiers, and the very antithesis 
of what amplifier design was ten years ago: 
all control and clinical efficiency. The A-100 
has a heart as well as a head. And your 
pocket doesn't even need a sense of humor. 

I plugged it into a pair of B&W DMIlOs (the 
criteria for this choice were that they (a) 
were lying around, and (b) hadn't had 
tweeters destroyed by another amplifier I 
had been testing. I will not name the guilty 
party unless and until it goes on sale in the 
US). The '110s cost two-thirds of nothing at 
all, and for a source I used one of God's lit-
tle children, the Rega 3 with the RB300 arm 
(it has a very smart finish in current guise), 
fitted with a Linn K9 cartridge. This is the 
kind of system for which the A-100 was 
made. It's an amplifier designed to make 
good but modest equipment really sing. I 

don't see it as the tool to drive Scintillas or 
the big 1RSs, although for all I know it can 

deal with them just fine. 

The result? A system stripped bare of 
nonessentials: it does not have those semi-
legendary thundering lows or scintillating 

highs; it is not the most transparent or neu-
tral on earth—yet it has in microcosm every-

thing that really counts in the reproduction 
of music. Looked at another way, this system 
is true to the spirit and meaning of music 
reproduction, and not just to the letter. The 
B&Ws and Rega are more than good enough 
to let this quality through, but it is the ampli-

Musical Fidelity A100 

fier that makes them sing. Another amplifier— 
even a good one—can, and usually does, 
leave the remaining system components at 
a considerable musical disadvantage. 

The only shortcoming I noticed was that 
the sound could become a little rough 
around the edges at high volumes. I traced 
this to the K9, whose Basik-like antecedents 

are exposed when the volume is too high. 
But I wouldn't give up this cartridge's essen-
tial vitality without a really strong reason. 

This leaves just one little difficulty. Every-
one knows that the source (turntable) is the 
most important thing in the world. But this 
system is one of the clearest examples yet of 
successful system-building in which the 
amplifier has come first. Put another way, if 
Rega themselves were to recommend a 
similarly priced system, I think they'd 
recommend a Linn. 

Neither of us, at least, would suggest com-
pleting the system with a compact disc 
player. And DAT's DAT. 
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JOHN ATKINSON TALKS WITH CONCERT PIANIST, RECORD 
PRODUCER, AUDIO CONSULTANT & ICONOCLASTIC COLLEGE 
TEACHER JAMES BOYK, OF PERFORMANCE RECORDINGS & THE 

CALIFORNIA INSTITUTE OF TECHNOLOGY. 

It is a widely held belief that musicians do 

not assess hi-fi equipment in the same way 
as "audiophiles." I remember the British 
conductor Norman Del Mar—an under-

rated conductor if ever there was one—still 
being perfectly satisfied in 1981 with his 78 
player, never having felt the need to go to 
LP, let alone to stereo. And some musicians 
do seem oblivious to the worst that modem 

technology can do. I was present at the in-
famous Salzburg CD conference in 1982, 
for example, where Herbert von Karajan, 
following one of the most unpleasant 
sound demonstrations in recorded history, 
announced that "All else is gaslight!" com-
pared with what we had just heard. J. Gor-

don Holt proposed a couple of years back 
("As We See It," Vol.8 No.1) that sound is 
not one of the things in reproduced music 
to which musicians listen. I have also heard 
it said that even the highest fidelity is so far 

removed from live music that a musician, 
immersed in the real thing, regards the dif-
ference between the best and the worst 
reproduced sound as irrelevant to the 

musical message: both are off the scale of 

his or her personal quality meter. 
Whatever the truth of the matter, there 

are, as with all widely-held beliefs, as many 

exceptions as examples, one such being 
pianist James Boyk, Artist-in-Residence at 
Caltech in Pasadena since 1974, where he 
runs an interdisciplinary course called Pro-

jects in Music and Science. Jim is also presi-
dent of, record producer for, and sole fea-
tured artist of, the small record company 
Performance Recordings. (He tells me that 
he also sweeps floors, and answers the 
phone.) Despite being a classical pianist of 

renown, Jim is acutely sensitive to small 
nuances in reproduced sound, and, perhaps 

as a result, his recordings! are object lessons 

in how to capture the natural sound of a 
piano in a real concert hall, as opposed to 
the usual multimiked, cotton wool-acoustic, 
musically-sterile, sound featured by such 
companies as DG. 

At Caltech, Jim has the wherewithal to 
perform one of the really meaningful listen-

I Performance Recordings LPs are distributed in the USA by 
Harmonia Mundi, 3364 South Robertson Blvd, Los 
Angeles, CA90034. (213)559 0802. 
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ing tests: to compare the sound of a live 

microphone feed with the sound when a 
hi-fi component—gain and absolute signal 
polarity adjusted appropriately—is inserted 
into that feed. As a result of such tests, Jim 
is committed to tubes for amplification, and 
his opinion of what digital has to offer lies 
in stark contrast to, say, J. Gordon Holt's or, 
indeed, to those of the engineers for the 
major recording companies. Needless to 
say, his own recordings are strictly analog, 
and made with tube amplification, hence 
Performance Recordings' All-tube Analog" 
trademark. He also uses ribbon micro-

phones exclusively rather than the ubiq-
uitous condensers. I visited with Jim in July, 
and we talked about his listening tests and 
his aversion both to transistors and to music 
by numbers. But first, at the beginning of 
what Percy Grainger might have called a 
"free ramble," we talked about the purpose 
of high fidelity .. . 
JB: You're trying to preserve the sound of 
the music with high faithfulness, but in aid 
of what? The purpose of the exercise is to 
convey the emotion within the music. 
Music is about the communication of 

emotion. 
The first thing to know about audio is 

that live musical sound is beautiful. That's 

the absolute bottom line. By "beautiful" I 
don't mean namby-pamby pretty, but 
something very definite: it means that the 
sound draws you in instead of puts you off. 
It means you can listen for almost arbitrarily 
long amounts of time without getting 
fatigued by the mere act of listening. (You 
may get fatigued from your emotional in-
volvement with it, but that's a different mat-
ter.) When was the last time you heard a hi-
fi system at any price where listening for 
three hours wouldn't fatigue you? You hear 
live music for three hours and it doesn't 

fatigue you. 
The first requirement for doing a good 

listening test, therefore, is that the sound 
must have a reasonable amount of that beau-
ty. It's easier to do that with tubes than with 
solid-state, in my experience. It's easier to do 
that with ribbon mikes than with con-

densers. You're helping yourself a lot, of 
course, by coming straight from the micro-
phones rather than using stored material—I 

don't care whether it's LP or CD or tape, 

straight from the microphone is just radical-
ly better—but you must make sure that the 
sound you hear out of the loudspeakers on 
your direct feed is beautiful. (That's already 
very unusual: you go into the typical com-
mercial recording studio here in Los 
Angeles, and what you hear straight from 
the microphones is a travesty. I would set up 
what they felt was their best microphone on 

piano, somebody would hack on the piano, 
and I would listen on the direct feed 
through their board—there wasn't any re-

mote semblance to piano sound!) 
So you set up two microphones with 

musicians playing into them, and you run 
the signal through your microphone pre-
amps, gain control, power amp, and 
speakers. You break the line at one point 

with a switch and insert the device to be 
tested. Obviously you can't do it with all 
components. For instance, to take the trans-
ducers at the two extremes of the playback 
chain, microphones and speakers, you have 
to listen to live acoustic music, then listen to 
what that transducer does in a system. 
That's really problematical, because no 
microphone set-up hears spatially the way 
your ears do. But some components—tape 
recorders, for example—are perfect for in-

sertion in a direct feed. All a tape recorder is 
supposed to do is to act like a black box that 

does nothing to the input signal except 
delay it by an amount of time at your com-
mand. And repeat it at will. So you drop the 
tape recorder into a line, adjust for unity 
gain, and see if it changes what happens. 
The question then becomes, not "Do I like 
it or do I not like it?", but "Does it change 
the sound, is it different? Is it the same as the 
piece of wire?" 
Of course I'm leaving out all kinds of 

technicalities, but it seems to be a complete-
ly valid idea. If you can't tell the difference 
when you insert the tape recorder, then 

you've got a tape recorder that nobody's yet 
made—a very good tape recorder! 
JA: I understand that you've been using this 
listening test to evaluate tube and transistor 

amplifiers. 
JB: This is a kind of open-ended project 
that was started in my Caltech course about 
three years aga What we have are two stereo 
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line amplifiers, identical in the following 

ways: they're both designed to work more 
or less around the IV or 750mV level; they're 

both x10 voltage amplifiers; each has a 
follower after the voltage amplifier, so that 

they can drive some kind of output load 
without too much difficulty; they're both 
very simple; and they're designed as much 
as possible to have similar figures for fre-

quency response, distortion, overload level 

and so on. Then each is padded down with 
a resistive network so that the net result of 

each of these things is nothing, no gain. 
However, one uses tubes and the other 
transistors. 
The idea is compare the sound of one 

with that of the other. (They both invert 
phase, so there has to be provision to com-
pensate for that.) We set up our microphone 
feed with a three-way switch: the middle 
position, labelled "reference," lets you listen 
straight to the microphone and mike pre-
amp. You listen for a while till you feel 

familiar with what you're hearing. Another 
position drops the tube line amp into the 
circuit, and the third position does the same 
for the transistor line amp. Then the ques-
tion that is asked is "Which one comes 
closer to having neither of them in?" 
When the student doing the project feels 

that there's a definite difference between the 

t wo, I give him a blind test, and if we get to 
the point where the student can tell them 
apart, I say, "Fine, now you're allowed to 
have an opinion about which is better. 
Which one is better?" He says "That one!" — 

whichever it is—and pulls off the black 
velvet cloth. Lo and behold, the tube line 
amp is better. 

Then here's the game. The student takes 
the one that's less good and he gets to do 
anything to it to improve its performance. 
He wants to put in better transistors, fine. He 
wants to put in feedback, fine. He wants to 

take feedback away, fine. He wants to change 
the capacitors, the resistors, he has absolute 
carte blancbe. Then he iterates. The inten-
tion is to leapfrog—only the problem is, 
there's never been any leapfrog; in three or 
four iterations, the tube unit has always 

come out on top. The students have tried 
various things on the transistor unit, but it 

simply doesn't begin to come close. (I want 

to put a caveat on this: these undergraduates 
are very bright and able, but, with the rare 
exception, completely inexperienced in 

audio. We do not purport to be telling some-
thing about what's happening at the state-
of-the-art. The point is to give students a 
hands-on feel for the differences between 
tubes and transistors.) 

JA: Does the tube unit sound like the 
straight wire? 

JB: No. But it's more like the straight wire 
than any of the transistor line amps. The 
thing about tubes generally is not that 
there's no difference in the sound, but the 
differences that the tubes introduce don't 

interfere with the semantics of the music. 
They don't get in the way of the musical 
content; the transistor unit disturbs the 
beauty of the music much much more, it 
just becomes uglier. 

JA: Is the way the harmonics of piano tone 

change with time the kind of thing you feel 
to be less well preserved through a transistor 
amplifier? 
JB: Absolutely. Let me show you how it mat-
ters. The thing which characterizes the 
Steinway is that it's got a rich harmonic 
structure that is very alive; which harmonics 
are prominent changes from moment to 

moment. Most commercial piano record-
ings don't have much of this information, it 
gets lost somewhere. At the end of the first 
page of Chopin's Etude Op.10, No.3, there's 

a phrase that ends on a long E; the next 
phrase begins with an E an octave higher. 
Now the way I like to play that, 1 want the 
new phrase to appear out of the ashes of the 
old; I want the first note of the new phrase 

to appear to steal in, to appear as though it's 
the second harmonic of the previous note 
merely being emphasized. I don't want to 
bear the attack on the note, therefore I listen 
for the second harmonic development in 
the old note and try to begin the new note 

when the second harmonic is strongest 
(within the time window we can still speak 
of as being "in time"). 
JA: And this kind of inner detail is passed 
best by the tube line amplifier in your test. 
JB: Yes, I think so. 'llibes generally are better 

at that kind of thing. And ribbon micro-
phones are better than condensers. I am told 

that the fundamental resonances of con-
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Carefully selected polypropylene 
capacitors, metal film resistors, finely-
tuned discrete circuitry and zero-feedback 
design...are some of the design aspects 
that take Tandberg's equipment out of 
the mainstream and place it in the world 
of the audio connoisseur. 
Tandberg now establishes the 

reference for sonic clarity, openness and 
overall musicality with the TPA 3016A 
Power Amplifier and the TCA 3018A 
Preamplifier. Never before has the 
selection of quality components, complete 
absence of IC's, high current capability 
and elimination of signal degrading 
negative feedback design been 
executed with such dramatic results. 
The high-current, dual-mono MOSFET 

amplifier, rated at 220 watts per channel 
with no more than 0.05% total harmonic 
or IM distortion, and peak power 
capability of 1,500 watts into 0.5 ohms, 
confirms the TPA 3016A Power Amplifier's 
extraordinary ability to handle a wide 
range and variety of low impedance 
speakers. An engineer, heating up load 
resistors at his test bench, will be quite 

AMPLIFICATION 
FOR THE CONNOISSEUR 

satisfied...as would a professional 
musician listening to the reproduction 
of music. 
A newly-developed moving coil input 

stage that sets new standards for 
musicality, clarity and low noise, with 
both the MC and MM inputs fed into a 
passive RIAA network that truly 
demonstrates the advantages of zero 
feedback design, makes the TCA 3018A 
"direct-path" Preamplifier the perfect 
complement to the TPA 3016A 
Power Amplifier. 
How does Tandberg's advanced 

engineering translate into a new standard 
of listening pleasure for the audio 
connoisseur? Visit your local Tandberg 
dealer and decide for yourself. 

TANDBERG 
One Labriola Court 
Armonk, NY 10504 
(914) 273-9150 

Audio Components for the Connoisseur 
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NOW YOU WON'T BE DISAPPOINTED WITH THE SECOND BEST 
For years the Linn Sondek 

LP12 has set the standards by which 
all other turntables are judged. 

Our engineers built the new 
Linn Axis with the same precision 
as the Sondek ... but they've made 
it more affordable. 

In fact, for a lower price, 
we've given the Axis advanced 
features you won't find in any other 
turntable at any price! 

Exceptional precision is 
provided by a pair of low 
distortion, class A amplifiers 
driving each of the motor phases. 

A "smart" controller senses 
the motor load and provides 
higher voltage during 
startup and reduces 

the voltage (and noise) once the 
platter reaches speed. 

Electronic switching turns the 
Axis on or off and provides a 
smooth transition from 33 to 45 
rpm. 

An ingenious self-aligning 
suspension system isolates the arm 
and platter from the motor, base, 
and external disturbances. 

Of course, the Linn Sondek 
LP12 remains the reference, but we 
know you won't be disappointed 
with our second best. 

We haven't cut corners on our 
legendary engineering... 

only on the price. 

LINN 

PRODUCTS 

Linn Fli-1 
is distributed b‘ 

udiophile Systems Ltd 
8709 Casik Park )r 

Indianapolis, IN -‘625(, 

Aldburn Electronic, 
127 Portland Streci 
Toronto, Ontario 
Canada M5122N-t 
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denser diaphragms—which are almost 
always disc-shaped, like little timpani, typi-

cally between half-an-inch and an inch in 
diameter—are right in the middle of the 

audio band. Basically you have a micro-
phone operating in two different regimes: in 

the low end it operates below its resonance, 
and in the high end it operates above it. 
A ribbon, however, has a fundamental 

resonance at the bottom of the audio band, 

and therefore operates in one regime over 
the whole band. I believe also that most 

condensers have all kinds of high-end 
resonances intentionally put in to goose up 
their frequency response curves so that they 
will look fiat to 20k. Of course, then when 

they do go, they go fast! Whereas a ribbon 
microphone is much freer from such inten-

tional playing around. It certainly sounds it: 
you get a natural detail that I never hear 
from any condenser mike. 

JA: I feel the same about the classic Coles/ 
BBC 4038 ribbon, which I believe was used 
for the Sheffield Firebird recording. It is 
astonishingly neutral, its only problem 
seeming to be that, like the B&O, it doesn't 
have an extended enough high frequency 
range. 
JB: Are my records rolled off in the highs? 
To me they sound musically natural: they 
may not the brightest things around, but I 

don't have any sense of missing informa-
tion. There's all kinds of artificial brightness 
in the extreme high end in condensers— 
what Steve Haselton of Sheffield calls "con-
denser cackle— —which is simply absent in 
ribbons. It can take a lot of getting used to 
for people not directly familiar with the 
sound of musical instruments. I think the 
reason some people find ribbons dull, when 
compared with the condensers, is the lack 
of cackle rather than their actual gentle HF 

rolloff. 
JA: It has been said that, with the advent of 

digital recording, these fundamental prob-
lems with microphone behaviour will be 
much more important, because the digital 

process itself is much more transparent. 
JB: The digital process as it now stands is a 
big disaster. I don't want to lean on it too 
heavily, but our double-blind test at Caltech 

[in which the digitally-processed sound was 
compared with the live microphone feed, to 

its detriment] was really a very careful test; 
as careful as we knew how to make it. We 
never formally published a paper on the test 
and its results, but I did give two talks at 
Caltech, and one out at Bolt, Beranek & 
Newman, the acoustical consultants, which 
were complete in every detail. I told exact-
ly what we had done, and nobody has yet 
pointed out any methodological flaws. 

I've also done a lot of listening over the 
years at Sheffield Lab recording sessions 
where there have been various digital ma-
chines on line. The polarities were correct 
and the levels matched, so we really had a 
kosher playback. I've also co-engineered 

three records with Doug Sax for Sheffield in 
the last year and a half, including the Kodo 

drum CD and the Los Angeles Philharmonic 
Firebird recording with Erich Leinsdorf, all 

of which were also recorded digitally. I've 
had a lot of listening experience under what 
I would call "valid" listening conditions, 
where the comparison you are listening to is 
a comparison of what you think it is. Any 

scientific test must have valid listening con-
ditions as a prerequisite, otherwise what 
you're doing is meaningless. Unfortunately, 
in my opinion most tests of digital—and 
most tests of audio equipment—are done 
under meaningless conditions. 
The comparison of Sheffield Lab LPs with 

CDs is almost a scientifically valid compari-
son—there's one little ringer with the LPs, 

but if you do the CD versus the Nakamichi 
cassette then it's an absolutely fair com-
parison, the CD and cassette are symme-

trical. I've played the LP/CD comparison for 
roughly 30 people over the last two or three 
years, and without exception—I don't think 
I'm a mesmerizer—everyone has said "Oh! 
The difference is day or night." 

JA: But a digital advocate, faced with the 
neqative results from your blind insertion 
test, would say, "Yes, it's not surprising that 

you can hear the insertion of a PCM proc-
essor into the direct feed; nothing made by 
a human being is perfect. But surely what is 
important is the degree of that difference 
heard when compared with, say, that in-

troduced by a professional-quality analog 
machine when it is inserted into the feed?" 

JB: Absolutely. The analog machine also 
makes some difference, and although one 
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Music Interface Technologies 

MIT INTRODUCES THE MIT MH-750 SHOTGUN 
MIT MH-750" Music Hose has been the undisputed 
"neutral" reference/speaker cable since its release over 
two years ago Bruce Brisson designed MH-750x on his 
comprehensive computer model using his patented 
"Van-lay-s construction when winding the cable to 
insure a uniform delay throughout the entire audio 
bandwidth 

The "Shotgun." version of Bruce Brisson's Music Hose 
uses two lengths of MH-750" Asa result of proprietary 

termination and assembly, two lengths of MH-750, can 
be combined The transfer functions of the "Shotgun", 
in both the amplitude versus frequency and frequency 
versus time domains can be controlled to much closer 
specifications than a single length of MH-750' 

The MIT MH-750 Shotgun' is now available Current 
owners of MIT MH-75go should consult their MIT 
dealers If they would like to update their MH- 750' to the 
Shotgun' 

The Shotguns' Joins These MIT Products 
MIT MI -330 computer designed to be the most linear interconnect ever produced 
MIT Mil-750 Music Hose critically acclaimed for its neutrality, clarity, dimensionality, frequency 
response, and dynamic range 

MIT Mil-650 moderately priced Music Hose with the balance and clarity unique to Bruce Brisson's 
products 

Sales and Marketing: 

13.0. Box 117, Rt, 202 

Hollis, ME 04042 

(207) 929-4553 

Dealer Inquiries Invited 
Research and Development: 

M USK Interface Technologies 
3037 Grass Valley Hwy., Ste. 8212 

Auburn, CA 95603 

(916) 888-0395 

Yulsoopuoug Amdk àllâylcellue 
Presents PC-Squared,' 

Transparent Audio Marketing is proud to introduce 
a new interconnect and speaker cable that is very 
reasonably priced Transparent Audio's new PC-

Squared has been under development by Bruce 
Brisson for two years. It was designed to be the 
most neutral and phase Correct Cable in its price 
range. 

In 1981, Bruce Brisson recognized that audio 

signal carrying cables suffer from a unique kind of 
distortion called "delay distortion" Bruce Brisson's 

analysis indicated that different frequencies had 
different propagation speeds within the audio 
bandwidth He found that high frequencies traveled 
faster than low frequencies. Low frequencies are, 
therefore, delayed in most audio cables Until 
now, Bruce Brisson found the only way to resolve 

the problem of delay distortion required computer 

designed, sophisticated tooling and very com-
plex cable assembly called "Vari-lay" " construc-
tion. Although highly effective for even the most 

revealing and demanding audio applications, 
this exclusive MIT Vari-Laye technology is very 
expensive. 

Bruce Brisson has developed a new technology for 
Transparent Audio called "Uni -Field' " con-

struction which solves the problem of delay 

distortion in cabling for most home audio ap-
plications Uni-Fiel& construction is the basis of 
PC-Squared' PC-Squared' is a moderately 

priced cable that contains equal amounts of copper 
and polypropylene. The combination of materials 

and construction reduce "eddy effects," and 
therefore, eliminate delay distortion 

Look for TAM PC 3 BY MIT at your speciality audio store. 
Distributed exclusively by: 

'T;yee[prerupg Ai, 
Rt, 202, Box 117 • Hollis, ME 04042 • (207) 929-4553 

Dealers Inquires Invited 
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can say until blue in the face that the digital 
machine made a bigger difference, you can't 

quantify that. If you could, it would be all 
done, we wouldn't need to worry about this 
stuff. So the only criterion that one can 

meaningfully use is to examine which 
comes closest to the direct feed in allowing 
the listener to get into the emotion of the 
music. It is the only conceivable criterion, 
because tbat is the purpose of what you're 
doing; that's what music is for. To use any 
other criterion is intellectually dishonest, 
and pretends to an objectivity that, in fact, 
it cannot have. 
Each individual has to make the assess-

ment for himself on the basis of "Which one 

lets me forget about the technology the 
most?" And it will always be the case that a 
good direct feed will go farther in this direc-
tion than either analog or digital. But I'll tell 
you what does come the closest: it is the 
direct-to-disc process. When we recorded 
the Los Angeles Philharmonic, Sax and I 
were in the control room all day listening to 

the direct feed, which, if Ido say so myself, 
was gorgeous. It was really beautiful. 
We had playback from five storage media: 

the direct-to-disc lacquer (an occasional lac-

quer that gets spoiled for some reason and 
doesn't get sent for metal-plating); the 
digital tape recorder (Sheffield's own highly-
modified, very much improved machine); 
and three analog tape recorders. The 

machines were not in the control room, so 
this was an informal blind test with levels 
matched, polarity correct. The only medi-

um that really stood up to the beauty of the 
direct feed—and it did so to an amazing 
degree— was the direct-to-disc lacquer. It 
was quite stunning. When you hear a lac-
quer, it's dead quiet; it's just been made, and 
the basic noise level is microscopic, espe-

cially when it's direct-to-disc and there's no 
tape hiss. It was close enough that I think 
that you could have taken a professional 
engineer in there, told him it was the direct 

feed, and he would have been more than 
satisfied that that was the sound we were 

getting from the mikes. 
The next group down were the three 

analog tape recorders. They were all dif-
ferent machines—some experimentation 
was going on here—and I had my prefer-

ences among them, but all did honorably 

with the program material. Then, in a class 
by itself at the bottom, was the digital ma-
chine. Nobody could stand to listen to it, to 
the extent that one person in the control 
room spontaneously said, "Stop the com-
parison. Whatever that machine is, it's 
broken!" Doug said "No it's not broken; 
that's the digital!" 
Now here's what's interesting: only one of 

those three media is pure analog, and that's 
the direct-to-disc. What we conventionally 
call analog tape is actually a sampled 
medium. The signal rides on the bias; in ef-

fect, the bias is turning the sampling on and 
off. This is at a very high rate, to be sure, and 

the turn-on/turn-off is very soft because it's 

a sinewave, but it's a sampled medium, 
nonetheless. So we have the true analog 
medium at the top (according to yours tru-
ly), then the "sampled" analog, with the 

sampled digital at the bottom. It was very 
clear-cut. 
JA: Where are the specific subjective areas 

in which you feel the digital machines fall 
down? Many writers, for example (myself in-
cluded), have said that digital has fantastic 

bass definition. 
JB: Completely false! I know digital is sup-
posed to have good bass—it ougbt to have 
good bass—but the bass in all the digital I've 
ever heard has been horrible, truly awful. All 

I can assume is that a lot of people don't 
know what musical bass, from live acoustic 

instruments, actually sounds like. 
JA: Some writers have written that, whereas 
the best of the conventional media preserve 
the sense of space around instruments, the 

digital doesn't. 
JB: The "room" does go away with digital, 

and the low-level information with it. The 
quietness of digital, the vaunted lack of 

background noise—which it certainly has, 
I'm happy to give that to it—in my opinion 
is a direct concomitant of the lack of detail 

and the lack of room. One side of the coin is 
no background noise; the other is no detail. 
And part of no detail is no instrumental tim-
bre detail, no textural detail; the other part 
is no room. 
JA: When I did the piano recording for the 
Hi-Fi News itst CD, comparing the live feed 

with the PCM-Fl digital tape revealed that 
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the digital tape did make the acoustic drier, 
as though I had been recording in a slightly 
smaller hall. Depending on the player, the 

CD goes farther in the same direction. As far 
as I'm concerned, my miking becomes less 

optimally balanced for the ratio between 
direct and reverberant sound. But to some-

one who wasn't at the original session, they 
would assume that, yes, it was a small hall, 
but it is still believable. Does this distortion 
of perspective matter? To many it doesn't 
seem to. Digital may have such problems but 
people still happily buy CDs. 
JB: Well look, anything anyone is happy 
with, I'm happy for. Happiness is what we 
want more of in life, and if someone tells me 
"I love CD, it's a terrific medium, I get into 
the music," I'm not going to tell him that he 

doesn't, that he isn't happy. But he shouldn't 
tell me that lam happy. 
You can't magically throw away the room 

without also losing all kinds of other infor-
mation. The signal doesn't know which part 

of itself is room and which part is instru-
mental detail, and such fine detail in the 

sound is actually a crucial part of the per-
former's art. Instrumental textures become 
homogenized. The difference between a 
solo instrument playing and a whole choir 
of instruments answering gets homoge-

nized. Timbral differences—the difference 
between an oboe and a clarinet, or a violin 
and a cello—also get homogenized by 
digital. Can you still tell it's a violin rather 
than an oboe? Probably. But does the dif-
ference have the full impact of that it should 
have? No, it doesn't. One of the great 
pleasures in music is simply the different 
voices of the instruments. Sometimes it can 
actually be quite difficult to tell. 

There's often—not always—something in 

the background, almost as though there is a 
wind machine in the back of the orchestra. 
It's not loud enough to hear explicitly, but it 
intermodulates with everything else. The 
homogenization of timbres and textures 
comes from that intermodulation, from the 
fact that you have clarinet plus wind 
machine, oboe plus wind machine, violin 
plus wind machine. To the extent that they 
all have a wind machine in common, they all 
sound alike. 

I said earlier that the first thing about 

audio is that music is beautiful. The second 
is that the beauty of music is the sensual 

bridge to its meaning. The raw sound of live 
acoustic music is a part of the meaning of 
the music. If the sound is different, the 

meaning is different. A thing I hear wrong in 
digital recording is the lack of what I've called 
"dynamic inflection," which is the natural 

rise and fall of dynamics. I'm not talking 
about gross dynamic range, but the thing 
that makes "Please pass the salt" different 
from "Please pass the salt." Dynamic inflec-

tion is what gives natural expressiveness to 
music: analog seems to preserve it well, 
whereas it seems to be damaged by digital. 

The perceived dynamic range of digital 
recordings, to me, is inferior to that of 
analog. There simply is so much less 
dynamic range, perceptually, than analog 
that it's a joke to compare the two. For 

instance—I'll give an extreme example— 
I've never heard a CD or a digital master tape 
that has a perceived dynamic range equal to 
that of the Sheffield Firebird direct-to-disc 
recording (with the proviso that you have to 

have a system that can play back the 
dynamic range). I think this record will be 
twiddling its thumbs five years from now, 

waiting for equipment manufacturers to 
make real systems for real people—as op-
posed to special custom-made commercial 
systems—that can actually play it. It's not 

hard to track, but the tough part is to 
reproduce the full power in the bass and 
midbass. There are very few systems around 
that can actually do that. The dynamic 

peaks are tremendous, + 19dB over zero 
recording level. The cutter can legitimately 
put more energy in the groove, but Sax is a 
world-renowned expert in disc-cutting and 
he knows what real-world cartridges can 
really do. He sets his levels so that the 
highest peaks will be trackable by anybody. 
But then the average level goes down. The 
low average level shows that it's a wide 
dynamic range recording. 
My complaint about current digital could 

be summed in two words: "Premature Stand-
ardization," except that "premature" implies 
that at some time you will be able to do it 
right, and that is a big question mark. I must 
make it make clear that I don't really feel like 
a voice crying in the wilderness on this sub-
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IN PAINSTAKING PURSUIT OF 

HIGH 
DEFINITIO N R 

Around the world, listeners who care deeply for music and strive for its 
most sensitive recreation are discovering-and praising-the musical 
truth at the heart of the Audio Research legend: Audio Research pre-
amplifiers and power amplifiers restore music to life with transparency, 
neutrality and a deeply realistic evocation of the recorded perform-
ance. This growing recognition and acclaim is the hard-won result of 
almost Iwo decades of meticulous empirical trial in the design and hand-
crafting of audio electronics- products which repeatedly validate them-
selves as honestly state-of-the-art and an unsurpassed value. 

Unswayed by faddish adherence to a particular 'sound" popularized 
by less sophisticated vacuum-tube or solid-state designs, Audio Research 
instead employs both technologies in a painstaking pursuit of truly High 
Definition e music reproduction: a delicate balance of full-spectrum neu-
trality, transparent yet palpable resolution and dynamic, lifelike staging. 
With the current line of Audio Research electronics, these sonic virtues 
receive their most natural and satisfying expression. 

VVords, however, only foreshadow what your own listening will reveal. 
Audition High Definition e music reproduction soon at your nearest autho-
rized Audio Research dealer. 

audio research corporation 
6801 Shingle Creek Parkway • Minneapolis, MN 55430 • Phone (612) 566-7570 • Telex 290-583 



SPEAKERS YOU CAN AFFORD 
THAT SOUND LIKE YOU CAN'T 

How often have you listened to a pair of 
loudspeakers and wished you could afford them? 

Now you can make your wish come true. 
The new line of Mirage loudspeakers gives 

you the precise imaging, low colouration, wide 
dynamic range and faithful sound reproduction 
you'd expect from more expensive models. At a 
price that's surprisingly modest. 

From our Mirage 200 bookshelf speakers to 
our mirror-imaged Mirage 750 three-way 
speakers, the magic of Mirage is clearly evident. 
You can actually see the music. 

Visit your nearest Mirage dealer and see what 
we mean. You'll find we have a sound you can't 
afford to do without. 

Mirage Acoustics, 135 Torbay Road, Markham, 
Ontario L3R 1G7 Canada (416) 475-0050 

u=mi 

SEE 11-E MUSIC 

MIRAGE ACOUSTICS 



ject. The BBC recently came out with a 
report intended to answer the question 

"How many bits do you really need to han-
dle music as it comes straight from the 
microphone without any compression, 
limiting, or dynamic processing?" They 
came up with 22 bits per sample—the cur-
rent standard is 16. This is inconceivably 
higher resolution than anything we have 
available now, or anything that companies 
are even dreaming of. Quite apart from the 
fact that we already have a standard. 
JA: It is said that 16 bits is enough if you 
know everything about the signal: where it's 

going to be loudest, and how loud; where 
it's going to be softest, and how soft; and, 
most importantly, if that is the final medium, 
for playback in the home. As I understand it, 

if you're in a recording situation and you 
need to mix and play with the signal at all 

and still want to end up with good 16-bit 
words, you need to start with, if not 22, then 
at least 18. 
JB: There is something I would like to make 
clear. When you add a bit to 16, you're not 
adding a difficulty of one sixteenth, you are 
doubling the difficulty; so when you add six 
bits, you're making it two to the sixth-64 
—times as difficult. But it is not 64 times as 
difficult, it's a zillion times as difficult be-
cause there isn't anyone in the world who is 
even dreaming of 22-bit conversion at the 
kind of rate required for audio. 

Let me indicate where the state-of-the-art 
stands. I called up a well-known manufac-
turer of converters for CD players, and asked 
what their fastest 16-bit converter was. They 

make one that will operate at 110kHz or 
120kHz, so I asked if it was really linear at 
high precision. I'm glad I asked this ques-
tion; the answer was that, if I wanted a bigb-
precision 16-bit converter, the fastest rate it 
would operate would be just 6kHz! Which 
means you're looking at an effective signal 
bandwidth of just 1.5kHz, if you really want 
to handle things right. "What about these 
ones that go at 44k, for CD players?" 1 asked. 

"They're not as accurate," came the reply. 
You ask when they will have high-precision 
22-bit converters, and they start laughing. 
However, I don't believe that 16 bits is 

adequate, even if you do know everything 
about the signal. I think the BBC said that it's 

adequate if you're going to broadcast 13 bits, 
which is what the BBC does. Then there's 
enough extra places to keep the accuracy of 
the 13 bits. 
Now what if someone said that they had 

a machine that does 22 bits per sample at a 
200kHz or 300kHz sample rate, with a truly 
linear—not just monotonic, which is an in-
credible cop-out—performance? I'm per-
fectly willing to believe that, if implemented 
correctly and surrounded by analog elec-
tronics of the highest level—and when you 
look at the requirements for that, it's in-
credible how good they have to be—it 
would be excellent. I don't expect that I will 
hear that in my lifetime. But suppose that it 
were excellent, suppose, magically, we had 

it here now—now a Compact Disc holds 
just eight minutes of music! Gee, eight 
minutes of music and an LP is as good and it 

LP is a pretty 
dense storage 
medium. 

can hold 40 or 50 minutes of music! Hey, an 
LP is a pretty dense storage medium, isn't it? 
The answer is that it is a dense storage 

medium; it's a fantastic storage medium — 
it's our best! The proof of that is Sheffield's 
recordings over the last few years, where 
you have the LP and nothing else. Anybody 
who wants to hear what woodwinds sound 

like, go listen to the Sheffield Chicago Sym-
phonic Winds record, the Mozart and Grieg. 
That is the sound of musical instruments. 

It's just extraordinarily transparent to the 
music. I would even make that claim, to 
almost the same degree, for a couple of my 
records on Performance Recordings. There 
just isn't anything to get in the listener's way 

with the Prokofiev Sonata record or the two 
we've made since then. If there were, I 

would have got rid of it (although I would 
like the hiss level to be lower). 
JA: Can we talk about the slogan on your 
Performance Recordings T-shirt: "Digital 
finishes what the transistor began."? 
JB: It comes back to the fact that some of 
the problems of digital are masked in typical 
studio practice by what's wrong with typi-
cal studio equipment. Condenser micro-
phone diaphragm resonances can mask the 
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Acoustat speakers 
were designed to work the way your ear 

was designed to hear. 
Perfectly. 

Acoustat speakers utilize a unique 
full-range electrostatic element — 
one that operates in much the 
same way as the recording micro-
phone and the human ear. 
Because of this, they are capable 
of reproducing music exactly as it 
was recorded with all the sonic 
brilliance and realism you hear 
at a live concert. 

Acoustat speakers provide 
musical enjoyment that is unequal-
led by any other loudspeaker 
system regardless of price. We'd 
like you to hear the full story of 
Acoustat speakers and electronics. 

Call or write for the name of the 
Acoustat dealer nearest you — 
then give your ears the music they 
deserve. 

FICQU eleELCTROMcS 

Revolutionary by Design 

3101 Southwest First Terrace Fort Lauderdale, Florida 33315 
Telephone 305/462-6700 



additional harshness that digital can pro-
duce; the mikes don't have particularly 
good ambient pick-up, owing to their solid-
state electronics, which masks digital's loss 
of ambience; and the mixing desks are 
mostly pretty bad. 

There's been a lot of play recently about 
how wonderful some of the commercial 
recordings from the early stereo era of the 
'50s are. I think that's right; a lot of them 
were wonderful records, and it's significant 

that that was an all-tube analog era. People 

used high-resolution equipment then. In 
the '60s, however, mastering engineers and 
studio engineers started getting early solid-
state power amplifiers to drive their loud-

speakers, and the resolution went out the 
window. That has nothing to do with what 

solid-state is ultimately capable of, or what 
we have today, but solid-state amplifiers, we 

would all agree, were then a complete 
disaster! 

I'm not just saying merely that 1 dislike 

what solid-state tends to do, and what digital 
definitely does; what I'm saying is that the 

one really leads to the other, that the 
degradation of solid-state is a step on the 
way to the degradation of digital. I believe 
that if you went in one jump from the state-
of-the-art from 1958—stereo, but tubes and 
analog—to today's art —digital and solid-
state—that leap would be absolutely unac-
ceptable. It's only because it was first 
mediated by the transfer to solid-state that 
people accepted it. 

I gave a talk at Caltech to explore that idea. 
It was called "1960 vs. 1985 in Recording" 
and, just so nobody was in any doubt as to 
where my own opinion lay, it was subtitled 
"A Quarter-Century of Degradation." I went 

to a used-record store and bought actual LPs 
that were 25 years old. God knows what 
their history had been. I played them on a 

decent, but not great, turntable/arm/car-
tridge combination; my idea was to play the 
same piece of music from the same record 
label in a current all-digital CD, played back 
on a Meridian MCD player through the same 
fine system, to compare what these com-
panies thought was the way to do it then 
with what they think is the way to do it now. 
I played three such comparisons—the LPs 

came from 1958, 1962, and 1965—then 

asked people if, assuming these three com-

parisons to be the Universe of such com-
parisons, did they feel that there was a dif-
ference between how well the music was 
served by the two technologies? Everybody 
said that there was a definite difference, no 
question about it. I then asked who felt that 
the technology of today—solid-state, digi-
tal—serves it better, and five hands went up. 
"Fine," I said, "How many people feel that 
the art of a quarter-century ago served the 

music better?" 46 hands went up!2 Well, 
that's a stunning indictment! 
JA: You seem to have ended up with conclu-
sions which run counter to accepted 
wisdom. You make records with 20-year-
old ribbon mikes; you think amplifiers 
sound more neutral when using tubes, and 
let the music through more benignly; 
you've proved, at least to your own satisfac-
tion, that the highly touted digital recording 

system is not working as it should. How do 
you convince people that you're not saying 
all this from some reactionary stance? 
JE: Oh, the convincing is easy! Just let them 

listen to one of my All-lithe Analog records 
on a well-chosen playback system—by 
which I don't necessarily mean an expen-
sive one. The Sheffield Firebird is all-tube; 
their Lincoln Mayorga/Arnold Steinhardt 
Dvorak and Strauss violin and piano record 

Over 80% of tbe bigbest quality 
companies believe in analog for 

recording music. 

is all-tube. When you say that I run contrary 
to the received wisdom, in some sense that 
is true, but in another it's not: if you look at 

the record companies that are international-
ly acknowledged as making the sonically 
finest records—Sheffield, Telarc, Reference 
Recordings, Audiofon, Wilson Audio, Har-
monia Mundi, Hyperion, Meridian in 

England, Proprius and Opus Three in 
Sweden, (I'll modestly include my own 
company, Performance Recordings, but 

we're microscopic even when compared 
with these companies)—only Hyperion and 
Telarc are committed to digital recording. 

2 Readers who are sceptical about such comparisons 
should compare the 191," Beecham Scbeberazade —an early 
Blumlein-miked stereo recording—with the same work 
from Previn on an all .digital Philips CD. The difference is 
frightening. — JA 
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MEETWITIPR. 
BY TENNESSEE SOUND COMPANY 
The state-of-the-art speaker system 
with sound clarity unmatched at any price. 

Please call or write for further information 
or direct sales. Dealer inquiries invited. 

MasterCard and Visa accepted. 

Tennessee Sound Company 
P.O. Box 1252 e Bristol, TN 37621 • (615) 878-4121 
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How to spread the higher 
frequencies throughout the listen ng 
area is a major problem faced by 
speaker design engineers. 

This problem has been completely 
solved in the Symphony I Speaker 
System by Tennessee Sound 
Company. The sweet spot exhibited 
by most speakers describes an 
optimum listening area that the 
listener must occupy in order that 
both speakers be heard distinctly. 
To listen outside this area results in 
a dramatic loss of fidelity. 
Our system represents a major 

advancement in this area. 
Our Symphony I Speakers delive 

distortion-free sound in the critical 
high frequency ranges virtually 
everywhere in the listening room, 
not unlike the way natural or live 
sound tends to spread. 
The pattern of sound distribution 

from the Symphony I Speaker 
System is 90 degrees on a horizon-
tal plane. 

Tennessee Sound Company 

Over 80% of the highest-quality companies 

believe in analog for recording music. 
So where is the received wisdom? 

JA: But when you look at these companies 
who are respected for their sound quality, 
their total sales are but a minute percentage 
of the sales of a company like Deutsche 
Grammophon, Philips, or CBS. 
JB: We're not talking economics here, we're 
talking fidelity. 
JA: But the received wisdom is laid down by 
the people with loudest the voices. 
JB: Like Galileo, I say, "Still it moves!" 

There's no question, however, that com-
mercially it is all over. Commercially, it's all 
digital. Analog is dead. 

For now! 
The introduction of digital is like nothing 

so much as the introduction of transistors 25 
years ago. If you looked at the situation in 
1970, or even 1965, it was all over for the 

tube, it was all transistors. But a couple of 
years ago The Wall Street Journal had an ar-
ticle about the renaissance of tubes! In the 
last decade 20 or so companies have come 
into existence to manufacture tube equip-
ment. Maybe the same thing will happen 
with analog; or maybe digital will get good 
enough. 

PERFORMANCE RECORDINGS 
DISCOGRAPHY 
(These are all live performances, recorded in 
front of an audience in Caltech's Dabney 
Lounge, the hall JB feels to be acoustically 
the finest in LA. Needless to say, CDs are not 
available. All-libe Analog is a trademark 
and Performance Recordings is a registered 
trademark.) 

SCARLATFI, Three sonatas; BEETHOVEN, 
Sonata Op.111 —PR 1 
SCHUMANN, Scenes from Childhood; 
CHOPIN, Fantasy in f Op.49—PR 2 
PROKOFIEV, Piano Sonata 6—PR 3 
DEBUSSY, Reflections in the Water; 
STRAVINSKY, Sonata (1924); SCHOEN-
BERG, Six Little Piano Pieces; RAVEL, 
Sonatine—PR 4 
BEETHOVEN, Sonata Op.13 (Pathetique), 
Seven Bagatelles Op.33 —PR 5 
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ACCESSORY OR 
COMPONENT? 

ASC TUBE TRAP 
Low and high frequency acoustic absorbers varying dimen-
sions from $59.00 to $299.00 per tube 

However you define this prod-
uct, it does truly alter the 
sound in your room. The 
physical laws of acoustics are 
exploited to effect enhanced 
sound in your listening 
environment. 
J.G.H. Vol. IX, No. 3: 

Like all great inventions, the TUbes are a 
masterpiece of elegant simplicity What is most 
remarkable about them, though, is how well 
they work. Just two of these tubes, in the cor-
ners behind the loudspeakers, make a clearly 
audible difference in LF smoothness and detail. 
Floor-to-ceiling columns in all four room cor-
ners produce an improvement that can only be 
described as dramatic. Additional ones, along 
the walls, can make the room as acoustically 
dead as you want it to be. 

LA. Vol IX, No. 3: 
There aren't many products that I think make 

an astonishing difference, but Tubes are 
definitely one of them. 

J.G.H. Vol IX, No. 3: 
There are few "accessories" I can think of 

that I would consider to be absolutely 
necessary for good audio system performance, 
but the ASC Tube Trap is one of them. I cannot 
recommend them too strongly! 

ACOUSTIC SCIENCES 
CORPORATION 

P.O. BOX 11156 EUGENE, OREGON 97440 
CALL 800-ASC-TUBE 
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WHY UPSCALE AUDIO 
IS UNLIKE ANY OTHER 

AUDIOPHILE SALON IN AMERICA. 
Quite simply, Upscale Audio can offer you 

1 

anwwom * Very successful parents. 00000C I * 
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better service and better lines because it has 
something no other audiophile salon has: 

Unlike any other audiophile 
:..40111111.11111.1111.11.1111 stereo store, Upscale Audio is a 

division of one of America's 
most respected audio/video 
retailers, Rogersound Labs. 

111. Its founders have always loved 
  high end audio. They wanted an 

environment which they (as well 
as you) could enjoy. A place where sales are secondary to musical enjoyment. 

Upscale Audio has separate staff, separate lines and a separate $50,000 
dedicated listening room planned by a noted acoustical designer. But it also 
has the stability and buying power that come from being part of a $30,000,000 
retail operation. That frees it from many of the economic constraints which 
can ultimately affect you, the potential patron, at smaller stereo stores. 

Tired of hearing 'We'll have 
to order that.'? Upscale Audio 
has depth of stock unheard of 
(excuse the pun) in the high 
end stereo trade. For example, 
they carry the largest inventory 
of Acoustat speakers on the 
West Coast. If not the entire 
United States. 

Tired of getting the prover-
bial hard sell? Michael Harvey 
of Upscale Audio doesn't work 
on commission. He doesn't have 
quotas, sales goals or overhead. 
All he has to do is assist you 
in auditioning some of the 
world's finest music reproduction 
components. At your leisure. 

Tired of having to wade through lesser brands? Upscale Audio needn't fluff out its 
roster with mass market components just to pay the rent. It has the luxury of only selling 
the best. (Yet Michael can also take you next door to view some of the world's finest video, 
or audition surround sound components such as the Yamaha DSP-1, at Rogersound Labs.) 

In addition, having a 'parent' with deep pockets enables us to work closely with top 
manufacturers to pass along volume savings on selected models throughout the year. 

If you live in Southern California, we urge you to visit Upscale Audio. By appoint-
ment or Thursdays through Mondays during business hours. If you live in other areas, 
please feel free to call or write for more information. We may very well be worth the 
journey wherever you reside. 

Featuring: Acoustat, Audio Research, Beveridge, Dunlop-Systemdek, Infinity 
Reference, Koetsu, Luxman Brid, Monster/Alpha, New York Audio Labs, Nitty Gritty, 
Oracle, Premier, Souther, Talisman/Alchemist, Well Tempered Laboratory, and more. 
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TJ PSCALEAUDIO AT RUG E RSOU N D• LABS 

8381 Canoga Avenue, Canoga Park, CA 91304 
Call Michael Harvey, (213) 873-3051 or (818) 882-4600 

Open Thursday and Friday from Noon to 9 PM 
Saturday from Noon to 6 PM and Sunday from 2 PM to 6 PM 



Loudspeaker Systems 

Acoustat Six  3-80 

Acoustic Research Connoisseur Model 20  3-22 
Acoustic Research MGC-1 Speaker 6-82 

Allison CD-9 6-98 

Apogee Scintilla  3-92 
Dayton Wright ICBM-1subwoofers  1-54 

Dayton Wright System C  4-85 

Dayton Wright XAM-4  3-103 

Enigma Subwoofer  8-82 
ESB 7/06  6-101 

Fried Studio IV  4-91 
Gale GS402 4-88 

Genesis 44  3-20,4-98 

Infinity RS-1B  4-76,4-82 
JBL 250-Ti  6-90,6-93 

JSE Infinite Slope Model 1  3-20 

Magnepan Tympani IVA  6-79 
Martin Logan Monolith  3-87 

MCM Model .7  8-87 
Mirage 200 & 350  6-94 

Mordaunt Short MS-20  3-21 

Morel MLP-202-II  3-98 
Nelson Reed Satellite/Subwoofer  3-107 
OEM Omnipotent MXLIIV  4-93 

QLN Model 1 and Subwoofer  3-101 

RA Acoustics 802  4-99 

Siefert Research Maxim III  3-109 

Spectrum 208A 3-22 
Spendor SP-1  3-20,3-99 
Stax ESTA 4U Extra 4-95 

Thiel CS-2  6-86 
VMPS Subwoofer  4-100 

Wharfedale Diamond  3-96 

Quickies: 

Marantz 8B Revisited (Incorrectly identified as Model 9)  7-118 

Yamaha NS-200 Speaker System  7-118 

Record-Care Products: 

Nitty Gritty: 

2.5 Fl record cleaner  1-48 
Pro II record cleaner 1-46 

VP! HW-17 record cleaner  1-43 

Recording Equipment: 

Crown 319 PZM microphone  5-108 

Revox B-215 Cassette Deck  7-69 

Signal Processors: 

Fosgate 101A surround-sound decoder  I -60 

Phoenix P250-DL Surround-Sound Decoder  8-66 
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The Most Knowledgeable 
Audio Dealership 

Many audiophiles who want high quality audio systems 
are misled by well meaning—but misinformed salesmen, 
magazines, and friends whose understanding of sound 
reproduction is superficial or incomplete. As a result, many 
expensive "mistakes" are made. 

During the past 10 years, Gala Sound 
has distinguished itself as the preeminent 
high-quality audio dealership in the 
United States. 

Founded by pianist/acoustician 
James Gala, audiophiles, musicians, 
and recording engineers throughout the 
U.S. and Europe rely on Gala Sound 
audio systems tailored to their specific 
needs, listening environments and 
budgets. These systems are second to none. 

If you're serious about sound, you can own the finest: 
a definitive audio system from Gala Sound. 
Phone (do not write) Jim Gala at (716) 461-3000. 

KEF • B&W • MAGNEPLANAR • ACOUSTAT • MERIDIAN • MARK LEVINSON • THRESHOLD 
McINTOSH • CONRAD-JOHNSON • BRYSTON • BELLES RESEARCH • REVOX 

,m-C GALA SOUND  
3122 Monroe Avenue, Rochester, New York 14618 • (716) 461-3000 

Tonearms: 
Alphason HR- IOUS  --011 

Alphason Xenon  - -61 

Ariston Opus  5-103 

Dynavector DV-50"  --61 

Eminent Technology II  --56 
Goldmund T3-F & T-5  

Grado Signature  5-102. --02 

Koetsu SA-1100D Mk II --62 

Linn Inc* LV-11  --62 

SAEC -407/23   

Souther Junior '-66 

Souther Triquartz  

Sumiko NIN1T   5-100 

Sumiko The Arm  --66 
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Syrinx PU-3  7-66 

Well Tempered Arm  4-51,7-68 

Zeta 7-67 

Tuners: 

Accuphase T-107  7-85 

ADS Atelier 2  1-76 
Akai AT-S7  4-58 

Creek CAS-3040  7-92 

Denon TU-767  1-80 
Magnum FT-I01  4-59 
Maranta ST-74 7-87 

NEC T-6E  1-74 

Onkyo T-22  1-81 

Pioneer TX-V1160  7-89 

Proton 440  1-78 

Quad FM4  4-61 
Technics ST-G7  4-62 

Timeouts (rejects)  1-72 

Turntables: 

Ariston RD-40 & Opus arm 5-103 
Dual 505-2  3-68 
VPI HW-19 Mk II  4-48 

Manufacturers's Comments 

Rogers Speakers, ref. our CES reports 8-118 

Sumiko Premier MMT Tonearm  8-115 
Acoustic Research on AHC's MGC-I report  7-97 

Acoustic Research on the Stereo remote control  2-120 

Acoustic Research re Mike Wright's disparagement of the MGC-I  4-110 
Acoustic Research lbrntable  2-120 

ADS Atelier T2 tuner  1-86 

Allison Acoustics on the CD-9  6-134 
Apogee Acoustics on their CES report  6-126 

Ariston RD-40 turntable  5-118 

Athena Audio on Show Reports  7-96 

Audioquest AQ-407 tonearm  2-124 
Audioquest Livewire cables  2-122 

BEL 1001 amplifier   1-92 

Berning EA-2100 amplifier  4-112 

Crown International on the PZM-31S Microphone  6-134 

Dayton Wright ICBM speakers  2-114 

DB Systems on Phase Inversion  6-128 
Decca Garrott cartridge  1-91,2-118 

Discrete Technology cables 3-117 

Electrocompaniet preamps 2-122 

Euphonic Audio Nymph speakers  2-122 

Fried: Studio IV speaker  4-112,4-118 

Futterman OTL-3 amplifier   1-92 
Kimher Cable  2-125 

Klyne SK-5 preamp 2-118 

Kyocera DA-910  7-96 
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KRELL • CELESTION • SUPERPHON • LAZARUS • APOGEI 
• 

AMERICA'S LARGEST 
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800-833-0011 
b1N. 212-505-1111 

slEs;co 
4 

687 BroadvaN tDely,leen 3rd 8, 111SIS 

) \\1YC 10012 

AUTHORIZED NEW DEALERS for: Quad, Klyne, Threshold, Spica, Celestion, 
Rogers, Spendor, Eagle, Musical Fidelity, Proton. Ohm, Eminent Technology, 

Grado, Talisman, Ortofon, Sumiko, Chicago Stands, Lazarus, NEC, 

ca • AUDIO RESEARCH • AUDIBLE ILLUSIONS • EAGLE • 



SNELL • BERNING • HAFLER • CONRAD JOHNSON • 0 
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30TA • MARK LEVINSON • PERREAUX • SEQUERRA • B&K 

3ED HI-END INVENTORY 
WE 

SELL 

BY PHONE 
800-833-0071 
N.Y. 212-505-1111 

Ea8CHANGE 
687 Broadway (between 3rd & 4th Sts.) NYC 10012 

B&K, BEL, Audible Illusions, Dahlquist, ADS, VPI, Hafler, Revolver, Dual, 
Stax, Fostex, Robertson, Kyocera, Superphon, Tip Toes, Terk Antennas, 
Monster Cable, Music Hose, van den Hul, Straightwire, Canon Video 
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The LAST Word On Alcohol  1-91 

Madrigal Ltd, on Graves MCD review  5-124 

Magnavox CD players  3-117 

Martin Logan Monolith speakers  3-119 

Meridian MCD CD player  2-120 

Mod Squad, on Cartridges and Tip Toes  7-97 

Monster Cable Alpha 2 cartridge  4-114 

Monster Cable, on Cables  4-110 

Music Reference, on the RM-5 Preamp 6-132 
NEC T-6E tuner  2-109 
Nitty Gritty record cleaners  1-89 

Nova CPA-100 preamp 5-118 

NYAL Moscode 600 5-120 

NYAL, on icing Prokofiev  7-96 

Onkyo T-22 tuner 2-109 

Phoenix Systems P-I00 preamp  4-110 

Plurison on Elipson speakers  5-120,6-128 

Precision Fidelity, on their warranty policy  6-136 

Princeton Design Group, active cartridge stabilizer & power twin amplifiers . .  3-117 

QLN speakers  3-118 
SAEC tonearm 1-89 
Siefert Research speakers  3-120 

Souther Engineering on the SLA and the junior tonearms 6-136 

Souther Engineering on Ventas cartridge  5-122 

Straightwire cables  2-124 

Superphon Revelation Basic preamp  2-114 

Symdex Merlin speaker 5-120 
VMPS Subwoofer  6-126 

VPI HW-17 record cleaner  1-86 

VP1 HW-19 turntable  4-116 

Watkins Engineering on the WE-1  6-134 

Well Tempered Arm 4-114 

Wharfedale Diamond speakers  3-118 
Yamaha C-80, M-60, T-80  1-92, 8-2-109 

Record Reviews: 

Aerial Boundaries, Windham Hill  3-112 
Art Blakey & Jazz Messengers: Straight Ahead, Concord  4-124 

BERLIOZ: Requiem (BOITO & VERDI), Telarc CD  5-128 

BRAHMS: Hungarian Dances, Philips  7-114 

CANTELOUBE: Songs of the Auvergne Series 1-3, 4-5,London 7-106 
Dire Straits: Love Over Gold, Vertigo  4-122 
Film scores: VANGELIS: Antarctica, GABRIEL: Birdie, ISHAM: Mrs. Sofel, 

The Times of Harvey Milk, Never Cry Wolf. Geffen & Windham Hill  7-108 
FINZI: A Severn Rhapsody, Introit, New Year Music, Prelude, Soliloquies, 
Romance, The Fall of the Leaf, Concerto for Clarinet & Strings, Grand Fantasia 

& Toccata for Piano & Orchestra, Ecologue for Piano & Strings, 

Cello Concerto, Lyrita   7-106 
HAYDN: Symphonies 44 and 77, DG  "1-114 
HOLST: Ballet Suite, WARLOCK: An Old Song for Small Orchestra, Serenade 

for Strings, Capriol Suite for Full Orchestra, Lyrita 7-110 
Joe Jackson: Body & Soul, A&M  4-122 

Judy Collins: Judith, Elektra  4-120 
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KODALY: Peacock Variations, Dances from Galanta, Dances of Marrosszek, 
Hungaroton 5-128 

Lars Erstrand & the Four Brothers, Opus 3 7-105 

Laurie Anderson: Mr. Heartbreak, Warner  4-120 

Laurie Anderson: United States Live, Warner  3-114 

Linda Ronstadt: What's New?, Asylum 4-122 

MOZART: Eine Kleine Nachtmusik; Posthorn Serenede, Telarc  4-126 
ORFF: Carmina Burana, Telarc CD  3-114 

Peter Gabriel: Security, Geffen  4-122 

Pink Floyd: The Dark Side of the Moon, EMI Harvest  4-122 

RACHMANINOFF: Symphony No. 2, Telarc  --112 

RAVEL: La Mere l'Oye (complete); Valses Nobles et Sentimentales; La Valse, RCA --105 

Reference Quality Pop Black Vinyl  -126 

RESPIGH.I: Church Windows, Reference Recordings  - -102 

Rickie Lee Jones: Rickie Lee Jones, Warner  4-122 

Rosemary Clooney & Woody Herman: My Buddy, Concord 4-126 

Sade: Diamond Life, Portrait  4-122 

SCHUBERT: Symphony No. 9 (The Great), Telarc  - -113 

SHOSTAKOVICH: Symphony No. 15, JVC CD  5 -130 
Sony CD Sampler (Jazz), Sony CD  5 -132 

STRAVINSKY: Symphony of Psalms; POULENC: Gloria, Telarc   

TANEYEV: Piano Quartet, Arabesque --

TCHAIKOVSKY: Symphony No. 5, March from Tsar Sultan, Telarc  7-103 

Track Record & Drum Record, Sheffield CD  3-112 

VILLA LOBOS: Bachianas Brasilianas No. 5, London 7 -106 

Yazoo: Upstairs at Eric's, Mute  -1-124 
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tube - analog CD player 

At last - - a CD player you'll be proud to bring home to your 
reference quality audio system. This one sounds musical, 
detailed, dynamic, spacious, sensuous, rich and real. 

And it's only $1895. 

We Bring You: Audio Research, Magneplanar, Quicksilver, 
California Audio Labs, New York Audio Labs, Krell, SOTA, 
Apogee, Well Tempered Labs, Spica, Velodyne, Polk, Rega, 
Carver, NAD, PS Audio, Mission, Monster, Cambridge, MIT, 
Koetsu, Sumiko, Grado, Kimber, Fanfare, Nitty Gritty, Kloss 
Novabeam and more. 

ausoLuTe aulD10vmeo 
1232 N. Tustin, Orange CA (714) 538-4434 
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EQUIPMENT REPORTS 

SOUND LAB A-3 SPEAKER SYSTEM  
J. Gordon Holt 

Sound Lab Model A-3 

Full-range curved-diaphragm electrostatic dipole speaker system. Frequency response: 
32Hz-22kHz, +2dB. Sensitivity: 88dB/W/m. Recommended minimum amplifier power: 
Maximum input power 450W. Impedance: 6 ohms nominal, 4 ohms minimum. Dimensions: 
73" H by 31" W by 9" D (Base extends depth to 19"). HF range control, 3-step LF compen-
sation (+3dB, 0, -3dB at 35Hz). Weight: 145 lbs. Price: $5750/pair. MANUFACTURER: 
Sound Lab, 6451 Mountain View Drive, Park City, Utah 84060. Tel: (801) 649 0172. 
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The Sound Lab electrostatic loudspeakers 
are legendary. Many serious audiophiles 
have heard of them, and rumors of their 
existence abound in audio circles. But, like 
gnomes, UFOs, and poltergeists, Sound Lab 
loudspeakers are sufficiently hard to find 
that it is sometimes difficult to prove to 
skeptics that they exist at all. Well, I can 
now report that they do. As proof of this 
contention, I can point to the two which 

are actually occupying solid, tangible space 
in my listening room at this very moment. 

I have even taken a photo of them, which 
will be published along with this report if 
they leave any sort of an image on the film 
emulsion. (Many such apparitions do not!) 
I have even met, face-to-face, and con-

versed with, a flesh-and-blood person who 
lays claim to being the designer of, and the 
president of the company which manufac-
tures, the Sound Lab loudspeakers. His 
name is Roger West, and he too is real. 

Seriously, though, for a company which 
has been making loudspeaker systems for 
almost eight years, Sound Lab maintains an 
extraordinarily low profile. It has never 
advertised anywhere, almost never submit-

ted products for review to magazines,' nor 
has it exhibited at CES for quite some time 
now (though their speakers were being used 
by both Rowland Research and Klyne Audio 

Arts at this past CES in Chicago). As a result, 
probably only a few thousand people have 
even heard of the company, let alone heard 
its loudspeakers. (After this issue of 

Stereophde is published, 35,000 people will 
have heard of Sound Lab.) 
Why such diffidence? Because Sound Lab 

sees itself as a small company, staffed by 
people who believe in the product and take 
pride in their workmanship, and the Wests 
would prefer that it stay that way. Actually, 
I don't blame them; that kind of business, 

today, is a rare throwback to the dark ages, 
when running a business was supposed 

more to be fun than to be profitable. 
But Sound Lab's attitude toward the pro-

motion of their products is so laid-back, it's 

a wonder they sell any loudspeakers at all. 
How come they're still in business, after 

I Sound Lab had a somewhat scarring experience with a 
review in TAS several years ago, the resultant drop in sales 
led to their extreme caution in seeking reviews. —LA 

eight years of virtual obscurity? Roger at-
tributes this to the incredible quality of his 
products, whose owners are allegedly so 
pleased that they voluntarily promote 
Sound Lab speakers among their friends. 
It's the old build-a-better-mousetrap idea, 
which seems to make great logical sense, 
but which has brought failure to almost 
every manufacturing concern that adopted 
it as a way of doing business. In my opinion, 

it is not the quality product that usually suc-
ceeds today, but the most flamboyantly 
hyped product. Roger West does not 
believe in hype, and as proof of his opposite 

view, he cites Sound Lab's eight years of 
longevity and continued, if sluggish, growth. 
After having lived with a pair of his A-3 
speakers for several weeks now, and scan-
ning my notes for the review I am about to 
write, I think he should be making some 
contingency plans to cope with a sudden 
increase in orders: this review is going to be 
a rave. 

First, though, a brief description of the 
A-3. It is a full-range push-pull electrostatic 
with a curved (semi-cylindrical) diaphragm. 
Unlike another curved-panel electrostatic, 
the similarly-sized (and $900-lower-priced) 
Martin Logan Monolith, whose low end 
crosses over to a 12-inch cone woofer at 
100Hz, the Sound Lab A-3 is a true full-
range electrostatic, spanning the entire 
audio band down to a claimed 32Hz with-
out the use of a dynamic woofer. Also unlike 
the Monolith, the A-3's diaphragm is not 
freely suspended between its four edges to 
produce a continuous curved surface. In-
stead, it consists of a number of small, ver-
tically rectangular flat panels, arranged in a 
90° arc. Each panel measures about 4 inches 
wide, and they vary in height from 2- 1/2 to 7 
inches. The varying vertical dimension, and 
varying tensions on the Mylar film diaphragm, 
cause each radiating panel to resonate at a 
different frequency; careful choice of those 
resonant frequencies produces a controlled 
rise in overall response at low frequencies, 
which precisely (in theory, at least) compen-
sates for the LF rolloff that normally occurs 
in a dipole system of this size. (This front/ 
back cancellation effect has been described 
often enough in these pages that I won't go 
into it again here.) 
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The A-3 is large enough to impress, but, 
with its nicely patina'd walnut trim (with 

mirror-imaged grain patterns for the skirt 

strip at the bottom front of each speaker) 
and curved, horizontally ribbed black grille 
cloth, too attractive to offend or intimidate. 
Each speaker weighs 145 lbs, but (thank 
Heaven!) is equipped with 5 castors, so the 
speakers are a snap to move around in order 
to tweak locations and orientation. Uust 

warn the cleaning lady not to roll them out 
of the way for vacuuming. Tell her you want 
to accumulate dust under your loudspeakers.) 
The Sound Lab A-3 is rated at 88dB sen-

sitivity (1W at 400Hz input, lm from the 
speaker), but my sample pair didn't even 

come close to that figure. Assuming the 
manufacturer's 6-ohm impedance figure to 
be correct for midrange frequencies, 2.45 
volts of input would be equivalent to 1 watt 

of power. I fed one speaker with a 400Hz 
Y3 -octave warble tone at that level, and 
measured the output at lm from the grille 
with a General Radio I565-A SPL meter 
(tripod-mounted, 70° incident angle, 
40-inch height, C- weighted, Fast). The 
reading was 76dB, 12dB below the rated 
efficiency figure! Thus, the 100-watt mini-
mum recommended power is by no means 

an overstatement. 
Unfortunately, the speakers would not, 

on low frequency test tones, handle even 

that much power without strain. With a 
warbled sinewave centered around 45Hz, 
both of my samples sounded as if they were 
starting to bottom out at a mere 94dB — 
with a measured input power of only 12 
watts. On musical material, fortunately, 
rather than bass tones, there were no signs 
of audible stress until playback levels reached 

about 100dB (150W input power). This is 
just about the minimum volume needed to 
reproduce symphonic and operatic music 
at realistic levels, but it was barely adequate 
for clean reproduction of such very-wide-

dynamic range recordings as the JVC 
Rozhdestvensky Shostakovitch Symphony 

15. In other words, the large (+ Series) 
Acoustat speakers are still the only ones I 

have found that can handle large amounts 
of mid-bass energy, let alone the below-
40Hz stuff. 

But what does the A-3 sound like when it 

isn't being stressed? I would liken it to a 
superb tubed power amplifier. Though not 
altogether uncolored—no loudspeaker 

is—its colorations have a strong personal 
appeal. The sound is rather warm and rich 

through the low end, rather rotund and gutsy 
through the lower middle range, and soft 
and sweet through the high end. Through 
its entire range it has the incredible trans-
parency and delicacy that I have only, to 
date, heard from wide-range electrostatics. 
It is, in short, my kind of loudspeaker. 
Because of these predispositions, it does 

not do well with tubed power amps, in-
cluding the best I've tried: the Audio Re-

search D-250-II-Servo. With that amp, the 
A-3's low end is overly warm and loose, 

lacking in extreme bottom, and rather flabby 
through the midbass. And its highs, although 

gorgeously smooth, are a bit too sweet. 
Of the power amps I have on hand— 

Conrad Johnson Premier Fives, the Electron 
Kinetics Eagle 2a, a Perreaux 5150B, an 

Audio Research D-250-II-Servo, and a pair 
of Threshold SA-Is—the A-3s sound best 
with the Thresholds. The result is a bit short 
on infra-LF range and midbass impact, but 
is otherwise almost impossible to fault—at 

least on recordings of acoustical instru-
ments. Highs with the SA-1 amplifiers are 
simply gorgeous: open and detailed, yet 
amazingly sweet, smooth and delicate— 
very much like what I hear at those live per-
formances where some audiophiles bitch 
about lack of high end. 
As longtime readers know, my priorities 

for judging reproduced sound are not exactly 
those of your average audio perfectionist. 
(Read JA's editorial in Vol.9 No.5 for a second 
opinion from another perfectionist.) I value 
middle-range accuracy above all else, tonal 
balance second, freedom from distortion 
third, frequency range fourth, and imaging 
and soundstaging last. This is why I so fre-
quently disagree with some of my associates' 
equipment reports, and must remind myself 
periodically that, among audiophiles, I am 
viewed as somewhat of a heretic. The Sound 

Lab A-3s, however, are the first speakers I 
have heard in which all such considerations 
seem somehow irrelevant. They seem, to 
me anyway, to do everything right—if not 
perfectly right, then at least so right that I 
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almost feel foolish trying to find anything 
wrong. 
How do I love these? Let me count the 

ways. First off, they do midrange the way 
Andersen does windows! Cellos have bite 
and a marvelously luminous glow, piano bass 
strings sound just like what they are—high-
strung steel wires—and the large brass 
instruments have an authority and awesome 
power that I rarely hear outside of the con-
cert hall. For this reason, the A-3 gives an 
illusion of dynamic range like few speakers 

systems I have heard. (And those few did 
not do other things nearly as well as the 
A-3s.) No instruments are favored over 
others: all sound very convincingly real. 

Massed violins are particularly good, having 
that exceedingly rare mix of sweetness and 
resinous bite that is the earmark of a truly 
great upper midrange and high end. Bass 
range is deeper than that of most available 
program material, being subjectively flat to 

around 35Hz in my listening room, but is a 
little shy of delineation impact when com-
pared with the best I have heard. The only 
low end I have had in my house that was 
clearly superior in extension, impact and 

detail, was that from the Infinity RS-1B's 
bass towers, whose overall performance 
above the LF range is, I feel, far less detailed, 
transparent, and convincingly real than that 
of the A-3. 

But what about imaging and soundstaging, 
one area where the RS-1B has remained un-
surpassed to date? I've heard more breadth 

and depth in my listening room from some 
other systems—the RS-lBs, for instance— 
than I get from the A-3s, but I have proven 
to my own satisfaction, via tapes that I 
mastered myself, that the Infinities in their 

previous out-in-the-room location2 were 
exaggerating both spaciousness and depth 

to some extent. (Since the RS- lBs were 
moved closer to the rear wall, both qualities 
are markedly diminished but are more 
literally accurate. But who gives a hoot 
about accuracy, when inaccuracy sounds 
better!) The A-3s, also positioned near the 

rear wall, produce about the same breadth 
and depth as the RS- lBs, but with much 

greater transparency. 

2 See Vol.9 No.4 p.37. 

Imaging from the A-3s is spectacular! 
With a mono source, the "image" remains 
tightly bunched between the speakers, with 
no perceptible wander either with changes 
of pitch or lateral changes of listening posi-
tion, and this translates into almost incredi-
ble image specificity and stability from 
stereo sources. This is, in fact, the first elec-
trostatic system I have heard which allows 
me to move from end to end of my listening 
sofa to the other (a distance of about two 
meters) without the "stage" position shifting 
almost entirely to one speaker and becom-
ing, essentially, monophonic. As you might 
surmise, there is virtually no vertical ve-
netian-blind effect from the Sound Lab 
speakers. 

The A-3s are the most perfect embodi-
ment to date of my ideal loudspeaker 

system. Never in my life have I lived with a 
speaker that has brought, and continues to 
bring, as much pleasure, excitement, and 
satisfaction. In short, I am madly, passion-
ately in love with their sound, and I hereby 
give notice to Roger West that he is going to 
have a hell of a hard time prying them loose 

from me. 
Now that I've expressed my feelings about 

the A-3s, I must add that they are not going 

to appeal equally to everyone. They do not 
do well on rock material, lacking both the 
requisite tartness and aggressiveness to do 

justice to rock music, and can't produce the 
kind of sound pressure levels demanded by 
most rock listeners. And, as I mentioned 

previously, their soundstaging breadth and 
depth are not as spectacular, however accu-
rate I feel they may be, as those of some 
other systems. But give these a clean, hon-

estly miked recording of acoustical instru-
ments, and the A-3s seem to vanish, pro-
viding as transparent a window on the music 
as any I have ever heard, with greater natural-
ness and tonal accuracy than any other. 

Quite unlike the sound—a bit lean and 
(generally) a bit slow—of such state-of-the-

art planar systems as Magnepans and 
Apogees, the A-3s' sound is rich and ex-
tremely agile. (I have not heard the $6600 
Apogee system, but I assume that it now 

embodies the same improvements that have 
been incorporated into the Duettas, Scin-
tillas, and the new Calipers. Nor have I yet 
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heard the latest incarnation of the Martin 
Logan Monolith, which was received a cou-
ple of weeks ago.) 

Mind you, I don't want to give the im-

pression that the A-3s are worth buying. Of 
course, / believe they are well worth the 

money, shortcomings notwithstanding— 
and more, if you consider the fact that you 

can pay more for less quality than these 
have to offer. I shouldn't say that in print, 

however, because if I do, the demand for 
Sound Lab A-3s may mushroom, Sound 
Lab will have to expand in order to meet the 
demand, and it will no longer be the cozy 
little family-and-friends company that it has 
been ever since its inception. 
I view that prospect with very mixed feel-

ings. On the one hand, I sympathize with 
Mr. West in his desire to avoid the chaos that 
would result from a drastically increased 
demand for his speakers—the angry phone 
calls from frustrated would-be customers, 
dealer cancellations because of an impos-
sible back-order situation, the disruptive 
move to larger quarters, the frantic search 

for additional capital that could not be 
paid back until all dealers had paid up, and 
so on. And what if Stereopbile were to do 
what TAS has been known to do: follow a 
rave review with a complete volte face put-
down in the next issue? Sound Lab could go 

the way other companies have gone as a 
result of such a shift in the wind: down the 
tube. 

Then there is the fact that much of the 
A-3's success as a sound reproducer is due 
to the careful hand-tuning of its diaphragm 
resonances—a procedure that, to date, Mrs. 

West has done herself because she has been 
unable to train anyone else to do it right. 
Could Sound Lab step up production of the 

A-3s without significant sacrifices in relia-
bility and sample-to-sample consistency? 
(The fact that other manufacturers of dipole 
speakers have been able to develop in-
strumentation to replace individual judg-
ment when tensioning diaphragms does 
not necessarily mean the same could be 
done with equal success for Sound Lab 
speakers. But I do wonder how hard the 

Wests have tried—if at all—to devise such 
instrumentation.) 
On the other hand, I am compelled to tell 

Stereopbile readers whose sonic tastes 

parallel my own that a pair of A-3s may just 

be the last loudspeaker system they will ever 
feel the need to buy. I have only heard one 
other system that did a better job than the 

A-3 of reproducing the illusion of real, live, 
unamplified music, and that was the Wilson 
Audio WAMM, which sells for roughly eight 
times the A-3's $5750. 

It's my feeling that a pair of A-3s belong 
in the system of anyone who enjoys the 
sound of a real live orchestra (or chorus or 
string quartet or opera or what have you) 

and can afford the purchase price. But in 
order to help Sound Labs remain the kind 
of company they are now and have expressed 
the hope of remaining, I shall conclude by 

saying that the A-3 is one of the worst 
speakers I have heard, that it's an uncons-
cionable ripoff at the price, and that the 
Wests aren't going to get the review samples 
back without a fight. 

THE VANDERSTEEN MODEL 20 
SPEAKER SYSTEM 

Anthony H Cordesman 

Three-way speaker system with acoustic coupler (passive radiator). Tweeter: 1" textile dome 
with ferrofluid cooling, covering 4.5kHz-30kHz range. Midrange: 41/2 " curvilinear polycone 
with ferrofluid cooling, covering 500Hz-4.5kHz range. Woofer: 8" curvilinear polycone with 
ferrofluid cooling, 1.5" two-layer voice-coil, covering 35Hz-500Hz range. Acoustic coupler 
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Vandersteen Model 2C 

is 10" long fiber cone, and 28-35Hz range of operation. The crossover uses first-order net-
works with 6dB/octave slopes, low impedance air-core inductors, polycarbonate, 
polypropylene, and IAR Wonder Cap capacitors in the signal path. Nominal impedance: 
7.8 ohms from 100Hz-20.125kHz with minimal impedance of 6 ohms. Frequency response: 
28Hz-20.125kHz +3dB by FFT step function, 32Hz-17.025kHz +1.5dB. Dispersion: 

29Hz-16.125kHz +3dB at 90 degrees off-axis. Size: 361/2" H by 16" W by 101/4" D. Weight: 
58 lbs each. Price: $1125 per pair without stands, $1200 with stands. MANUFACTURER: 
Vandersteen Audio, 116 West Fourth Street, Hanford, CA 93230. Tel: (209) 582-0324. 

Whenever I think of cone speaker systems, 

I think of three brand names: Snell, Thiel, 

and Vandersteen. There are many good 

loudspeakers and many good designers and 
manufacturers, but it is these three who, in 

my opinion, consistently produce the best 
cone loudspeaker systems. All three com-

panies produce full-range systems, trans-

parent systems, and systems which mate 

well with a wide range of equipment. Their 

systems can be owned and enjoyed for 
years. Long after some fad or special feature 
has given a competing designer brief 
notoriety, these are the products you turn 

back to for music. 
The Vandersteen 2C is a case in point. 
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Unquestionably one of the best speaker 
systems around, it is, at $1200 (with stands), 
highly affordable by today's standards. It 
also has remarkable accuracy and overall 
balance. Many complex systems costing 

over $5000 are much more dramatic in 
given ways, but the Vandersteen 2C will, 
over extended periods of listening, provide 
all the information from a wide range of 
music in a balanced and natural form. 
The 2C's technical features are provided 

in the specifications, but several points 
deserve special note: 
The 2C does a better job of providing 

true deep bass than any other speaker I've 
encountered close to its price range. The 2C 
has the ability to produce a true 30Hz at 
low to moderate volumes with excellent 
control, whereas most speakers in this price 
range either give up well above 35Hz or end 
up with considerable boom. 
The crossover is extremely smooth across 

the band. Many speakers claim to have ad-
vanced technology and components but 
still reveal at least minor problems. The 
Vandersteen 2C rivals electrostatics in its 
seamlessness and integration. 
The speaker's radiation pattern is ex-

tremely well chosen. Imaging is excellent 
over a relatively wide listening area, but 
room interaction remains limited. There are 
no major shifts in imaging and soundstage 
as frequency rises—a chronic weakness in 
virtually all speaker designs. 
Power handling is greatly improved over 

earlier models. This is not a "rock speaker" 
in the sense (or lack of it) that you can drive 
your ear drums far into your skull. Neither 
can you push the bass output to the level of 
a speaker three or four times its size; for that 
sort of game, you'll need the higher priced 
Vandersteen or a subwoofer. It will, however, 

handle orchestral peaks, loud jazz, and rock 
exceptionally well. 
The Vandersteen 2C has a very fiat imped-

ance curve for so sophisticated a design. It 
should be an easy speaker to drive; it could 
even (Heaven forbid!) be used with your 
receiver as you claw your way up after the 

latest visit to bankruptcy court. In a world 
where more and more speaker manufact-

urers assume it is their God-given right to 
make you buy a new amplifier suited to 

their particular speaker, Richard Vander-
steen is willing to sell speakers that allow 

you to keep the rest of your system. 

The Vandersteen is visually inconspicuous, 

and its stands raise it to just the right height 
for good listening without having to worry 

about most minor furniture interference 
effects. "Livability" is not a common char-

acteristic in high-end loudspeakers—the 
2C is a real exception. 
The 2C is intended for biwiring, but can 

also be easily used with only a single speaker 
cable. Biwiring, however, is clearly bene-
ficial: the bass is more dynamic and con-
trolled, and crossover performance seems 
smoother. Even non-tweakers will notice 

the clearer treble and midrange, particularly 
at low levels or in complex passages, and 
dynamic transients also improve. I was par-
ticularly impressed with the Livewire BC-6 
cables supplied for testing this aspect of the 
Vandersteen's performance—they almost 
seemed tailored to the speaker, and provided 
exceptionally well-integrated and musically 

convincing sound—although the same 
benefits emerge with Kimber, Monster, and 
Straight Wire. 
The Vandersteen is the product of both 

considerable design expertise and consider-
able evolution. Vandersteen, one of the most 

respected speaker designers in the US, intro-
duced his model 2 in 1977. One of the first 
speakers to minimize baffle area, pay careful 
attention to driver alignment, and use first-
order crossovers, it has since benefited from 
extensive use of the Gen-Rad 2512 Fast 
Fourier Transform analyzer and the Heyser 

Time Delay Spectrometry system. The Van-
dersteen 2 started out with all the bells and 

whistles of its time; the 2C has been refined 
over six years by an outstanding designer 
who is also an excellent listener. 
The result is an extraordinarily revealing 

speaker. It will show the effect of small 
system adjustments, but does not exaggerate 
their effect. It is a good speaker, for example, 
through which to listen to differences in 
wires and VTA/SRA. It is very revealing of the 
differences between a DC and an AC input 
on an amplifier like the PS Audio 200C. You 
can clearly hear the Audio Research SP-11 
and D-250-II warm up. While such reviewer 
quirks may not interest you, they rarely 
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emerge with such clarity in other cone 
speakers. In fact, the Vandersteen 2C will 
give the Quad ESL-63 one hell of a good run 

for its money in terms of resolution and 

transparency. 
The Vandersteen 2C has a slightly warmer 

balance and timbre than the Snells and 
Thiels, although you can come close to the 
latter by boosting the 2C's treble adjust-
ment. (Calibrated rear controls adjust treble 
and midrange levels.) The extreme highs are 
a real delight. Electrostatics and ribbons 

may be faster, but no electrostatic or ribbon 
I have ever heard is as smooth and coherent 
in radiation and overall integration. 
As mentioned before, the bass is excep-

tional: extended and very well controlled 
over the entire bass spectrum, though the 
relatively small cabinet size means that bass 

power is somewhat limited. Natural repro-
duction of true bass power still demands a 

big enclosure, regardless of all the hype 
regarding acoustic suspension woofers. 
Anyone who is sick of the apparent lean-

ness in most speakers' 80-500Hz region— 

an area critical to musical pleasure—can be 
confident that the 2C is a speaker with an 
exceptional lower midrange. It provides 
natural warmth without dulling the rest of 

the sound; frankly, it is a joy: This is the ideal 
speaker for woodwind and string players. 

Also well handled is the difficult transi-
tion area between the upper midrange and 

highs. The Vandersteen 2C will please brass 
and percussion fanciers, and is an excep-
tionally pleasant speaker for tenor and 
soprano voice—not only because it does 
well with voice, but because it does so little 
to color the sound of the music around 
them. Even the average Pavarotti record is 
soothed somewhat—although few voices 

have been so wretchedly recorded. 
Dynamics are also very good, although 

the Thiels and Quads do a slightly better 

job of handling low level dynamics. The 

Vandersteen 2Cs have been improved, how-
ever, to the point where they are now excep-

tionally good in handling moderately-loud 
to loud passages and can outperform the 
comparable Thiels and Snells—and virtually 

all full-range electrostatics—in this area. 
This kind of performance really matters to 

most listeners. Most audiophiles have been 

through the unpleasant experience of being 
struck by the "life" and "dynamics" of a 

speaker during a brief listening period in a 
showroom, only to find that these charac-
teristics are missing after prolonged listen-
ing at home. No need to worry about the 
Vandersteen 2Cs. Their dynamic perfor-
mance and musical life are consistent over 

the entire frequency spectrum and dynamic 
range: you won't find your speakers becom-
ing "dull" or "constrained" as you get to 

know them.' 
As for imaging, bipolar and line-source 

speakers do a better job of representing the 

entire soundstage, but this speaker is still 
superb in every other respect. The image is 

wide, tall, and stable without the blurring of 

detail and transients common in omnidirec-
tional speakers. The centerfill and depth are 
excellent, width is very good, height is good, 

and imaging is stable and convincing. Over-
all, the Vandersteen 2Cs place you in the 
middle of the hall, let's say rows J -M. Both 

the Thiels and Snells tend to offer a more 
forward and immediate sound character. 
How does it compare with other speakers? 

Well, I recommend audition of the new 

Apogee Calipers, the comparably priced 
Snells and Thiels, the Magnepan MGIIlas, 
the latest Acoustat 1 + Is, and possibly the 
Martin-Logan CLS (if that latter speaker ever 
turns out to be consistent and reliable). I 
can't think of much else that's both sonically 
competitive and priced under $2000. I know 

of no British cone speaker system that 

comes close at anywhere near the price. 
The Vandersteen 2C is embarrassingly good 
evidence that a competent designer can 

produce a full-range speaker with true deep 
bass at an affordable price—a quest that 
seems beyond the intellectual and emotional 
grasp of many of today's speaker designers.2 
The Vandersteen 2C is a truly good 

speaker that will grace even the best high-

end system. Best of all, you can buy it simply 
with the money saved by giving up your 
subscriptions to The Absolute Sound or JAR 

for two decades. 

I Would that marriage were like that! —LA 

2 Let mc hasten to say that the much more expensive KEF 
RIO' is a superb demonstration that British designers do 
recognize deep bass and can get it right. A short listening 
experience with the KEF RIO-rs was Very impressive 
indeed! 
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ACOUSTIC RESEARCH MODEL 19 
LOUDSPEAKERS AND THE AR 

SUBWOOFER 
Dick Olsher 

Acoustic Research Model 19 Loudspeakers/Subwoofer 

Model 19 specifications: Type: Two-way acoustic suspension design. Drive units: 61/2" 
polypropylene-filled woofer and 1" ferrofluid-cooled tweeter. Frequency response: -3dB 
points at 65Hz and 22kHz. Sensitivity: 88dB SPL for 2.83V RMS at 1m on cabinet axis. Im-
pedance: 8 ohms nominal, 5.6 ohms minimum. Amplifier requirements: 75W maximum, 
minimum per channel. Dimensions: 16" by 101/8" by 67/8" deep. Weight: 14.5 pounds per 
speaker. Price: $320/pr. 

Subwoofer specifications: Type: Floor-loaded acoustic suspension design. Drive units: Two 
10" long-throw woofers operating in separate sub-enclosures. Low frequency response: 
-3dB at 31Hz with a Q of 0.9. Sensitivity: Ei7.5dB SPL for 2.83V at 1m. Impedance: 4 ohms 
nominal, 3.6 ohms minimum. Power requirements: 200W maximum, 15W minimum per 
channel. Dimensions: 3074" by 181/2" by 16%" tall. Weight: 75.8 pounds. Price: $500 w/o 
Module 1 crossover, $600 with crossover. MANUFACTURER: Teledyne Acoustic Research, 
330 Turnpike Street, Canton, MA 02021. Tel: (617) 821-2300. 

It's been about 30 years since Edgar Villchur 

stood the audio industry on its ear with the 
acoustic suspension bass enclosure. Nowa-
days—in the post Small/Thiele era—when 

the art of closed and vented-box bass align-
ment has become as easy as operating a 
programmable calculator, it is difficult to 
appreciate what the all fuss was about. Ex-

tended bass from a small box, however, was 

a revelation at the time, and launched AR to 

commercial success. 
If you've just stepped out of a time cap-

sule, you may appreciate the following brief 
description of the acoustic suspension 
principle—the rest of you may skip ahead. 

The first important point to realize is that 
the behavior of a woofer in an enclosure is 
fundamentally different from its behavior in 

free air. For one thing, the stiffness of the air 
trapped in the box raises the resonant fre-
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quency of the system. For small boxes, the 

increase is significant—a factor of two to 
three—so that a woofer with a free-air 
resonance of 40Hz will exhibit an in-box 
resonance of, say, 80Hz—leading to poor 
bass performance. The norm, therefore, for 

closed-box design in the good old days was 
to use a very large box, with correspond-
ingly minimal air stiffness compared to the 
woofer's suspension stiffness—the so-

called "infinite baffle." 
Villchur's breakthrough was the develop-

ment of a woofer with a very floppy 
suspension (and therefore very low free-air 
resonance) whose LF resonant behavior 
was dominated by the air stiffness of the 

enclosure in which it was mounted; hence 

the name "acoustic" or "air" suspension. 
Properly tuned, the result was decent bass 

extension and control from a relatively 
small package 

Following the launch of their first "acous-

tic suspension" speaker, the AR-1, Acoustic 
Research became preeminent in the 

marketplace through the '50s and '60s. 
Many will fondly recall the AR-3a speaker,a 
true classic, that in its day was considered 
"best" by many commercial press reviewers. 
The AR edge dissipated somewhat in the 
'70s, but in recent years the company has 

fought its way back with such products as 
the Magic speaker, the rejuvenated AR turn-
table, and the Connoisseur series of 
loudspeakers, typified by the Model 19. 
I auditioned the Model 19 atop the AR 

Model SW1 stands. These stands are designed 
for use with either the 19s or AR's Model 
20s and consist of hollow wood pillars at-
tached to 12 " x 14 " bases. The pillar may be 
filled with sand if desired. (My six-year old, 
Dahlia, was more than happy to take care of 
this particular chore. Thanks, Dahlia!) Rub-

ber feet and spiked feet are both provided 
for use with the stand. The spiked feet are 
adjustable and work best on carpeting or 
wood floors; the rubber feet would be a 
better choice for a nonresilient surface such 

as stone or tile, where I feel spikes would 
merely chatter. Cosmetically, the stands 
match the Model 19s very well, but I don't 
consider them sonically the equal of a good 

metal stand of the QED or Chicago Speaker 
Stand variety. A pillar/base design just isn't 

as stable as four-legged construction; in ad-

dition, the pillar has a large surface area and 
re-radiates vibrational energy coupled to it 
from the speaker. Sand-filling certainly 
helps alleviate the latter problem, but does 
not eliminate it. 
As far as positioning is concerned, I ended 

up with the Model 19s about 8 feet from the 
back wall and 3 feet or so from the side 

walls. Imaging benefits from a slight toe-in 
of the speakers toward the listening posi-
tion, but users should exercise care here, as 
excessive toe-in contorts the soundstage 

into the shape of a horseshoe, with the ends 
of the shoe at the speakers. 
You don't have to be a golden-eared con-

noisseur of good sound (although it certainly 
doesn't hurt) to appreciate the virtues of the 
Model 19. This is by far the best budget 
speaker to have come my way. (And was I 
glad that it did so, having recently waded 

through a host of nasty little boxes.) This 
speaker is hard to criticize because it's so 
listenable (I didn't say impossible to criti-

cize, as you will see in due course); there's 
nothing obviously irritating about the 19. 
Sure, the balance is a bit on the lean side, 

but it seems to do everything else one could 
ask a speaker to do pretty well. 

Resolution of low-level detail and 
transparency of midrange information is 

good—quite remarkable, in fact, at the ask-
ing price. The treble is well behaved, with 
little apparent sizzle or grit through the up-
per octaves, but also without much air or 
spaciousness at the extreme treble. Midway 
into the listening tests, I removed the snap-

on grilles and was quite surprised at the im-
provement. Treble quality and midrange 
transparency and focus improved. For ex-
ample, my initial finding of a cupped-hand 
coloration, evident as a darkening of the 
middle and upper registers of female voice, 
was not as serious with the grilles removed. 

Why should the grille make such a big 
difference, and not just in the treble? The 

culprit is probably the grille frame itself (the 
grille cloth appears to be reasonably trans-

parent), which acts as a diffraction source 

for sound radiated along the plane of the 
front baffle. The remainder of the listening 
was conducted sans grilles. 
I didn't expect any deep bass, so I wasn't 
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disappointed when I discovered it to be 
missing in action. The deep bass rolls off 
slowly below 70Hz, fairly typical for a 

speaker in the minimonitor class. The mid-
bass is quite quick and reasonably well con-
trolled, but not as tight and clean as the 
Celestion SL600 —a speaker with a similar 
tonal balance. The AR 19 definitely puts out 
more mud than the SL600—but, then, the 

Celestion embarrasses a lot of speakers in its 
ability to retrieve mid-bass detail and, 

besides, it costs four times as much as the 
Model 19. 

What bothered me most, however, was 

the lean character of the 19's lower mids, 
the so-called warmth region from about 

100Hz to 300Hz. There's a broad suckout of 
several dB throughout this range. Its effect 
is to reduce the warmth of string tone and 
to lighten the body of a cello and double-
bass. Piano bass also lacks sufficient "growl." 
To some extent, such behavior is typical 

of all stand-mounted speakers, being an 
artefact of the room. Woofers radiate omni-
directionally in the lower octaves, so there 
are always floor reflections. These reflec-
tions interfere destructively and construc-
tively with the direct woofer output, pro-
ducing peaks and valleys in the response 
curve. For example, a reflection delayed by 
2.7 feet to the listening position is exactly a 
half-wavelength out of phase at 200Hz with 
the direct acoustic output and will cause a 
cancellation at this frequency. Because first 
reflections in the lower mids are quite 
strong, the cancellations they cause can be 
serious. A series of such reflections will give 
rise to the broad dip noted in the warmth 
region. This predicament is addressed by 
designers like Roy Allison and the late Peter 
Snell, who put their woofers as close to the 
floor as possible. Also, line-source speakers 
(Acoustats, Infinity RS-lBs, Beveridges) are 
much less affected than other types. Stan-
dard box speakers, mounted a normal dis-
tance from the floor, will almost always be 
afflicted with this problem, however. 
The crossover point is specified by AR as 

5kHz. I don't know any particulars about 

the crossover type or part quality. However, 
I did note some fuzz in the upper mids 
around the crossover point; the crossover 
could be partly to blame. 

The Model 19 bass is aligned for a Q of 

1.05 at resonance. "Q" describes the sharp-
ness of the peak at resonance, and cor-

relates with the transient behavior of the 
bass octaves. Alignments with a Q much 
above I yield peaky and loose bass. Many 
designers aim for a system Q around 
0.7—maximally flat—or even for a slightly 
overdamped bass quality—the lower the Q, 
the higher the damping. The bass of the 
Model 19 may therefore be a bit too loose 
for some tastes. It certainly does not tolerate 
any further loosening of the bass octaves, of 
the kind attributable to tube amplifiers. Bass 

lines with my Michaelson & Austin TVA-10 
amp were too vague, and a switch to the 
Boulder 500 improved matters greatly. A 
solid-state amp, with its good bass control, 
appears to be mandatory for use with this 
speaker. 

High-powered and wide-range orchestral 
program material is no problem for the 
Model 19. The sound does not fall apart, 
and remains cohesive when pushed hard. 
The sense of dynamics and orchestral 
power is limited, of course, but it exceeds in 
this regard the performance of most small 
speakers, including the Celestion SL600. 
The SL600 can soak up power very well, 
and can consistently take the Boulder 500 

to clipping, but beyond a certain volume 
level, it just does not seem to get any 
louder, no matter what the amp does. (And 
I don't listen that loud, guys—honest!) 
The Model 19, then, though not a poor 

man's Infinity IRS, more than holds its own 
in the flyweight class. In my opinion, the 
Model 19, for a mere $320/pail; outperforms 

all similarly priced budget speakers in Stereo-
pbile's Class D recommendations --including 
the Spectrum 108 and 208. Its long-term 
listenability is very good, and both resolu-

tion of low-level detail and midrange trans-
parency compare favorably with speakers 
costing much more. The 19 is sufficiently 
flawed to keep it from Class C contention, 
but as of now, this is the budget speaker 
to own. 

The AR Subwoofer 
AR's Subwoofer is ostensibly a mono 

design, but hides within its bowels two 
separate sub-enclosures, each housing its 
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own 10" woofer. The bass channel feed is 
true stereo, with each sub-enclosure handl-
ing only one channel, but this approach, 
though convenient and less expensive, 
sacrifices the placement flexibility of sepa-
rate enclosures. The recommended cross-
over point is between 80Hz and 150Hz, and 
either an active or a passive two-way 

crossover may be used. AR provided me 
with a passive two-way crossover network, 
dubbed the Subwoofer Crossover Module 
1, which is intended to match the Sub-
woofer to either the Model 19 or 20. The 

Module l's crossover frequency is 80Hz, 
and both the high- and low-pass filter sec-
tions have second-order slopes with 
ultimate rolloff rates of 12dB/octave. The 
networks utilize electrolytic caps, non-
inductive wire-wound, ceramic-core resis-

tors, and high saturation ferrite inductors. I 

realize that at such low frequencies it is im-
practical to use film-type caps and air-core 
inductors exclusively, but I was hoping to at 

least see film-bypass caps used with the 
electrolytics. My impression is that this 
Module is intended as a starter crossover for 
people who have no desire to build their 
own passive networks, or who don't want 
to bother with the extra fuss and cost of 
biamping. 

Personally, I prefer totally separate 
enclosures. Then I can position the woofer 
right next to the satellite, thereby creating, 
in effect, a time-aligned 3-way system. Such 

an arrangement has the added benefit of 
allowing a higher crossover frequency; say, 
200Hz. There's a lot of music energy be-
tween 100 and 200Hz, and many minimon-
itors would be relieved to pass the buck in 
this range. (Crossing over a subwoofer posi-
tioned between the speakers, like the AR, 
at higher than 100Hz causes quite noticeable 
image problems; even with second-order 
crossovers, the woofers are radiating signi-
ficant energy up at 500Hz, where a three-
or four-foot horizontal driver displacement 
is very noticeable.) 
Adding the Subwoofer to the system is 

easy enough. I positioned it midway be-

tween the Model 19s, on a line bisecting the 
two satellites. AR recommends 18-gauge 
stranded zip cord for runs up to 25 feet. I 
think we could all do better than that! I used 

some old Kimber !Cable for the runs from 

the crossover to the subwoofer. The accom-
panying instructions emphasize the impor-
tance of maintaining proper phase between 
the woofers and the main speakers. This is 
true, but all too often we presume that the 
drivers are properly wired to the binding 
posts with the correct polarity. There's an 
easy way to check this. All you need is a 
1.5V battery and two short wires. Connect 
the positive battery terminal to the red post 
and the negative terminal to the black post 
and observe the woofer's direction of mo-

tion: it should move out or forward for cor-
rect polarity. If the woofer moves inward, 
its polarity has been reversed—probably 
accidentally, in the case of an add-on sub-
woofer, since reversed polarity in this case 
makes no sense. The AR Subwoofer passed 

this test with flying colors. 
The Subwoofer is nicely finished, and 

blends cosmetically with the Connoisseur 
series. The woofers fire downward, the 
sound venting through slots along all four 
sides of the base. This type of design is 
referred to as floor-loaded, and provides 
smoother in-room bass response. 

I liked the bass quality of the AR Sub-
woofer. It was not overly damped, and had 
sufficient quickness to work up to 200Hz. 
Near-field frequency response in my room 
was very smooth, with a half-power fre-
quency (-3dB) a tad under 40Hz. The AR 
specification is 31Hz, and it may be that this 
difference is due to insufficient break-in of 
the woofers on my part. Bass impact was 
adequate, but far from frightening on ex-
plosive transients; after all, one can only 

expect so much from a single 10" woofer 
per side. With the AR crossover, the resolu-
tion of bass detail was just average for the 
price, there being a little too much mud 
overlying the lower octaves to suit my taste. 
The SL600, for example, while certainly 

lacking the AR's heft, extension, and im-
pact, did uncover a wealth of bass detail 
glossed over by the AR Subwoofer. 

The System 
With the Subwoofer and crossover module 
supporting the Model 19s, the mids appeared 

more relaxed and had better focus. However, 
the upper mids were more aggressive, with 
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the roughness around the crossover point 
more pronounced, as though the Subwoofer 
were highlighting the satellite's weak points. 

I don't think that the Subwoofer is to blame 
for this; it's more a question of the main 
speakers not being good enough building 

blocks for a high-cost system. At just under 
51K for the complete speaker system, it is 

no longer competitive with our Class C 
three-way recommendations. The sound is 
just not refined enough through the upper 

mids and lower treble to compete, for ex-
ample, with the Spendor SPI. 
The best performer appears to be the 

Model 19 alone. Take it for what it is and 

enjoy it in the context of budget ancillary 
equipment. Although I did not have the 
time to try The Subwoofer with other 

speakers, I think it is worth pursuing with 
better satellites and a different crossover, 
probably in a biamped application. 

THE NEW YORK AUDIO LABORATORIES 
FUTTERMAN OTL-1 POWER AMPLIFIER  
Anthony H. Cordesman examines a Winning Difference between 

Glorious Folly and Wretched Excess 

Four-chassis stereo output transformerless tubed amplifier. Nominal output 150W into 16 
ohms. Large-signal frequency response (-3dB down): 2Hz-40kHz. Small signal response: 
1.4Hz-200kHz. Phase shift: 15 degrees at 10kHz and 45 degrees at 40kHz. Output im-
pedance: 2 ohms at 10Hz, 0.15 ohms at 1kHz, and 0.3 ohms at 10kHz. Signal/noise ratio: 
85dB unweighted. 92dB A-weighted. THD: less than 1% at full power from 100Hz-100kHz. 
dropping to less than 0.1% at lower levels. IM distortion: 1.2% at full power, dropping steadily 
at lower levels. 
Price: $12,000. MANUFACTURER: New York Audio Laboratories. 2 Westchester Plaza, 
Elmsford, NY 10523. Tel: 1-914-739-6267 

Few people in the high end know the differ-
ence between glorious excess and wretched 
folly as well as Harvey Rosenberg. Harvey's 

audio equipment always strives towards the 
glorious folly of providing the most roman-

tic sound possible with modern technology. 
This may explain why his relatively small 

company, New York Audio Laboratories, 
can build an amplifier like the Futterman 

OTL-1, which costs a glorious $12,000 a 
stereo pair and actively competes for the 
title of best amplifier in the world. 

At the same time, Harvey's prose always 
strives towards the most wretched excess 
possible with a moderil word processor. In 

fact, one might almost suspect that Harvey 
deliberately writes prose designed to make 
people run out and listen to music on his 
equipment—if only to forget what they 
have just read in his advertising literature. 

Fortunately, I am only an humble equip-

ment reviewer and not a literary critic. I can 

take advantage of the positive side of 
Harvey's character; his OTL-1 stereo power 
amplifier is so good that it even makes me 
forget his prose. 

The Technology 
The Futterman OTL-1 is NYAL's attempt to 

build the best tube amplifier in the world! 
Its designer has attempted to minimize the 

problems an output transformerless design 

I I exempt the Moscode Black Hole Power amplifier. 

which sells for $267,000, and which is part of the Harvey 
Rosenberg "Wretched Excess Signature series. The Black 
Hole is evidently New York Audio Laboratories' top-of-
the-line amplifier, but has strictly limited distribution. I 
have listened extensively to the specifications of this 
design. While it is a bit pricey, no other amplifier l know 
of has quite the same styling or sound character In this 
case the image is the sound! It is a unit you must hear for 
yourself. and I can assure you that any top audio dealer 
will instantly drop anything he is doing to spend hours 
auditioning this unit for you. For example, simply 
whispering "Harvey Rosenberg's Black Hole" in Mike 
Kaye's ear will produce fawning obeisance. One 
modification, however, is vital: a water tower is also 
needed on the left channel to balance the liquidity of the 
sound on the right. 
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encounters in coping with low impedance 
loads. The Futterman OTL-1 can provide 
150W into a 16 ohm load, 65W into an 8 
ohm load, and 35W into a 4 ohm load; it's 

effectively current-limited into loads below 
16 ohms, but this is nevertheless an extraor-
dinary amount of power for an OTL ampli-
fier. Its ability to deliver the clarity of a 
transformerless amplifier into an unusually 
wide range of loads is enhanced by an extra-
ordinarily large, regulated B+ power supply. 
A regulated B + power supply is unusual 

in any tube amplifier—the D-250, for ex-
ample uses regulated supplies for the low-
level stages and for the output screen grids 
but not the output plate supply—but is prob-
ably unique in an OTL design. It must be 

NYAL Futterman OTL-1 

able to handle both very high voltages and 
very high currents at the same time, dissi-
pating up to 5000 watts. The OTL-1 supply 
is designed to provide 100% regulation 
from 2Hz-100kHz at full-power output. 
The end result of all this power output 

capability and regulation is physically and 
acoustically impressive. The amplifier weighs 
250 pounds and comes in four heavy rack-
mountable 171/2 " by 18 " chassis. It is styled 
using the kind of rugged industrial or 
laboratory quality meters, switch knobs, and 
heavy metal construction that was common 
in hand-built military test gear used during 
the 1950s ("Dr. Zharkov, we're going to 
crash!" "Don't worry, Flash, I know."). 

The inside of each chassis is strictly 1980s, 
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though, filled with all the latest in active 
and passive components, and clean circuit 

boards and wiring layout; the construction 
standards are superb. Quite frankly, the kind 

of construction you find inside a Futterman 
OTL-1 makes the internal wiring of a product 
like the Jadis embarrassing. The Futterman 
exemplifies how high end equipment should 
be built.2 

The NYAL Futterman OTL-1 measures up 
to its performance specifications, at least to 

the limited extent I can make such tests. It 
has an extremely fast rise time and an ex-
cellent squarewave response for a tube ampli-

fier, and provides wide bandwidth up to full 
power. The signal/noise ratio is excellent, 
although I can't test much below 80dB. 

I should also state that the Futterman OTL-1 
amplifier proved exceptionally reliable. It 
came perfectly set up from the factory, 

worked right out of the box, and required 
almost no adjustment after very extended 
listening—which included use of a wide 

range of cables and speakers, and such re-
viewer mistakes as popping the odd inter-
connect out while the unit was playing. The 
OTL-1 is not a "hothouse" unit; you can 
have real fun with it and not worry about 

ongoing tube problems, shock, constant 
readjustment, etc. 

The Sound 
The OTL-1 is probably the best amp available 
for the tube fanatic seeking the maximum 
possible emotional impact from recorded 
music. This does not mean that the OTL-1 is 
colored in any normal sense of the term. As 
I have already said, it measures very flat, 
and harmonic and intermodulation distor-

tion are both exceptionally low for a tube 
amp. It reveals at least as much detail into 

compatible loads as any amplifier I have 
ever heard, and is so natural and convincing 
in overall sound characteristics that only a 
small handful of designs—the best Krells, 

the Conrad Johnson Premier Five, the Audio 
Research D-250-II Servo—are its rivals. 

Nevertheless, use of the term "romantic" 

2 The 011- l comes, quite seriously, with a lifetime elec-
trical and mechanical warranty. NYAL states (not so 
seriously) that this covers nuclear attack, and that the war-
ranty can be extended into your next lifetime for $50. 
(Readers may feel free to protest to Consumer Reports.) 

is the only fair way to express this design's 
unique character. In fact, the Futterman 

OTL-1 qualifies for all the best buzz words 
used by reviewers in characterizing the 

romantic tube sound: "sweet," "warm," 
"transparent;' "dynamic," and "musical" (in 

the best sense of the term). 
This shows up on a wide range of music; 

brass has bite without bitterness; unlike 
many amplifiers that have high transparency, 
male and female solo voice have their full 

body and impact; strings retain their natural 
hardness without added hardness or loss of 
information; orchestral music has both 
natural power and convincing detail, even 

in soft passages; solo instruments never 
seem to be floating in limbo right next to 

the microphone to the extent common 
with most competing amplifiers. 
The bass varies considerably with dif-

ferent loads, although the OTL-1 provides 
by far the most natural measured and ap-

parent deep bass of any OTL design to date. 
With the right load, it is exceptionally fast 
and dynamic, without losing control. The 
Quad ESL-63 or Vandersteen owner is going 
to love this amplifier, as will owners of 
speakers which have fairly fiat impedance 

characteristics greater than 4 ohms, espec-
ially if they are electrostatics and don't re-
quire biamping. 
The lower midrange is strong and 

vibrant, with the punch and emphasis of 
the older concert and opera halls. The 
OTL-1 does not correct the evils of close 
miking so prevalent in the last couple of 
decades, but it certainly gets the best out of 
modern recordings. Its midrange provides 
the kind of conviction sadly missing in 

most modern power amplifiers precisely 
because it is transparent and dynamic, 
without attenuating the lower midrange. 

The OTL-1 is superior in this respect to any 
transistor amplifier I have heard, rivaling in 
this respect the Conrad Johnson Premier 
Five. It provides a flatter transition into the 
highs and bass than I've heard from the 
Jadis, and reveals what I regard as the one 
real weakness in the Audio Research 
D-250-II Servo: a slight recession of lower 

midrange power and dynamics. 
While the highs are not quite up to the 

very best Audio Research designs, they are 
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slightly superior to those of the Conrad 
Johnson Premier Five, and far superior to 
the rolled-off highs of the Jadis designs. 
Nevertheless, the highs will not sound "flat" 
by the standards of most of the competi-
tion, because the OTL-1 provides the lower 

midrange and upper bass power and dyna-
mics missing in virtually every amplifier. 
One has the feeling of natural treble attenu-
ation that one gets from sitting in rows G-M 
of a good hall. 

Everything you need to enjoy the music 

is there, but this is a balance chosen for some-
one who wants to get all the emotional im-
pact of the music on most recordings, not 
every little bit of music available at the 
violinist's armpit. If you want the purity of 
OTL designs and a more forward and slightly 
"flatte-r" sound, look to the Counterpoint 
SA-4. The SA-4 does not have quite the bass 
extension, power, or dynamics of NYAL's 
OTL-1, but it is still a truly superb amplifier 
and a good benchmark if you want to find 
out what OTL designs can offer. 
The OTL-1's soundstage is open, wide, 

airy, and live, with natural imaging, good 
centerfill, and excellent stability. It is, 

however, a bit load-dependent. This is par-
ticularly true of depth, which can range from 
good to superb, depending on the speaker. 
The competition is also load-sensitive in 

terms of soundstage performance, but the 
OTL-1 is a little more load-sensitive than 

most. I advise consultation with your dealer, 
and close attention to cables and speaker 
placement, to get the best soundstage per-
formance out of this unit. This is one case 
where careful listening and a little effort can 
pull you from the doldrums of the merely 
excellent to scale the heights of the superb. 

In fact, the one reservation I have about 
this design is the fact that it requires even 

more careful demonstration and set-up, and 
even more attention to speaker and cable 
compatibility, than the few top-quality prod-
ucts with which it competes. I never found 
a cone speaker, an electrostatic, or Magne-
planar design that the OTL-1 would not 
drive, but "drive" simply isn't good enough 
with an amplifier this good. You can't 
substitute a Ferrari for a Rolls. 

Accordingly, if you are one of the few 
audiophiles who goes beyond literary 
voyeurism to deliberately buy the ultimate 
system, I'd suggest you both spend a lot of 

time talking to your dealer and to the folks 
at New York Audio Laboratories. The New 
York Audio Labs OTL-1 is a serious can-
didate for such a system, and this is the 
highest praise I can give. It is a very difficult 
unit to have to return, and extraordinarily 
easy to fall in love with. 

NEW YORK AUDIO LABS 'SUPERIT' 
PHONO PREAMP 

George M. Graves 

NYAL "Superit" 

Tube/MOSFET hybrid phono preamp. Price: $269. MANUFACTURER: New York Audio 
Labs, 2 Westchester Plaza, Elmsford, NY. Tel: 1-914-739-6267 
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Basically, I have to admit that I am a Valvo-
phobe. I would give you the dictionary 
definition of that word, but it has been sealed 
in a mayonnaise jar on Funk and Wagnall's 
porch since. . . Anyway, you get the idea. A 

Valvophobe is someone who doesn't like 
tubes in their 1986 stereo systems. 
Harvey Rosenberg, the not-unflamboyant 

President of New York Audio Labs (NYAL), 
recently sent me a curious little black box he 
is purveying. Christened with the unlikely 

name of "Superit," this device turned out to 
be a hybrid tube/MOSFET phono preamp. 
When I say phono preamp, I mean just that! 
It has inputs for a phono cartridge, line-
level outputs on the back, and that's it! No 
switching facilities, no tape monitor, no 

high-level inputs, only a DIP switch, acces-
sible from the back, which allows the user 

to match cartridge loading. There are two 
potentiometers on the front: Volume and 
Balance. There isn't even an on/off switch, 
the Superit being plugged into the wall by 
its combination power transformer/mains 

plug (as used by calculators) and left "on" all 
the time. Indeed, the instructions say that it 
must be left on for best performance, and that 
it won't really sound its best until it has been 
on for about a month. (It's true. The darn 
thing sounded better every time I listened 
to it for about 3-4 weeks. Then it "settled 

into the groove" and has not changed ap-
preciably since.) 

The internal construction is good, and 
the parts, while not of ARC calibre, are cer-
tainly not cheap. The power supply feeds 
well-regulated voltage both to the plate cir-
cuit of the tubes—three name-on-request 
12AX7s, with no markings of any kind, not 
even tube numbers—and to the MOSFETs. 

Why design a phono-only preamp, I hear 
you asking? Good question. Harvey says 

that it was designed to give owners of 
Japanese receivers and mid-fi preamps the 
taste of tubes. They can just plug the 
Superit into the auxiliary jacks on their 
receiver, preamp, or integrated amp, and 
bypass the cheap transistor phono stage 
sported by most equipment of this ilk. The 

improvement should be dramatic. 
Well, I don't know about owners of cheap 

mid-fi gear. My guess is that most of them 
have abandoned phonograph records alto-

gether in favor of CD—or cassette! Where, 

then, do I think the Superit fits into the 
scheme of things? Why, it exists to ensure 
the conversion of valvophobes among the 
upper mid-fi and lower high-end audio-

phile community into valvophiles. For this 
task, the Superit is perfect. 

Rather than use the Superit fed into the 
spare line-level input of my (transistor) 
preamp, I used it to drive my three-way 
crossover and power amps directly. The 
Superit readily lends itself to this arrange-
ment. First, it has more than enough gain 

for the task (about 60dB), and the balance 
and volume controls make a main preamp 
redundant. Second, the MOSFET output 
stage means that the inputs of my passive 
crossover are essentially fed from the same 

kind of load as they would be from my tran-
sistor preamp. This would not be the case if 
the Superit were a tube-only design, even it 
used a cathode follower. 
How does it sound? Just fine! The Superit 

has that elusive harmonic rightness said to 
characterize the best tube electronics. This 
is most noticeable at the top end, where the 
glaring hardness featured by many solid-

state designs is most annoying. The Superit 
is smooth and sweet. Strings take on that 
special velvet-like sheen that says "This is 
real. This is what music sounds like." Brass 
instruments have the bite they have in the 
concert hall, and woodwinds have rarely 
sounded so mellow. The ability to do right 
by these instruments, the bulk of whose 
energy is in the midrange, will attest to any 
component's competence in this region. 
The Superit's bass really surprised me—it 

is quite exceptional. Records had a firm, 
tight, well-articulate foundation that I have 
rarely heard before. Certainly my reference 
preamp (a semi-custom solid-state design) 
exhibits nowhere near the weight and con-
trol in the low bass that I find with the 

Superit. 
On the debit side, I find that when com-

pared with a live performance (or, for that 
matter, some correctly miked master tapes), 
the Superit seems to gloss over small details 
in the sound, almost as if to say "This bit is 
too difficult, I'll skip it." I must admit, 
however, that this characteristic has lessened 
over the weeks, to the point where it is now 
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only noticeable in direct comparison with 
master tapes or with my reference preamp. 
I might also add that the transistor glare that 
my reference unit contributes to the sound 
of records is now much more annoying 
than the Superit's slight sin of omission. 

In the imaging department the Superit is 
a mixed bag. My reference is better at 
localizing instruments in space—although 
this aspect of the Superit's performance 
also improved dramatically during the 
"burn-in" period—but the Superit has a 
better-defined soundstage. The soundstage 
is wider, higher, and deeper than I have ex-
perienced before, stretching far beyond the 
edge of the speakers, yet with clearly delin-

eated boundaries. There seems to be a little 
narrowing of width in the back, but this is 
a very minor quibble. 

I also find that the Superit reproduces 
music with much more apparent dynamic 
range than does my reference. When the 
orchestra gets louder, it does so without 
any of the congestion that seems to plague 
many designs. 
Another aspect of the NYAL preamp 

which surprised me was its signal/noise ratio. 
In days of old, tube preamps (especially 
their phono stages) hissed. Among other 
reasons, this was due to the nature of tubes. 
Being thermionic devices, they work by the 
heat-propelled movement of electrons 

from cathode to plate. Such electron move-
ment, by definition, involves the produc-
tion of noise, so I was not expecting the 
quietness of the grave from the Superit. 
Wrong again! In spite of this preamp having 
some 20dB more gain than most solid-state 
preamps (60dB at IkHz instead of the usual 
40dB), it is dead quiet. Only by cranking 

the volume control full-up was I just barely 
able to discern hiss from the speakers. Pretty 
impressive performance from what I believed 

to be basically a dead technology. 
The NYAL Superit is not perfect—but 

what is? It is a helluva lot better overall than 
many highly touted transistor designs. This 
is all the more astounding when you con-

sider that it sells at a price more befitting a 
mid-fi phono cartridge than a high-end 
phono preamp. It does many things well 
and some things superbly. It is true to the 
sound of music, and would be a grand in-
troduction for anybody to the attractions of 
tubes. Be forewarned, though: tubes are 
addictive! 

Please remove my name from the roll of 
Valvophobes. But don't put me on the Val-
vophile list quite yet. Having tested the 
thermionic waters and found them agree-
able, I am up for getting wet. I look forward 
to trying other NYAL products, or maybe a 
Conrad-Johnson. Who knows? 

TWO VIEWS OF PERFECTION? 
Anthony H. Cordesman & Steve Watkinson live with the SME Series V 

Tonearm 
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Specifications: Pivoted, dynamic balance tonearm with fiber-damped, tapered, straight 
magnesium arm-tube with a fixed headshell, optional viscous pivot damping, spring 
sidethrust correction, sliding base overhang adjustment, ballrace bearings. Effective mass: 
10-11gm. Length (pivot to stylus): 233.15mm. (Pivot-to-spindle distance, 215.35mm (81/21; 
offset overhang, 23 degrees 38 minutes; overhang, 17.8mm +9mm; tracking error, 0.012 
degrees/mm maximum with 0 degrees error at 66.04mm and 120.9mm from the record 
center.) Cartridge balance range: 0-14gm. Vertical tracking force: 0-3gm., adjustable to 
0.15gm. (tracking weight can be set using both counterweight and an adjustable spring). Net 
weight: 720gm. Internal wiring: silver Litz. Phono cable: monocrystal silver. Mounting: stand-
ard SME tonearm hole. Price: $1750. MANUFACTURER: SME Ltd., Steyning, Sussex BN4 
3GY, England. Importer: Sumiko Inc., PO Box 5046, Berkeley, California 94705. Tel: (415) 
843-4500. 

Steve Watkinson opens . 
Once upon a time, SME made "the best 
tonearm in the world." That claim may have 
been justifiable through the '60s and early 
'70s, but then something happened—SME 
failed to keep pace with their competition in 
coping with the increasing popularity of 
low- to medium-compliance, highish-mass, 
moving-coil cartridges. I had just about 
written SME off as a serious high-end com-
pany when, at the 1984 Summer CES, I saw 
the first prototype of the Series V. It wasn't 
being played, there was no way to tell how 
it sounded, but it certainly looked the busi-
ness. Delays due, among other things, to 
problems in finding subcontractors who 
could carry out work to the desired degree 
of quality —SME's Alastair Robertson-
Aikman will not release a product until he 
feels that it is right—meant that it took 
almost two years for that arm to hit the 
market. However, SME is now back—with a 
vengeance! I believe that, once again, it is 
fair to say that SME makes "the best tonearm 
in the world." 

The Technology 
To call the Series V a good-looking tonearm 
is something of an understatement. It not 
only looks good, it looks rigbt. The arm-
tube and headshell are pressure-diecast in 

one piece, magnesium alloy being chosen 
because of its very high stiffness-to-weight 
ratio and its suitability for diecasting. 

Diecasting produces an alloy both very 
homogeneous and highly amorphous. 

More conventional metals—such as titanium, 
which cannot be diecast, or aluminum, 
which can be diecast but is normally 
machined from a block—have far more 
crystalline structures and higher Q reso-

nances (the material has less inherent dam-
ping). The arm-tube itself tapers radically 
from pivot to headshell, lowering its con-
tribution to the effective mass—or alter-
natively allowing rigidity/stiffness to be in-

creased for a given effective mass—and 
again lowering the Q of its resonant 

behavior. 
The counterweight is very close to the 

pivot point (again minimizing the effective 
mass), and hangs down from the rear of the 
arm-tube, placing the center of gravity in 
the horizontal plane, at the surface of the 
record. In addition, the hanging design 
(also employed on the Eminent Technology 
'Type II) avoids the concentric reflection of 
vibrations back into the arm-tube, which 
can be a problem with conventional counter-

weights. A thumbscrew moves the counter-
weight on a track to allow the arm to be 
balanced, a lever then locking the weight in 
place. In lieu of the traditional headshell 
slots, there are only two holes to take the 
supplied Allen-head mounting screws. 
Rather than having to move and twist the 

cartridge in the headshell to minimize the 
lateral tracking error, the entire arm assembly 

is moved on a track. 
While this would seem to reduce the ef-

fectiveness of the coupling between arm 

and armboard, SME asserts that the design 
causes locking force to be shared equally 
between the pillar and track assembly, "ef-

fectively locking the components into a 
single unit." I must say that I heard no im-

perfections in the sound that could be at-
tributed to a poor arm/armboard interface. 
The VTA/SRA can be adjusted while playing 

by means of a threaded shaft. The fittings 

are internally spring-loaded, so that ad-
justments can be made without the need 
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constantly to loosen and tighten set screws. 
Only when the desired settings are finally 

obtained is it necessary to lock the set 
screws. The Series V makes no provision for 
adjusting azimuth, the manufacturer claim-
ing that this could not be incorporated into 
the design without sacrificing rigidity. 
I found the Series V to be one of the 

easiest arms to set up I've ever encountered, 
ergonomic considerations having been very 
well thought out. The arm has a solid feel; 
though I didn't try it, I had the sense that 
had I inadvertently dropped the arm into 
the bathtub, it still would have worked fine 

after drying out. 

The Sound 
I pitted the SME Series V against a group of 
arms widely recognized as among the more 
serious contenders for the title of "Best 

Pick-up Arm in the World," including the 
Eminent Technology Type II, the recently 
discontinued Sumiko MDC 800 (— The 

Arm"), and the latest revision of the Alpha-
son. Testing was done with a SUR vacuum 
turntable (Mark II model), as well as a stan-
dard SOTA 'table to insure that any dif-

ferences heard were not attributable to bet-
ter compatibility with the vacuum clamping 
system. The acrylic Supermat and SOTA 
reflex clamp were used on both 'tables. A 
wide range of different cartridges, including 
the Virtuoso DTi, Monster Alpha 1, and 
Kiseki Purple Heart Sapphire, were em-
ployed to confirm that results were not 

cartridge-dependent. All arms were used on 
both 'tables and with all cartridges. 

There was not a lot to criticize with any of 

these arms, but it didn't take long to hear the 
difference made by the Series V. In com-
parison with the other arms, the Series V's 

sound could only be described as unique. Let 
me first give my impressions of the three 

arms used for comparison. 
The British Alphason, made from titanium 

alloy, is S-shaped with an integral headshell. 
Its looks are rather plain, but the workman-
ship is first-rate. In sound quality the 

Alphason is my least favorite of the three 
arms. It has excellent bass, and takes a lot of 

detail off the record, but, even with the 

recently improved internal damping of the 
arm-tube, there are noticeable resonances, 

particularly in the upper midrange and 
lower treble. This gives the Alphason a 
bright, juicy sound with a slight sense of 
false detail—which some audiophiles 

prefer. 
The Sumiko MDC 800 (— The Arm"), 

though now discontinued, has become 
something of a modern classic. Handmade 
in the state of Washington, it is an exquisite 
example of the machinist's craft. The Arm 
was fabricated from machined aluminum, 
and pressure-fitted by hand to avoid the in-
troduction of a different material at the 
mechanical interfaces. The bearing assembly 
is the best I have ever seen in a tonearm. 
The Arm has incredible bass, and takes even 
more information off the record than the 
Alphason, but it, too, has noticeable reso-
nances above IkHz. Though not as severe as 
with the Alphason, these resonances still 

lead to a general loss of HF detail. 

Prior to the introduction of the Series V, 
the Eminent Technology II was, in my opi-
nion, the best arm on the market in terms of 

overall sound quality. Though the ET doesn't 
pick up quite as much detail as the Alpha-
son or The Arm, it has a better tonal balance 

than the former and fewer resonance prob-
lems than either. The ET also has outstanding 

high-frequency performance, with excep-
tional accuracy and extension. The ET does 
have a slight lower-treble prominence, 
which can result in a mild glare on some re-
cordings, but it is far less extreme in this 
regard than the Alphason. The soundstage it 
produces is very spacious and quite stable. 

There are, however, weaknesses with the 

ET. The bass is flabby, with a slightly 
bloated midbass and a weak (and definitely 

rolled-off) bottom octave. It also has a 
general air of futziness that requires true 
dedication to sound quality (as well as a 
great deal of patience) to forgive. The ET's 
propensity for going out of adjustment is 

unmatched by any arm I've ever encoun-
tered. This problem is vehemently denied 
by many ET aficionados, and I suspect the 
problem may be to some extent sample-

dependent. Despite its flaws, however, the 
ET seems like a bargain at S800; despite 

the Series V's somewhat superior perfor-
mance, I consider the ET the most cost-
effective high-end arm on the market. 
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As I said above, the sound of the Series V 
is unique, its most distinguishing feature being 
its lack of resonances. Compared with the 
Series V, resonances in other arms which 

had seemed reasonably well-controlled 
suddenly become intolerable. The word 
"neutral" is thrown around a lot in the hi-
fi press—it often means "a component with 

no gross colorations"—but even minor 
aberrations can produce colorations readily 

noticeable when compared with truly 
neutral sound reproduction. After listening 
to the Series V, 1 am convinced that tonearm 
resonances are responsible for much of 
what gives records that distinctive vinyl 

sound. The Series V is startlingly neutral, 
endowing LP sound with many of the 

characteristics of good reel-to-reel tape, or 
with the better attributes of CD. There is a 
solidity to the sound that I've not heard 
with any other arm. This results in a far 
greattr sense of the physical presence of 
performers in the listening room, and adds 
body to the music without adding coloration. 
Since tonearm resonances are most 

noticeable in the upper midrange or lower 
treble region, they can produce a bright-
ness or glare which, even if minor, grates on 
the nerves after extended listening and— 
because of the ear's greater sensitivity in 
this region—limits the volume level at 
which one can listen comfortably. With the 
Series V, I found myself able to listen at 
higher average volume levels, despite the 
fact that the Series V seemed to have a 
greater dynamic range than the other arms. 
I suspect the absence of resonances is 

also a factor in the SME's outstanding har-

monic and tonal accuracy. It comes closer 
to getting the notes—and the relationships 
between them—right than any arm I've 
heard. The harmonic accuracy of the Series 
V is most apparent on woodwinds, par-

ticularly on solo passages where an instru-
ment runs up or down a scale With the Vir-

tuoso DTi cartridge (reviewed in Vol.9 
No.4), which is also outstanding in this 
respect, the results are little short of 
amazing. 

In terms of the absolute level of detail the 
Series V can pull off the record surface, it is 

not noticeably superior to The Arm or the 
Alphason in the midrange, but the absence 

of resonances results in a much cleaner 
sound, and a greater sense of detail. The 
Series V is considerably better than the 
Alphason or The Arm in retrieval of HF 
detail, coming very close, in fact, to the ET, 

and having a better tonal balance in the top 

octaves. The soundstage and imaging are 
good, but not vastly superior to that of any 
of the other arms used for comparison. The 
Series V does produce an exceptionally 
wide soundstage matched only by the ET, 

but the soundstage is not quite as deep as 
The Arm's. The image is very stable, and the 
instruments are well separated and properly 
placed on the soundstage. Speaker place-

ment is very critical; unless the speakers are 
precisely aligned, there is some tendency 

toward "hole in the middle" effect, a prob-
lem shared with the ET or, in fact, with any 
component that throws a very wide image. 
The bass on the Series V is so tight you 

can crack an egg on it, but it's a bit lean in 
the lower midbass region when compared 

with most arms. Whether the SME's bass 
balance sounds right or not is largely 
system-dependent, determined by the bass 
response and rolloff characteristics of your 
speakers. With speakers that rolloff notice-

ably below 40Hz, the SME's bass sounds 
slightly thin and lacking in drive, though it 
does retain the tightness referred to above. 
The Series V reproduces the octave below 

32Hz with a power and authority matched 
only by a good CD player, especially evident 

when heard through subwoofers. On a 
system capable of accurate reproduction in 

the low bass, the Series V sounds right. It 
can walk a bass line like nothing you've 
heard short of live music, and the distinc-

tion and separation of different instruments 
in the bass, particularly the distinction be-
tween synthesized and natural bass percus-
sion, is a major improvement over any arm 
I've heard. 

The one major disadvantage of the Series 
V is its price At $1750 it is not the most ex-
pensive tonearm on the market, but still out 
of reach of most audiophiles. The best rarely 

comes cheap, however, and the quality of 
both sound and construction justify the 
price tag., While the Series V may not be 

I Unlike many audiophile components made in the UK, 
the importer does not seem to be sticking it to American 
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perfect, it represents the state-of-the-art in 
tonearms, defining a standard against which 

all corners will be judged for some time. It 
is a sufficient improvement over the com-

petition that I recommend any audiophile 
seriously striving for the best possible 
sound reproduction to consider upgrading 
to the Series V—regardless of what arm he 
now owns. 

. . . and Anthony H. Conlesman 
closes 
I get quite a number of excellent products 
to review, but I only want to steal a few of 
them. This list, naturally enough, includes 
those items where performance has been the 
design goal regardless of price, or which 
have superb performance but also some 
minor quirk that limit their value as 
references to a reviewer., It is, in many ways, 
an honor roll of the high-end, including 
such items as the Koetsu Signature Red, 

Audio Research SP-11, New York Audio 
Laboratories OTL-1, Apogee Scintilla, and so 
on. 

Technology Worth Stealing 
The SME Series V tonearm joined this list of 
equipment worth stealing within hours of 
being mounted on my turntable. The very 
idea of a $1750 tonearm leads to considerable 
culture shock, even in this hardened re-
viewer, and I would dearly love to say it isn't 
worth the money. Unfortunately, I can't. 
There is one annoying design problem, but 
the SME Series V is simply too good. Accor-
dingly, I am forced to adopt the Abbie Hoff-
man school of reviewing: few may be able 
to pay this much for a tonearm, but the SME 

customers. (Perhaps this magazine's prior criticism of 
price gouging on UK imports is having some effect.) At 
current exchange rates, the price of the Series V in the US 
is only about 10% higher than in the UK. Even with the 
VAT saving on export, custom duties, freight, and in-
surance probably would.put the final price of a privately 
imported Series V about even with the cost of one brought 
in by the authorized importer. In view of the potential 
need to return the arm to England should servicing be re-
quired, there's no reason to buy from other than an 
authorized US dealer. 

I Remember that a reviewer needs extremely broad com-
patibility in his reference electronics, long term reliability 
and consistency without change in sound character or 
tweaking, the ability to quickly move components in and 
out, the ability to move speakers in and out, and wide-
ranging freedom from technical limits that degrade the 
sound. Consumers have far more freedom in creating a 
top quality system. All they have to do is listen to music! 

Series V is definitely good enough to steal! 
More seriously, the Series V is a superb 

reference tonearm. It provides virtually every 
adjustment the audiophile needs, its medium 
mass is well chosen for most of today's best 
cartridges, and its variable damping feature 
allows good performance with even the few 
cartridges having compliances over Ificu. 
Most high-end audio products are packaged 
as if they have somehow escaped from Igor's 
basement, along with the spare parts for Dr. 
Frank's latest monster. The SME Series V 
looks like it had been packaged and ship-
ped by Tiffany's. 

It is almost an insult to the manufacturer 
to say that the bearings appeared superbly 
made, with just the right amount of 
freedom from play. In a world where far too 
many products are half-finished or have ob-
vious quality-control problems, the SME 
Series V has a finish and overall standard of 
machining and manufacture which set a 
new standard for the industry—certainly a 
new standard for tonearms. All the proper 
adjustment tools and gauges are provided 
and—for once—the tonearm cable is real-
ly excellent! 

Technical and Ergonomic 
Quibbles and Nitpicks 
The arm is so flexible in use that I should 
probably focus on its few limitations, rather 

than spend several pages describing its 
merits. Just assume that where I don't com-
plain, the SME Series V deserves nothing 
but praise. 

This is a medium-mass arm, unsuitable 
for ultra-high compliance cartridges unless 
careful attention is paid to damping. Check 

with Sumiko or SME if you use a cartridge 
with a compliance over I8cu. 
The V can bring the rear of the tapered 

arm-tube a bit too close to the record with 
some cartridges and turntables, and can 
foul on warped records. This problem is 
not uncommon, and is probably the arm's 
one really serious design fault. You should 

check carefully with your cartridge and 
turntable on a mildly warped record to be 
sure that the SME V will be compatible. 

This limited arm clearance at the rear, as the 
arm moves towards the inner grooves, 
could mean that the arm will cause prob-
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lems with some future cartridge or turn-
table of yours. You can solve the problem in 
part by putting washers under the arm base, 

or shims between cartridge body and 
headshell —clamping down like hell in 

either case—but that does kind of destroy 
the whole concept of rigidity around which 
the SME has been designed. Hopefully, the 

manufacturer or importer will announce a 
magic solution .. . 

The wires and cables are a little short: 

about 0.5 " more length is needed in the 
headshell leads to accommodate the Clear-
audio cartridge, and another 0.5m in the 
tonearm cable would be desirable in many 
installations. 

The mounting hole is the standard SME 
mounting hole, but a few turntables, the 

Linn for example, require some attention to 
the woodwork for the cable to clear without 
fouling. The tonearm cable must be carefully 
looped to free the suspension in those turn-
tables that are cable-sensitive. 

The VTA/SRA adjustment is essentially a 
one-way adjustment if you adjust while 
playing, and is not as precisely calibrated as 
I'd like. 

Azimuth adjustment is impossible, except 
by using shims. This is a significant short-

fall, since proper alignment of the cartridge 
cannot be achieved with many cartridges 
and tonearm mounting boards without ad-
justment of tonearm azimuth; even a 5 ° error 
can be significant in terms of separation and 
upper octave performance. But the name of 
the game is rigidity, and I see no way to pro-
vide azimuth adjustment without giving up 
a level of rigidity which probably has no 
equal. 

The use of an adjustable base to set over-
hang makes it impossible to twist the car-
tridge to optimize tangency of the stylus to 

the groove. A fair number of van den Hul, 
line contact, and MR styli come slightly mis-
aligned with the cantilever. This, however, 
is a laboratory exercise to check; most users 

will find the inability to introduce errors 
to a properly aligned stylus to be a major 
advantage, this feature improving perfor-
mance over arms which permit play in 
mounting the cartridge. 

If this list seems a bit overwhelming, 
remember that most fixed headshell 

pivoting arms also don't provide VTA/SRA 
adjustment, azimuth adjustment, or flexible 
overhang adjustment. The Syrinx is the only 

high quality competition with adjustments 
in all these areas, but it is not the sonic 
equal of the SME Series V; nor can the 

VTA/SRA be adjusted during play. 
I should also stress that the SME does 

what it does with more grace and precision 

than any tonearm I know of. I could, for ex-

ample, fool around with overhang while the 
tonearm was playing; it was fascinating to 

listen to the effects. Even minor VTA adjust-

ment quickly allows you to tune in the right 
setting by ear, and no tonearm I have ever 
used has coped so well with mildly warped 

records. More important, this is the arm for 
audiophiles who don't want to tweak, but 

who do want absolute reliability and con-

sistency. This is a Rolls Royce product: com-
pletely hassle-free. 

Overall Sound Quality 
I must stress that my findings are 

preliminary; I want to make much more ex-
tended comparisons with other arms, using 
a wide range of turntables. However, I can 

already say that no pivoting arm I know of 
is a full rival, the SME Series V simply 

redefining the state of the art in terms of 
transparency, detail, and control. It is amaz-
ing to see how many "exciting" colorations 
and resonances in other tonearms disap-
pear with the Series V. 
The initial impression is of a slight loss of 

life and excitement, but only until one really 
starts to listen. Then, the SME Series V 

emerges as the arm which sounds musically 
natural, accurate, and introduces the fewest 
surprises or question marks. You begin to 
recognize how much of the musical "life" 
from moving-coils played on lesser arms 
simply isn't real, and how important control 
is in sustaining the natural enjoyment of 

music. A significant part of the forward or 
bright sound of many passages turns into 
more natural depth, imaging, and timbre. 

The SME Series V also defines the state of 
the art in the bass. It has more control, more 

extension, more frequency resolution, and 
more true bass than any tonearm around. 

This is as close to true concert-hall bass as 
I've ever heard with analog records; in this 
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regard the SME Series V clearly outperforms 
Sumiko's The Arm and some of the classic 
high-mass Japanese arms. Not only is the 
SME unequalled in the bass, it clearly 
outclasses the Alphason, Syrinx, and Zeta in 
overall sound quality, consistently pro-
viding more convincing detail than these 
three leading contenders. If you want 
reference quality in a pivoting arm, the SME 

is Class A in a world where even the nearest 
competition is Class B. 
Where the SME Series V does have com-

petition—from a few of the very best 

straight-line-tracking arms—is in the mid-
range and highs. It has no peer in handling 
low-to-moderate compliance cartridges, 
although I cannot rule out the possibility 
that relatively low-mass pivoting arms, like 
the Alphason or Well-Tempered arms, 

would work better with high-compliance 
cartridges if you encounter problems with 
the Series V's damping provisions.2 

Some Initial Comparisons 
The three straight-line arms I see as com-

petition are the Goldmund T-3F, Eminent 
Technology Two, and Souther Triquartz.3 
The Goldmund T-3F has good bass, 

outperforming the Eminent Technology 
Two and Souther Triquartz in this area, 
although I have never heard it equal the 

SME. It can sometimes provide more inner 

detail than the SME Series V, particularly in 
quiet passages, but the SME generally rivals 
the Goldmund's extraordinary strength: 
removing the noise from the record to 

reveal the music. 
Both arms are excellent in terms of the 

feeling of musical life and excitement. The 
Goldmund sounds more alive and dynamic, 
the SME Series V more realistic and natural. 
Even Goldmund owners will admit that 
their arms are more variable than the 

pivoting kind, varying slightly in sound 
quality with the phases of sun, moon, and 

local power company. In balance, the SME 

Series V emerges with the same superb con-
trol and silencing of external noise and col-

2 Which I did not encounter, even with an old ADC-10Ell 
and an experimental moving-coil with a compliance over 
25cu. 
3 I have not heard a Goldmund T-5 that approaches the 
sound quality ol the SME Series V. Goldmund T-3F, Emi-
nent Technology Two, or the Souther Triquartz 

oration, and more consistent resolution. 
This, not excitement, is the state of the art 

in tonearms. 
The Eminent Technology and Souther 

Triquartz are not rivals in the bass and lower 
midrange to either the SME or the Gold-
mund, having only good, rather than excel-

lent, bass, regardless of the cartridge used. 
Both, however, allow very precise adjust-
ment of azimuth; to my ears, this is more 

important than precise adjustment of 
overhang, and as important as proper ad-
justment of VTA/SRA. When properly set 
up, both also offer a kind of detailing and 

life which seems extraordinarily realistic. 
The SME Series V also always seemed 

more natural playing orchestral or concert 
hall music than the Eminent Technology 
Two or the Souther Triquartz, which, with 
the optimal cartridges, are slightly more for-
ward in hall position, have slightly more air, 
and are slightly more dynamic. (Although 

all three straight-line-tracking arms sound 
different in small ways, they are remarkably 

alike from about 100Hz up, in terms of 
overall sound.) The SME gave a natural 

listening-position character to the timbre, 

dynamics, transients, imaging, and depth, 

while the Eminent Technology and Souther 
Triquartz seemed to move the listener a bit 
closer to the performance, slightly elevate 
the midrange and highs, and add detail and 
life at the expense of naturalness and 

sweetness. With chamber music, jazz, solo 
instruments and voice, however, I kept 
hearing small differences that simply did 
not lead me to a clear preference. The Emi-
nent Technology Two also has a special 
ability to extract musically convincing 

detail in the mid and upper octaves with 
low-to-moderate compliance cartridges 

that makes it a seductive rival to the SME. 
In balance, I came to prefer the SME 

Series V in terms of overall integration of 

musical dynamics and timbre. Its superb 
bass and lower midrange kept providing the 
added degree of natural warmth that I hear 
in live music, but rarely in home systems. 
The Series V gave strings, male voice, and 

woodwinds a special natural quality. 
I slightly preferred the Eminent Techno-

logy, however, in terms of ultimate resolu-
tion of both the top octaves and imaging 
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placement, although the SME Series V was 
perhaps just slightly superior in depth, and 
slightly more stable in imaging and center-
fill, at the expense of soundstage width. 

The Souther had similar merits, though it 
was not as stable or consistent in the details 

of imaging as the Eminent Technology. 
As for cartridge compatibility, the SME 

Series V gradually emerged as superior. It 

handled virtually all moving-coils without 

any damping, although, curiously, it gener-
ally sounded better with half the tracking 

force applied by the counterweight rather 
than by the spring adjustment. The relatively 
high horizontal mass of the Eminent 
Technology Two is not much of a problem 

with most cartridges, since once the mass 
starts to move at the start of the record, it 
keeps moving at a constant rate on any 
decently centered record.4 However, the 

Eminent is still not the arm for the highest-
compliance cartridges. The Souther will 
deal with any moderate-to-high compliance 
cartridge, but is not the arm for really high-

mass, low-compliance, cartridges, or the 
bigger Kisekis and Koetsus. 

SME Series V 

Oddly enough, the one thing I never 
heard was any difference between the 

pivoting and straight-line arms in terms of 
inner groove coloration, even at the point 

4 Therein lies the rub! —JA 

of maximum tracking error in the SME. I 
cannot say that such overhang error is not 

audible, but I didn't hear it. I would not, 
therefore, buy a straight-line arm on the 

grounds that it somehow has superior 
geometry. In fact, normal parallax and 

mechanical set-up error may introduce at 
least as much tracking error with the Emi-
nent Technology and Souther over the entire 
record as the SME Series V set up with the 
Dennessen protractor. 

This ability to equal the best straight-line 
tonearms on their home turf is a powerful 
argument for the sheer simplicity of the 

SME. The Eminent Technology and Souther 
now have excellent set-up and adjustment 
instructions, but they are demanding prod-

ucts and require tweaking. I am sure that 
many audiophiles with $1750 in loose 
change may just love to spend hours at such 

tweaking, but a few may be as lazy as I am. 
This is the arm for audiophiles who want an 
arm that can be set up quickly and easily— 
and then stays set-up. 

Is it Really the World's Best? 
I cannot say that the SME Series V is the 
world's best tonearm in every respect. I also 
feel that something needs to be done in a 

hurry about raising the rear of the arm-tube 
to clear warped records, as well as enabling 
it to work with all turntables. 
I can say, however, that the SME Series 

V is the world's best tonearm in terms of 

bass response, and is a contender in every 
other respect. It has already taught me a 
great deal about what cartridges, turntables, 
and records are capable of, and if you enjoy 
live music, you may well find that no other 

arms is more consistently capable of giving 
you the natural enjoyment and beauty avail-
able from the very best recordings. 
I still feel there is more to be learned from 

comparing the Series V with the Eminent 
Technology and Souther. Moreover, there is 

a definite difference between paying $1750 
for the SME Series V and paying less than 

$1000 for the Eminent Technology or 

Souther Triquartz. Nevertheless, I can't 
think of a safer purchase than the SME 
Series V, and I will let you know whether I 

fall so much in love with the arm that I ac-
tually steal it! 
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TWO MOVING-COIL CARTRIDGES, THE 
ORTOFON MC-20 SUPER AND VAN 

DEN HUL MC-10 
Anthony H Cordesman 

One of the many problems with adding a CD 

player to your system is determining how to 
blend it in with your phono section. With 

very few exceptions, popular high-end 
cartridges produce different timbres, dyna-
mics, and other sound characteristics from 

any other sound source. A high-end audio-
phile will probably have tailored his entire 

system around a given phono system. In 
practice, this means that cartridge, preamp, 
and speaker were chosen to produce a syn-
ergistic mix of colorations, with intercon-

nects and speaker cables tweaked accordingly. 
The chances are that such an audiophile 

will accept an imbalance in sound character 

when switching to tuner or tape deck, not 
caring too much because he neither listens 
much to those sources nor listens deman-
dingly. While the tape recordings he made 
of his records probably produced signifi-
cant shifts in timbre and dynamics, unless 

he seriously archives his records on tape he 
probably doesn't care. 
As compact discs get better, however, 

they require as much concentration and 
listening effort as records. They cannot be 
treated simply as background music, and 
are far less forgiving than FM. Unlike most 
tape recordings, the highs on CD are both 
present and flat, revealing all the problems 
of the close miking now chronic in the re-
cording industry. CD also introduces upper 
octave problems of its own. 

If you use a Koetsu Signature Red, with 
its slightly overblown deep bass, warm mid-
range, forgiving highs, and glorious music-
ality—and you have tuned your system 

around it—you are going to encounter prob-
lems when playing CDs. Most CD players 
are going to sound hard, with the more 
mediocre players sounding so much so that 

they become actively unpleasant. Ironically, 
if you've opted for one of the many moving-

coils with a rising high-end, and tuned your 
system accordingly, the shift back to CD may 

introduce a different kind of fatigue. The 
cartridge will usually have a peak or resonant 
effect in the highs that makes the music 
"exciting," with an altered transient response 
in the upper octaves. Once you get used to 
such a cartridge, CD will seem a bit "hard" 

and "fiat" by comparison—although that 
same flat sound will be found on the master 

tape; it is the cartridge which is colored and 
exciting. 

This is why serious CD lovers should 

consider choosing cartridges with flat tonal 
balance and upper octave dynamics similar 
to CD. You can live with some differences 
in sound character between your cartridge 
and CD player, but you should at least con-
sider the fact that tuning your system around 
cartridges similar to CD sound may increase 
your ability to get the best out of the two 
leading recorded media. It may also make 
both seem more musically convincing. 
The Ortofon MC-20 Super and the van 

den Hul MC-10 moving-coil cartridges pro-
vide you with this option to an unusual 
degree. At the same time, both are excellent 
cartridges by any standard, although the 
van den Hul is excellent to a truly world-
class degree. Even if you hate CD with a 
passion, these are both excellent high-end 

products; they may even wean you away 
from the Dionysian rites of the Koetsu and 
Kiseki to a more Apollonian sound., 

Ortofon MC-20 Super: $350 
The Ortofon MC-20 Super bears a consider-
able resemblance to Ortofon's superb MC-

I JA & JON: I am talking about the difference between lov-
ing Stravinsky and loving Mozart. LA: I am talking about 
the difference between loving flabby the "Raba and loving 
Peewee the Piccolo. 

Okay. but how about the difference between loving Tubb) 
the Iliba and loving Mozart? —LA 
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2000 moving-coil cartridge. At the same 
time, it is a far more practical product. 
While its output is still a bit low at 0.23mV, 

leading to an apparent loss of midrange 

warmth and dynamic life with most tube 
headamps and the Audio Research SP-10 

and SP-11 preamps, the output is high 
enough—almost five times as high as the 
MC-2000's—to properly drive virtually any 

Ortofon MC20 Super 

modern transistor preamp with a moving-
coil gain stage. This is a real advance for 

Ortofon, which has tended to confront 
consumers with a product that could only 
be used with high-gain transformers that 
degrade the sound of the cartridge. 
The MC-20 Super is also well suited to 

most of today's tonearms, although it does 

require some attention to tonearm compati-
bility to get the best results. The cartridge 

mass is about 10 grams, and compliance is 
relatively low at about 16cu. This isn't criti-
cal—in fact, many cartridges have higher 
mass and lower compliance—but it does 
mean a medium or low-mass tonearm will 

probably work better than a high-mass tone-
arm, particularly if you want full bass. A 
Premier MMT or Alphason tonearm will 
work perfectly. So will the Eminent Tech-

nology and Souther Triquartz, and most of 
the arms built into, or furnished with, 
medium-priced turntables. A Syrinx or Zeta 

may well be too massy. 

The choice of tracking downforce re-
quires some attention. You need 1.8-2.0 
grams tracking weight with the MC-20 

Super; even then it will only perfectly track 
60 microns (though up to 80 microns at 2 
grams, if you ignore some slight losses of 
information). 
The MC-20 Super is the first Ortofon car-

tridge to use a van den Hul stylus, and ad-
justment of both VTA/SRA and azimuth are 
critical. Careful experimentation with VTA/ 
SRA will be needed to balance transient speed 
and detail against hardness, and careful azi-
muth adjustment will be necessary to avoid 

imaging shifts and loss of dynamics and 
punch. Fortunately, the cartridge body is a 

good guide to proper set-up. When parallel 
to the record as seen from the front and 

rear, it is pretty close to the right setting.2 
The cartridge is easy to mount, and couples 
very well to the headshell. 
The Ortofon MC-20 Super has flat fre-

quency response to about 7kHz, where it 

begins a slow upward rise to about 5dB at 
20kHz. Channel balance is excellent, but a 
minor imbalance exists in separation, which 
is very good at about 30dB. 
As for the sound, the Ortofon is excep-

tional, in most respects. The deep bass is a 
little lacking in power, and may be a bit soft 
or loose around 60-70Hz, but this will only 
be apparent on a very few loudspeakers. 

The upper bass and lower midrange are 
very good, and the midrange is warm and 

open, with full musical impact. The highs 
are extended and clear without any touch 
of hardness. 
The MC-20 Super, though very detailed 

and revealing, never dissects the life out of 
the music by revealing too much detail. It 

can provide new insights into what is pressed 
into the record without making the sound 
artificial, or hiding the music's natural 
warmth. It is also relatively tolerant of elec-
tronics, not requiring really careful matching 
to speaker and electronics. 

The soundstage is well defined, if slightly 

forward. This "forward" characteristic is, 

2 One mayor caution: "parallel to the record" means exactly 
what I say. I've seen a few dealers and audiophiles try to set 
up cartridges by aligning them to the turntable platter 
rather than by putting on a record. This is a real no-no. 
Always use a flat record. A one-sixteenth-inch height dif-
ference and consequent shift in tangential angle really 
matter. 
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however, very sensitive to VTA adjustment. 
When VTA is correct, the MC-20 Super will 
provide exceptionally natural upper-octave 
imaging, and locate upper octave notes and 
harmonics clearly around the proper instru-

ment. Depth is good; not excellent, but still 
impressive. The soundstage is also unusually 
wide and high, which contributes to the 
realism of the impression you are sitting 
slightly forward in the hall. You can experi-
ment with high or low impedance loading, 
but you won't produce radical changes in 
soundstage presentation. 

In short, the Ortofon MC-20 Super has 
most of the sound characteristics of the best 

van den Hul MC-10: 8695 
I have not always been a fan of cartridges 
using the van den Hul stylus, finding that 
they often provide too much detail in the 
highs, which results in the over-detailed, 
analytic and "etched" sound, not to mention 

listener fatigue The van den Hul MC-10, 
however, has made me change my mind. It 
is one of the first cartridges where A.1 van 
den Hul has been able to match his stylus to 
a cartridge designed for it. The MC-10 is a 

handmade version of the Empire MC-1000 
—which van den Hul helped design—and 
it shows that Mr. van den Hul knows about 
more than just styli. The MC-10 is one of 
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CD players. At the same time, it often pro-
duces a sweeter, more open, and more 
musical result from many records than most 
CD players produce from the same perfor-
mance on CD. This is not the cartridge for 
those who want an apparent rolloff in their 
highs or a mid-hall sound. It is, however, an 
excellent product well worth considering, 
and is reasonably priced (as these things 

go). It will give outstanding performance in 
a properly balanced system. 

the most revealing cartridges I have ever 
listened to, but does not produce listening 
fatigue. Quite the contrary—it is the kind of 
cartridge you want to listen to for hours. 

However, to avoid treble overemphasis, it 
does require the same careful set-up and 
adjustment of VTA/SRA and azimuth as the 
Ortofon MC-20 Super. It is also a difficult 
cartridge to mount: if you screw it in too 
tight, you may strip its internal threads 
(though it only takes a few seconds to 
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widen the hole to accommodate standard 
stainless steel mounting bolts). 
Tonearm compatibility also presents a 

problem. The MC-10's compliance is very 
high for a moving-coil, especially in the 
lateral mode, but its mass is only about 7 

grams, which means it is best suited for low 
to medium-mass tonearms like the Souther, 
Alphason, Premier MMT, etc. Higher-mass 

tonearms will degrade the bass and lower 

midrange, as well as make the cartridge 
sound a bit bright. 

Tracking weight also requires careful ad-

justment, and must be done by ear. The 

MC-10 will track properly at unusually low 
downforces for a moving-coil: I found 1.3 

grams gave a solid ability to track 70um 
modulation, although others may prefer 2 
grams, which gives stable 80um tracking. 
The choice is between maximizing the ability 

to handle difficult passages, and apparent 
transient speed and life. Some experimenta-
tion is necessary, because of the interaction 
between downforce and VTA -/SFtA adjust-
ment. If the cartridge sounds hard or bright, 
1 suggest that you raise the tracking force 
and lower the VTA/SRA. 

As for measurements, the graph shows 
very fiat response up to 15kHz, very unusual 
in a moving-coil. The bass is also unusually 
deep and smooth, both in measurement 

and in sound. The MC-10 does preserve ex-
ceptional overall separation to about 13kHz, 
although it is a bit rough, with an irregularity 
in one channel beginning at 3kHz. This is 
just barely perceptible in passages with ex-
ceptional amounts of upper-octave infor-
mation. Channel balance was excellent, and 

the 0.5mV output will be compatible with 
any transistor or tube preamp with a moving. 
coil gain stage. 

lbrning to the sound, the van den Hul 
MC-10 proves to be. much more outstanding 
than any measurement can indicate. The 
deep bass is excellent, given proper atten-
tion to tonearm mass and damping, 
although the MC-10 does not have the 
power and conviction of a Koetsu Signature 
Red. With optimum set-up of VTA/SRA, the 
upper bass and lower midrange are excel-
lent, and the midrange is very detailed, 
dynamic, and open. The MC-10 has great 
musical impact in the midrange, although a 

little less natural warmth than the MC-20 
Super. The highs are transparent, and full of 
life and air. 

These highs do, however, demand both 
an excellent preamp, without grain or hard-
ness, and careful system matching. The van 
den Hul MC-10 is not suited to a careless 
choice of interconnects, as there are a 
number of tonearm cables and interlinks 
that can make its highs sound hard. I'd 

recommend the MIT, Monster Cable Inter-
link Reference, Straight Wire, or something 
comparably clean at the high-end. In 

general, the kind of cables that brighten the 
highs, or provide exceptional high-frequency 
detail, are not suitable. 
The MC-10 has excellent dynamic 

response, with a superbly defined, if moder-

ately forward, soundstage. Once again, 
however, this "forward" characteristic is 
very sensitive to VTA adjustment, high fre-

quency-detail being traded for a sound that 
appears to place the listener further back 
in the hall. Even then, the van den Hul 
MC-10 joins the Ortofon MC-20 Super in 
providing exceptionally natural upper-
octave imaging and the ability to locate 
upper-octave notes and harmonics clearly 
around the proper instrument. 
Depth is excellent, although not quite up 

to the very best Koetsus or Kisekis. The 

soundstage is wide and high, which again 
contributes to the impression you are sit-
ting slightly forward in the hall. The MC-10, 
however, provides exceptionally good center-
fill and imaging stability without impairing 
the ability to locate instruments outside of 

the speakers. This can engross you in the 
music with a record possessing exceptional 

soundstage information and overall musical 
detail. 

To sum up, the van den Hul MC-10 is an 
unusual high-end cartridge in the sense that 

it is designed for maximum information 
retrieval with very flat response; it is not in-
tended to produce a particular kind of euph-
onic sound. It is, without question, one of 

the best cartridges around. The MC-10 has 
many of the timbre and frequency response 

characteristics of a CD player but can do an 
even better job than the Ortofon MC-20 in 
producing a sweeter, more open, and more 
musical result from LPs than typical CD 
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players manage with their software counter-
parts. MC-10 owners who like CDs will find 
themselves drifting back to the bigger black 
discs with the grooves and tiny center holes. 
(These discs are called LPs, for those of you 
have just joined the audiophile fraternity.) 

A Mild Caution 
My suggestion you may wish to consider 
matching your cartridge to your CD player 
is not intended to make everyone rush out 

to buy a new cartridge—although dona-
tions of Kisekis and Koetsus by audiophiles 
who do so may be mailed to this reviewer, 
care of Stereophile. I also do not wish to 
spark a new CD versus phono debate. Bal-
ancing the sound character of your prin-
cipal signal source is just one of many 
tradeoffs you may wish to consider. 

However, I do find the MC-10 and MC-20 
Super to be exceptionally CD-compatible 
cartridges, as well as exceptionally good 

ones. But please, listen for yourself! 111 

PS AUDIO CD-1 CD PLAYER 
J. Gordon Holt 

PS Audio CD-1 CD Player 

No specifications provided. Dimensions: 19" W by 31/2" H by 12" D. Price: $790. MANU-
FACTURER: PS Audio, 4145 Santa Fe Rd., San Luis Obispo, CA 93401. Tel: (805) 543-6655. 

At last! A perfectionist CD player that doesn't 
use Philips' miserable little first-generation 
flip-top deck! The CD-1 is an extensively 
modified Philips 2041, which features a 
slide-out loading drawer with reasonably 
fast response times. PS Audio keeps the 
standard Philips 4x oversampling, digital 
filtering, and dual 14-bit D/A converter 
digital circuitry, but replaces the 2041's 
audio board with one of their own design, 
which uses discrete transistors running in 
class-A rather than the NE5532 (or equiva-
lent) op-amps standard in most CD players. 

The high-headroom audio circuitry is direct-
coupled throughout, with no capacitors at 
all in the signal path. 

Other modifications include 50,000uF of 
power-supply filtering, a separate, dedi-
cated power supply for the laser tracking 
and focusing circuits (to prevent current-

depletion modulation of the digital and 
audio circuitry), and something called "pas-
sive analog prefiltering." The latter, for which 

PS claims Patent Pending status, involves 
analog filtering of the signal immediately 

following the D/A converter but prior to 
the usual analog reconstruction filter. This 
reduces the magnitude of out-of-band gar-
bage spikes which, according to PS, can 
cause slewing-induced distortion in con-
ventional analog-filter circuitry! 
The instructions supplied with the CD-1 

were amateurish, consisting of two four-
page spreads, one written specifically for 
the PS deck, the other apparently just pulled 

I I think what actually happens is that the analog pre-
filtering is used prior to the op-amps that all CD players 
use; Paul McGowan of PS Audio traced out the standard 
Philips circuit and found that the steep wavefronts output 
from the A/O converter were overloading the standard 
op-amps. Even with better op-amps, he found that slew 
limiting would still occur. —LA 
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out of the Magnavox instruction sheet for 

the 2041. (It still had the staples in it!) I 
assume that the CD-1 has a proper instruc-
tion pamphlet by now; the untidiness of 
what I got could give high-end an undeserved 

reputation for shoddiness. 

The CD-1 loading-drawer operation is 
truly idiot-proof. If you forcibly prevent it 
from closing or opening, its motor drive will 

shut off after a few seconds. Pressing the 
Open/Close button again will move the 

drawer in the opposite direction from that 

originally selected. Thus, to open it again 

after it has shut down, you must press the 
Open/Shut button twice. 

Drawer-drive shutdown will also occur if 
the disc is too far off-center for the door to 
close. Actually, it is difficult to get this to 

happen, as the unit has a remarkable toler-
ance for sloppily positioned discs. Usually, 
they center automatically when the door 
closes. If they're just a little too far off the 
mark, the drawer will close but the disc 
won't load, and the red Error light will go 
on. Simply pushing the Open/Close button 
brings the disc out again for re-seating. I 
found it impossible to damage a disc by 
improper placement in the loading drawer. 

Ergonomically, the CD-1 leaves some-

thing to be desired. Each group of pushbut-
tons requires a different amount of force to 
actuate, and few of them are what I would 
call "feather touch" buttons. More disap-
pointing, however, was the absence of all 
those operational refinements I have come 
to take for granted on even the cheapest 
Japanese products, such as wireless remote 

control and a numeric keypad for program-
ming and calling out bands and indexes.2 

(There is, however, a receptacle at the rear of 
the CD-1 marked Remote.) 

When you load a disc into the CD-1, the 

2 Of course, the truly hair•shirted Audiophile is not in. 
terested in such amenities, and feels cheated if he doesn't 
have to do everything the hardest way possible. For exam. 
pie, we should all be pleased that it is now considered 
mandatory to clean each CD before playing to get rid of 
stray digital bits which have flaked off the reflective sur-
face during storage. and that it is also necessary to place 
a stabilizer disc on top of the CD. A stabilizer disc is made 
of a soft or hard material (depending on whose opinion 
you ask), and is intended to damp spurious vibrations 
caused by rapid rotation of the disc, or airborne vibrations 
from the loudspeakers, or shock waves set up in the player 
chassis in reaction to sudden movements of the laser car. 
nage. Thc PS-I will accommodate a stabilizer disc, by the 
way; some players jam up if you try to use one. 

LED display shows the number of tracks on 
the disc. This display can be toggled be-
tween the Track indication and a readout of 
the total Time on the disc by pressing the 
Track/Time button. When disc play is in-
itiated by the Start/Replay button, the Track/ 

Time button can then be used to toggle the 
display between current Track-and-Index 
numbers and elapsed Time into the current 
track. (If the disc is not indexed, Index 1 

shows for the duration of each track.) 
You can dial up any track by number, or 

by number and index, but you can't call it 
out by minutes and seconds into a track ex-
cept by fast search (via the Search button). 
The Search buttons allow high-speed shut-
tling within the track being played, and 
there are three search speeds, each faster 
than the previous one. The longer you hold 
the button in, the faster it searches. The first 
two speeds provide audible cueing (at full 
volume); the third (fastest) is silent, pro-
viding only a time or Track/Index indica-
tion (selectable) of where you are on the 
disc. Since there is no numeric keypad, 
Track or Index numbers must be called out 
by leaning on the Advance or Search keys. 
Track access is reasonably rapid—typically 
a little less than a second per track—and is 
actually quite adequate for cueing music 
discs, few of which have more than 20 bands 
on them. But test records with 80 or more 
bands can try one's patience beyond endur-
ance! Calling out track 64 on the HFN/RR 
Test CD—produced by our very own JA3— 
takes 61s, which seems like a small eternity 
when one has the need to access a number 
of high-numbered tracks in succession for 
testing purposes. (Interestingly, if you punch 
the Next or Previous button while the unit 
is playing, nothing happens until you release 
the Track Select button, at which time it goes 
to, and starts playing, the desired track.) 
You can program up to 20 selections from 

a disc side, in any desired sequence, but if 
you think calling up track 50 is a pain, try 
programming the unit to play tracks 48, 3, 
62, and 8! (This is less of a problem if all the 

3 This disc—which 1 think is unique—contains 13 
naturally-recorded music tracks with a discussion of the 
miking technique used for each, as well as a full selection 
of technical test tracks. Details from the HEN/RR Ac-
cessories Club, PO But 200, Bedford MK40 1YH, England. 
Tel (direct dial) 01144 234 741132. —JA 
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tracks you want are similar in number, as 
each selected number stays on display after 

you punch Program, allowing you to incre-
ment up or down from the previous selec-
tion.) After programming is complete, 
depressing the Program button displays the 
stored track numbers sequentially, in the 
order selected. During programmed play, 
you can skip a programmed track by press-
ing Next, after which the unit played the 
next programmed selection. Or you can go 
back to the start of the current track by 
pressing Previous. Pressing Repeat at any 
time during the program causes the whole 
series of selections to repeat after the last 
selection is over. 

The PS CD-1 is very resistant to jarring. I 
had to pound the thing quite hard with my 
fist, in any direction, to get it to mute. This 

player could probably go through a small 
earthquake without glitching. But ah, yes, 
how does it sound in between mutes? 

Well, it probably sounds about as little like 
a typical CD player as any I've heard. While 
most players are more or less forward in 
sound (almost hard, in the case of most 

Japanese units), the CD-1 is, if anything, a tri-
fle laidback through the upper middle 

range, in much the same way as many of the 
best solid-state preamplifiers. In this area it 
reminds me quite a bit of the Meridian Pro. 
At the low end, though, it is not remotely 
like the Pro. The British player sounded 

slightly warm and rich through the low 

end; the CD-1's bass is very deep, taut, and 
punchy—equal to the best low end I've 
heard from any CD players (the latest Sony 
models). 
Depth and soundstaging are exceptional! 

Whether because of the somewhat laidback 
middles or something else, the PS-1 pro-
duces greater depth and a wider stage than 
any CD player I've tried, including the pre-
vious champion in this area: the Meridian 
Pro. Is it more accurate? Who knows? But it 
sure sounds more impressive—who am Ito 
argue with that? 

There's only one fly in the ointment, and 
it's a very small gnat. The upper mids and 
high-end have a somewhat dry quality, 

which seems to strip the upper registers of 
some delicacy and sweetness that some 
other players (the Meridian Pro and the 
California Audio Labs Tempest) produce 
from the same discs. This is not, mind you, 

anything that could be described as a 
roughness or graininess; it's much too fine-
grained for that. I'm not even all that confi-
dent that the PS-1 high-end isn't, in fact, 
correct and that the "sweeter" highs from 
other players are "euphonic."3 This kind of 

determination is more difficult to make 
than you might imagine, for reasons that I 
discussed at some length in a recent 
editorial (Vol.8 No.2), but we will be under-

taking a project in the near future that 
should shed some new light on the real 
sound of CD. 
Meanwhile—that slight dryness notwith-

standing—the PS has to be counted among 
the best-sounding of any of the current 
crop of CD players. I have a feeling, how-
ever, that it will prove more satisfying in the 
long run with a system that tends to be a little 
soft at the top than with one a little on the 
toppish side. 

3 But see my review of the CAL 'tempest player rlscwhrrr 
in this issue. 

CALIFORNIA AUDIO LABS TEMPEST 
CD PLAYER 

John Atkinson 

Technical specifications. 4x oversampling CD player (Philips transport, control logic and 
digital circuitry). Frequency response: +0, -0.5dB. 5Hz-20kHz. S/N ratio: 105dB. Output 
level: 2V RMS. Dimensions: 19" W x 5.5" H x 12" D. Weight: 17.6 lbs. Price: $1895. 
MANUFACTURER: California Audio Labs, 21962 Annette Avenue, El Toro, California 92630. 
Tel: (714) 532 3431. 
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"A tbing divine—for notbing natural lever 
saw so noble." 

"1 do smell all borse-piss, at which my nose 
is in great indignation." 
Willie the Shake appears to have a quote for 
every occasion: the two above—appro-

priately from The Tempest—neatly illustrate 
the diversity of opinion regarding Compact 
Disc. Either audiophiles greet the new 
medium, with its supernatural lack of back-

ground noise, with outstretched arms of joy, 
or they wrinkle up their noses at what they 

hear as a lack of fidelity to the true beauty of 
music. There is a third path, however: like 
me, they are attracted by much of what CD 
has to offer but find that, all too often, they 

have to make more of an effort to get into 
the music than with the century-old tech-
nology of the LP They also have the peren-

nial problem of forever having to cast para-
noid glances over their shoulders in case a 
"real" audiophile should see them toying 
with their little silver bijoux. 

But now, at least, it should be possible to 
enjoy CD without guilt: the Summer CES 
saw the launch of a compact disc player that 
such undecided audiophiles can own. Will 
the inherent tonal brightness—if it exists— 
of the CD medium be tamed by the inherent 

warmth—if it exists—of thermionic cir-
cuitry? Can the audiophile bask in the 

reassurance that the player has been con-
ceived by a designer aware of the subjective 

CAL Tempest CD Player 
subtleties accompanying high-end elec-
tronic technology, and not by a faceless 
committee of corporate test-bench engi-
neers? The California Audio Labs Tempest 

CD player should supply the answers to 
both questions, but, most of all, its owner 
can enjoy the pleasure of owning a piece of 
hi-fi guaranteed to turn heads—"You mean 
it uses tubes?" 

Scene: A (previously) 
uninhabited island . . . 
As with other "audiophile" players, Cali-
fornia Audio Labs have based their machine 
on a Philips chassis, in this case the Mag-
navox 2041 also used by PS Audio for their 
player (reviewed in this issue by JGH). The 
Meridian Pro-MCD player (my last refer-
ence) used the same digital electronics as the 
2041 player, but was based on an earlier 
Philips transport and chassis. The 2041 
transport uses a faster drive, to reduce track-
access times, and is based on a precision 
plastic chassis. This chassis is said, surpris-
ingly, to be closer- toleranced, as well as 
more stable, than the diecast metal chassis 

used by Philips' previous two generations of 
machines. I'm not convinced, though. I like 
the reassuring clink of metal—does anyone 
else feel that SLR cameras went rapidly 
downhill when Nikon substituted plastic 
bodies for brass? 
I had better make it clear right from the 
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start that I have great respect for the Philips 
approach to D/A conversion, as you can see 
from my feature on the subject (p.47). There 
is an elegance to the strategy adopted by the 
Dutch company's engineers which you can't 
help admiring, even if you feel that practical 
implementation of the theory is not always 
what it should be. By contrast, until the cur-
rent generation of players from Technics 
and Sony, typified by the CDP-55 reviewed 
by JGH in this issue, appeared, the Japa-
nese—apart from Yamaha—seemed to have 
misunderstood the whole process. To be 
sure, the typical Japanese players produced 
respectable specifications, but the approach— 
one relatively inexpensive 16-bit DAC, 
which measurements revealed to achieve 
somewhere between 13- and 15-bit resolu-
tion, shared between both channels, coupled 
with a vicious brickwall analog reconstruc-
tion filter which in no way acted in an ideal 
manner—could best be described as a 
"kludge". (For those intimidated by elec-
tronics, a "kludge" is something which 
works, perhaps, after a fashion, in a quick 
and dirty manner, but which nobody admits 
to having any pride in conceiving.) 

The familiar Philips CD drawer and Time/ 
Track display can be discerned hiding in the 
Tempest's fascia, with acrylic pushbuttons 
added, but the changes are more than cos-
metic. A new, deeper case, with a standard 
19 " front panel finished in black or alumi-
num, houses the Philips transport and 

digital board, as well as a second, more 
gutsy, power transformer, to supply HT and 
heater current to the tubes. A new board, 
containing the tube analog stages, rides pig-
gyback over the digital board. The parts are 
all highest audiophile grade: the tubes are 
RAM 6DJ8 twin-triodes; output sockets are 
Tiffanys; signal-coupling capacitors are the 
well-respected SidereallCaps; signal wiring 
is LC-OFC; and the whole construction has 
the quality feel mandatory for something 
costing as much as a high-end LP front-end. 

Regarding the circuitry, it's all pretty 
much as Philips intended up to the DAC out-
puts: the signal from the laser pickup is 
error-corrected and split into the two chan-
nels; the resulting streams of data pass 
through the Philips SAA7030 digital filter 
chip, from which they emerge at 28-bits per 

sample at a 176kHz rate; these are truncated 
to 14-bit words by Philips' "noise-shaping" 
circuit, then fed to the twin TDA1540 DACs. 
(Although nominally 14-bit devices, the fact 
that these operate at four times the normal 
rate means that they give 16-bit resolu-
tion—more on this apparent conjuring trick 
in a future issue.) 
The DACs produce a current output which 

has to be converted to a more conventional 
voltage form. Normally, solid-state op-amp 
circuitry performs this task, but in the 
Tempest, the current-to-voltage conversion 
is performed by triodes running in class-A! 
Conventional Philips-based players follow 
this stage with a gentle Bessel -type low-pass 
filter to reject the ultrasonic spuriae around 
88kHz and 176kHz, and a switchable feed-
back-type HF shelf filter to perform de-
emphasis where necessary; this circuitry is 
almost ubiquitously based on solid-state op-
amps. The Tempest, again, uses class-A 
triodes exclusively, with "zero negative 
feedback" —presumably CAL mean by this 
that there is no overall loop feedback, just 
local cathode degeneration—and what CAL 
term "active distortion correction," for 
which they have applied for a patent. No 
details, by request. Both final low-pass filter-
ing and de-emphasis shelving are performed 
with passive networks, which have the 

benefit of being overload-proof: some 
designers, such as PS's Paul McGowan, feel 
that conventional active filters can be driven 
into slew limiting by the ultrasonic spuriae. 
Again here, the use by Philips of an elegant 
digital filter for primary reconstruction of 
the signal means that a benign passive filter 
is practicable. 

Lifting the lid reveals a couple of op-
amps; these, howeveroare used for "house-
keeping" of the tube operating points and 
are not in the signal path. The automatic 
switching of the de-emphasis network is 

also claimed not to be in the signal path. 
The Tempest is not supplied with a re-

mote control, but owners can use the Mag-

navox 2041's control. Elsewhere in this 
issue, JGH describes his dissatisfaction with 
the ergonomics of the Philips transport used 
in the PS Audio CD1. Well, I suppose it all 

depends on what you want from a CD 
player. Certainly something like the Sony 
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CDP-55 allows you to program tracks in any 

order, with astonishingly quick access. 
Other machines allow you to place "markers" 
and repeat bleeding chunks of music ad 

nauseam. But so what? I think music de-
serves a little more respect.' Having lived 

with various Linn Sondeks for nearly nine 
years, I am used to functional simplicity. The 
transport in the Tempest gives me all I need: 
location by track or index; display of track 
time; enough programming facilities to 
make life convenient; and not enough to get 
in the way of enjoying the music. 

And music is what it is all about; how 
does the Tempest fare? 

Scene: A tempestuous noise of 
thunder ... 
The problem with assessing CD players is 
that, to a large extent, you are stuck with the 

unknown sonic quality of the software. If 
you get a bad sound with a CD player, how 
do you know that what you have is not a 
mediocre player, but something ruthlessly 
transparent and revealing of all the sonic 
nasties recording engineers have kindly in-

cluded in the mix? If the sound is warm and 
natural, the player may be showing how 
good a job responsible engineers, mindful 
of the delicacy of live sound, have done; on 

the other hand, it may, as JGH has proposed, 
be less faithful to what is encoded in the 
pits, er, bumps. Either the CD is too dry and 

the player adds euphonic warmth; or the 
CD is faithful to the digital master tape and 
the player is accurate. 

Unless the reviewer has access to the 
master tape, he is in a double-bind; what can 
he do? 
Well—long drawn-out breath—he can 

trust to his feeling that if the sound is con-
sistently good, with many discs, of all musi-
cal kinds, from a number of companies, 

statistical truth will ensure that his conclu-
sion that the player must be good is prob-
ably correct. 
Or he can indulge in a little conjecture. 
For example, a couple of years back, I 

recorded a young Polish pianist, Anna-Maria 
Stanczyk, playing Chopin, with both a 

I But what about musicians who need to study/learn new 
pieces of music? Such programming can be invaluable. — 
Copy Editor. 

Revox A77 and a Sony PCM-Fl. The micro-

phone was the Calrec Soundfield, used as a 
crossed pair of synthesized figure-eights, 
and although the hall had a sympathetic 
acoustic, it took quite some time to establish 

the optimum balance between the direct 
sound of the Steinway and the reverberant 

background. Comparing the off-tape sound 
with the direct feed at the time revealed that, 
hiss and modulation noise aside, the analog 

tape closely approached that balance. The 
Fl tape was more transparent, and more true 
to the bass weight of the piano sound, but 

interfered a little with that balance I had 
worked to achieve. 
Both those tapes are still in the UK, but 

one track, the Waltz in C-sharp minor, 

Op.64 No.2, mastered from the digital tape, 
appears on the Hi-Fi News Test CD. With 

every player I have tried, that delicate bal-
ance between direct and reverberant sound 
has been further affected in the direction of 
dryness, only the Meridian Pro-MCD and 

the Sony '520 getting close to the digital 
tape. 

Until now. 
The sound of the CAL Tempest playing 

that track gets closer than any CD player I 
have heard in remaining true to what I had 
originally intended! 

I am running ahead of myself, however. 
CAL states that Tempest needs around 20 
hours' warm-up before use. They also 
recommend swapping the polarity of the 

line plug, keeping it on the setting that 

sounds best. The first, no problem; the se-
cond I couldn't decide. I sat the Tempest on 
a Mission Isoplat, for environmental isola-
tion, and, as my SP-10 was away in Min-
nesota having WZJ's magic wand waved 
over it to enable it to run on 110V, the Temp-
est was used straight into the power ampli-
fier, or via a British Fidelity MVT Mk.II 

preamplifier—one of the few UK solid-state 
designs that can hold its head up in the Col-
onies. The power amplifier was either a 
Robertson 4010 or a Krell KSA-50 Mk.II, 
driving Celestion SL600 and Martin-Logan 
CLS loudspeakers. Cables were all Monster: 
Interlink Reference A and Powerline 2. 
The most immediate impression was of a 

slightly bright—but not hard—tonal bal-

ance, coupled with excellent staging and a 
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tight, if a little dry, low register. Violin tone 
was about as natural as I have heard from 
CD, and discs that had hitherto been a little 
strident —Sting's Dream of Blue 7Urtles, for 
example—mellowed out a little in character, 
despite the Tempest's slightly thin tonal 
balance. CDs that were already excellent, 
such as the London Rachmaninov Piano 
Concertos 2 and 4 from Ashkenazy and 
Haitink, opened up even more. (This disc is 
one of the few concerto recordings in which 
the producer has seen fit to leave the bal-
ance between piano and orchestra as the 
composer intended it, the solo instrument 
image naturally small, the orchestra sur-
rounding it rather than peeking over its 
shoulders—buy it.) 
The delicacy of imagery, with a believable 

depth, was the consistently most impressive 
aspect of the Tempest. The Nigel Kennedy 
Elgar Violin Concerto recording on EMI 
(another CD to buy) was revealed as being 
recorded so that there is actually space 
around the instrument—which remains 

small and natural sized—no matter what 
else happens within the soundstage. The 
passage where Elgar sets the solo violin 
cadenza against thrumming strings was 
magical. There was actually ambience and 
space, all the kinds of things audio critics ex-
pect as their right. (Contrast the dreadful 
sound of the Anne-Sophie Mutter Brahms 
concerto on DG, the artificialities of which 
were even more clearly laid bare by the 
Tempest.) 
The Tempest gets closer to the spirit of 

the music. Consider the Michael Murray 

Telarc CD with Bach's Fugue in D. History 
tells us that this is very juvenile Bach, its 
main subject a little up-and-down scale and 
its answer a descending half-speed scale! 
The CLS/Krell/Tempest combination, how-
ever, let me forget musicology and get into 
the music from CD, no less. 

It's not all roses. The output impedance 
appears to be a high 5k-ohms, which could 
give rise to a prematurely rolled-off bass 
with preamps having an input impedance 
much below 22k. With my minimalist Hi- Fi 
News DIY AMP-01, which features an un-
usually low 6k, the combination of this with 
the Tempest's high output impedance and 
choice of coupling capacitor leads to a -3dB 

point at 40Hz. Take care that your preamp 
will be compatible in this respect; those 
who like to use a passive preamp should be 
warned that unless interconnects are kept 
very short, there may be some HF loss. 

One apocryphal problem with tube gear 
is noise. Although I don't have access at the 
moment to measuring gear sensitive enough 
to assess a CD player's noise floor, that of the 
Tempest was way below what I could hear 
with the preamp gain up, and way below 
breakthrough from other inputs. I don't 
think that there is any problem here. The 
other problem concerns tube life. I used the 
Tempest for seven weeks in all, leaving it on 
nearly all the time. Again no problem. 

I checked that the Tempest's slightly 
bright sound, similar to a typical moving-
coil, was not due to a frequency response 
anomaly: the measured response was flat to 
around 13kHz, above which there were the 
usual minor ripples, rising to + 0.4dB at 
20kHz. I can't see that this will lead to a sub-
jective brightness. AHC has suggested that 
this tonal character is typical of 6DJ8s near-
ing the end of their useful lives and adding 
increasing amounts of second harmonic 
distortion; he will be discussing the re-
sults of his findings in a future issue of 
Stereopbile. 

Epilogue 
Although I would happily live with the CAL 
Tempest, this was nevertheless a hard con-
clusion to write. Given its excellent perfor-
mance, it is still on the pricey side. Not for a 
front-end component, I hasten to add, the 
price is about par for a high-end LP player, 

but high for one that uses digital technology 
that will most likely be superseded within a 
relatively short time. The 16-bit-with-over-
sampling Philips machines are now appear-
ing, for example, from Mission, Tandberg, 
and Meridian, as well as Magnavox and 
Marantz, and preliminary reports of their 
sound are good. 

Is it worth spending a lot of money on 
any CD player, given what many feel to be 
the medium's general sonic underachieve-
ment? Shouldn't you just buy the cheapest 
respectable player, spend the money saved 

on discs, and wait to buy the ultimate ma-
chine—the one that will get the most from 
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those discs—in two, three, four, or five 
years' time? 

To be honest, the last strategy, sensible 
enough on the face of it, means that you will 
probably never get a machine which lets 

you enjoy your collection of discs. Cheap 
CD-player sound just doesn't get you in-
volved enough to want to play the discs 
much, and if you don't play them, you won't 
make CD a large part of your musical life. 

If your system has high-end pretensions, 
then, grab the discs that give you musical 

enjoyment, march down to your CAL dealer, 
and audition the Tempest. I like what it 

does; if you do too, buy it and forget it. 

What else would you spend $1895 on? 
Enjoy the glow of the tubes, but more im-
portantly, enjoy the music. 
However .. . 
It may or may not become your main 

source of reproduced music. To paraphrase 
Prospero, "But this rough magic I here 

abjure: and, when I have required some 

heavenly music. . .", I'll put on an LP! $ 

SONY CDP-55 CD PLAYER 
J. Gordon Holt 

Sony CD P-55 CD Player 

Compact Disc player with wireless remote control. Dimensions: 17" W by 31/4 " H by 11 1,4" 
D. Weight: 9 lbs, 4 oz. Price: $400. MANUFACTURER: Sony Corp. of America. 1 Sony Drive, 
Park Ridge, NJ 07656. Tel: (201) 930 1000. 

It's been so long since we (or, for that mat-
ter, anyone else) has listed the typical CD 
player's remarkable specifications— which 
we all take for granted these days—that I 
thought it appropriate to do so for the 
CDP- 55. Here goes: 
Laser output: 0.4mW (at 1.6mm from the 
read lens). Disc speed: 200-50Orpm. Scan 
(seek) velocity: 1.2-1.4ms. Error correction. 
Sony "Super Strategy" Cross Interleaved 
Reed-Solomon Code. DIA conversion: 
16-bit linear (equal steps). Frequency re-
sponse: ± 0.3dB, 2Hz-20kHz. Signal/noise 
ratio: 94dB. Dynamic range: 96dB. Har-
monic distortion: 0.003% at lkHz, OdB 
(max) output level. Channel separation: 

93dB. Wow and flutter: Unmeasurable. 
Power consumption: 13W. 
Of course, such very impressive specs 

won't tell the whole story, for any CD player. 
And they certainly don't help to explain 
why, three years and four generations after 
the first players appeared, different makes 
and models still sound different., 

I It should say something about specifications in general, 
and CD's specs specifically, that the numbers listed in this 
report are virtually identical to those listed for the original 
CDP-101. In fact, none of the improvements in CD sound 
are reflected in standard measurements, though Martin 
Colloms has found some measurements—not the ones 
provided by manufacturers or generally referred to in 
reviews—that do correlate to sonic quality. They are 
distortion at low recorded levels (-70dB, -80dB); effective 
resolution, revealed by compression of the signal at low 

—10 
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Sony made the first CD player available in 
the US—the CDP-101—and although I was 
immensely impressed with many of the 
things it did right, it took me longer to 
realize how many things it wasn't doing 
right, and to realize (eventually) that it may 
ultimately prove to have been the worst-
sounding CD player ever manufactured. 
(Although that remains to be seen; with 
player prices falling like snowflakes in 
February, can quality be far behind?) But 

Sony has never been a company to let grass 
grow between its weeds, and as new tech-
nologies were developed to cope with this 
fledgling medium's new problems, Sony's 

players have continued to improve (as has 
the state-of-the-art competition, of course). 
Sony has still not seen fit to go with 4x 
oversampling (as used by Philips), or all-
tube or direct-coupled audio electronics, 
but just about every other development 
which improves (or conceivably could im-
prove the sound) bas been incorporated into 
the latest crop of Sony's CD machines. 
The CDP-55, for instance, has true 16-bit 

DACs, intra-channel phase correction, 2x 

oversampling, steep digital filtering and 
gentle analog filtering, fiber-optic "wiring" 
for digital interconnections, separate 
regulated power supplies for the analog, 
digital, and servo sections, a minimum 
number of high-quality capacitors in the 
audio path, a highly inert shock-absorbing 
laser carriage and frame assembly, and 
linear traverse drive (straight-line "voice-
coils" rather than a pivoted servo-driven 
lens carriage) for fast access to selected 
bands. 

Discs are loaded via a motor-driven front 
drawer, and the player provides all the 
readouts any CD user could possibly want: 

number of tracks on disc; number of track 
being played; index number (if any) of track 
being played; elapsed time of track being 
played; total remaining time on the disc; 
numbers, order, and total playing time of 
programmed selections; and whether the 

levels ic., a tone recorded at -90dB actually plays back at 
.84dB (the prototypes of the recently introduced Philips 
16-bit 4x oversampling player, for instance, had effectively 
10-bit resolution!): and presence or absence of ultrasonic 
spuriae. 1 suspect that as time goes on there will be 
developed real tort= tests for digital systems that reveal 
the differences everyone (except Len and Julian) are 
hearing. —LA 

unit is in Repeat Play or Shuffle Play mode. 
Shuffle play, a Sony innovation, allows 

you to play every selection on a disc side in 
random (rather than originally recorded) 
order. Each selection is played only once 

(unless you tell it to repeat one or skip one), 
and a 3s pause is inserted between each 
selection. You can also select the 3s pauses 
for normal playback of any disc. 
Response and access times on the '55 are 

extremely fast. Drawer opening starts the 
instant you press the appropriate button, 
and takes a mere is for completion; access 
to track 99 from a standing Track-0 start 
takes 4s! The player is not extraordinarily 
resistant to jarring, particularly front- to-
back, but it ignores any shocks of the kind 
and magnitude it might receive in normal 
use, as from nearby dancers on a bouncy 
floor. It has performed flawlessly and 
without a glitch throughout the entire one-
month test period, showing none of the lit-
tle quirks and lockups I encountered in 
some earlier CD players from several dif-
ferent manufacturers. 
The remote control is one of the most 

potent I have ever used. I could not deter-
mine its operating range when pointed 
straight at the player; at 25 feet, I was out of 
the room and unable to get a line of sight on 
the player. 

Sonically, I found little to criticize. The 
CDP-55 has the same tremendous impact 
and solidity at the low end that I observed 
from Sony's' 520ES, but a rather sweeter 
high-end, and better depth, detail, and 
soundstaging capability. Its sound is very 
similar to that of the Kyocera DA-910 that I 
liked so much (and used for several months 
as a reference), which is to say it is 
somewhat more forward through the mid-
dle and upper middle range than the Meri-
dian Pro, not quite as soft at the extreme 
high-end, and much more taut, detailed, 
and punchy through the low end. (I had 
not, at the time of this writing, heard the PS 
Audio CD-1, and didn't have a chance to 
hear the tube California Audio Labs player 
on the Sound Labs A-3s used to audition 
the CDP-55.) 
I would have given this Sony player a 

strong recommendation had it cost $900. 
At $400, it is one of the best buys! $ 
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WHERE 10 BUY STEREOPHILE 
Dealers interested in selling Stereophi/e should telephone Gail Anderson at 505 982-2366. 

ALABAMA 

Auburn 
Accurate Audio 
110 East Samford Ave 

Huntsville 
Campbell Stereo 
1216 N. Memorial Parkway 

Mobile 
Audible Difference Audio 
556 Holcombe Ave 

ALASKA 
Anchorage 
Pyramid Audio 
2420 Seward Hiway 

ARIZONA 
Mesa 
Hi -Fi Sales 
810 West Main Street 

Phoenix 
Two Jeffreys Audio 
527 W. Butler Drive 

Scottsdale 
Esoteric Audio 
8672 E. Edgemont SE 

lbcson 
Wilson Audio Ltd. 
2440 E. Broadway 

CALIFORNIA 
Berkeley 
DB Audio 
25'8 Shattuck 

Campbell 
Sound Goods 
2627 S. Bascom Ave 

Carmichael 
Deetes Sound Room 
5825 Manzanita Ave #4 

Claremont 
Audio Basics 
976 W. Foothill #139 

Encino 
Sound Factor West 
1'265 Ventura Blvd 

Fair Oaks 
Pinkerton Audio 
6,16 Madison Ave 

Fairfield 
C&M Stereo Unlimited 
2020 North Texas 

Foster City 
Digital Sonics Inc. 
999F Edgewater Blvd 

Gardena 
Reference Audio System's 
18214 Dalton Ave 

Goleta 
House of Audio 
5'33 Hollister Ave 

Grass Valley 
Alta Buena Stereo 
214 East Main Street 

Huntington Beach 
Havens and Hardesty 
15102.A Bolsa Chica 

I a Habra 
Audio 

.11i" W Imperial Highway 

Lancaster 
California Soundworks 
737 W. Lancaster Blvd. 

Menlo Park 
Classical W2X 
82" El Camino 

Mission Viejo 
Videolaser 
28451 Marguerite Parkway 

Newport Beach 
Newport Audio 
1000 Bristol St. North 

Oakland 
Pro Audio 
383 40th Street 

Orange 
Absolute Audio 
1232 N. Thstin 

Palo Alto 
Western Audio Imports 
4191 El Camino Real 

Pasadena 
GNP Showcase 
1244 E. Colorado Blvd. 

Riverside 
SpeakerCraft 
3615 Presley Avenue 

San Clemente 
Audio Exposure 
629 Camino de los 
Mares #305 

San Diego 
Stereo Design 
9353 Clairemont Mesa Blvd 
Stereo Unlimited 
3191 Sports Arena Blvd 

San Francisco 
Laser World 
533 Second Street 
Sounds Alive 
731 Florida Street 

SanJose 
Books Inc. 
420 Town & Country Village 
Presto Audio 
3125 Williamsburg Drive 

San Louis Obispo 
Audio Ecstasy 
1130 Garden St, Suite A 

San Mateo 
Audio Venture 
306 Fifth Avenue 
Mateo Hi-Fidelity Inc. 
2199 S. El Camino Real 

Santa Barbara 
Audio Vision 
3951 State Street 

Santa Cruz 
Stereo Solution 
518 Front Street 

Santa Monica 
Audio by John Dudley 
1431 Ocean Ave, #400 

Jonas Miller Sound 
2336 Santa Monica Blvd. 
Shelley's Stereo 
2212 Wilshire Blvd. 

Santa Rosa 
Sawyer's News Inc. 
733 Fourth Street 

Scotts Valley 
Roberts Audio 
221 -A Mount Hermon Rd 

Stockton 
Private Line 
Home Entertainment 
88 West Castle Street 

Westminster 
Audio Today 
14306 Beach Blvd 

Woodland Hills 
Shelley's Stereo 
22512 Ventura Blvd 
Sound Center 
20044 Ventura Blvd 

COLORADO 
Boulder 
Listen Up 
2034 E. Arapahoe 

Colorado Springs 
The Sound Shop 
528 S. Tejon 

Denver 
Sound Hounds 
1575 S. Pearl 

CONNECTICUT 
Greenwich 
Aud•Vid Inc. 
'9 East Putnam Ave 

Manchester 
Sound Advice 
226 Spencer St 

New Haven 
Take Five 
105 Whitney Ave 

New London 
Roberts 
90 Bank St. 
Stereo Lab 
140 Bank St 

Norwichtown 
Sound Advice 
42 Town Street 

Jacksonville 
House of Stereo 
9911 Old Baymeadows Road 

Melbourne 
Sound Gallery 
912-B E. New Haven 

Miami 
Audio by Caruso 
13831 South Dixie Hwy. 
Audio Plus 
12241 South Dixie Hwy. 
Joe's News Inc. 
1549 Sunset Dr. 
Sound Components 
1536 South Dixie Hwy. 

Naples 
House of High Fidelity 
599 5th Ave South 

Ilunpa 
Audio Visions 
14733 N. Dale Maybry 

GEORGIA 
Martinez 
The Stereo Shop 
Columbia Square 
Shopping Center 

Smyrna 
Stereo Shop 
2774 Hargrove Road 

HAWAII 
Honolulu 
Stereo Station 
738 Kaheka 

IDAHO 

Moscow 
Audio Vision 
507 S. Main 

ILLINOIS 
Belleville 
Audio Musicale 
36 Country Club Plaza 

Champaign 
August Systems 
901 N. Prospect Ave 
Glenn Poor's Audio Visual 
1912 B Round Barn Road 

Chicago 
Audio Video Option 
141 W. Jackson Blvd 
Chicago Speakerworks 

Emma- OF COLUMBIA 5700 N. Western Ave. 
The Golden Ear 

Serenade Records 10630 S. Western Ave 
1800 M Street NW Superior Audio Systems 

"16 North Wells Street 

Chicago Heights 
Audio Enterprises 
202 Halsted 

Downers Grove 
Rosine Audio Inc 
4240 Elm Street 

Evanston 
Chicago Main Newsstand 
860 Chicago Ave 

FLORIDA 

Fort Walton Beach 
Stereo Images 
II Eglin Parkway SE #6 

Gainesville 
Tech Electronics 
319 NW 13th Street 

Hollywood 
Audio Encounters 
523 South 21st Ave 
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Highland Park 
Ravinia Classical Music 
493 Roger Williams Ave 

Naperville 
Quintessence Audio Ltd. 
20 Vitst Jefferson St. 

Rockford 
Absolute Audio 
1800 E. Riverside 

Skokie 
SouncLstage Audio 
4525 Oakton 

Watseka 
Hear Here Ltd. 
109 N. Fourth 

INDIANA 

Bloomington 
American Audio-Video 
1141 College Mall Road 

Carmel 
Sound Pro 
2146 East I 16th Street 

Indianapolis 
Audio Workshop 
6328 N. College Ave 
Ye Olde Hi Fi Shoppe 
824 E. 64th Street 

IOWA 

Davenport 
Audio Odyssey 
1718 East Kimberly Road 

Fairfield 
Golden Ears Audio-Video 
304 N. Main 

Iowa City 
Hawkeye Audio 
311 E. Washington 

KANSAS 
lbpeka 
Senses Electronics 
835 Fairlawn Rd. 

KENTUCKY 
Louisville 
Sound Gallery 
614 E. Broadway 

LOUISIANA 

Baton Rouge 
Art Colleys Audio Specialties 
711 Jefferson Highway 

New Orleans 
Wilson Audio 
8001 Maple St. 

MAINE 
Scarborough 
New England Music 
.12-i Paine Rd 

MARYLAND 
Baltimore 
Soundscope 
406 W. Cold Spring Lane 

Laurel 
C.K. Audio 
11605 Basswood Drive 

MASSACHUSETTS 
Arlington 
Audio Vision 
1060 Mass. Ave 

Boston 
Audio Studio 
303 Newbury 

Encore Audio 
225 Newbury Street 
The Listening Studio 
23 Stillings St 

Brookline 
Audio Studio 
414 Harvard Street 

Cambridge 
Q Audio 
95 Vassar Street 

Framingham 
Natural Sound 
401 Worcester Road 

Northampton 
Custom Audio 
183 Main St 
Sound & Music 
351 Pleasant St 

Pottsfield 
HBS Stereo Systems 
237 First St 

MICHIGAN 
Dewitt 
Jemstone 
603 Dartmouth Box 240 

Grand Rapids 
Spectrum Electronics 
2019 Eastern Ave SE 

Lansing 
Great Lakes Audio 
502 N. Harrison 

Muskegon 
Stereo Showcase 
3100 Hensy 

Royal Oak 
Audio Dimensions 
4128 North Woodward Ave. 

Saginaw 
The Listening Room 
1305 Court Street 

Swartz Creek 
Audio House 
4304 Brayan Drive 

Wyoming 
R.K. Engineering 
602 68th Street 

MINNESOTA 
Minneapolis 
Audio Perfection 
7401 Lyndale Ave. South 
HiFi Sound Electronics 
1226 Harmon Place 
Shinder's Read More 
628 Hennepin Ave 

St. Paul 
In Concert 
165 Western Ave North 

MISSOURI 

Kansas City 
Golden Stereo 
3 West 63rd Street 
Sound Advice 
8215 Grand Ave 

St. Louis 
Best Sound Inc 
1131 S. Brentwood Blvd 

NEBRASKA 
Lincoln 
Sound Dimensions 
1842 Street 

NEVADA 

Las Vegas 
R. P Miller Audio 
953 East Sahara 1327 

NEW HAMPSHIRE 
Hanover 
Hanover Audio Inc. 
5 S. Main St. 

Nashua 
Re-Sound Inc. 
402 Amherst St, Suite 310 

Northfield 
Sound Inc 
900 Tilton Rd. 

Portsmouth 
Soundsmith 
43 Pleasant Street 

Somersworth 
Crossover Audio 
10 Ties Brook Road 

NEW JERSEY 
Morristown 
Sight & Sound 
60 Speedwell Ave 

Ridgewood 
Sounding Board 
75 Franklin Ave. 

Trenton 
Hal's Stereo 
Lake Lawrence Plaza 

Verona 
Audio Connection 
615 Bloomfield Ave. 

Westfield 
Stuart's Audio 
3 Grand Avenue 

NEW MEXICO 
Albuquerque 
Hudson's Audio Center 
7611 Mcnaul N.E. 
Page One Newsstand & 
Bookstore 
11200 Montgomery N.E. 
Santa Fe 
The Candyman 
851 St. Michaels Drive 
Downtown Subscription 
130 W. Palace 
Galisteo News 
201 Galisteo 

NEW YORK 
Albany 
Clark Music Audio 
Wolf Road Park 

Batavia 
Unicorn Audio 
206 E. Main Street 

Binghampton 
JSG Audio 
1437 Front Street 

Buffalo 
Speaker Shop 
3604 Main Street 
Stereo Emporium 
3407 Delaware 

Colonie 
Mom's Music Systems 
1593 Central Ave 

Huntington Station 
Audio Breakthrough 
129 Route 110 

Lake Grove 
Audio Den Ltd 
Smith Haven Plaza 
2021 Nesconsct Hwy 

Manhasset 
Audio Breakthrough 
1534 Northern Blvd 

Merrick 
Performance Audio 
2064 Sunrise Highway 

Mount Kisco 
Fox & Sutherland 
15 South Moger Ave. 

Nesconset 
Audio Enjoyment 
119 Smithtown Ave 

New York City 
Audio Breakthrough 
199 Amsterdam Ave 
lyric Hi -Fi Inc. 
1221 Lexington Avenue 
Stereo Exchange 
687 Broadway 

Rochester 
Paul Heath Audio 
21 7 Alexander 

Scarsdale 
The Listening Room Inc. 
590 Central Park Avenue 

Syracuse 
Superior Sight & Sound 
2780 Erie Blvd East 

Valley Stream 
American Audiophile 
Trading Corporation 
5 Sunrise Plaza 

Wappinger Falls 
Sound Odyssey Inc. 
55 Route 9 

West Babylon 
Audio Visions 
1067 Montoak Highway 

White Plains 
Harvey Electronics 
236 East Post Road 

Woodside 
Leonard Audio 
69-34 51st Avenue 

NORTH CAROLINA 
Chapel Hill 
Select Audio Systems 
1502 Smith Level Rd 
Woofer & Tweeter Hi Fi 
210 W. Franklin St. 

Charlotte 
Sound Systems 
3748 East Independence 

Hendersonville 
Pro Sound Co. 
1322 Ashville Highway 

Shelby 
Sound Advice-Custom Stereo 
1180 Scenic Drive 

Wilmington 
Atlantic Audio 
4121 Oleander Drive 

OHIO 
Cincinnati 
Audible Elegance 
9464 Montgomery Road 
Pete's News Shop 
308 Ludlow Ave. 
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Soteric Audio 
4611 Montgomery 
Stereo Lab 
11389 Princeton Rd. 

Columbus 
Custom Stereo Electronics 
1391 South Hamilton Road 

Dublin 
Audio Encounters 
4271 W. Dublin Granville 
Road 

Heath 
Threshold Audio 
409 S. 22nd St. 

Kettering 
Hauer Music 
31-10 Par Hilb Ave 

Miamisburg 
Stereo Showcase 
Prestige P1272 5 

S. Euclid 
Atlantis Home 
Entertainment Systems 
13861 Cedar Road 

Toledo 
Audio Center 
1546 Alexis Road 

OREGON 
Beaverton 
Corner Audio 
3661 SW Hall Blvd 
Hawthorne Stereo 
1428 SE 36th 

PENNSYLVANIA 
Butler 
Audiophile Accessories 
119 E. Wayne Street 

Clearfield 
Mack Audio Electronics 
209 Bridge Street 

Philadelphia 
Chestnut Hill Audio 
149 North 3rd 

PUERTO RICO 
Puerto Nuevo 
Laser Sound 
de Diego Ave #272 

Rio Piedras 
On Top Audio 
332-B Ave Jesus T. Pinero 

RHODE ISLAND 
Cranston 
Ocean State Audio 
985 Cranston Street 

SOUTH CAROLINA 
Florence 
Audio Attic 
1804 W. Palmetto Street 

West Columbia 
Upstairs Audio 
200 Meeting St. 

TENNESSEE 
Memphis 
Underground Sound 
2125 Central Ave 

TEXAS 
Austin 
Audio Concepts 
Creekside Square 
3010 W. Anderson Lane 

Audio File 
9041 Research #200 
Austin Booksellers 
2200 Guadalupe 

Beaumont 
Beaumont Sound 
5925 Phelan 
Krystal Clear Audio 
5330 Longview 
Omni Sound 
4833 Keller Springs 
Preston Trail Audio 
1'390 Preston Road #320 

El Paso 
Soundquest Inc. 
6800 Gateway East ID 

Houston 
Audio Prophiles 
12051 Memorial Dr. 

Odessa 
Harold's Electronics 
2809 Andrews Highway 

San Antonio 
Concert Sound 
'103A Blanco Road 

Waco 
North American Sound 
1411 N. Valley Mills Dr. 

UTAH 
Salt Lake City 
Audition Audio 
2144 Highland Drive 
Discriminator Music 
1788 S 1100 East 

VERMONT 
Burlington 
City Stereo 
207 College St 

VIRGINIA 
Leesburg 
High C Stereo 
212 East Market St. 

Richmond 
Audio Art 
2215 Broad Street 

Virginia Beach 
Digital Sound. Inc 
6519 College Park Sy 

WASHINGTON 
Seattle 
Bulldog News 
4142 University \Thy NE 
Definitive Audio 
6017 Roosevelt Way NE 
University Bookstore 
4326 University Way NE 

Spokane 
Hal's Stereo 
W. 313 Sprague Ave 

Tacoma 
The Stereo Shoppe 
1100' Bridgeport Way SW 

Walla Walla 
Tiger Todd Productions 
1509 E. Isaacs 

WEST VIRGINIA 
Charleston 
Hi Fi Clinic 
3624 MacCorkle Ave 

Morgantown 
Sound Investments Inc. 
46' High Street 

Video Den 
148 High Street 

WISCONSIN 
Wisconsin Rapids 
Salon I Audio 
2031 W. Grand Ave 

CANADA 

ALBERTA 
Calgary 
K&W Audio 
1039 17th Ave S.W. 

Edmonton 
Audio Ark 
I0746A 124th St. 

BRITISH COLUMBIA 
Coquitlam 
Austin Books 
1105 Austin Ave 

Vancouver 
Big Bird Audio Visual 
740 Marine Dr. 
British Sound 
2423 Granville St. 
Music Works 
4740 Main At. 

MANITOBA 
Winnipeg 
Creative Audio 
214 Osborne St. S. 

NEW BRUNSWICK 
Fredricton 
Magic Forest Music Store 
546 Queen St. 

NOVA SCOTIA 
Halifax 
Atlantic News 
5560 Morris St. 

ONTARIO 
Hamilton 
Globe Audio 
552 v: Upper James St. 

Kingston 
House of Sounds 
2-- Princess St 

London 
Multi-Mag 
116 Dundas Street 
The Power Station 
1073 Viellington Rd S. 

Ottawa 
Distinctive Audio 
160 Bruyere Unit 7 
Euphonies 
687 Bank Street 
Stereo %cling Post 
242 V' Bank St 

Peterborough 
The Audio Room 
300 George St. N 

Richmond Hill 
Linear Sound 
10176 Yonge St. 

Thornhill 
Stereo Factory 
7616 Yonge St. 

Toronto 
Audio Empire 
1011 Albion Road 
Classic Audio 
1894 Lawrence Ave E 

Great National Sound 
402 Queen St, W. 
High End Audio 
22I6A Queen St. E. 
Pages Bookstore 
256 Queen St. W 
Thorn Audio Video 
770 Queen St. E. 

Waterloo 
Sound Stage 
50 Regina St. N. 

Whitby 
Whitby Audio 
400 Dundas St. W. 

QUEBEC 
Longueuil 
Paquin Audio 
985 Rue Cure Poirier O. 

Montreal 
B.N. Sound Studio 
6891 Rue St. Hubert 
Cinqphonie 
6479 Rue Beaubien E. 
Kebecson 
6555 Rue St. Denis 

Ste-Foy 
Roue Electronics 
28'3 Ch. Ste-Foy 

AUSTRALIA 

Thornbury Victoria 
Audio Q Imports 
23" Gooch Street, 

DENMARK 

1877 Frederiksberg C 
CBC Audio Aps 
9 Lindevej 

ENGLAND 

Wilstead, Bedford 
Moth Marketing 
47 Armstrong Close 

ICELAND 

125 Reykjavik 
Steini HF, S. Danielsson 
Slculagata 61 

ITALY 

Lucca, 55100 
Sound & Music 
Via Malvezzi, 113 

TAIWAN 

Taipei 
Taifu Electronics 
Chung Ching South Road 

THAILAND 

Bangkok 
Future Land 
Ploechit Road 
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Considers Concertos 
Reviews the Blues 
Discusses the Discs 
Highlights the Hardware 
Evaluates Evita 
Deliberates on Debussy 
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Stravinsky 

HI Fl NEWS & RECORD REVIEW will 
bring the works to your door — the 
latest record and compact disc reviews, 
the latest equipment news and music 
reviews. You cannot afford to miss 
out on this great British experience. 
Post the coupon today to receive 
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keep in touch with the Hi Fi world. 
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BUILDING A LIBRARY 

to the 
memory 
of an 

ANGEL 
In the first of a regular series, Christopher Breunig' 

discusses the various recordings of a single work. 

If Strauss's Metamorphosen, with its 
culminating quotation from Beethoven's 
"Eroica" Symphony, was a grieving survey 
of the damage done by Nazism, Alban 
Berg's Violin Concerto might be seen as a 
Requiem for pre-Hitler Europe. The best, 
most accessible, analysis of its construction 
comes in Leonard Bernstein's Six Talks, The 
Unanswered Question, given at Harvard in 

1973 (Harvard University Press, pp. 301-312). 
Berg, a pupil and devoted friend of 

Schoenberg, composed this work in 
response to a commission by the violinist 
Louis Krasner; a meticulous worker, he 
completed it in a four-month period in 
1935. But the real spur was the tragic death 
of the 18-year-old daughter of Mahler's 

widow, then married to Bauhaus architect 
NX/alter Gropius. Berg was devoted to Manon 
Gropius and determined to portray her char-
acter in the piece—whilst pursuing 12-tone 
compositional techniques. The Concerto is 
divided into two parts (Andante-Allegretto, 

I Christopher Breunig recently became Music Editor of the 
British magazine Hi•Ei News & Record Review, and has 
been writing about music, records and hi-fi equipment for 
over 20 years. 

Allegro-Adagio), the second a "catastrophe" 
and "deliverance," culminating in a sequence 
of two variations on the Bach Chorale Es is! 
genug! Berg's tone-row begins in alternat-
ing major/minor thirds, which permit shift-
ing harmonies; with a long-held G-natural 
for the soloist, the concerto ends in B-flat. 
There's an obvious imitation of Baroque 
organ, in this same key, at measure 7 of the 
Adagio (marked religioso). This crucial 
tone-row was conceived to allow precise 
replication of Bach's own BWV60 
harmonization. 

Dedicated "To the memory of an Angel," 
the score was first heard in 1936 (Berg was 
already dead) with Louis Krasner as soloist 
under the baton of Hermann Scherchen—it 
was at Scherchen's suggestion that Berg 

wrote the "Wozzeck Fragments" which 
brought him fame. (Incidentally, Scherchen 
was also a fascinated audio technician: he 
patented the first quasi-stereophonic 
channel-dividing network!) 

Louis Krasner's own 1938 recording of 
the Violin Concerto, conducted by Fritz 
Busch, was released by GM Recordings last 
year (GM2006). Pre-stereo, Andre Gertler's 
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Rarely have Science and Art served 
Music so well. 

Amethyst 10 

Amethyst 30 

There comes a time in the development of 
an art or science when advances within the 
field coupled with new concepts and 
unique understandings result in the 
realization of a product that represents 
significantly more than just the sum of the 
parts. These products are called 
statements. It is our pleasure to introduce 
you to one such product, the Essence 
Amethyst 30. 
The Amethyst 30 is the distillation of the 
advances that Essence pioneered in the 
Amethyst 10 loudspeaker. It represents 
the same concepts and attention to detail 
that set our reference systems apart from 
other dynamic speaker designs. 
Write for our free full color information 
packet 

essence 
Essence 1918 South 33rd St. Lincoln, NE 68506 402/477-0600 } 

Audio Exposure 
We know what's important is software, but 
without the right hardware, you're nowhere. 

Vandersteen • AudioQuest • Counterpoint 
McLaren • VPI • Nestorovic • LiveWire • B & W 

Audible Illusions • Belles • Eminent Technology 
Spica • FMS • Rotel • PSE 

Expose your software to our hardware. 

By appointment — (714) 240-0742 

629 Camino de los Mares #305, San Clemente, CA 92672 
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Philharmonia recording with Kletzki was 
the most memorable. Isaac Stern has long 

been faithful to the Berg Concerto; he made 
the pioneering stereo recording with the 
NYPO and Bernstein in 1962, but the 
engineering balances there worked against 
the scrupulous annotated score markings 
(Berg indicates "high" and "subsidiary" 

voice balances in a specially devised 
coding). Hopefully he'll rerecord it. 
The editorial brief for this series was to 

discuss a major new release in relation to 
the competition, and Pinchas Zukerman's 

new CBS recording of the Berg Concerto, 
made at EMI's #1 Studio, Abbey Road, Lon-
don, with Pierre Boulez and the London 
Symphony Orchestra (LP: 1M 39741, MC: 
IMT 39741), seemed an obvious first choice. 
Before his New York conducting appoint-
ment Boulez had revitalized London con-
cert life with his 20th century programs, 
and in 1969 had recorded the work with 
Menuhin. Although Menuhin's intonation 
tended to wander—his figurations not quite 
firm enough in the context of Boulez's 

boldly structured accompaniment—and 
the soundstage was limited in information 
(the atmosphere studio-like), this version 
offers a good candidate for refurbishment. 
Menuhin's heart was certainly in the right 
place. 

Slightly earlier than that EMI production 
was Arthur Grumiaux's classically poised 
Concertgebouw reading with Igor Markevitch 

conducting (Philips 8027854). Grumiaux's 
neat, unnervy playing was focused in front 
of an orchestral backdrop at times too vague 
in definition, and the multi- miking lost 
cohesive overall perspectives. Markevitch 
underlined the instrumentation in a pointil-
list manner: this version is deeply sorrowing 
in the opening Andante. A more recent 

analog recording, highly regarded, is the 
Perlman/Boston SO/Ozawa; on Compact 
Disc it is coupled with Stravinsky's neoclas-

sical Concerto (413 725-2, LP: 2531 110, MC: 
3301 110). In the Berg Edition, published on 
LP last year, it is recoupled with Berg's 
transcription of the Chamber Concerto, and 
Johann Strauss's "Wein, Weib, und Gesang," 
performed by the Boston Chamber Ensemble 

Itzhak Perlman's 1979 recording catches 
equally Ozawa's vigor and the large Sym-

phony Hall ambience. Perlman's musician-

ship and technique are assured—the playing 
is powerful, authoritative—but he seems to 
have a rudimentary grasp of the potential of 
recorded sound, to judge from the grotesque 
close-ups that have been a continuing fea-
ture of his concerto discs. Here the larger 
than life instrument comes between listener 
and scoring: the contrast between the close, 
dry solo image and the washier orchestral 
ambience fails to cohere. 

A less distorted sonic presentation comes 
from Decca, in a superficially impressive 

Chicago SO CD with Kyung-Wha Chung 
and Solti (411804-2, LP: 411 804-1, MC: 411 
804-4). Chung is a little cautious in the 
opening pages, but her rhapsodic approach 
and self-conscious applications of "color" 
suggest that she does not have a deep under-
standing of the idiom, and her reliance on 
conventional display combined with SoIti's 
linear conducting—strands carefully bal-
anced, but lacking variety of intensity— 
make this unsatisfying. (Their Bartok cou-
pling is another matter.) There are likeable 
details: the sombre, deep-toned Chicago 
low-register timbres, the Wozzeck-like cry 
of trumpet. But Chung is too stressful—in 
the wrong way—in the Allegro, and the im-
age is still too wide, tending to screech. 
The new CBS Zukerman production is 

better balanced: at modest levels it sounds 
woolly and veiled, though the accurate pitch-

ing of notes and wide dynamic range are im-
mediately evident. The sound needs to be 
"opened out" —then the massive climax in 
the second movement will be really shatter-
ing. The performance begins with an at-
mosphere of objective watchfulness (you 
sense the real intelligence at work here), and 
there's a numbed, expressive quality in the 
orchestral playing. Zukerman is clearly com-
mitted to great accuracy, and his stratospheric 
final pianissimo is memorably sustained. 
But, in between, what does he feel "behind 
the notes"? 

There is some beautiful playing in his long 
cadenza like passage in (ii), leading to Tem-
po 1, where harp glissandi thrust the or-
chestra into full confrontation with the 
soloist, and thence to the 4/4 Adagio, and 
landscapes suggestive of Das Lied von der 
Erde. Figure 160 brings some very fine LSO 
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Listen to the Music! 

High Gain - Low Noise - Great Sound 

GK-1 
A vacuum tube preamp designed for use with moving coil and moving magnet cartridges. 

Priced under $1200 

MES. 
723 Bound Brook Road, Dunelien, NJ 08812 

(201) 929-2613 
Call or write for information and authorized dealer list. 

SIM* 
Building on Success 

Everything considered, I feel the SPI is 
the best loudspeaker available for under 
S1500/pair. . When it comes to replicating 
the illusion of a real musical performance, 
these are matched by few speakers, all of 
which cost more 

' —Stereophile, Vol. 8, No. 3 

Distributed in the U.S. by 

RCS Audio International, Inc. 
1055 Thomas Jefferson St. NW. 
Washington, DC 20007 

(202) 342-0400 
'5950/PR 
U.S. distributors tor British Fidelity, Mordaunt-Short, 
Spendor, and Logic. 
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brass, against sombre harp chords. Ultimate-
ly, however, this is not a deeply involving 
reading, and, at times, Zukerman's part 
sounds complacent: cg., at (ii) Fig.35. And at 
the solo entry in (i) Fig.55, it is disconcerting 
to hear the engineering convey a quite dif-
ferent stage location from that previously 
established! 

In depth of understanding, Zukerman is 
surpassed by the controversial Gidon 
Kremer. It is not surprising that this rebel-
lious violinist would excel in work deplored 
by the Soviets as "formalist." In his 1985 
Bavarian RSO/Philips recording with Sir 
Colin Davis (CD: 412 523-2, LP: 412 523-1, 
MC: 412 523-4) the extraordinary expressive 
coloring of each note is a feature from the 

outset. His sweetly lyrical playing recalls 
Gertler, and the big Munich hall sound, with 
its sonorous bass and characteristic German 

horn and brass timbres, gives a certain 

authenticity to the whole. Of extant record-
ings this is the most closely matched to a 

Mahlerian world of pain and grief. Davis and 

Kremer begin rather more slowly than most, 
thereby defining the Allegretto contrast 
more acutely—Kremer gives these last 
pages a delicate, singing sustained vibrato. 

His playing is full of such consummate detail 
as the balance between plucked strings and 
the purity of long-bowed lines in the cadenza, 
or a deeply impressive stillness in the Bach 
variations. The long calmando brings a 
withdrawn silvery thread of sound, ghostly 
in character, yet again with gently insistent 
vibrato. And Davis works with him so well. 

the logic of the piece is consistently focused, 
the quirky dance steps of the Allegretto 

bringing close phrase matching between 
Kremer and the orchestral voices. Yes, this is 
the version to have. 

(Yet it must be said that, with Philips and 

CBS both coupling Berg's Op.6 "Three Or-
chestral Pieces," it is Boulez, in his second 
recording with the BBC SO, whose account 
leaps out of the speakers with a daemonic 
force—at the same time controlled with fan-
tastic skill, every strand anchored with the 
tenacity and vividness of embroidered silk. 
Davis's reverberantly engineered, more im-
pressionistic account hasn't the same pene-
trative strength.) 

LOWER 
LOUDSPEAKER 
DISTORTION 

VMPS manufactures a full line of high-
performance, low-cost loudspeaker systems 
designed for high efficiency, exceptional 
lowbass extension, low THO, outstanding 
dynamic range and extremely low levels of 
coloration. 

The VMPS Super Tower Ile/R ($1099-
1299ea kit, $1499-$1699ea assem) has 
been enthusiastically reviewed by ten major 
publications, among them Stereophile 
(Vol9/3 Ap 86). Press comment includes: 
"World Class" (High Fidelity, Ap 85); 
"Awesome left bruises on my abdomen" (Hifi 
News & Record Review, England. Ap 85); 
"The acoustic footprints (of different halls) 
were unmistakably clear and as easy to 
differentiate as if you were there in person." 
(Digital Audio, Ap 85). Like its smaller 
siblings, the Super Tower/R ($699ea kit, 
$969ea assem) and the Tower II ($439ea 
$599ea assem), this system features OSO 
Holosonic image enhancement, an ambience 
recovery system based on in-phase, linear-
phase circuitry for dramatic three-dimension-
al imaging true to the phase and ambient 
information in the signal source. 

Our three Subwoofers (The Smaller 
Subwoofer, $229 ea kit, $299ea assem; 
Original Subwoofer, $299ea kit. $375ea 
assem; The Larger Subwoofer, $439ea kit, 
$549ea assem) provide performance specif-
ications and sound quality unsurpassed by any 
competitor and not even approached by all but 
one or two regardless of price (see 
Stereophile's review of the Original 
Subwoofer, Vol 8/4, Aug 85). Full operational 
flexibility, with or without biamping, is 
obtainable from either our 100Hz Passive 
 ($30ea $40ea assem). orJohn 

Curl's all-out Electronic Crossover (Model 
TPC-1, $449). 

Hear these VMPS systems, as well as the 
MiniTower II ($329ea kit, $439ea assem) 
and the OSO Series of bookshelf speakers. at 
the dealers listed below, and write us for 
brochures and test reports. Prices include 
free shipping in USA and kits are supplied 
with fully assembled cabinets. 

VMPS AUDIO PRODUCTS 
divItone Audio 

3412 Eric Ct El Sobrante CA 94E103(4151222-4276 

Hear VMPS at The Listening Studio. Boston. Par-Troy 
Sound. Parsippany NJ: The Long Ear. Coeur d'Alene Id: 
Sound Stage, Syracuse Ut Shadow Creek Ltd. 
Minneapolis Mn: Mountaineer Telephone, Beckley W 
Va. Arthur Morgan. Altamonte Springs Fl. Efficient 
Stereo. Torrance Ca: Sounds Unique. San Jose Ca. 
Digital Sonics. Foster Coty Ca: ltone Audio, ti Sobrante 
Ca: Eclectic Audio, Livermore Ca 
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RECORD REVIEWS 

CHRONOS 
Original Filmscure by Michael Stearns 
Sonic Atmospheres CD 312. 

Michael Steams is described on the jacket of 
this disc as a "composer and musical vision-
ary." Composer yes, but musical visionary? 

I don't think so. 
Before getting into this review, though, I 

have a scream of outrage to direct at Sonic 
Atmospheres. Why in the name of heaven 
did you put out a CD with seven "move-
ments" on it but no track numbers?!! The 

entire disc is Track 1! 
So much for the botched format. I haven't 

yet seen the film that this music was written 
for, but I can tell you one thing: it's not the 
kind of music that stands well on its own. A 
film like Koyaanatsqatsi, filmed by the 

same man who filmed Cbronos (Ron Fricke), 
can build slowly to a climax without losing 
the viewer's interest. But without the visual 
images, a score needs contrasting tempos 
and moods to sustain interest. This one does 

not provide them. 
Like Philip Glass, who scored K'sqtsi, 

Stearns starts most of his compositions at 
whisper volume. (This is called triplepianis-
simo if you play an acoustical instrument, or 
0.75 if you're operating a volume control.) 

From there, they build slowly—painfully 

slowly, it seems —tofortissimo, then a rapid 
diminuendo segues through nondescript 
grumbling to the next segment, which starts 
at whisper volume (called triple pianis-
simo...) You get the idea. By band 4, one 

begins to wonder if Mr. Stearns has a prej-
udice against moderate to fast tempos, but 
things start to liven up after that, and the 
work ends at an almost frenzied tempo. At 
which point one finds oneself wondering 
what the Hell all the fuss was about? 
The music, entirely synthesized and en-

compassing a truly prodigious range of col-
ors and timbres, is at times meltingly lovely, 
at times hair-raising in its intensity and 
power, but in totality cold and unmoving, as 

though composed by—as well as played 

by—a machine. There is never a ritard or 
accelerando, never a nuance of dynamic ex-
pression, never a hint that a flesh-and-blood 
human was responsible for the music. 

The sound itself is awesome in quality but 
almost chillingly alien in its mathematical 
precision and perfection. I could not fault 

the sound, but when you're listening to 
sounds which have no basis in the real 
world, with what can you compare them? 
One of my personal criteria for judging 

the emotional impact of music and music 
reproduction has long been whether or not 

it can give me goose-bumps. (Do geese really 
have bumps? I know that plucked chickens 
do. I have never seen a naked goose. Should 
I be saying "chicken bumps?") The Chronos 
filmscore does this to me, but not from the 
emotional content of the music, rather, from 
the chilling thought that this may be the 
direction of music in the Western World is 
going. If this—as "visionary" implies—is 

the music of the future, I can only hope I 
will not be around when that future arrives. 

—JGH 

NY CATS DIRECT 
Jazz from John Tropea (guitar), Warren Bern-
hardt (keyboards), Anthony Jackson (bass 
guitar), Steve Gadd (drums) and others. 

DMP CD-453 

The arrival of this 63-minute Compact Disc 
from the all-digital company that brought us 

the gutsy 7kicycle album triggered the 
thought that the CD medium and this kind 
of music were made for each other. If you 
accept that CD somehow removes tension 
from the music, then it doesn't matter with 

the sort of music produced by the ace ses-
sioneers featured on this CD-only release: I 
don't think there was anything to make the 
adrenalin flow in the first place. 
The playing is first rate. These musicians 

just couldn't play a note out of tune or time. 

And Tropea is one of those guitarists who 
can vary his tone from the quietest of clean, 
amplified acoustic, through traditional 
mellow Barney Kessel musings, to scuzzy 
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and intense ball-breaking power rock with-
out sounding ill-at-ease at the contrast. The 
sound itself is hi-fi squeaky clean, with high 
dynamics and extended highs and lows— 
Anthony Jackson's ultra-contrabass lines 
demand a mansize speaker to deliver their 
full weight. The engineering could almost 
stand as a model of how to record modern 
electric rock instruments. 

But somehow, it just doesn't make it. One 
hour and seven tracks later—even on the 
tube California Audio Labs player—I felt as 
though nothing had happened. Even when 
the music should have been really cooking, 
as in the strutting brass riffing at the close of 
Tropea's own "Moroccan Nights," there just 
wasn't enough electricity in the air. 

Perhaps, as someone who cut his teeth on 
rock, I am just out of sympathy with the 
politeness of new age jazz/fusion. A seem-
ingly endless succession of superbly played 
solos hung on a riff or chord sequence like 
so many clothes on a line—so what? Where's 
the aggression, the sense of someone des-
perate to say something? If I am demanding 
too much adrenalin flow for jazz in the safe 
Reagan '80s, then ignore this review and 
treat your system to some high-tech sounds. 
But I don't think I am. —JA 

RESPIGHI 
Cburcb Windows, Poema Autunnale 
(Ruggiero Ricci, violin) 
The Orchestra of the Pacific, Keith Clark 
conducting 
Reference Recordings CD RR-15CD 

I gave the analog LP version of this a rave 
review for its sound and performance (Vol.8 
No.7), and the analog disc didn't even in-

clude the Poema, which I found to be de-
lightful if rather trivial Respighi, superbly 
played by Ricci and the Orchestra. Unfortu-
nately, this is the second CD I have auditioned 
which I feel to be inferior to its analog 
release., 

Reference Recordings and Sheffield Rec-
ords are, to my knowledge, the only record 
companies which, while releasing CDs as 
well as LPs, still feel that CD is a curse on the 
house of hi-fi. For that reason, I sometimes 

I The first was Sheffield's Tbe Missing Line. which could 
have been a winner had someone merely hyped its low end 
a hit during the transfer to CD. 

wonder if they don't take a chips-fall- where-
they-may attitude towards their CD releases, 
figuring that if a CD made directly from a 
master tape doesn't sound as good as the LP, 
tough titty: it's the fault of the CD medium. 
As long-time Stereopbile readers know, 

LA and I have maintained what you might 
call a gentleman's disagreement about CD. 
My feeling about the medium has been 
"Let's give it a chance; we don't yet know 
how good it can be." LA, who is not from 
Missouri, has nonetheless assumed a "Show-
me-how-good-they-can-be" attitude, which 
might be summed up as "On the other 
hand, we don't know how bad they are, 
either." One of his major complaints about 
CD has been the way cymbal clashes are 
reproduced, which seem to take on an ear-
shattering sizzliness. When LA heard RR's LP 
of Church Windows, he said "If the CD ver-

sion can reproduce cymbal clashes that 
well, I'll have to agree with you about how 
good CD is." 

Well, Larry, as far as this CD of Church 
Windows is concerned, you win the round. 
The cymbals on the CD do not sound shim-

mery and brassy the way they do on the LP; 
they sound sizzly. Worse, even the violins 
are shrill. 

But there's more. The low end on the 
analog release, at least through my system, is 
what can accurately be described as awe-
some. When the pipe organ enters, the room 

shakes, the short hairs at the back of my 
head stand up, and LA says something like 
"Jeez, that was incredible! Play that part 
again." LA hasn't heard the CD of Church 
Windows yet. 1 can predict that he won't ask 
me to replay it. I probably won't even 
bother to play it for him at all. It is that 
disappointing. 

This is what I mean by laissez-faire on 

the parts of Sheffield and RR when it comes 
to CD transfers. Both firms, it seems to me, 
are overlooking two facts of audio life. The 
first is that tonearms, tape recorders, and 
turntables have imperfections which cause 
inadvertent peaks and dips at certain bass 

frequencies. Professional tape recorders, 
like their amateur counterparts, have what 
are called head bumps. These are frequency 

response anomalies due to the relationship 
between the length of a tape machine's pole 
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BACK ISSUES WHILE THEY LAST! 
VOLUME II, Issues 1 through 12 

1966-1972 (a reprint in one volume) 

VOLUME III, 1972-1976 
Issues 3, 5, 6, 7, 9, 11, 12 
Issues 1, 2, 4, 8, 10 

VOLUME IV, 1977-1981 
Issues 1, 3, 5, 6, 10 
Issues 2, 4, 7, 8, 9 

VOLUME V, 1982 
Issues 1 through 10 

VOLUME VI, 1983 
Issues 1, 2, 4, 5, 6 
Issue 3 

25.00  

5.00 
7.50' 

5.00 
7.50* 

5.00 

5.00 
7.50' 

VOLUME VII, 1984 
Issues 3, 5, 7, 8 
Issues 1, 2, 4, 6 

5.00 
7.50* 

VOLUME VIII, 1985 
Issues 1 through 8 

EVERYTHING ABOVE NEATLY PACKAGED 
5.00 

$275.00 
*Photocopies 

ORDER NOW, ORIGINAL COPIES ARE UMITED 
Send me the following back issues. 

  Original copies at $5.00 each:   
Photocopies at $7.50 each. 

  Volume II at $25.00 each: 

EVERYTHING ABOVE!!! 
TOTA L 

$275.00 
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CITY   STATE ZIP  

E CHECK 0 Mc n' VISA 
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pieces and the wavelength of the signals 
recorded on the tape. The effect is a low-end 
frequency response from tape which 
resembles a sinewave, but in the frequency 

domain: a series of humps and dips. If a 
bump happens to occur at the center fre-
quency of a bass drum or a dominant organ 
pedal tone, the result is what audiophiles 
call "fantastic" low end. 

Tonearms and cartridges also introduce a 
low-end hump, as the result of resonance 
between the compliance (flexibility) of the 
stylus elastomer and the combined effective 
mass of the cartridge and the tonearm. This, 
too, tends to exaggerate a disc's low end, 
again resulting in "fantastic" bass. 

Another potential source of LF augmenta-
tion from analog disc is marginal acoustic 
feedback between the phono unit and the 
speaker system. If you don't think you have 
it, try gently tapping the base of your tone-

arm while playing a disc at "normal" listen-
ing level. Ideally, it should go "thud" or 
"boop" (rhyming with "book"). If it goes 

"thudddd" or "boom," dying out rather 
than ceasing abruptly, acoustic feedback is 
boosting (and muddying) your low end. 

The point of this digression is that analog 
disc playback is not likely to sound like 
master tape playback, nor like the playback 
of a CD made from that tape—particularly if 

the tape-to-digital dub is done with a dif-
ferent deck from that used to master the 
tape. If the sound of the analog disc is 

"good," there is at least a 50-50 chance that 
the digital copy will not sound as good. And 
as far as I'm concerned, there is no reason 

why this should be the case—at least when 
the master tape is analog to begin with. 

It is known that some major record com-
panies "sweeten" the sound of their digital 
masters before transferring to CD, and that 
they do this by converting them to analog 

form, equalizing them as they see fit, then 
reconverting to digital. With the conversion 
processes remaining the weakest links of 
digital, it i5 inevitable that that kind of thing 
will markedly degrade the sound. 

But when the master is analog to begin 
with, as was apparently the case with this RR 
CD, and now that there are equalizers as 
good as Mark Levinson's Cello Palette, there 
is not only no reason not to equalize the 

original master tape during CD transfer, it 

may be inexcusable not to. 
It is difficult to tell from listening whether 

the high-end shrillness of the Church Win-
dows CD is a result of distortion or of HF fre-

quency response anomalies, since it is possi-
ble for either problem to sound very much 
like the other. But there is no question in my 
mind that a bit of equalization, particularly 
at the low end, could have made this CD 

sound much more like the (superb) analog 
release than it does. It might even have 
sounded better. Perhaps RR will see fit to re-
release this with the necessary corrections. 

I hope so. 
Incidentally, my initial review of this 

recording had some nice things to say about 
the performance, based on no previous 
familiarity with the music. A number of 
readers have written (and phoned) to tell me 
that I was all wet, and that there have been 

much more exciting recorded performances, 
by Ormandy and Dorati, for example. I 
stand corrected. In my blissful ignorance, 

however, I still find Clark's performance on 
this RR release to be quite satisfying. S 

A 10 ADVISORS 
OF NEW YORK 

Featuring 
Products of the Month 

Meitner PM Preamp— Tubelte transparency with 
sold state base definition. A perfect match with Koetsu 
Rosewood. 
Siltech —Extraordinarily precise and expensive inter-
connects and speaker cables. 

TURNTABLES: 
TONEARMS: 
CARTRIDGES: 

ELECTRONICS: 

CD: 
TUNER: 
SPEAKERS: 

ALSO: 

SOTA. Michele, Systemdek. 
SME V, Syrinx, Premier. 
Koetsu, Alchemist, Premier, 
Andante. 
Meitner, BEL, Electron 
Kinetics, Lazarus, Super-
phon, Audiolabs. 
Distech. 
Magnum FT101. 
Call about our fine fine of 
English speakers. 
Tweek, Sonrise, Talwar, 
Straightwire. 

call for prices 
or an appointment 
718-631-8074. 
Bayside, 

Mailorders accepted, 
•  
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FINALLY CABINETRY FOR AUDIOPHILES 

Imagine cabinetry designed for proper air 
circulation, easy access to equipment and 
convenient wiring. A surge-protected outlet strip, 
heavy duty casters, a drawer for accessories, 
cable clamps, adjustable shelves and an easily 
removable back using brass thumbscrews . . . 
all as standard. 

Talwar offers these as well as state-of-the-art 
vibration isolation, power filtering, electrostatic 
control, time delay power-up, equipment cooling 
and grounding bus bar. All designed integrally 
into the cabinet or available separately. 
Form and function intertwine. Talwar cabinetry 
is handcrafted from solid woods and styled in 
clean, elegant lines. You have a wide choice of 
woods, dimensions and options, such as marble. 

Talwar—a new concept in audio cabinetry. 
Call or write us for more information. 

TA [WA R 
31 1 WEST Poim TERRACE WEST HARdoRd, CT 06107 U. S.A. (203) 521-2263 

Echo-
Muffs* 

Now you can treat your room acoustically 
without disrupting your room decor. An 
Echo-Muff behind each speaker is equal 
to about 150 square feet of acoustic 
absorbent on the wall. Rear wall reflec-
tions are eliminated without the "studio 
look". Your music takes on a new dimen-
sion in imaging, tonal purity, and musicality. 

Echo-Muffs—the greatest 
improvement per dollar you can 

make in your system. 

Watkins Engineering 
1019 E. Center St. 

Kingsport, TN 37660 
(615) 246-3701 

•patented 

ELECTRON KINETICS 
is looking for a few 

good dealers 

STAND UP 
COME FORWARD 
BE COUNTED 

Because I do not 
know who or where 
you are, call NOW 
for appointment. 

, John Iverson 

ELECTRON KINETICS Inc 
55 Ç (.1P1.1 OR LAKE ..y1 Su CI, A/164(3 

en 45i:14i 
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CABLE QUICKIE 
A cable story from CES: a visitor came into 
an amplifier manufacturer's room and, after 
a few minutes' listening, remarked that the 

sound was pretty good but that the mid-
range was a little dark and laidback. The 
visitor then noticed the cables and asked if 

they were Livewire? Receiving a positive 
reply, he expressed satisfaction; he knew 
that Livewire always affects a system in this 
way. The manufacturer breathed a sigh of 
relief since the blame for the coloration 

could not be laid at the door of his product. 

As the first visitor left, a second listener set-
tled down in the chair. He, too, expressed 

satisfaction with the sound, except that it 
was a little too bright. Upon spying the 
Livewire, he shook his head knowingly: 
Livewire always made a system sound 
bright! —AE 

CD at What 
Crossroads? 
continued from p. 4 

player has brought improvements in an 

unimprovable system, so has the increment 
of change lessened in recent units. Soon, I 
suspect, only tiny improvements will be 
available through improved playback units. 
Then the process will start over at the re-
cording end. Unfortunately, the recording 
studios—which don't have huge budgets 
for new equipment purchase—are still reel-

ing from the quarter million they spent a few 
years ago to "go digital"; it's unlikely they'll 
be eager to spend a similar amount to up-
grade to the second generation of recording 
equipment (with widely varying digital 

standards between manufacturers, includ-
ing two different open-reel formats), and 
unthinkable they'll be up for the third gen-

eration—when digital recorders start to 
make the dramatic progress we've seen in 

players. 

Meanwhile, the consumer waits, forking 

over $12-$16 a throw for the little silver 
discs, trying to give the new medium a 
chance It's unfortunate that almost none of 

that money goes to improving the product 
he's buying—it goes instead to amortize the 
new plant investment, to the distributor, to 

the retailer, and simply to make the damn 
things—and hardly at all to improve the 

quality of sound obtainable from those little 

pits. 
Nor are the player manufacturers likely to 

be a source of beneficence. Other than sup-
porting their overhead, it's unlikely any of 
the Japanese manufacturers have made a 

penny on CD, and it's getting harder and 
harder with vicious price competition and 
the strength of the yen. Will the CD be 

deserted in favor of R-DAT, as Alvin Gold 
surmises? Or have the Japanese been hold-
ing back R-DAT in fear of killing their once 
and future golden goose, as I suspect? 
(When I visited Technics in April 1984 they 
were just in the process of "finalizing" the 
R- and S-DAT standards, with first produc-

tion to be ready for January 1985. I've heard 
of delays due to technical shortfall, but not 
two years.) I think that the Japanese still 
hope to recover their investment in CD, but 

are becoming fearful that as time goes on 
and margins get lower, they never will. On 

the other hand, I think they're similarly fear-
ful that launching a new digital technology 
will just get them in a similar boat. After all, 
there's just so much of the "let's buy a new 
technology" pie to split up, and they'll likely 
be competing against themselves. Moreover, 

none of the design issues with R-DAT ad-
dress any of the complaints about CD (the 

move to 48kHz sampling rate falls short of 
what's needed in that department by a fac-
tor of about 3.5). Kind of makes you yearn 
for the days of a continually upgradable 
technology—what was it called, analog? 
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MANUFACTURERS' COMMENTS 

NYAL OTL-1 & SuperIt 
Editor, 

As I requested that Stereopbile judge the 

polarities of our design efforts in this issue, 
I would like to address both George Graves' 
review of the $269 SuperIt and Tony Cordes-
man's review of the $12,000 Futterman 
OTL-1. 

Comments on HR's Wretched Excesses: I 
have failed miserably trying to be tame. 
Meditation, yoga, psychoanalysis, group 

therapy, prayer, a frontal lobotomy, and jog-
ging, have all been tried and proved ineffec-
tive. I apologize to all whom I have offended 
with my prose, and ask their forgiveness. No 

matter how hard I try, my excitement and 
enthusiasm overpower me. Any suggestions 
from physicians in the readership? 

Comment on the Glorious Folly #1: To 
stimulate further the tube vs. transistor 
debate, it should be noted that the Futter-
man OTL-1 uses a circuit created in 1954 

with a modern, electronically-regulated, 
power supply. We are 14 years from the 21st 
century, but are not yet at the limits of tube 
technology, which still appears to dominate 

the state-of-the-art in musical reproduction. 
Recent research indicates that it is reason-
able to assume that we will not see the 

maturity of tube circuitry until the next 
century. 

Comment on the Glorious Folly #2: I 
have a dream. I want the average man to be 

able to own a reliable/affordable sound 
system that possesses the quality of the best 

tube gear. The Superlt, which exploits our 
new Moscode hybrid tube/FET hypercas-
code circuit, is just the beginning. Can you 
imagine tube gear without tube tremors? 

There will be a $169 It available in December. 
Comment on the Glorious Folly #3: 

There are enough people in this world who 
put the creation of the illusion of music in 

the home at such a high level, that they 
enthusiastically support the existence of 
$12,000 amplifiers. (There is a six-month 
waiting list.) $12,000 is a nice Japanese car, 
a sailboat, the down payment on a small 

home, or a trip around the world. I am 

thankful that we can competently serve 

these people's need—especially since we 
share it. 

The Black Hole Mod #1: The Mod Squad's 
Steve McCormack has tweaked the Black 
Hole water tower so that it is now filled with 

10,000 gallons of Cuvee Dom Perignon 
1954. This gives the upper octave a little ex-
tra dry sparkle. Mike Kaye would also like to 
extend his personal invitation to everyone in 

the audience to come to his home, audition 
this esoteric amplifier, and share a free 12-
course dinner. Call him so he can arrange to 
send the Lyric limo to pick you up. (Offer 
ends September 1st.) 

Wrestling with the perimeters of audio 
technology is still an art form. NYAL has a 
unique vision of the musical illusion we 

would like to create in our customer's living 
room. What makes the high-end audio com-
munity is that different companies have 
such diverse opinions about this illusion. 
Why does the pursuit of a musical illusion 
arouse such passions? According to William 
James, there would be no passion without 
illusion! 

This fall, NYAL will open a demonstration 
center in New York City so that music lovers 
may experience both the Futterman and 
Moscode electronics in an excessively plea-
sant environment. Please come and visit. 
Thanking you I remain wretchedly and 

excessively committed to the glorious folly 
of creating the illusion of music in the home. 

Harvey Rosenberg 

Elmsford, NY 

The Sound Lab A - 3 
Editor, 
It is truly interesting to see one's product 
through the eyes of another person. Our 
commitment at Sound Lab is to manufacture 

the highest quality product possible and we 
appreciate the comments of the reviewer 
since helpful insights are gained. In passing, 
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we determine sensitivity, etc., using full-
spectrum pink noise as a test signal since it 

minimizes the (effects of room reflection 
modes on measurements. We find that with 

this method our measurements have been 
quite repeatable. However, we also realize 
that specifications don't tell the whole story. 

Live music is our ultimate standard and we 
embrace it as the final judgement tool. 
Thank you for a fine review. 

Roger West 
Park City, UT 

PS Audio CD-1A 
Editor, 

Thank you for JGH's review of the PS 
CD-1A. I would like to address one of the 
points J. Gordon brought out about our 
"perfectionist CD player:' "Depth and sound-

staging are exceptional! Whether because 
of the somewhat laidback middles or some-
thing else, the PS-1 produces greater depth 

and a wider stage than any CD player I've 
tried, including the previous champion in 

this area: the Meridian Pro." says JGH. 
While I wouldn't want to change a word 

of this statement, I think a little clarification 

is necessary. The "something else" referred 
to is the key to our player's performance. 
There is no mystery here. First, our exclusive 
Passive Analog Prefilter is responsible, in 

large part, for the depth and the "somewhat 
laidback middles." Second, the soundstage 
extension to which JGH refers is due to the 
extra transformer we add for the analog 
amplification section. 
We also appreciate that someone in the 

media paid attention to the CD-IA's low-end 
response. Most people have no idea how dif-
ficult it is to design all the capacitors out of 
a circuit and make it DC foolproof. 

It is refreshing to reap the rewards. 
Paul McGowan 

San Luis Obispo, CA 

Sony CDP- 55 
Editor, 
Thank you for JGH's comments on the 
CDP-55 CD player. Normally, Sony refrains 
from responding to reviews, preferring "to 
let the chips fall where they may." However, 
JGH's observations reinforce a fundamental 

Tweak Your System ... see what it can do. 
The Ultimate In Audio Cable Engineering. Introducing Esoteric Audio USA Inc.—the world's 
largest, most sophisticated audio cable specially manufacturer...dedicated to achieving per-
fection in audio cable systems design. 
Perfection Through Innovation And Material Quality. With a combination of state of the art 
design and utilization of the most superior inner component materials, Esoteric Audio USA creates 
high definition cable systems that are sonically and technologically unsurpassed. 
These advanced innovations and highest-quality materials include oxygen-free high con-

ductivity copper windings, state of the art electro magnetic geometries. enamel coated litz wires. 
teflon* "virgin litz" wires, teflon* dielectrics, ultimate air dielectrics. superior copper connectors 
with teflon dielectrics, special 5% silver solder, and much more. 
Cables That Approach The Qualify Of Direct Coupling. From Esoteric Audio USA's new era of 

cable design, we offer excep-
tional cables that are sonically 
transparent and uncolored, yet 
maintain excellent imaging. 
phase coherency and dimen-
sional character...cables that 
enable you to experience 
every subtle nuance your sys-
tern is capable of. 
Make A Sound Decision. 
Replace your inter-connect 
and speaker cables with a 
new set of high definition 
Esoteric Cables. Tweak your 
system—and achieve sonic 
superiority! Call or write today 
for the dealer nearest you. 

Dealer and sales representative inquines welcome 

 Inc 
RR3 Box 262 

Winder, Georgia 30680 
Phone: (404) 867-6300 

Telex: 80-4294 

• tellon' ,s o rovstered ttociernart, of DuPont 
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A JA\, S BASS SYS I L V 
FOR MANY YEARS A 
REFERENCE STANDARD FOR SUE3WOOFER PERFORMANCE 
ITS THE CHOICE W-EN ONLY THE BEST WILL DO 

ASK FOR OUR COMPLETE LITERATURE THE REFERENCE BASS SYSTEM 

JCIL-1\ VAROV SAUD° SYSTEVS, \C 
2889 Roeblhg Avenue Brulx, f\Ëvv YDrk104-61 (212)8927419 

SIMPLY WONDERFUL ... 
Cascade Basic Preamplifier — $599 

NEW FOR 1986 H-1 Hybrid Amplifier — $1599 A blissful marriage of tube and 

solid state technology. Drives difficult speaker loads with effortless 
competence. Can be easily switched from fully differential mono-mode to 
stereo-mode and run as either Class A or Class AB in either mode. 

MC-1 Tube Moving Coil Step-Up — $599 Surprisingly quiet and it doesn't 
degrade the sound. 

Call or write for your local dealer and product information. 
dealer inquiries invited. 

L‘Zkg.IS Lazarus Electronics 15046 Friar St Van Nuys, CA91411 
(818)242-1215 



Sony policy towards CD player design, 
which has always been that it is a music con-

figuration that's ideal for a variety of lifestyle 
applications. The development of car and 
portable CD players, along with component 
players that cover the complete price spec-

trum, have validated this concept. 
The key to all of this, of course, is how a 

manufacturer responds to each of these 
segments in the market place. Sony believes 
in developing its own advanced proprietary 

digital technology for each CD player it pro-
duces, regardless of its market category. This 

approach allows us to create a "state-of-the-
art" product, not just for the most discrimi-
nating music lover, but also for the enthus-
iast interested in the best possible sound 
reproduction at any price. 
As to JGH's comments regarding the 

original CDP-101, let me point out that, 
while the '101 did not do everything "right," 
it was far from the "worst-sounding" CD 

player ever to have been manufactured" 
(though it may have been the worst-sound-
ing first-generation player that JGH ever 

heard). More importantly, it should be 
remembered that the '101 served as a "yard-
stick" for the industry as a whole. In point 
of fact, its original design precepts gave the 
industry true 16-bit D/A conversion, the 
three-beam (—spot") laser pickup assembly, 

and horizontal drawer-loading, accom-
panied by textbook ergonomics. This player 
has not only stood the test of time, but re-

mains a model that has been emulated by 

more manufacturers than any other com-
petitive first-generation unit. 

If only all other "worst-sounding" first-
generation players could have fared so well... 

Mark Finer 
Park Ridge, NJ 

Monster Interlink CD Cable 
Editor, 
I feel that Mr. Cordesman has not properly 

evaluated the claims made for, or the per-
formance of, Monster's Interlink CD cable in 
his CD Accessory article (Vol.9 No.3), when 
he states that Interlink CD makes all but the 
earliest Sony players "sound notably worse." 

Worse compared with what? Compared 
with an audiophile interconnect like Monster 

Interlink Reference A, or compared with the 
standard patch cord that comes with most 

CD player? If the former, then it depends on 
the player. In all of our advertisements, we 
have always compared Interlink CD with 
conventional cables, not with audiophile 
cables. Interlink was designed to sell at a cer-
tain price point, and while relatively sophis-
ticated, it does not have the complex three-
wire network of Interlink Reference A. 
However, it does use our "Balanced Band-

width" construction with two precisely-
wound networks. 

If Mr. Cordesman is talking about the 
standard, garden-variety, patch cord, I sug-

gest that he relistens. It doesn't take a golden 
ear to recognize that Interlink CD is in every 
way better than a conventional patch cord. 

Power Amplifiers 
and Pre-Amplifiers 

Excellent music reproduction. 

Designed for reliability. 
Yet affordably priced. 

EK) 
COMPONENTS, LTD. 

Orchard Park 
New York 14127 
U.S.A. 
1-800-543-5252 
(N.Y. 716-652-7650) 
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LINE DRIVE 

Less Signal Processing = More Natural Music 

LINE DRIVE—a system control center designed specifically for your line level 

components: CD players, tape decks, tuners, VCR audio. 

LINE DRIVE—the flexibility of a preamplifier without the inherent colora-

tions. Compare it with the best preamplifier you can find and be thrilled with 
how clean and accurate the Line Drive sounds. 

Available from Mod Squad Dealers everywhere. Or direct from The Mod 
Squad, Dept. S. 542 Coast Highway 101, Leucadia, 

CA 92024, (619) 436-7666. For a complete catalog 

send 52 (refundable with order). Ask about our 
2-week money-back guarantee. 

"Not as good as the SOTA" 

America's most critical reviewers have scru-
tinized the SOTA against all turntables. Vir-
tually every review concludes, however 
excellent are the other turntables, none is 
"as good as the SOTA." 

Amazing Extra Clarity 
Ed Long (Audio, June '861: "The sound from 
SOTA with its vacuum was more real than 
that from the reference system, and in a very 
convincing way ...If you are seeking the 
most realistic reproduction of sound from 
analog records, you will like the extra clarity 
afforded by the vacuum clamping system." 
Nothing Even Comes Close 
Julian Hirsch (Stereo Review. December, 
'85): "Our best estimate is that the [vacuum] 
Star Sapphire's isolation from base-
conducted isolation in the audio range is at 
least 40dB better than the best we have pre-
viously measured! Nothing else I have ever 
seen comes even close to matching the 
SOTA's solidity and immunity to external 
influences." 

SOTA Black lacquer STAR 

The Only Class A Turntable: 
Tony Cordesman (Stereophile. Vol 9. No 
4): "Combining the SOTA Star Sapphire's 
vacuum record damping with the new 
acrylic 'Supermat has produced a turntable 
which is more neutral on more records than 
any other turntable I've tried at any price ... 
even those costing over $10.000." 

WrA 
P.O. Box 7075 Berkeley CA 94707 
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Its bass response, clarity, imaging, sound-
staging, and three-dimensionality, while shy 
of the very best audiophile interconnects, is 
good enough to make mincemeat out of the 
cheapie cords found in the box. At its modest 
$50 retail price, it represents an outstanding 
sonic value with any CD player supplied 
with standard cords. 
We strongly object to the suggestion that 

Interlink works only with early Sony players. 
This is not true. There are many players cur-
rently in production that sound worse than 

those first Sonys. Not everyone can afford to 
buy a Mission, Meridian Pro, or similar fine 
audiophile machine. In these days of falling 
CD prices and quality, the performance of 
an inexpensive—or an expensive—player 
can be upgraded by using Interlink CD. 

Mr. Cordesman's put-down of the dealers 

who sell Interlink CD as "tin-eared" is un-
called for. These dealers are some of the 
most credible and respected specialist audio 
retailers in the country. Most only decided 
to sell Interlink CD after listening evalua-
tions with many of the machines they sell. It 

has been to their pleasure and surprise to 
find that Interlink CD does work as claim, so 
they recommend it to their customers in 
good faith. They wouldn't remain in busi-
ness long if they didn't. 
We realize that the claim that an intercon-

nect cable can make CD players sound bet-
ter might look like snake-oil. To alleviate the 
fears of our customers of being ripped off, 
we have always offered them a money-back, 
30-day, full-refund, performance guaran-
tee—printed on the package—from the fac-
tory. After selling thousands of pairs of In-
terlink CD cables (it has been one of our 

most successful products), we have had less 
than ten pairs returned! 
We invite readers of Stereophile to listen 

for themselves, and we are confident that 
they will be more than pleased with the 
results when compared with conventional 
patch cords. However, we would agree with 
Mr. Cordesman that with a truly good CD 
player, use of a good audiophile cable like 
Interlink Reference A, might be preferable. 

Noel Lee 
San Francisco, CA. 

Norberg BCS-16 
Editor, 
My thanks to Dick Olsher for his review of 

the Norberg BCS-16 loudspeaker (Vo1.9 
No.5). The speakers were submitted for 
review in February 1985—yes five— and 
have undergone several improvements since 
then. We are now using our own proprietary 
6.5 LF driver instead of the Peerless, which 
has a larger magnet (18 oz rather than 16) and 
a vented pole-piece. This extends the re-
sponse to 42Hz (-3dB point). The crossover 
switch has been replaced by a Full Space/ 
Half Space switch, which compensates for 
the mid-bass heaviness that usually accom-
panies placement on a console or shelf. The 
response is also smoother, due to changes in 
the crossover and to tighter tweeter quality 
control. The price is now $595 /pair. 
A note on design priorities. The BCS-16 

attempts to achieve (albeit imperfectly) the 
subjective impression of listening to music 
rather than to machines reproducing music. 
I agree with JGH (— Down with Flat," Vol. 8 
No.4) that flat response alone does not ac-
curacy make. Flat response is actually design 

ProAc 
ProAc Loudspeakers are used in the Royal Opera House LoilUur 

England for live performance sound reinforcement and at the Teldec 
Recording Co in West Germany for monitoring purposes ProAc 
Loudspeakers can be found in many sound studios and in the homes of 
literally thousands of music lovers worldwide 

ProAc Super Tablette — our new version of the original Tablette well 

known for its precise image and power handling A superb quality 
mini-monitor 

ProAc Studio One — our new compact monitor with a high-tech 
titanium tweeter and precision seven inch woofer Incredible bass punch 
and super sound stage 

For more information call or write 
ProAc Loudspeakers 2888 Bluff Suite 210 
Boulder. Colo 80301 303-449-1440 Dealer inquiries invited. 
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PRES H-SYSTEM 
Headroom. .. no holds barred. 

A State-Of-The-Art active loudspeaker 
system from Pres Speakers 

Pres Speakers 
"Completely touched by human hands." 

Every Pres Loudspeaker 
is meticulously made for 
you. Each speaker is the re-
sult of years of hard work 
and professional experi-
ence. Its beautiful hand-
crafted hardwood finish, 
solid braced construction, 
and attention to every de-
tail are givens. Our prod-
ucts bring the art of loud-
speaker design and con-
struction to you. 

For information about 
the nearest Pres Speaker 
Dealer please write or call: 

PRES SPEAKERS 
183 Main Street 
Northampton, MA 01060 
(413) 586-6277 

DIMENSIONAL PURITY VANDERSTEEN AUDIO 

F-
8 

Vandersteen Audio was founded in 1977 
with the commitment to offer always the 
finest in music reproduction for the dollar. 
Toward this goal there will always be a 
high degree of pride, love, and personal 
satisfaction involved in each piece before it 
leaves our facilities. Your Vandersteen dealer 
shares in this commitment, and has been 
carefully selected for his ability to deal with 
the complex task of assembling a musically 
satisfying system. Although sometimes 
hard to find, he is well worth seeking out. 

Write or call for a brochure and the 
name of your nearest dealer. 

VANDERSTEEN AUDIO 
116 WEST FOURTH STREET 
HANFORD, CALIFORNIA 93230 USA 
(209) 582-0324 
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priority #3, after phase coherence (and time 

alignment) and linearity. In my opinion, it is 
these factors that provide true accuracy of 
soundstage reproduction, approximating 
the inner detail and impact of live music. 
The BCS-16 is as fiat a speaker as I can 
make without compromising the first two 
priorities. 

Robert Norberg 
Northridge, CA 

MAS 925 HI 
Editor, 
I would like to thank JGH for his positive 
review of the MAS 925 III loudspeaker (Vol.9 
No.3), but his statement that the top end 

was a "little hot" needs some additional 
comment. 

We agree with JGH; let me explain. The 

MAS 925 III had undergone one additional 
modification since we sent our then "latest 
version" back for re-review, and we were 
fairly confident that the tweeter level had 
been dropped sufficiently to balance the full 

musical spectrum properly. Subsequent 
listening, however, led us to change our 

minds and we added two resistors to the 

crossover to drop the tweeter level a further 
1.5dB. Since this change, we have been com-
pletely satisfied with the 925's sonic per-

formance, as have our dealers and customers 
(to judge from the comments on warranty 
cards). All speakers shipped since April 1986 
have this modification, and speakers sold 
prior to that date are retrofittable at no 
charge: contact Music & Sound Imports 
directly for details. 

Mel Schilling 
Huntingdon Valley, PA 

The CAL Tempest 
Editor, 

We would like to thank John Atkinson for 

his insightful review of our Tempest CD 
player; it is gratifying to know that he likes 
it. We have spent two years and hundreds of 
hours of listening tests, both with ours and 

with other CD players, to arrive at the sound 
of which JA speak so highly. It is particularly 
pleasing to hear JA comment so favorably on 
the Tempest's ability to recover ambience 
and a sense of space from digital recordings, 

MAGNUM 
ci9nalob 

.41F 

FT-101 
FM tuner 

The difference is its 

S0137) 
NOW IN THE U.S. to serve 
you better. 

For more information and the 
name of the dealer nearest you, 
call us. 

MAGNUM 
cg-lalab 

"The FM Specialists" 

1971 Abbott Road 
Lackawanna, N.Y. 14218 
(716) 822-5346 

(Outside N.Y. State, 1-800-448-8490) 

• Cure For C/D Error And 
Mistrack 

• 25 db Of Feedback And Foot-
Fall Isolation For Turn Tables. 

• 10 to 2 0 % Reduction Of IM. 
TIM & THD In Preamps And 
Amplifiers. 

206-362-070 

John Sunier(Auctio Writer And Host Of 
Audiophile Audition.) 
They Work! Definitly Produce Sonics Freer 

Of Distortion And Closer To The Sound Of 
Real Music Than Setting On Mass-Loading' 
Type Feet." 

SIMS VIBRATION DYNAMICS 
17724 15th AVE NE SEATTLE WA 9815h 
206 • 362-0700 
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as this was one of our primary design objec-
tives. We have often felt that these are quali-
ties missing from other players, but which 

are essential to the proper enjoyment of 
music. JA also states that "the Tempest gets 
closer to the spirit of the music" This is high 
praise; indeed JA states that our Tempest let 

him forget his critique and get into the 
music. That is, after all, what hi-fi is all 
about. 

Art Paymer 
El Toro, CA 

Ortofon MC-20 Super 
Editor, 

Webster's New Collegiate Dictionary de-
fines "dionysian" as "being of frenzied or 
unrestrained emotion." It also defines 
"apollonian" as "harmonious, measured, 
ordered." 

Anthony Cordesman's impressions of the 
Ortofon MC-20 Super and the van den Hul 
MC-l0 are very much in accord with our 
own at Ortofon. Many "reference" analog 
playback systems have been considered 

D\4-3t 
sound was exceptum 

, good. especially at Fug,' 
where the tweeter 

sed to break up. distort. 
or get fuzzy soundIng " 

BILL SOMNIERWERCK 
STEREOPHILE 
CES REPORT VOL 8, NO3 

Anyway, these were some of 
the best soundIng little boxes 
t heard, with good imaging 
and spaciousness, excellent 
balance, and unusual free 
dore from boxiness" 

1 GORDON HOLT 
STEROPHILE 
ES REPORT VOL 8 IVC : 

VISIT YOUR DEALER 
AND "HEAR THE DIFFERENCE" 

OW 
CORPORATION 

5412 W BURNHAM STREET 
MILWAUKEE, WI 53219 

414/546-4537 

superior to compact discs in their ability to 
reproduce the emotion of a musical exper-
ience. Products like the MC-20 Super and 
MC-l0 prove that analog reproduction can 
also rival the accuracy of digital technology, 
providing further argument that, more and 
more often, the differences we hear are due 

more to recording and mastering than to the 
playback process. 

Kevin Byrne 
Plainview, NY 

Now, at last, there's a maga-
zine for videophiles! 

VIDEOFAX 
is like "Stereophile," but the 
subject is Video, and the 
object is the best picture 
quality attainable. Published 
by JGH, Editor of "Stereo-
phile," and edited by Marc 
Wielage, America's best-
known video writer, VIDEO-
FAX features candid, in-
depth component reports, 
brand-by-brand and model-
by - model comparisons, 
coverage of video-related 
audio products, lists of rec-
ommended & un -recom-
mended components, LV 
disc reviews, industry dirt, a 
column for TVROers, and 
much, much more. $20 a 
year, ALL refunded if not 
ecstatic! PO Box 9840, 
Santa Fe, NM 87504. 
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STRAIGHT WIRE CABLE COMPONENTS... 
SOUND CLOSEST TO A DIRECT CONNECTION! 

Other cables may correct certain audio system anomalies through 
selective filtering. Unfortunately, these corrections are achieved at the 
expense of harmonic integrity and musical expression. 

STRAIGHT WIRE cables reveal the most musical information by minimiz-
ing signal alterations. 

LSI INTERCONNECT - Linear Series Imped-
ance lifts the veils of tonal coloration that 
plague other cables. THE premium cable at 
580/meter pair. 

FLEXCONNECT • The best performance/ 
price interconnect available. Conducts 
music with lifelike realism and definition at 
ONLY 525/meter pair. 

MUSIC RIBBON - Hi-Tech flat design provides 
the lowest phase shift and highest mechan-
ical stability among speaker cables. From 
Si - 53/foot. 

TEFLON - 12 • A top rated/best buy speaker 
cable with superior focus, dimensionality 
and RFI shielding at only $2.50 per foot. 

NEW... THE KL-3 
AUDIOPHILE GRADE COMPONENT PERFORMANCE ENHANCER 

COMPONENT ISOLA TER EMI-RFI FILTER SURGE & SPIKE SUPPRESSOR 
REDUCES AUDIO BACKGROUND DISTORTION AND CURTAINING 

CLEARS VIDEO PICTURE FLASHES. JITTER & HAZE 

SMAIGHT WIRE 
P.O. BOX 78 • HOLLYWOOD, FLORIDA 33022 • (305) 925-2470 

THIS FISH KNOWS WHAT 
YOUR HI-FI DEALER DOESN'T. 

Unlike many hi-fi dealers, this fish knows when he's out of his element: Ile can't 
breathe! But a lot of hi-fi stores would keep on trying. They'll sell you what they 
have and hope for the best. Audio Vision of New England knows their element: the 
realm of maximum musical realism. And what we have, delivers. 617 648-HIFI 

AUDIO 
e • 

%- à 
a 'V E /I 'M s• -mar sr "me r 

1060 Massachusetts Avenue, Arlington, MA 02174 Tue-Sat 

Adcom + Apogee + AR + Audioquest + Belles 
Carnegie + C-J + CWD + ET + FINS + Grado + Infinity RS I b 
Jadis + JSE + Kyocera + Magnum + Meitner + Melos 
Meridian + MIT + Mod Squad + Motif + NEC + Pro Ac 
SME V + Spendor + Superphon + Souther + Spica 
Sumiko + Veillas + VPI + it LL  + Finial Technology. 
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h_ .mgreau. 
CONVIRGENT 
AUDIO TECHNOLOGY 

  1111i 

SL-1 VALVE PREAMPLIFIER 

- compare for yourself and discover why C.A.T. is the 

fastest growing high-end electronics manufacturer. 
- call or write for the name of your local dealer. 

CONVERGENT AUDIO TECHNOLOGY, INC. 
24 Falcon Drive • W. Henrietta. N.Y. 14586 • 71 6-3 5 9-2 700 

KIMBER KABLETM 

•••4*•4% 
•••••ib 

MUSICAL • ACCURATE • FLAT • DYNAMIC • FLEXIBLE • STABLE 
VALUABLE (but not too expensive) 

4 PR-$1 /ft. 4 VS-$1.80/ft. 4 TC-$4/ft. 

We have a new family of cable (TC). Call or write for 
information on our new top-of-the-line cable. 

KIMBER KABLE 2675 Industrial Drive Ogden, Utah 84401 
(801) 621-5530 Telex 286 229 "KIMBERKABLE" 
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AUDIO MART 
Rates: Private, SO ems per word , Commercial $1.25 per word, $45.00 mini-
mum. Multiple insertions must be prepaid; we do not bill for Audio Mart. Visa or MasterCard 
accepted; send card number and expire date with ad. Send classified ads to: Stereophile, 
Classified Ad Department, P.O. Box 5529, Santa Fe, NM 87502. Ads must he received for 
Volume 9, Number 7 by September 22, 1986; for Volume 9, Number 8 by October 28, 1986. 

FOR SALE 
BEST BUYS in LA, Orange County, California at 
High End Audio %Est: Conrad-Johnson, PS Audio, 
Sonographe, Audible Illusions, Superphon, Ad-
corn, B&K, Moscodes, Music Reference, VPI, Well 
Tempered Arm, Grado, Alphason, Systemdek, 
MMT, Monster, AudioQuest, Randall, Straight 
Wire, Rauna, Spica, Spectrum, JSE, Sound Lab. 
(714)861-5413, appointment. 

AUDIO RESEARCH SP-8Mk11 preamp, $1095; 
D79B amp, $1995; Klyne SK-5 preamp, $2395; 
SK - 1 pre-preamp, $165; SK-2A pre-preamp, 
$375; Counterpoint SAI preamp, $750; SA2 pre-
preamp, $495; Vandersteen Ilc speakers, $795; 
Mag,neplanar Tympani ID speakers, $750. (509) 
946-1529 evenings, West Coast. 

CONNECTICUT: CONRAD-JOHNSON, New York 
Audio Labs, Adcom, VPI, Sonographe, Grado, 
Souther, Acoustat, Synthesis, Dahlquist, Duntec, 
Rauna, Sumiko; fast prepaid shipping. The Stereo 
Lab, 140 Bank St., New London, CT 06320. (203) 
447-9802. 

NAIM PREAMP 8249, Sumo 9 $349, NAD 2200 
$299, Phase Linear DRS900 $499, Yamaha M80 
$499, Lumley M100 $1599, Spectrum $149, 
Vandersteen 2C $699, infinity RSla $2799, PS 
CDIa, 200C, Adcom 555, Superphon, B&K, 
Audible Illusions. (714)861-4830, evenings. 

THE BEST EQUIPMENT, expert advice and 
outstanding prices! Electrocompaniet, SOTA, 
Electron Kinetics, Vandersteen, Koetsu, Klyne, 
Eminent Technology, Straight Wire, Souther, 
Superphon, Precision Fidelity, Lazarus, SME, 
MIT—much more! Specials on new and used 
equipment. Newsletter available. Galen Carol 
Audio (512) 494-3551. 

AUDITION THE SUPERPHON DM200 power 
amplifier at Presto Audio (408)374-0292. 

AUDIBLE ILLUSIONS Modulus IIA preamp is 
available through Presto Audio (408)374-0292. 

AFFORDABLE HIGH END store in San Jose— 
BEL, B&K, Audible Illusions, Superphon, VPI, 
Grado, Well itmpered Lab, JSE, Daytim Wright 
ProAc, Palantir, Straight Wire, and more. Presto 
Audio (408) 374-0292. 

NOW THAT YOU HAVE great equipment—what 
will you play on it? American Record Guide, the 
best reviews so you can make the best choices. 
Bimonthly, $1930. Sample issue, $3.25. Ameri-
can Record Guide, RD2, South Road, Millbrook, 
NY 12545. 

QUALITY AUDIO IN THE MIDWEST—Rotel, 
British Fidelity, B&K, Sumo, Belles, Kinergetics, 
PS Audio, NYAL, Kyocera, Revox, Lazarus, Music 
Reference, Melos, Quicksilver, &riling, Mordaunt-
Short, Focus, Allison, 3D/Dahlquist, Spendor, 
M&K, Celestion, Sound Lab/Dynastat, AR Con-
noisseur, Dual, Micro, VPI, E:r., Grado, Garrott, 
AudioQuest, Distech, Straight Wire, Aural, Sumiko. 
Free list of used and demo. Musical Images, 11027 
Buckeye Dace, Goshen, KY(502)228-3200. 

PEARSON AUDIO LOUDSPEAKERS: Hear music 
from speakers that don't add anything to the 
sound. These full range, high resolution transmis-
sion line speakers are neutral, coherent and ef-
fortlessly lifelike. Audition these incredible and 
affordable speakers at Crossover Audio. Call 
(603)692-5452. 

SIDEREALKAP. NOT JUST ANOTHER GENERIC 
capacitor with a wonderful name, the SiderealKap 
was designed from its inception to be the finest 
sounding capacitor available for audio today. Find 
out what the music lover's capacitor doesn't 
sound like. Call (619) 722-7707, or write to: 
Sidereal Akustic, 1969 Outrigger Way, Ocean-
side, CA 92054. Free literature and information 
upon request. Dealer inquiries invited. 

"Digital finishes what the transistor began," T-
shirt with this legend and injured musical note on 
front, our company name and All-lithe Analog" 
on hack, 100% cotton; S,M.L. XL. $10.98 ppd. in 
No. America. Performance Recordings ° , 2135 
Holmby, Los Angeles, CA 90025. 

KLYNE SK-2A HEAD AMP, mint $400.00. Mission 
777 100W/c amplifier $500.00. (404)752-7772. 

NOVA PREAMPLIFIER, new $2300, sell $1295. 
Quicksilver Mono amps, factory-packed, $1150. 
Spica TC-50s, $310. Rogers LS-3/5A, $350. ProAc 
Tablettes, $375. Amber 70 amplifier, $365. Snell 
Type E, $595. Spendor SP- I, $675. McIntosh 240 
tube amplifier, $425. Koetsu Black, $250. (303) 
449-1440. 

IN TORONTO, ELITE AUDIO SYSTEM. Latest 
ARC, D250, $7500. SP-11, $6000. Infinity RS1B, 
$8500. Vacuum SOTA, $2200. Koetz Rosewood 
Signature, $1500, and more. Prices in Canadian 
Dollars. Call John (416) 231-3989. 

SPECTRAL DMCIO-GAMMA, 9 months old, $1800. 
(214) 979-9462 x223 business hours; (214) 
521-7023 evenings. 
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spectrum mum . . . affordable high-resolution 
sound. 

108A 
... The Spectrums 
are a fantastic 
bargain ... extraor-
dinary value for the 
money." 

208A 
"This is one of the 
very best buys on 
the market." 
STEREOPHILE 
P.O. Box 1948 
Santa Fe, NM 
Vol. 7 No. 8 Vol. 8 No. 3 

1021 NEVADA ST., TOLEDO, OHIO 43605 419-698-4488 

SIMPLY, THE BEST. 
The BEST Audio Equipment. 
• Audio Research • Oracle • B&W 
• Dahlquist • Robertson • B&K 
• Alphason • Audible Illusions • VPI 
• Spendor • Monster/Alpha 
• PS Audio • Janis • Thorens • AR 
• Sound Labs Electrostatics 
• Polk Audio • Denon • Yamaha 
• Nakarnichi • NAD • Adcom 
• Hafler • Bang & Olufsen • Signet 
• Quad • Grado • Counterpoint 
• Koetsu • Apogee • Ultra • Stax 
• NEC • Acoustat 

The BEST Video Equipment. 
• NEC • Canon • Kloss NovaBeam 
• Sony • Pioneer • NAD • Proton 
• Magnavox 

The BEST Service. 
Delivery and custom installation 

available from all three stores. 
Technician on premises in New 
York City location. 

The BEST Advice. 
Our personable staff is not 
composed of "Sales People," but 
of long time "Audiophiles" who 
love MUSIC as much as you do. 

The BEST Locations. 

199 Amsterdam Ave. 
New York City 217-595-7157 

1534 Northern Blvd. 
Manhasset 516-627-7333 

129 Route 110 
Huntington Sta. 516-423-7755 

All locations cv-,en late Monday, 
Thursday, Friday, all day Sunday. 

Audio Breakthroughs 
Stereophile 



SUMO "NINE" Class A power amp, $350. APT 
Holman pre-amp, $300. Vandersteen OL-1 head-
amp, $175. (602)458-2839. 

PHASE LINEAR 10001I—Carver Noise-Reduction/ 
Dynamic Expander improves signal-to-noise ratio 
17.5 db, reduces noise from LP, cassettes, FM 
Rackmountable, mint. $145.(301)942- /439. 

BENCHMARK ARU. Classic analog derived-am-
bience device in very good condition with wired 
remote control, bypass switch, manual. $600.00. 
Tandberg TPA3006A 150W/c power amp, mint 
condition, all packing, $650.00. Call (617) 
862-4506 (leave message for Lewis), or (617) 
492-4411 Wed. or Fri. days. 

PAUL HEATH AUDIO. Audible Illusion, AVE B&K, 
Convergent Technology, Eagle, Grado, Infinite 
Slope, Kinergetics, Lazarus, Martin-Logan, Melos, 
Merlin, Micro, Magnum/Dynalab, Onkyo Integra, 
Palantir, PS Audio, Quicksilver, Rega, Spica, 
Streets, Systemdek, Ultra-Stat, Vandersteen, VPI 
Well-Tempered, Wingate. Sacrifice following: 
Acoustat 2+ 2, B&W 2000, Seining, 230, Clem-
ents RI'7, Daybreaks, Magneplanar IllAs, Maranta 
10B, Mission Argonaut, MCM 7s, Meitner Pre 
Amps, Perkins Monitors, Raven Ribbons, Rauna 
Leiras, Robertson 4010, Sumo Amps & Pre, Snell 
Is, many others. 217 Alexander St., Rochester; NY 
(716)262-4310. Evenings (-16)346-5630. 

AUDIONICS SPACE & IMAGE COMPOSER, $370. 
Epicure pre-amp and amp, $495. Keith Monk arm 
$45. Bryston 3B, $390. Sugden A48, new, $250. 
Sugden P-SI, new (4 left) $200. Beocord 8000, 
$375. Allison model 15(2 pair) $750 pr. 1928 RCA 
Radiola 18, $100. DBX 3BXII, $225. It Olde HIM 
Sboppe, Indianapolis, (317)253-5480. 

NELSON-REED SALE! 5-02 Mini ($520 new) $450 
pr., 6-02 full range ($620 new) $515 pr., 8-02 3 
way ($1200 new) $890 pr., 1201 sub-woofer 
(mono, $600 new) $450 ea., 1202 stereo sub-
woofer ($870 new) $650 pr. RGR model 4 pre-
amp (latest, $850 new) $575. RGR model 5 power 
amp (latest, $1425 new) $975. All new stock with 
warranty. Digital Sonia (415) 572-9399, 10-7 
PS.?: 

SEALED—COMPLETE SET of UHQRs and Mobile 
Fidelity Beatle collection, very low number. Make 
offer. (805)584- 1854. 

APOGEE DUETTAS, superb, box, manual, 6 
months old, $1650.00. Ed (312) 346-1146, M-F, 

9-5. 

BERNING EA-2100 AMPLIFIER, 100 watts, 8 
months old, excellent condition, box and manual 
included, $1975. Call Doug (215)626-0734. 

HAFLER DH-101, 2 factory wired Dynaco 400 
amps, Bose 4 channel preamp, Onkyo T-4055 
tuner. Best offer (305)522-1615. 

MORDAUNT-SHORT MS40 speakers, mint— 
almost new, $250. (615)928-3256. 

DYNAVECTOR 17DS: brand new, never used, 
$350. Call Mike (904)373-2406. 

IOWA AUDIOPHILES: We carry Acoustat, Adcom, 
AIWA, Dual, Fried, Grado, Hafler, Parasound, 
Spectrum, Spica and Superphon. This and more 
on display seven days a week. Hawkeye Audio 311 
E. Washington, Iowa City, Iowa 52240. (319) 
337-4878. 

DECOURSEY 12VDC crossover, $125. (373) 

855- 1724, 

PRESTO AUDIO has: Audire ribbon, Convergent 
Audio Tech. SL- I, VP! HW- 19 MKII, BEL 1001 & 
2002, Audible Illusions Modulus IIA, Superphon, 
B&K, ProAc, Palantir, JSE, Euphonic, RH labs. 
(408)374-0292, San Jose, CA. 

SPEAKERS—VMPS SUPER TOWER II a/r, perfect 
condition, $995 pair. (813)526- 3678. 

ALL MINT, RARELY USED: Harman Kardon 
VCD-1000, $675. Harman Kardon CD-491, $575. 
Harman Kardon T-60 with cart, $325. Yamaha 
R-9, $650. Yamaha CD-3, $375. (404)471- 1786. 

3000+ SOUNDTRACKS/CASTS. No list, but your 
want list welcome. Moeni; Box 19231, Portland, 
OR 97219. 

FRIED SUPERTWEETERS: Use with any speaker, 
extend bandpass, shorten rise time, improve 
dispersion, $125. (412)339- 1845. 

MINT CONDITION PS IV 4, $475. PS IV A, $150. 
Revox B-77 w/cover, hubs, reels, $1150. Modified 
DQ-10s with KEF tweeters, $650. MAC C-28, 
$250. MAC MX-I15, $400. DBX-224, $150. (316) 
251-1982. 

DYNA CLASSICS: ST 400, $275. PAT 5, $150. Both 
in excellent condition. Al De Gaetano (215) 
626-3743. 

GENE RUBIN AUDIO—Linn, Naim, Rega, Spen-
dor, British Fidelity, Energy, Haller, Thorens, 
Conrad-Johnson, Nitty Gritty, Moniaunt-Short, 
Creek and Rotel. (818) 571-1299 or (213) 

283-0001. 

NELSON-REED, SPENDOR, Dayton Wright, Mor-
daunt Short, Superphon, B&K, Conrad-Johnson, 
Hailer, Grado Signature, AR, Well Tempered Arm, 
and much more. You've read about them. Why 
not hear them? Call Champagne Audio, Urbana, 
IL (217)367- 3651. 

PIONEER CD PLAYER (plays 6 discs) (215) 

567-4626 

PRCFinunn AUDIO 
NOISE SUPPRESSOR 
For all recorded sound media 

The choice of recording industry, archives and collectors 
around the world. 
Three processors for reduction of transient and steady-stale 
noises Plus special features for optimum reproduction of old 
,ecords, lateral or vertical 

Mono model $1,950; Mono/Stereo $2.450 
Write for literature to. 
P 0 Box 335 Dewitt NY USA 13214-0335 
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111 — Wall mounting unit to isolate your turntable 
We can simply say that the TT1 is the best wall mounted turntable platform 
we have ever seen" — HI-Fl Heretic, U.S. Magazine. 

For your free copy of our catalogue contact: 

MAY AUDIO MARKETING LTD. 
P.O. Box 1048 Champlain, N.Y. 12919 Tel.: (514) 651-5707 

the highly acclaimed DR-3 power amplifier, 
the new DR-7 preamplifier... 

technology reflected in music 

I-..;zi -•:. ;:----

Me.sé<AAudia 7t'Aj 
14 COTE DE LIESSE RD., LACHINE, QUEBEC, H8T 1A1 TEL. (514) 636-6384 
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WHY SPEND MORE . . . Spica, Superphon, 
Straight Wire. Also B&K, Chicago Stand and 
Audioquest. . .Use what's left over and buy a 
Porsche. Call for private audition/prices. Mobile 
Recording Co., Carmel, IN 46032. (317) 
846-5308, eve. 

AUDIOPHILES: Do you buy new equipment regu-
larly, build your own electronics or speakers, 
make your own mods? Share your experiences 
with others around the country. For more infor-
mation send SASE to The Tweak Club, PO. Box 
831, Southport, CT 06490-9998. 

AUDIOPHILE RECORDINGS: RR, Sheffield, 
Lyrita, EMI, DEcca, Wilson Audio, Opus 3, Prop-
rius, Lyrinx and more. Lytec Records, (408) 
374-0292, San Jose, CA. 

MOD SQUAD passive line drive, new, 1299. Call 

Jack, (904)736-9391. 

SPECTRAL DMC-5A PREAMP, 6 months use, 
mint, 11250. (215)662-1993, 6 p.m. -11 p.m. ES7: 

RM 4-B MINT, warn, $250. Holman, mint, $275. 
(215) 326-1353, Pacific, 7-9 p.m. 

ARC D-90, $895. SP8- 2, $995. ESL-63, $1475. 
Naltamichi Dragon Cassette, $1050. ZX7, 1700. 
LX5, $395. Snowball in Indy, (317)638- 2217. 

OUT-OF-PRINT CLASSICAL open-reel tapes and 
LPs. Large selection including early Mercurys and 
RCAs. 78s also. Free catalog: Polyphony, Box 
3535C, Oak Park, Illinois 60303. 

The Best of 
Analog and Digital 
Under One Roof 

The new SOTA SAPPHIRE Mk. Ill and 
STAR SAPPHIRE Mk. Ill equipped with 
the EMINENT TECHNOLOGY air bearing 
tonearm bring analog record playback 
to breathtaking heights. while the 
PS AUDIO CD-1A offers compact disc 
playback that will truly startle you. 

Which is better? Come hear them both 
and find out for yourself. 

WE SPECIALIZE IN 
TREATING PEOPLE RIGHT! 

Alphason • Argent • Audioquest • BEL 
B & K • 0 Walker • Counterpoint 

Dayton Wright • Eminent Technology • Fried 
Grace • JSE • Kimber Kable • Klyne • Melos 
Meridian • Merlin • MIT • Monster Cable/Alpha 

Nitty Gritty • Premier • PS Audio • Rauna 
Robertson • Rote) • Rowland Research 
Shure Ultra • Sota • Spectrum • Stax 
Systemdek • Talisman • Van Den Hul 

Vendetta Research 

AUDIO NEXUS 
201-464-8238 

Berkeley Heights. NJ 

NEW ENGLAND MUSIC LOVERS: Fine music at 
Crossover Audio in New Hampshire. Featuring: PS 
Audio, Counterpoint, SME, Well Tempered Lab, 
SOTA, van den Hul, Kiseki, Premier, Meridian, 
Eminent Technology, Carnegie, Monster Alpha, 
MIT, Pearson Audio, Spica, Talisman, Sumiko, 
Sonographe, Magnavox CD, and more. Call (603) 

692-5452 Monday thru Friday after 6 pm EST and 
Saturday 8 am to 5 pm. Crossover Audio, 10 Tate's 
Brook Road, Somersworth, NH 03878. Free ship-
ping and newsletter. No sales tax 

DB SYSTEMS OFFERS A NEW PREAMPLIFIER op-
timized for line level sources. No phono section, 
five high level inputs, exceptional performance. 
$375.00 with power supply. Optional features 
available. Dealers invited to request complete in-
formation on letterhead. DB Systems, Rindge, NH 
03461. (603)899-5121. 

ONKYO T-9090 TUNER, as new, $375. Akai 
GX-747 DBX reel-reel deck, new, with warranty, 
one- half price. John (904)641-5830 evenings. 

AUDIO COMPONENTS BY: Adcom, Ariston, 
Berning, Classe Audio, Clear Audio, Counterpoint, 

Decca, Distech, Dynavector, Electron Kinetics, 
Entec, Grado, JSE, Kindel, Koetsu, Kimber, Live-
wire, MIT, Moore Franklin, Premier, Regs, Shinon, 
Souther, Spica, Stax, Superphon, VPI, Well Tem-
pered Lab. Greenfield Equipment, 7805 Green-
field Street, River Forest, IL 60305. (312) 771-4660. 
MC/VISA. Auditions by appointment. Shipping 
and export facilities. 

Audipmmt 
Cónnection 

TURNTABLES: Basis. Goldmund. Heybrook, 
Merrill, Well Tempered 

TONEARPAS: Eminent Tech. Goldmund. Well 
Tempered 

CARTRIDGES: Decca. Garrott P-77. Grado. 
vdH Mc-10 

ELECTRONICS: (solid state) Belles. Bntish 
Fidelity. FM Acoustics. Jordan. 
Leach. Magnum Dynalab 
[tube) Audible Illusions, Melts, 
MFA (Luminescence) Music 
Reference. Quicksilver 
Melts Audio. Harman Kardon 
Kindel. Princeton Acoustics. 
Heybrook. Rauna. Spendor. 
Vandersteen 

ACCESSORIES: AuchoGuest. Chicago Sp Stand, 
Goldmund. Livewire. Kimber 
Kable, MIT. RAM tubes. Sims 
Vib Sonex. Tiptoes. Torufluid. 
ASC Tube Traps, Tweek 

$01.231-171$ 
615 Bloomfield Ave. Verona. NJ 07044 

Also for sale 
occasional close-outs, used equipment 

Hours Mon. Tues. Fn 12-7, Thurs 12-9. Sat 11-6 
Closed Sun Wed. Please call for an appointment' 

CD PLAYERS: 
SPEAKERS: 



SOUND HOUNDS, Denver's Audio Alternative. 
NYAL Moscode, Conrad-Johnson, ProAc, Sono-
graphe, Straight Wire, Wharfedale, Roger West 
Sound Labs, Grado Signature, Grado, 'Week, Mod 
Squad, Target, Spica, Beard Class A Valve 
Amplifier, VPI, Fried, Electron-Kinetics Eagle 2, 
and more. In addition we buy, sell and consign 
quality audio components. (303) 722-3200. 

QUAD ESL-63, s/n 17,441 & 2, 81850. 405Mk.2, 
$425. ESLs s/n 52,557 & 8, 8750. Berning 230, 
$625. All mint, cartons. Also: Mac 225, 8300. 
(2/2) 724-9219. 

FISHER AND DYNACO: Fisher Model FM 2421 
tuner, Dynalcit Stereo 70, unmodified, good, 
$100. PAS preamplifier, unmodified, but good, 
$75. All prepaid. Jack's, PO.Box 758, Stevens 
Point, WI 54481. 

BELLES DMC PREAMP, new $200 or b/o. RG 
Pro20 expander, $100, or b/o. Call Mark (615) 
694-9287, M-g 9-9 EST 

NOW IN WASHINGTON, DC: Adcom, B&K, 
Dayton Wright, LCM- I, Fuselier, Grado, Mission 
CD, Nakamichi, Premier MMT, Promethean, Spen-
dor, Straight Wire, Superphon, Talisman, VPI. 
Demo or used: Fuselier 2 bookshelf speakers, AR 
turntable, PS Audio CD. Convenient northwest DC 
location near Metro. Evenings and weekends by 
appointment. Audio Alternatives (202)333-6557. 

KLYNE SK- 5, 82100 or b/o. (813)962-8555, leave 
name and number 

ducing•• 
EUPHONIC 
technology 

Experience a new era in 
compact disc player musicality 
and imaging! 

Euphonic Technology CD 
players are now available., or 
we will upgrade your Magnavox 
or Mission player to state-of-
the-art sonic performance. 

Euphonic Technology 
207 Mountain Road 
Wilton, CT 06897 
203 834-2468 

Available direct or through selected dealers 

AUDIO CHEAPSKATE sells his favorite solid-state 
amp. His British Fidelity P-170, Alvin Gold's 
favourite, too, will cost you $449.97. Save 
$200.03. Write Sam c/o Stereophile, P.O. Box 
5529, Santa Fe, NM 87502 and include your 
phone number. Sam will call you if amp is still 
available. Don't call Stereophile Sam's back East. 

"jemstone" SERVING LANSING AND SOUTHERN 
MICHIGAN. Yes! Fried loudspeakers are available 

in southern Michigan! The Fried legend lives on at 
Michigan's premier Fried dealer. New: Studio/IVs, 
C3-Ls and the fabulous G3s. Frieds bring out the 
best in our Quicksilvers, Robertsons, Meitners, 
Koetsus, Oracles, Thorens, Apts, Shure Ultras and 
other fine lines. Appointments only. Newsletter! 
'yerristone- Bar 240, DeWitt, Michigan 48820-
0240 (517)669-9544. Nice people! 

MERRILL AR MODIFICATIONS—MERRILL TURN-
TABLE. Underground Sound, 2125 Central Ave, 
Memphis, Tenn. 38104(901)272-1275. 

MAGNEPLANAR MG-11B SPEAKERS, $800. Super-
phon DM preamp, $350. NAD 3150 amp, $275. 
AR tonearrn, 835. (505)293-5670. 

SUPERPHON DUAL MONO, B&K ST-140 and 
Straight Wire Flexconnect: a superb and cost-
effective combination. Call Audio Alternatives 
(202)333-6557. 

QUICKSILVER'S LARGEST and best sounding 
stereo amp MSI90 (new 82800)81199. SAEC 407 
Tonearm (new 8480) $199. (303)329-9061 

CADO 
NY & NJ's Authorized Dealer 

of Highest Quality 
Audio & Video 

10 Years of State-01-The-Arl Leadership 

EuReiTALELES: Sou 

TOMEARIAS SUE • 

CARTRIDGES: KeItSu Alpha T415.1.111 LInn keloqueol Gram 

,,rature 

ELECTRONICS ' Reseaich Aviviand Resepcn Kivne iandeeig 
• • a,,,coo Electron iNnectcs Mom 0,,aa koustr 

itaser Lineage Penile, 

Co PLAYERS M.SSK. Mencitan NMI 11 . Awe >non eyocea 

TAPE DECKS. TaxiDerg Kyocefa De, *.Z 

SPEAKERS 4ohdee 0.1 The Nro. ' ' Dane:best DO 20 
• 41,,yeon • ESE Dayton Wodni 

Rus a Compare Sabo-Non el AKIN and Video Accessonos 

CWD Audio Furniture 
and Extensive Audiophile Recordings 

Used Equipment Available & Trade-ins Accepted  

193 Bellevue Ave Lipper Montclair NJ 07043 

(201) 744-0600 
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BRISSON INTERCONNECTS, custom Athena 
PolyPhasors, MI-330 available in any configura-
tion, including tonearm sets and Causse termina-
tions for Goldmund and Levinson. Brisson hook-
up wire for audio constructors, custom threaded 
Tiptoes for any audio product, ASC Tube Traps, 
Wonder Caps, Fluxbusters, other products. $1.00 
catalog. Michael Percy, Box 526, Inverness, CA 

94937. (4/5) 669-7181. 

MARK LEVINSON ML- I preamp with power 
supply and D-6 option, $850. (919) 967-1063, 
10-6. 

RECORDS FOR SALE from large private collec-
tion, first time offered. Includes collectibles, 
audiophile, jazz, classical, stage, film, and others 
Please send $1.00 in stamps and self-addressed 
envelope for list to Mr Peters, 1015 Gayley Ave. 
#235, los Angeles, CA 90024. 

ARGENT, ARISTON, B&K, BEL, British Fidelity, 
Chesky Records, Clearaudio, Dayton Wright, Emi-
nent Technology, Melos, Morrison, Souther, 
Straight Wire, Sumiko and VPI. Hear these and 
other fine components at Audio Abode, Dallas, 
Texas. (214)369-2092 evenings and weekends. 

THETA PREAMP as owned by Dick Olsher, men-

tioned in Vol.9, No.2. Unit has all Teflon 
capacitors and Mills non-inductive resistors. $975. 

0.8.0. (314)862-0003, Barry. 

INFINITY RS-1 SPEAKERS, $2300. (716) 
381-009' evenings 

r--
C.E AUDIO AUTHORIZED 

DEALER FOR: 
ALPHASON 

QUALITY EOUIPMENT 

QUALITY SERVICE 
FAST SHIPMENTS 

WE SHIP—VISA. MC. COO 

FREE LITERATURE. 

PLEASE BE SPECIFIC 

P 0 BOX 2305 90632 2305 

415 VI IMPERIAL HWY 
LA HABRA CA 90631 

12131 691 0967 

17141 671 5670 

MICRO 
Worlds finest turntables. 
MICRO SEIKI RX-1500VG It. 

MICRO AX-8G armboard 

SAEC WE-407/23 tonearm 

SHINON RED HI-OUTPUT cartridge 

TOTAL SYSTEM 

AUDIBLE ILLUSIONS 

COUNTERPOINT Y 

ENTRE' 

FRIED 

GRADO SIGNATURE 

HIGHPHONIC 

HITACHI LINEAR 

CRYSTAL WIRE 

MICRO SEIKI 

ORSONIC 

OUAD 

SAEC 

SHINON 

SOUTHER 

SUPERPHON 

TWEEK 

MILITARY TUBES / 

SEIKI/SAEC COMBINATION 
Lrt 

$1995 1 
$125 

$695 

$659 

$3474 

GENE RUBIN AUDIO—LOS ANGELES: Linn, 
Naim, Regs, Conrad-Johnson, Thorens, Spendor, 
Energy, British Fidelity, Creek, Rotel, 
Onyx, Mordaunt Short, Nitty Gritty, Goldring and 
others. (2/3)283-0001. 

FLABBERGASTED BY COMPACT DISCS? Before 
banishing your "record player" compare limited 
edition audiophile albums from Mobile Fidelity 
Sound Lab, Sheffield lab, Nautilus and American 
Gramophone. Enjoy the highest quality from 
UHQR's to direct-to-disc, and hear the finest 
sounding recording technology available any-
where! Call Sound Advice (816)361-2713. Out-
of-prints and CDs available. Visa, Mastercard 
accepted. 

MERRILL ACRYLIC LEAD PLATTER with outer 
clamping ring for the AR turntable. Coming soon! 
Underground Sound, 2125 Central Ave., Mem-

phis TN 38104. (901)272-1275. 

MOSCODE SUPER IT PREAMP, $150. Carver 
M200 amplifier, new in box, $250. Yamaha T- I 
analog tuner, $150. Evenings CA (714) 776-4718. 

LINN-NIRVANA, less arm, spare board, $400. 
(916)927-3612 days. (916)725-5559 evenings. 

THRESHOLD S300 SERIES II, $1550. B&W DMI7, 
$600. Sumiko Alchemist III. David (602) 

886-2914. 

EARLY LONDON STEREO open-reel tapes for 
sale. Send for free list to: Tony Almeida, 1843 

Newell Ave., Walnut Creek, CA 94595. 

Classic Audio 
Components Rebuilt 

and Repaired 

Ever wonder what your equipment would 
sound like if it were brought up to current 
standards? We have developed unique con-
cepts for updating the performance of older 
quality equipment. Mods now available for 
GAS, ARC, Threshold, McIntosh plus others. 

5563 Kendall. Boise, ID 83706 

12081323-0861 

MOD! KA lOff 
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EXCEPTIONAL AUDIO REPRODUCTION SYS-
TEMS— Adcom, AR, Arcam, AudioQuest, Audire, 
British Fidelity, Chicago, Creek, Dual, Grace, 
Grado & Signature, Goldring, Fried, Heybrook, 
Kyocera, Linn, Logic, MAS, Mordaunt -Short, 
Nitty Gritty, Premier, QED, RATA, Regs, Rotel, 
Shinon, Spectrum, Superphon, Supex, Talisman, 
large and more EARS, PO. Bar 658-S, W Covina, 
CA 91790. Evenings ueekends, MC/Visa, monde), 
specials. 

SELECT SOUND—Long Island, New York. Offer-
ing the finest audio values and service, in a relaxed 
setting. Our serious system: Kindel PLS- A, GSI 
Electronics, Well Tempered Table/Arm with 
Carnegie. Other recommendations: AudioQuest 
CD-1, Rauna, Castle, Meridian, Accuphase, Super-
phon, Rotel, Goldring, Revolver, Target, ibbe 
'Raps. 1345 Old Northern Blvd., Historic Roslyn 
Village, (516) 484 -9299. 

OUT-OF-PRINT MOBILE FIDELITY. Over 100 
titles, 70 of them at wholesale prices. Running out 
of titles fast! Chad, 213 S. 2nd, Salina, KS 67401. 
(913) 82 5 -8609.  

LEVINSON ML-11 AMP, $975. Threshold Fet-2 
preamp, $550. Both mint condition! (303) 
493-2808 early mornings. 

PINK CONDITION: Nakamichi 1000 ZXL deck 
and Sequena Model 1 FM tuner. Make offer to Jose 
Fernandez, 208 Eleanor Roosevelt Street, Hato 
Rey, Puerto Rico 00918. 

DISC CLEANING 

PERFECTED 
Nitty Gritty Record Care Products 

manufactures unique cleaning systems 
that are 100% effective in eliminating 
dust, grease and static electricity from 
records and compact discs Records 
and cd's that have been cleaned by a 
Nifty Gritty sound more like live music 
They have extended high frequency re-
sponse, improved imaging. more 
acoustical space, and less noise Every-
one can hear the obvious improvement 
that a Nifty Gritty cleaning makes 

NITTY GRITTY «1 

RECORD CARE PRODUCTS. INC. 

4650 Arrow Hwy. #F4, Montclair, CA 91763 

(714) 625-5525 

CREEK AUDIO AT A DISCOUNT: Music & Sound 
Imports is no longer distributing the products of 
Creek Audio Systems Ltd. of England. We have on 
hand a limited supply of Creek CAS 4040 and CAS 
4140 integrated amplifiers. We are offering these 
units direct to consumers on a first-come first-
serve basis at greatly reduced prices while supplies 
last. Creek CAS 4040s, suggested retail $325, now 
$210. Creek CAS 4140s, suggested retail $400, 
now $260. These units are brand new in factory-
sealed cartons and are fully warranteed by Creek 
Audio. Music & Sound Imports, 30 Snowflake 
Road, Huntingdon Valley, PA 19006. (215) 
357-7858. Visa and Mastercard accepted. 

ELECTRON TUBE SALE: Matched pairs, 12AX7, 
12BH7, 6FQ7, 6L6GC;, EL34, KT-88, 6550A. 
4,000 types stocked, since 1947. GE, Amperex, 
lklefunken, Gold Lion (original), Sylvania. Mili-
tary grade, same day shipping. Write or call for 
prices: ARS Electronics, 7110 DeCelis Place, PO, 
Box 7323-Dept SP Van Nuys, CA 91406. In 
California, 800-422-4277. Outside California, 
800-422-4250. 

AUDIO BEST: LA, ORANGE, SAN BERNARDINO 
area, California. Acoustat, Conrad-Johnson, PS 
Audio, Adcom, Audible Illusion, Superphon, 
B&K, Moscodes, VPI, Well Ibmpered Lab, 
Sonographe, Systerndeck, MMT, Grado, Alphason, 

MIT, Monster, AudioQuest, Randall, Straight Wire, 
Spica, Spectrum, Rauna, Soundlab and more. (714) 
861- 5413, appointment. 

RN NELSON-REED 
LOUDSPEAKERS 

EXCELLENCE REALIZED 

15810 Blossom Hill Rd. 

Los Gatos, CA 95030 
(408) 356-3633 
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WASHINGTON D.C. MUSIC LOVERS: C.K. Audio 
presents for your musical pleasure: Counterpoint, 
Convergent Audio Technology, Nova, Bedini, 
Spectrascan, Dimensional Optics, Micro Seiki, 
Alphason, Koetsu, Highphonic, Kiseki, Audio-
Quest, Promethean, Ram 'Mlles, Randall Research, 
Kimber ICable, Symdex, Nonspeakers, MAS, Fried, 
Angstrom. C.K. Audio, 11605 Basswood Drive, 
Laurel, MD 20708. (301)498-5709. 

MAGNEPAN MGIIC SPEAKERS, $950. Adcom GFA 
555 newest version, $400. All two months old 

mint. (803)327-4849. 

MCINTOSH 2205 with McIntosh L-22 cabinet, 
$950. (206)937-4381. 

WANTED 
SCHEMATIC AND/OR REPAIR ADVICE for 
KLH9's. Fee offeredjack Rumors, 626 Tall Bees 
Drive, Asbtabula, Obio 44004. 

MCINTOSH, MARANTZ, PARAGON TUBE AMPS, 

Western Electric equipment. Old speaker systems, 
raw components from RCA, Jensen, Thrmoy, Altec, 
JBL, Trusonic, University. Tel: (818) 576-2642. 
David, PO. Box 832, Monterey Park, CA 91754. 

ASSEMBLY/INSTRUCTION MANUALS for Dyna-
Kit Stereo 70 amp and Dyna PAS preamp. Gary L. 
Kirkman, 2134-15tb St., San Francisco, CA 
94114. (415)861 - 5764. 

Hi-Fi Specialists Ltd. 

BRITISH HI-FI AT BRITISH PRICES, 
RING OR WRITE FOR AVAILABILITY, PRICES ETC 
PRO-MUSICA. 6 VINEYARD ST. 
COLECHESTER. CO2 7DG. ESSEX ENGLAND 
PHONE ENGLAND 206 577519. 

BACK ISSUES (SEE PAGE 138) 

WANTED 
THIEL 04as, reasonable. Dennis (913)267-2229. 
No collect calls please. 

VMPS . Euphonic Audio • Nelson-Reed 
Scan-Speak • Just Speakers 

Featuring: Dick Olsher's DAHLIA 

A&S SPEAKERS 
Mail order source for high fidelity loudspeakers, speaker kits and drivers. 

Free literature: 
Box 7462 P, Denver, CO 80207, (303) 399-8609 
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THE STEREOPHILE ADVERTISING STANDARDS 

Advertising published in Stereophile is accepted on the premise that the merchandise and services as 
offered are accurately described, and are available to customers at the advertised price. Advertising that 
does not conform to these standards, or that is deceptive or misleading, is never knowlingly accepted. 
If any Stereophile reader encounters noncompliance with these standards please write. Nelson & 
Associates, 62 Wendaver Rd., Yonkers, NY 10705. 
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